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Avant Premiere Plus 
The new Mordaunt-Short Avant Premiere Plus system is a 

complete Home Cinema loudspeaker package offering 

outstanding sonic reproduction from unobtrusive enclosures. 

The individual components combine to deliver a seriously 

impressive listening experience redefining expectations from 

speaker systems of this size and price point. 

Avant Premiere Plus. Where size is no compromise. 

Mordaunt-Short's continued commitment to engineering 

excellence has seen the company pick up repeated awards. 

www.mordaunt-short.co.uk 

MORDAUNT SHORT 
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Any hi-fi designer will tell you that making fine sounding 

products is easy - the real challenge is doing it down to a 

price.Although the hype might suggest otherwise, following a 

few basic principles (good components, proper power 

supplies, quality materials, etc.) should guarantee excellent 

results - there's no magic here. Rather, the real genius lies in making 'real 

world' hi-fi separates sound better than the sum of their parts... 

So this month's Hi-Fi World looks at affordable esoterica - gear that 

works better than it has a right to. We've a huge variety of kit, from Rega's 

sublime P5 turntable to Castle's inspired Richmond 3i loudspeakers, 

Pioneer's cult DV-575 silver disc spinner to MeiXing' Electronics' bargain 

MC-7R valve preamplifier - and much more. From p 15, our writers have 

also assembled three quirky but inspired systems, boasting an eclectic range 

of high performance, low cost items - and they even explain how to get the 

best from them, too! 

Turn to p87 and you'll see our twelve page World Awards 2004 

special.We don't hand out gongs like they're going out of fashion. Instead, 

we've simply nominated the latest class-leading kit in 

twelve categories, plus the runners up, and that's it. 

Each component offers plain old high performance at 

a low price' - telephone number price tags need not 

apply. Hi-Fi World has always been the affordable 

audiophile magazine, and I hope January's issue proves 

this in no uncertain terms! 

David Price, editor 

testing 
Hi-Fi World has its own advanced test laboratory and acoustically treated 

listening room, and a dedicated team of experienced listeners. We review 

thoroughly by extensive auditioning, rather than by quick-fire group listening 

tests. Our engineering team designs a wide range of products in-house. No 
other hi-fi magazine is so expert and dedicated. 
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keenly priced 
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AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHR_F SPFr1AL: 
REGA P5 II 

This sub-£700 turntable offers brilliant musicality, stunning aesthetics and is 
easy set-up too, says David Price. 

SYSTEMS SUPERTEST 15 
Stewart Wennen, Channa Vithana and Dominic Todd line up three very different 

systems, all with the accent very much on value. 

PIONEER DV-575 34 
John May auditions a baby Pioneer DVD spinner that's become a cult product 

thanks to its super sound per- pound quotient... 

DENON PM 1500 II 38 
Here's a Japanese super-amp in the classic mould - lots of watts and punchy 

power delivery. Dominic Todd listens in. 

SPIRALEX SUPPORTS 41 
Level headed Stewart Wennen is amazed by the value this simple but effective 

hi-fi support system offers... 

MEIXING ELECTRONICS MING DA MC-7R 42 
Another cult object, and rightly so as this arrestingly styled valve preamplifier 

costs less than £300. John May is in love... 

AMITY HPA IC/ HPA4S 44 
China Vithanna tries two high value headphone amplifiers from German 

company Amitry. 

EUPHONIC RESEARCH ATT-600/AM 46 
Dominic Todd is first to listen to the stylish hybrid pre-power amplifier combo 

from this Malaysian manufacturer. 

CASTLE RICHMOND 31 48 
This disarmingly well finished and superbly engineered British bookshelf 

speaker gets the treatment from Channa Vithana. 

SPENDOR S6E 50 
A very British pair of 'affordable high end' floorstanders gets a rave review - 

they're the latter-day BC1s no less, says David Price. 

PRESENT, CORRECT 53 
David Price looks at six affordable audio accessories - for best results, leave 

this part of the mag lying around in front of your loved one before Christmas... 

BLU FOR YOU 60 
Noel Keywood takes up the story of the new Blu Ray d,gital discs - goodbye 

DVD, the future starts here... 

IN VOGUE 83 
Patrick Cleasby traces the story of one of the most important bands to emerge 

from the new wave/ post-punk explosion of the late 1970s, Japan. 

SUPPLEMENT 
WORLD AWARDS 2004 87 

David Price details our twelve favourite new products of this past year, and the 

oh-so-close runners up... 
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"Amazing value and massively impressive performance." What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision 

To find out more about the award-winning range of Cambridge Audio two-channel and home cinema 

hi-fi, visit our website or call 0845 090 2288 (+44 207 940 2200 outside the UK). Developed in the 

UK, Cambridge Auciio products are available from specialist hi-fi dealers across the world. 

www.thenewwave.co.uk e Cambridge Audio 
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news 
NI-AGE 
Meridian Audio's stunning looking DSP5200 is the latest addition to its 

expanding range of DSP-based loudspeakers. It takes the elegant 

appearance and advanced design of Meridian's flagship DSP8000, and 

delivers it in a compact package 36 inches tall.The self-contained system 

combines a 2-way crossover design, three custom drivers, three amplifiers, 

two multi-bit delta-sigma digital converters, digital crossovers and 

computers to provide full remote control over bass, treble tilt, time-

correct balance, absolute phase, tweeter axis and input. Meridian says 

the latest technology gives the DSP5200 precise detail with 

pinpoint imaging and dimensionality in both stereo and 

surround.Advanced signal processing allows correction of 

the frequency response for a variety of locations.The 

curved and tapered cabinet both increases stiffness and 

improves HF dispersion for a more natural top end. 

Cabinet construction is of 19 mm thick multi-layer 

materials, with proprietary heavy poured resin, and is inherently stiff with superior geometry and damping.The dual 

bass drivers are 160 mm long-throw composite designs and the cabinet vents, and the tweeter is a 25 mm aluminium-

dome, silver-wire design. Each speaker incorporates an electronics panel in the rear of the cabinet, accepting two digital 

inputs. High resolution double-precision processing and upsampling, coupled with the latest 192 kHz, 24-bit DACs, are 

used.The three 75W amplifiers themselves are again based on those in the DSP8000, with the latest error-correcting 

auto-biasing technology. Meridian claims that this digital loudspeaker system outperforms anything of its size.Available 

in a choice of black or silver high gloss lacquer, satin Santos rosewood, natural satin maple, stained cherry and black ash 

finishes, the UK recommended retail price is £6,150 per pair. For more information, click on www.meridian-audio.com. 

POWER PLAY 
One of the most influential groups in the history of modern music, 

German electronic music pioneers Kraftwerk, have taken delivery 

of a PMC IB2S-A 5.1 surround loudspeaker system, powered by 

Bryston PP300 amplification. The new monitor system is installed 

in their renowned Kling Klang studio in Düsseldorf, Germany, 

where they are working on post production and mixing of live 

material from their current World Tour 2004.The decision to use 

PMC monitors to mix the forthcoming CD album and DVD 

soundtrack of Tour 2004 was made by Kraftwerk; Ralf Hütter, 

Florian Schneider, Fritz Hilpert and Henning Schmitz, after an 

exhaustive series of comparative listening tests.The auditions were 

said to involve the world's five best known studio monitor brands 

and was conducted using a wide range of musical genres, including 

Kraftwerk's recently re-mastered back catalogue and current live 

material.The band intends to release their 2004 Live CD and DVD 

in the very near future. For further details on the 1B25-A 

loudspeaker, contact PMC Ltd. on +44 (0) 870 444 1044 or click 

on www.pmc-speakers.co.uk. 

PRO PLUS 
Naim Audio has developed a professional version 

of the NAP 250 power amplifier called the NAP 

250 Pro, The first order of these have recently 

been delivered to BBC News to aid technical 

directors improve sound balancing on some of its 

output.The NAP 250 Pro is equipped with 

balanced inputs via XLR and Speakon connectors 

for monitors. Designed by Naim, after consultation 

with BBC News engineers; the NAP 250 Pro can 

be used with the type of speaker cables in use in 

professional studios as well as Naim's own 

NACA5.The amp boasts 80W RMS continuous 

into 8ohms, 400VA transient capability and a 

frequency response of 2Hz to 65kHz (at -3dB).The 

original NAP250 was launched twenty seven years 

ago, and soon acquired many fans thanks to its 

gutsy, fast and engaging sound. Like Naim's flagship 

NAP 500, the latest NAP 250s use a new circuit 

design with improved earthing arrangements, built 

on a very high quality, anti-resonance main audio 

circuit board.The same 007 transistors that were 

custom-designed for the NAP 500 each provide up 

to 80 amps and 350 Watts, negating the need to 

use parallel pairs of transistors (which always have 

a negative effect on sound).Additional 007 

transistors are used in the fully regulated power 

supply and a new transformer is used providing the 

ability to deliver more than 15 Amps and swing a 

massive 400VA on transients. Naim says the NAP 

250 is stable into any load and able to drive a 2-

Ohm load for long periods of time. For more 

information, click on www.naim-uk.com. 
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FOR POORER, 
FOR RICHER... 

Denon is on a roll right now, 

introducing impressive products for 

every man — and his dog.The thrifty 

will be interested in its DVD-I 910 

DVI-HDCP DVD player at £229.99, 

which caters for all video standards 

including digital video, eschewing 

SACD & DVD-A in favour of the 

"highest quality for every type of 

display". Intriguingly, Denon says the 
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QUICK-WIRE 
IXOS's new XFA09 is an affordable RCA 

interconnect for just £ 19.95 per metre. It's said to o 

transparency, detail and smoothness over standard bundled 

interconnects, thanks to its high grade PC OFC conductors 

and gold plated metal RCA plugs. For details, call 01844 219 

012 or click on www.ixoscoble.com. 

new hi-res audio formats, "are being totally 

ignored by general consumers and at this price 

point, their inclusion is a waste of time and 

money.The cash instead has gone on stunning 

video and great sound." This slim, compact 

machine offers instead DVI digital video, giving 

superlative pictures on an HDMI or DVI capable display. For those without DVI, the twin high-performance video DACs 

and Faroujda Progressive Scan are claimed to deliver a stunning picture via the component output. Still, the 24/192 

audio DACs give a wide dynamic range and the audio circuit design is based on technology from Denon hi-fi, for good 

results from CD.Those at the other end of the income scale might be interested in the company's new £4,000 AVC-

A I XV 'behemoth' AV receiver — claimed to be "the largest, heaviest, most powerful, most flexible and undoubtedly the 

best AV receiver ever made", no less! Touted as a "complete CEDIA install in one-box, featuring 16-channels of output 

capability and 10 fully assignable discrete anplifiers, the AVC-A I XV is the world's first AV receiver capable of providing 

multi-zone 5.1 system capability". Its 10x 170W RMS gives one full 9.1-channel surround sound system in a single room, 

two discrete 5.1-channel systems in different rooms, a 7.1-channel system in the main zone, a 2.1-channel system in a 

2nd room and a mono system in a 3rd room! There's an audiophile-oriented 'bi-amp' mode, with two amplifiers used 

for each front, left, right and centre speakers for a full 5-channel system, delivering maximum power and performance. 

Factor in a litany of features including full HDMI VI.1 and DVI switching and routing, HDTV Switching, three HDMI 

inputs, a DVI in and out, two Firewire Inputs and front panel PC setup - and this is versatile tool. For more information, 

click on www.denon.co.uk. 

GOING MOBILE 
Monster has announced the launch of iCarPlay Wireless 

Plus, a £79 Apple-specific accessory that allows iPod users 

to play iTunes wirelessly through virtually any FM station 

on their car radio while simultaneously charging their 

iPod. "The Apple iPod is an incredibly popular product 

and Monster has again made it more convenient for these 

tech-savvy enthusiasts to listen to their tunes wherever 

they go," says Monster's Noel Lee. "Why should music 

fans fumble with CDs when they can play their iPods in 

the car on just about any FM radio station? Now they can 

do that and keep their iPods charged at the same time. 

The iCarPlay Wireless Plus includes digital FM tuning, 

programmable presets and fast charging for clear iPod 

stereo sound wherever they go." iCarPlay Wireless Plus 

can be tuned to almost any clear FM station, so the music 

lover has full FM tuning flexibility in getting the best 

possible sound. Connecting is easy - simply tune the car 

stereo to any clear FM station, tune iCarPlay Wireless 

Plus to the same station, hit play on the iPod, and that's it. 

The presets can be changed any time a 

clearer station is desired. For added 

flexibility and convenience while 

listening to the iPod, Monster Smart 

Digital Charging technology rapidly 

recharges the connected iPod, and 

then switches to a trickle charge 

to optimise performance. For 

details, click on 

www.MonsterCable.com.  
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news 

ARCAIVI ADVANCE 
Following the success of the superb £ 1,300 DiVA AVR300 7.1 channel home cinema and music receiver,Arcam has 

launched a more affordable sub-£ 1,000 version in the shape of the DiVA AVR250. Said to be a perfect partner to 

Arcam's highly successful DV79 / DV78 DVD players, it boasts state-of-the-art circuitry with a new Crystal CS49400 

master DSP (with 24- bit and 32-bit processing; the audio DACs), while the ADCs and volume controls are all 24 bit 

devices from Wolfson. Support is included for all current audio decoding, including DTS 96/24, Dolby Digital EX, Dolby 

Pro Logic Ilx and more.Video supports both component, RGB and S-video, and includes upconversion from composite 

or S-video to component or RGB to help minimise the number of cable runs to a display.Three component RGB video 

inputs are available, all with sufficient bandwidth for HDTV.A programmable master audio delay of up to 220 

milliseconds permits use of digital displays without loss of lip sync.A large toroidal power transformer and seven 

identical low distortion power amplifiers are used, and there's a direct signal path for both stereo signals and the 7.1 

multi-channel input. Power output is quoted as 100 Watts per channel into 4 or 8 ohms (two channels driven), 75 

Watts per channel with all seven 

channels driven.An independent 

second zone, with stereo line 

level audio and composite video, 

is supported.Two-way RS232 

control is built in as standard: 

which also enables system 

software updates.The £999.90 

AVR250 is available in silver or 

black finishes and is surprisingly 

compact at 430x I45x433mm. 

See: http://arcam.co.uk  

THE CONCEPT 

ARCAM 

• 

"NIMBI 

DALI's Concept 10 is a full-range three-way, floor-standing speaker equally suited for 
the subtle reproduction of classical music with realistic dynamics as well as hard rock at 

engaging sound pressure levels, Available in cherry or light oak finishes with a gunmetal-

grey baffle optically matching the chassis/frames of the drivers, the three way bass reflex 

full- range speaker features a 1" soft dome tweeter with large magnet, flexible voice coil 

braids and magnetic oil, a 6,5" midrange with 1" voice coil and powerful dual-magnet 

motor and 2 x 10" ventilated dual-magnet woofers w. air-dried lightweight pulp cones. 

Sensitivity is claimed to be a healthy 91 dB. while the weight is quoted at a back 

straining 34kg each. Price is said to under £700 per pair. Click on www.dali.dk.  

WALK THIS WAY 
Sony has launched two portable digital music 

players which do not first require MP3s to be 

transcoded into Sony's own ATRAC3plus format 

before playback.The new Network Walkman 

models, the NW-E95 and NW-E99, "will allow 

consumers the freedom to transfer ATRAC3plus 

and MP3 files", They feature 5I2MB and I GB 

respectively, offering storage of up to 23 CDs on 

the NW-E95, and up to 46 CD's on the NW-E99 in 

Sony's ATRAC3plus compression format. They 

feature 70 hour battery life, and weigh 40g. Other 

models include the NW-E55 and NW-E75, and 

owners of these are now able to download 

software from the Internet which enables them to 

play MP3 tracks directly too: Sony's new digital 

music site 'CONNECT' offers over 300,000 

downloadable unique tracks from both major and 

independent labels from 79p per ATRAC3-encoded 

song - see www.connect-europe.com. 

SONY 

all? M.7:4"1W 

see p76 OBITUARY. 
JOHN PEEL ( 1939- 2004) 

John Peel (John Robert Parker 

Ravenscroft) OBE, sadly died from a 

heart attack whilst on a working 

holiday in Peru. He was more than 

a DJ or a broadcaster, but an 

institution. He'd been with BBC 

Radio One since its inception in 

1967, and prior to this had been a 

DJ in the US during the time of 

Beatle-mania, and latterly on Radio 

London where he'd presented his 

ground-breaking 'Perfume Garden' 

programme. It's probably fair to say 

that Liverpool born John — ' Peelie' 

to his adoring listeners — was 

responsible for breaking more fresh 

new talent than any other British 

broadcaster. Such was his 

championing of acts as diverse as 

David Bowie, Marc Bolan (T.Rex), 

The Sex Pistols,The Undertones, 

Black Uhuru, Public Enemy and The 

Smiths that he impacted not just 

the British, but the world's, popular 

music scene. He will be missed. 

February's Hi-Fi World takes 

an in-depth look at the 

weird and wonderful world 

of classic hi-fi. We audition 
stunning stuff from the six-

ties, seventies and eighties, 
including Garrard 301, 

Sansui XP-99 and Linn LP12 

turntables, Leak Stereo 20, 

Marantz MA5 and Naim 
NAP250 amplification, Quad 

ESL59 and Linn Sara ( active) 

loudspeakers - and much, 

much more. We try a new 
Naim ARO tonearm on the 

latest Michell Orbe 
turntable, put a rebuilt Quad 

303 power amp against the 
new 909 and pit Sony's orig-

inal CDP101 CD player 
against its flagship CDP-

XA9000ES. If you're a fan of 
classic hi-fi, then the next 

Hi-Fi World is unmissable... 
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This ad features a few new products we're excited about, as well as a couple of old 
favourites (which we're still excited by even after all this time!) From top right, going 
anticlockwise, first off are the Anthony Gallo Reference 3 loudspeakers (£2400/pr). 

You can't tell from the picture, but these are actually very compact (about 3 feet tall) 
but have the most amazing bass extension and a very open sound_ Next, the brand new 

Musical Fidelity A5 series amplifier (250W/ch) and CD player, at £ 1499 each, are 
superb value. They are designed to be better, and cost less, than the popular 308 series, 

and don't even feel embarrassed in the company of the famous Nuvista and Trivista 

series. The CD even features a valve output stage, just like the late lamented Trivista 
DAC! The Duevel Bella Lunas (£3160 to £4160/pr dependent on finish) need no 

introduction. This superb Omni design, featured at the recent Heathrow Show, should 
be on everyone's shortlist. Origin Live's new Sovereign turntable (£3850 plus arm) 
sets new, even higher standards for this already envied manufacturer whose decks 

already receive huge acclaim from the press. Next up is something we thought we'd 
never see - a valve / transistor hybrid power amp from Tom Evans, famous for their 

Groove phono stage and Vibe preamp. The Linear A (£3999) is a truly innovative 
design which draws on the strengths of both technologies to give transistor speed and 
control with valve naturalness and texture, another milestone for Tom! Many people 

will still remember the success we had with the Magneplanar MG 1.6 speakers at the 
show. These flat non-electrostatic panels with ribbon tweeters produce the most 
amazingly believable soundstage, all for the direct impon no-middleman price of 

£1500/pr. The new Duevel Shuttle-Disk rechargeable battery CD player (also £1500) 

is on permanent demo - bring your own CDs and be pleasantly surprised! Lastly, we 
had to squeeze it in, what we regard as probably the finest all round (pardon the pun) 

turntable in the world, the Brinkmann LaGrange with the Brinkmann 105 tonearm 
(£8395 in total), a truly staggering combination. 

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon anthony gallo apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer dynamic 
brinkmann cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio consonance decca london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino final 

lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin lyra magneplanar michell 
engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat 
roksan shun mook shanling shelter slinkylinks sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom 

evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo 
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review 

N
ot to put too fine a point 
on it, Rega wrote the 

rule book of high perfor-

mance, low cost turnta-

bles. It was the wilfully 

eccentric Planet which 

started it, some thirty years ago.This 

curious podule-plattered confection 

marked the company out as distinc-

tive, if nothing else. But behind the 

madcap record support was some 

deadly serious precision engineering. 

Whilst all its other rivals, especially 

those from Thorens and Dual. 

wielded independently sprung 

subchassis, the Planet was — in 

essence — a simple piece of wood'. 

Now, this may sound disparaging, but 

it is not meant to. The art of design, 

in hi-fi as in everything else, is that of 

intelligent use of resources and 

materials at any given price point. By 

shaving costs through the omission 

of any suspension system, Rep was 

able to offer a high class ( Philips/ 

Impex 24v AC synchronous) motor, 

bearing and pickup arm - a formula 

Rega's P series of turntables now has 
something for everyone, but the best value is surely 

the P5, says David Price... 

that Rega has not deviated from to 

this day. 

Here, we see Rega's £698 mid-

price product, a sector which allows 

the company to spend a little more 

money on the bare essentials than it 

can on the brilliant, class leading P3. 

Of course, there are still no springs 

in sight (bias compensation inside the 

tonearm notwithstanding), so you'll 

have to factor in a serious quality 

support as part of your budget. What 

you do get, however, is the RB700 

tonearm, which is essentially a better 

toleranced and specified RB300, 

complete with a lick of silver paint 

and fancy cable. ( This causes no small 

degree of wry amusement on my 

part, as I recall speaking to Rega 

some ten years back about the 

possibility of them doing this, and 

they were dismissive in the 

extreme!). 

The other thing that's upgraded 

from the P3 is the plinth — or rather, 

the surround.While the cheaper 

deck follows the original Rega 

template of fibreboard plinth sitting 

on 'vibration absorbing' ( ha!) feet, the 

P5 is the entry-level model in the 

range with a form of serious 

decoupling — the inner low mass 

micro fibre' ( i.e. an MDF variant) 

plinth (450x130x360mm) sits on a 

deliciously finished tubular aluminium 

surround.This was first seen on the 

earlier P25 (albeit in wood form), 

and is now used in all higher end 

Regas. Some readers may be sceptical 

about how much benefit this brings, 

but suffice to say that the subjective 

results are certainly positive (more 

of which later).The surround is 

offered in silver satin or black satin 

finishes. 

In 1978, Rega replaced the Planet 

with the Planar 2 and 3. Aside from a 

change of paint colour (from white 

to black), the principal difference was 

the substitution of its wacky podular 

platter for a thick glass disc (on the 2 

it was topped by rubber matting, on 

the 3 it got thick felt). The P5 follows 

this convention, as per so many 
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Regas before it, with a 15mm hand 

crafted floated plate glass platter 

topped by a thin Linn LP I2-style felt 

mat (the chunky Planar 3 item is no 

more). Rega says this provides 

stability and assists in the isolation of 

record information against other 

sounds and also provides excellent 

speed stability; they are not wrong. 

say, this is the real deal; nothing else 

looks (and feels) classier. 

The other brilliant thing is its 

simplicity — to use, to unpack, to set-

up. Compared to the P5, other decks 

seem mind-numbingly tedious to 

assemble, fettle and keep work. As I 

always hand cue then it's simply a 

case of switching on and dropping 

"I set up the Rega P5 in my £10,000 reference system 
— if it coulc celiver the goocs here, then l'c have no 
further questions, your honour.. " 

Finally, the motor: said to be `an 

improved P25 anti-vibration' design, 

its ( necessarily, for the P3) cheap and 

cheerful motor pulley is now 

machined aluminium (hurrah!) and 

there's a choice of power supplies - 

the direct 24v for the supplied 'wall 

wart' or a DIN socket for the new 

Rega TT PSU optional upgrade 

power supply for the P5 turntable. 

This can only be used with the P5 

and P7 turntables (and not with any 

other Rega or non-Rega turntable). 

It's a crystal-locked low distortion 

sine wave generator design (as used 

in the P9), which using an efficient 

drive amplifier fed from stabilised 

DC power supply, generates a 24Volt 

AC balanced signal of less than 0.05% 

distortion (claimed).This isolates the 

motor from the vagaries of this 

country's wonderful AC mains supply, 

and also has the benefit of providing 

switched 33/45 RPM operation. 

Considering the relatively 

modest price premium over the 

already class- leading P3, the P5 offers 

a lot for the money, addressing all the 

critical ' limiting factors' of its cheaper 

brother ( i.e. arm, plinth, motor), while 

leaving the fancy stuff (ceramic oxide 

powder platter, twin drive belts) for 

its P7 sibling at nearly twice the 

price. For this reason, I really think 

it's a great little package — and 

cracking value. It's also beautifully 

built — no matter what Pro-ject fans 

('not literally', as Alan Partridge 

would say, ' that would be hideous') 

the stylus into the groove. It's so 

simple that it makes using any CD 

player seem needlessly complex and 

fussy ( Patrick Cleasby would 

doubtless at this point invoke the 

Mac vs. PC paradigm...)The other 

nice thing is that Rega offer their 

own range of rather fine cartridges, 

with three-point mountings, which fit 

the P5 hand in glove.The Super Elys 

[see BOX] came fitted to the review 

sample, although I did try others — 

more of which later. 

SOUND QUALITY 
In for a penny, in for a pound.1 set up 

the Rega P5 in my £ 10,000 reference 

system (see BOX) — if it could 

deliver the goods here, then I'd have 

no further questions, your honour. 

And deliver it did, in spades. First and 

foremost, with the Rega Super Elys 

fitted, this is not by any stretch of 

the imagination a neutral performer 

— but is none the worse for it! 

Here's one of the most musical 

analogue disc spinners at or 

anywhere near the price — it has real 

joie de vivre, an incredible sense of 

get-up-and-go that instantly appeals 

and endears. It's brilliantly fast, 

detailed, engaging, energetic and 

bracing — no matter what music you 

feed it. 

I started with Jennifer Warnes' 

superb cover of Leonard Cohen's 

'First We Take Manhattan', and the P5 

enthralled with its speed and 

directness. Its midband is startlingly 

well articulated — very much like the 

old Linn Kan loudspeaker, it's so 

convincing in this area that its 

shortcomings anywhere else simp4i 

don't matter — you don't notice 

them. It's the 

sense of 

'connectedness' 

you get that 

impresses most — 

my Quad 989s 

felt like a giant 

pair of Stax 

electrostatic headphones, Jennifer's 

voice coming right out at me with 

tremendous conviction. In fact, left-

to- right imaging is stunning, no less. 

The location of all the elements 

within the mix is as good as I've 

heard from practically any turntable 

at any price; it's just so strong, so 

positive, so focused. 

Next most apparent was the 

pace and timing; here it again 

reminded me of what I love so much 

about 'flat earth' eighties hi-fi — the 

P5 just got right into the groove and 

bounced along at a blistering pace. It 

made this big rock production sound 

utterly enthralling. It's also great 

dynamically too — not the best in 

absolute terms of course, but the 

'rnicrodynamics' were so confidently 

carried that I just couldn't stop 

listening.You get an almost 

mastertape-like sense of'being 

there', of witnessing a musical event 

first hand, rather than having it 

described to you some time after the 

fact. Put pithily, the Rega really rocks. 

A move to Julie Tzuke's 

'Welcome to the Cruise', a far softer, 

more obviously 'analogue' sounding 

LP, proved the Rega's mettle. Many 

turntables turn this into a sort of 

'sound soup', a thick mess of noise 

with no discernable reason or 

rhyme.Timing is critical to convey 

this classic track with the skill it 

deserves, and the Rega jumped into 
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P5 is. TECNODEC 

It's important to remember that, with arm, the Michell TecnoDec is a bit more expensive than the 

P5, and it sounds it too. The Michell is more refined, more rounded, more neutral, more self-effac-

ing, more dispassionate and controlled. The obverse is that the Rega P5 sounds more 'locked in', 

it's more engaging and the more musical of the two, bringing a wide-eyed naivety to proceedings. 

It jumps into the groove of whatever it's asked to play with heady abandon - and is all the more 

cha-ming for it. However, the TecnoDec takes time to get it right, and there's superior scale, more 

extended bass, airier treble and a general sense of perspective. In a nutshell, the Michell sounds 

like you're watching a concert from the balcony, the Rega from the stalls - your choice! 

it with zeal. Unperturbed by the 

murky production values, it scythed 

through the scunge to reveal a 

grippingly emotional performance, 

and really looked into the texture of 

her voice and all those classic 

seventies keyboard, drum and bass 

guitar sounds. 

Putting on a more neutral disc in 

the shape of Joan Armatrading's 'Me, 

Myself, l' confirmed my suspicions. 

The P5 is not blessed with a surplus 

of bass. Just like the P3, it takes one 

look at the lowest octave and says, 

'I'm not bothering', preferring instead 

to devote all its efforts to the middle 

and upper bass frequencies, where it 

is superbly lithe, taut, tuneful and 

supple.This is down largely to the 

Rega's fine speed stability, which is a 

step-change above the P3 and not far 

behind, say, a cooking Michell 

GyroDec with the excellent TT PSU. 

Without, the P5 falls back quite a 

way, and I for one wouldn't want to 

live without it. 

Cue up some classic BlueNote 

jazz (Lonnie Smith's 'Think' from 

11969) and this comes into sharp 

relief, it's not super neutral or 

brilliantly dynamic in absolute terms 

- it doesn't have the scale of 

Michell's TecnoDec - but does a first 

class job of the intricate details, 

showing precisely how strong a snare 

is struck or a bass guitar string is hit. 

The worst aspect of this 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Michell GyroDec/ SME IV/ Koetsu Red turntable 

Musical Fidelity kW500 integrated 

Quad 989 loudspeakers 

Townshend Maximum supertweeters 

REL Strata subwoofer 

combination was tonality, All Rega 

stuff sounds just a little dry (except 

that classic Supex-derived R 100 

cartridge from the seventies), and the 

P5 is no exception - especially with 

the Super Elys. I substituted an 

Ortofon Kontrapunkt B and 'hey 

presto', we had warmth, richness and 

tonal colour. In essence, the P5 is on 

the dry side of neutral and the Super 

Elys is tonally on the dry side, period. 

Although the pair are a brilliant 

synergistic match in terms of 

rhythms and midban.d detailing and 

image location, it's a tad ' barren' to 

these decadent ears now used to 

Koetsu Rosewoods. Even a Goldring 

1042 would give it a welcome 

injection of bass, body and bloom, 

but then you'd lose its sublimely 

energetic midband.Your call! 

CONCLUSION 
At just £698, this is an audiophile 

bargain of sublime proportions. What 

1 love about the Rega P5 is that the 

stock package is superb, and yet it's 

so tuneable.The first thing you must 

invest in is a decent support, and 

then it's time for the TT PSU - with 

these two in the bag, you'll have a 

deck that's good enough to bring a • 

smile to your face with ten grand's 

worth of ancillaries - I kid thee not. 

It's a very capable performer with 

true character, and simply makes any 

piece of plastic you place upon it 

sing. And then it's even good enough 

to partner with a cartridge costing 

more than its own purchase price. 

Affordable esoterica, by any other 

name. 

a 

review 

VERDICT 110111De 
Wonderfully engaging and musical 
sound allied to exquisite styling and 
finish makes this impossible to argue 
with — a classic. 

REGA P5 

REGA SUPER ELYS 

Rega Research 

+44 (0)1702 333071 

www.rega.co.uk 

£698 

£150 

REGA SUPER ELYS 

This £ 150 moving magnet can trace its lineage back to the 

1983 RB100, which replaced the Supex SD100E-derived R100. 

The RB100 cost £ 37, the Super Elys a lot more, but it's been 

substantially refined. Its three point mounting makes it ideal for 

the Rega tonearm, assuring perfect geometry, VTA and a mil-

liant mate to the headshell - three variables that can spoil vinyl 

sound. It uses a high quality elliptical stylus, and sounds very 

good for the price, but I can't help feeling this is great cartridge 

in search of a great diantonc tip ( sucl- as that in Rega's £ 275 

Exact). There's always a toucl of sibilance and zing t ) the tre-

ble that you simply don't get from the £ 120 Goldring 1042 

Howevei, it des whip the Goldring in the pace and dynamics 

stakes - this is an immensely charismatic performer. if you can 

forgive it its light, bright, spry tonality (and rather high surface 

noise levels) you're rewarded with striking attack transients, 

truly special left-to-right sterec image precision and firecracker 

dynamics. If you're after a dose of 'viryl Viagra' then this 

about is close as it gets - it's an extremely charactertul car-

tridge in the way Lion's K9 was, but much better. 

REGA TUNING TIPS 

- always remove the dustcover; it wrecks the sound 

- position it on a level surface, ideally a wall table 

- go gently with the tonearm bias adjustment 

- Audiophile Furniture's BASE platforms raise the game to 

another level 

- leave the platter spinning throughout the listening; repeated 

switching on and off will stretch the belt 

- periodically clean the belt, spindle and inner platter with 

isopropyl alcohol and a cotton bud 
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The ultimate format deserves the ultimate design 

The supremacy of vinyl quality over digital is set to continue - especially with the spectacular levels 
of performance now available through the new Origin Live tonearms. If you are in the slightest 
doubt as to the groundbreaking nature of these arms and their ability to transform your turntable's 
performance, we suggest you investigate the reviews and arrange an audition. Shown above is the 
new "Linn fitting" base with built in VTA adjuster, making the arms quick and easy to fit to LPl2s 
among others. We guarantee all arms above the Silver to outperform any other arm regardless of 
price or your money back. 

To n ea r m s 
Conqueror - £2500 Illustrious - £ 1570 Encounter - £970 Silver - £599 OL1 from - £ 124 

Origin Live, Unit 5, 3626 Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton S019 2PB 
Tel / fax: 02380 578877 E mail: info@originlive.com 

www.originlive.com 

definitive audio 
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible. 
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by 
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all 
others. 

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Rondo amplifiers from Japan. We 
have the MT Line. M7 Phono. M77 Phono. the Neiro Integrated and of 
course the extraordinary Gakuoh We also have a range of single minded 
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden. 
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil 
cartridge. the Kurma Airline. Triplaner 6. and SME Series V tonearms 
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the 
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stab Reference 

We have the complete range of Living Volce loudspeakers including the 
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2. 

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life 
interest and fascination into your relationship with music. 
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment. 

New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock. 

DCS Elgar Plus. Purcell. Verdi. Verona. Fully current spec including firewire 

05/01 certificated except Verona (01/04) Four box CD playing solution £16000 £24000 
Negra PLP pre-amplifier Looks good £4000 £7500 

Clearaudio TOI Master Reference tonearm massive acrylic linear tracking 

thing - unusual opportunity - spotless and as new but no box Major mental 
health problem forces sale. £1900 £3860 

Merlin Music Systems VSM Millennium loudspeaker. Obscure here, popular 
there - unusual US design with cult following - includes BAM bass module. £2500 $9000 

Living Voice Avatar 2 - European Maple - scrumptious £2000 £2700 

Living Voice OBX-R Mk 1 Even more scrumptious £2600 f4000 

Alela PST 11 011 Hi-end 2 bus line pre-ainp - spotless - boxed. £1500 £2800 

Art Audio Vinyl One MM/MC valve phono stage Very good. New! £1300 £ 1900 

Art Audio PX25 - 5 wall stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans. £2500 £4500 

Nottm Analogue Interspace with Space arm and Living Voice Mystic Mat. £550 £1180 

Tom Evans Groove plus - phono stage with external Lithos PSU £1700 £3500 

Torn Evans Vibe Pulse - line stage with external Lithos PSU. £2400 £4800 

Tom Evans MIClO Groove - niovilg roil phono stage- 0 8mv/lKohm £300 £400 

ATC SCM7 - cute mini- monitors on saucy bright finish Partington stands £400 £700 

Ruant Crusader II loudspeakers. Black. Good condition. £700 

Eastern Electric Mini-Max - cute line pre-amp New and boxed - half price. £400 £800 

Epos ES30 loudspeaker - substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway £499 

Cardas Neutral Reference 2 5m speaker cable with spade term - new £500 £775 

Cardas Neutral Reference lm imerconnect - new f300 £500 

Art Stiletto Ebony plus Orelle 100 CD player and amplifier. 1 lot boned new £ 1900 £3650 

Vltavox RH330 Pair of the original four-cell mid-range horn £500 £ 1200 

Canary Audio Stock Clearance - High End bargain time 

CA309 - 45 watt 30013 monos. Fantastic sound and build Illustrious giants 
with champagne facia. Boxed, almost new £4000 £10000 

CA303 - 22 watt 3006 monos. Beautiful Sounding amp. 100 hours use al rile 
Hi-Fi show. Boxed What a bargain, £3500 £7250 

CA301 - 22 watt stereo power amp. Huge performance for giveaway price £2500 £5450 

CA300 - 10 watt 3008 mones Unused, boxed. £1500 £2500 

CA801 Two box dual mono line pre-amp. Very serious state of affairs £2250 £4500 

Tel: 0115 973 3222 Fax: 0115 973 3666 
interne t: www.definitiveaudlo.co.uk email: shout@definitIveaudlo.co.uk 

There may be better value 
propositions around to 
upgrade your system but 
if there is I haven't heard 
them...A fantastic product 
then from Origin Live and 
this particular audiophiles 
dream review tool." 

TNT AUDIO MAGAZINE 

"...the best tonearm I've 
heard" HI Fl WORLD 

Winner of Stereo 
Times magazine Most 
wanted component of 

2004 award 

"Simply stated, the Origin 
Live Illustrious tonearm / 
Aurora Gold turntable pro-
duce the best musical results 
of any turntable I've ever 
heard, regardless of price....It 
sets a new reference" 

STEREO TIMES 

01* 
• 

Cord*, 

• 

The BorderPatrol P20 

'One of the best music appreciation devices 
available.' 
Jason Kennedy Hi-Fi Choice Summer 2002. 
EDITORS CHOICE 

Full details on the P20 and other BorderPatrol 
amplifiers and power supplies can be found on line 
at www.borderpatrol.net 

Tel/fax 00 44 ( 0) 1242 717171 
e-mail bp@borderpatrol.net 
www.borderpatrol.net 

BorderPceM 
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group test 

this month's supertest features three affordable audiophile systems. Our scribes were 

briefed to assemble a group of components that provide outstanding sound per pound. It 
was a case of anything goes — any source, any format, any vintage — and they came up with 
three very different answers... 

the 
viny 
cut 
The first of our three reviewer's systems sees Stewart 

Wennen compile a most characterful vinyl and valve combo, 

using combining the weird with the wonderful. No departure 
for him then... 

p
repared to be stunned at 
my choice of components! 

The bits of kit I have cho-

sen are not expensive by 

modern standards, but 

they work very well 

together indeed - with an obvious 

synergy in evidence right from the 

word go'. Now, whereas my 

esteemed colleagues have gone for 

an odd hotch-potch of begged-and-

borrowed eighties retro (Channa) 

and cool twenty first century lifestyle 

chic (Dominic). I've opted for an 

altogether more sensible shoes 

approach — not! It mixes classic vinyl 

with brand new, ermm, thermionic 

tube technology — with the accent 

on affordable. You can take your 

fancy multi-digit price tags and shove 

them up your gold plated phono 

socketry — my hi-fi system keeps 

prices cut to the bone, and pushes 

performance to the max! 

My choice of source component 

was something I have used for a 

great number of years with real 

success - a Townshend Rock 

turntable. Max Townshend in 

conjunction with the Cranfield 

Institute designed the Rock, which 

was light years ahead of most of the 

record players that were available in 

the mid seventies. It subsequently 

acquired the reputation of sounding 

just like a Compact Disc player — but 

I reckon that nothing could be 

further from the truth.Although 

rather expensive at the time, these 

record decks can be acquired for as 

little as £200 now - an absolute 

bargain as a budget turntable can 

cost as much as £ 1,000 these days. 

Although my well used example 

had a seized main bearing, this was 

easily released with the aid of the 

ever-helpful Max, who sent me some 

detailed instructions, and they 

worked very well.This is 

demonstrated by spinning the platter 

and watching it spin and spin and 

spin. Fortunately the Impex motor 

seemed okay, so a replacement 

wasn't needed. If you have a Rock 

with a defective motor these are 

available along with most of the parts 

for the turntable from 

www.townshendaudio.com. I 

replaced the belt as a matter of 

course as the old one seemed very 

tired. 

As there was no damping trough 

with the turntable, and they are sadly 

no longer available, I decided to 

replace the original pick up arm with 

a Roksan Nima unipivot.This arm is a 

stunning piece of kit at the price and 

is built in the UK. Cartridge choice 

was relatively simple as I chose a 
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Goldring 1006, primarily because it 

performs very well and when the 

upgrade bug strikes then you just 

replace the stylus with a 1042 type 

for superb MM sound.This upgrade 

is one of the simplest to achieve as 

the vertical tracking force does not 

need any tweaking - just slot the new 

stylus in and listen to the music! 

For my phono stage, I looked no 

further than Mr. Graham Sloe, who is 

a specialist engineer who produces 

some of the best RIAA equalisation 

stages in the world. So the choice of 

the Gram Amp 2 was an obvious 

It is the VR-70E, which is amongst 

the best affordable valve amplifiers 

around - distortion is less than 1% 

with 20W RMS at the output 

terminals (quoted). It displays up to 

90dB signal to noise ratio and uses 

two EL34 output tubes with 6F2 

preamplifier stages. Pricing is 

extraordinarily keen - at just £400 

it's almost a steal, especially as this 

amplifier is one of the most unusual 

integrated amplifiers I have ever 

seen.The VR-70 sports just one pair 

of signal inputs! Don't worry though 

— if you really must have more than 

one input then the manufacturer will 

supply a switching unit for approxi-

mately £30. Fit and finish is very 

good although it does not look as 

good as some of more esoteric 

amplification.This is fair enough, as 

you won't buy an oil painting at this 

price, and its performance is 

spectacular for the money; loads of 

extension in the bass register with 

that legendary creamy rich midrange 

to treble that good valve amplifiers 

seem able to project. And unlike 

many sub-£2,000 tube designs, it 

doesn't use tragically poor output 

transformers — these guys obviously 

do know what they're doing,... 

On to the loudspeakers next. I 

elected to use a pair of Acoustic 

Energy Aegis Evolution Threes.As I 

was using tube amplification, these 

had to be very efficient, and their 

specification was not disappointing, as 

the Aegis Threes have a claimed 

efficiency of 91 dB for I W of input 

power. Most modern boxes are 

have cones fabricated from pressed 

aluminium, a material which has the 

advantage of having low mass and it 

can also be conveniently used as a 

heatsink.The drivers in this cabinet 

are all shielded, so they can be used 

in close proximity to CRT televisions 

or monitors. Finally, high frequencies 

are taken care of by a 25mm silk 

dome tweeter unit, which also uses 

Ferrofluid in the magnet gap.This 

fluid not only damps the drive unit 

but also acts as a centring agent and 

a heatsink. Finish of the Aegis Three 

loudspeakers is very good with 

correctly matched veneer and a 

choice of veneers for the customer 

to choose from. 

SOUND QUALITY 
From the first note of John Williams' 

Bach concertos, this system displayed 

a rather special quality.The acoustic 

of the recording venue was superbly 

well described within the stereo 

image. JW's breathing and fretwork 

were explicitly conveyed, complete 

with an extremely even tonal 

balance, which might surprise some 

folk considering the system's all-

analogue orientation.This record is 

usually a dead giveaway, as it shows 

incorrect timing structure and phase 

lag with poorly designed electronics, 

but my system passed this initial test 

with flying colours. Delicacy and 

textural integrity are vitally 

important during vinyl transcription, 

and this combination had it all. 

Wilson Picket is a stunning 

vocalist and his album, 'Don't Knock 

"delicacy and textural intecri-y are vitally impor-
tant during vinyl transcription, and this combina-
tion had it all. 

one. His attention to detail is 

legendary. If a resistor varies in value 

the offending component is removed, 

and then the correct value 

component is inserted into the 

circuitry.This obsessive character is 

good for the customer, and means 

that all of his products are extremely 

fine value for money. Although the 

case is not the most attractive in the 

world, this RIAA certainly delivers 

the goods.The cost of a Gram Amp 

2 is less than one hundred of our 

English Pounds! His website is 

www.gspaudio.co.uk and his 

complete range is available to 

browse around, so do take a look. 

Now for my piece de resistance - 

the amplifier 1 chose was from The 

Affordable Valve Amplifier Company. 

JANUARY 2005 

relatively inefficient, but the dual 

ports on this model help with the 

overall efficiency and help to extend 

the bass response beyond what I 

would have thought possible from a 

single 160mm bass driver. Midrange 

frequencies are taken care of by a 

120mm-drive unit 

which utilises a 

cast aluminium 

chassis that is 

acoustically inert 

and the chosen 

material does not 

dilute the 

magnetic flux 

away from the 

voice coil as steel 

tends to do. Both bass 

and the midrange drivers 

My Love', is regarded by Northern 

Soul collectors as the pinnacle of his 

career, with his almost painful 

delivery, and this treasured piece of 

vinyl was reproduced with depth and 

width and 
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CONTACTS: 
Townshend Electronics 

Roksan/ Ortofon ( Henley Designs) 
Affordable Valve Company 
Graham Slee Audio ( HiAudio) 
Acoustic Energy 

020 8979 2155 
0123 551166 

01634 268662 
01443 231458 
01285 654432 

all the spatial clues allied to an ultra 

smooth treble to midrange balance. 

This album contains string sections 

as well as the usual mix of electric 

instruments allied to very good 

production values — after all, the 

producers were Brad Shapiro and 

Dave Crawford, whose legendary 

skills are showcased by the rich, 

warm and expansive soundstage.The 

Godfather of Soul was on next with 

'Get Up Offa That Thing!' a seminal 

funk track. Bootsie Collins bass was 

delivered with extremely vibrant 

playing. The horn section and second 

vocals rang out in my living room 

with accuracy and speed.Width of 

the stereo image was as good as my 

ATC studio monitors! 

A complete change of style next, 

as Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue' was 

placed on the turntable and I settled 

down on my sofa for the duration of 

this piece. Spatial accuracy was the 

order of the day as Bernstein played 

the introduction. First and second 

strings were correctly displayed with 

the piano slightly left of centre with 

the rest of the orchestra behind 

them.What a wonderful sound! 

Recorded in a large venue this 

system has the ability to portray big 

soundstages with power and delicacy. 

As for the bass, I could feel the 

timpani smashing my kidneys to a 

pulp with the piano carrying the 

voice of the orchestra. Here was a 

very, very good transcription of this 

recording, which left me emotionally 

drained! 

Radio was treated with the same 

delicacy and strength, especially 

Radio 4, which has some of the finest 

broadcasters in the world. As does 

Smooth FM - especially on Sunday 

afternoon with the weekly dose of 

soul music delivered by Richard 

Searling [steady on Stewart, you're 

sounding like 'Smashy and Nicey', great 

mate - Ed.] All in all this is an 

exceptionally well balanced system, 

despite being rather unusual with its 

choice of components - as they're all 

considered to be 'budget' by those 

with more money than sense (which 

is most folk, these days). Every time I 

lit the system up. I duly switched it 

off a couple of hours later with a big 

grin on my face. It's an easy system 

to listen to, without the weedy bass 

of many so-called high-end 

components — what you get is an 

amazingly full bodied sound all for 

less than the price of a shabby 

second-hand car. 

TWEAKING 
Firstly the loudspeakers. My house 

was built in 1864, so the floor is of 

the suspended type which exhibits a 

disturbing bounce that precludes the 

stand mounting of hi-fi components, 

but the solution is relatively simple - 

loudspeakers exhibit a tighter bass 

delivery when mounted atop paving 

slabs, just don't forget to use a spirit 

level to achieve true vertical attitude 

so they can perform as the design 

engineer intended. Positioning of 

loudspeakers is a very involved 

subject and I don't have enough 

space to do it justice, but if your 

loudspeakers are not toed in then 

try this, as it may well work for your 

listening room — it does for me. 

Another critical point for those 

of the analogue persuasion is 

turntable support — this really is 

vitally important even with excellent 

decks like the Rock. In every 

instance. I'd recommend a turntable 

stand fixed to the wall ( i.e. a shelf). 

Enabling the record deck to be 

effectively removed from the 

structural vibration loop has a 

variety of advantages, the main one 

being cleaner bass and midband.As 

my turntable stand is a home built 

type, and cost less than £ 0 to 

assemple, it was finished to st my 

décor! I generally use marine ply 

support platforms but I recently 

changed to two Spiralex Platforms 

and the difference was staggering. 

With the twenty year old Rock atop 

the platform, the sound was larger in 

every dimension with much deeper, 

tauter bass delivery.The midrange to 

treble regions became much sweeter. 

Cable choice has to be done 

with the system in mind, so here's 

what I used: all signal cables were 

Musiflex, in a semi-balanced configu-

ratior from Connectronics. 

Loudspeaker leads were from 

Doncaster cables, which are sold by 

City Electrics.This cable is used in 

three-phase irstallation and comes in 

a variety of sizes and core types. It 

costs less than one percent of most 

super cables, and although it does 

not have a sexy jacket it really works 

well with most loudspeakers. 

Another point to be borne in mind is 

the direction of the cables. We are all 

aware that loudspeaker cables have 

to be orientated correctly, but try 

this tip: the negative (return) should 

be in the opposite direction to the 

positive, so make it so. I've got more 

space within the image and deeper 

truer bass, with a truly expansive 

stereo image by running it this way - 

all we have to do is reverse the 

direction of the returns to the 

amplifier! Finally, mains power is 

supplied to my system through a 

totally isolated fuse box, with 

dedicated supplies for each group of 

sockets.This mod is expensive and is 

beyond the ability of the average do 

it yourselfer. But get in a qualified 

electrician and have the mod done as 

the difference is 

awesome. (Don't 

screw around 

with mains 

voltage, as it 

con kill you 

dead — here 

endeth the 

lesson!) 

Overall, this 

is an 

extremely 

natural, 

musical 

sounding 

system that 

sounds 'more 

than the sum 

of its parts', 

thanks to its 

obvious 

synergy. 

Next! 

SYSTEM: 

Townshend Rock [second-hand] 

Roksan Nima 

Goldring 1006 

Graham Slee Gram Amp 2 

Affordable Valve Co.VR-70E 

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evolution 

£200 

£300 

£60 

£99 

£399 

Three £298 
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Chord 
Signature 
Heavy gauge high purity multi-strand 

copper conductors 

Low density foam polyethylene 
dielectric 

Unique dual layer high frequency 
shielding structure 

Non-compression aluminium 

clamping system 

Factory terminated 
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No matter what your system, the innovative design of Chord cable will 

transform the sound and really bring your music or soundtracks to life. 

If you are passionate about music, listen to the Chord range of 

interconnects and speaker cable and find out just how much you have 

been missing. 

Twenty years of experience, obsessive attention to the finest detail and 

a real commitment to producing high performance products, make all 
Chord interconnects and speaker cables a vital component of any hi-fi 

or home cinema system. 

Used and recommended by manufacturers, retailers, hi-fi magazines 

and recording studios throughout the world, Chord cables are chosen 

for the dramatic improvements they can bring to any level of system. 

Highly compatible, dynamically balanced, 

detailed, coherent and musically involving, 

Chord interconnects and speaker cables are 

stocked by all the best hi-fi retailers. 

Fo find out more visit 

www.chord.co.uk 
or c:•••11 +44 ( 0)1980 625700 
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ey myself, I 
The second system set-up sees eighties child Channa Vithana embark upon a voyage of sheer, 
unadulterated audiophile narcissism! 

I
wanted to escape the multifunc-
tion button fetish environment 

that surrounds me.1 admit that 

I usually only listen intensely to 

music, doing so by myself, rarely 

relying on 'background' mt.sic, 

as that doesn't work for me. 

Therefore with the above in mind, 

intimacy and tactile materiality is 

required where the instruments must 

have a clear identity as to their pur-

pose - while being well made, good 

to look at and performing to an 

excellent standard. So what I have 

assembled is an entirely selfish and 

hands on system designed just for 

one! 

For the source component, my 

weapon of choice is Naim Audio's 

CD2 CD player no less, which 

appeared way back in I995.When 

reviewed in 1997 ( retailing at £ 1,998) 

this August journal said, "( it) excites 

at the expense of subtlety... More at 

home in a Naim system". As a 

replacement for the Cdi/CD I. which 

shared its top loading transport with 

the CDS, the CD2 was subsequently 

repiaced itself by the first CDX in 

I998.This particular CD2 is in very 

good condition, and unlike the power 

supply upgrade potential of the CDX 

it is an extremely simple affair with 

only a single DIN output and 

switched IEC power input at the rear 

— less is more! It has the classic 

besDoke Naim Audio swing out 

drawer system similar to those still 

used by the latest CDX2, CD5X and 

CD5i. 

The CD2 uses a suspended 

Philips CDM9Pro transport housed 

within the operationally slick and 

beautiful manual swing-out drawer. 

Designed by Roy George and the 

Nairn R&D team, it is a real materi-

alistic treat when opened.This 

drawer system was implemented for 

superior sound quality being 

pre4erable to traditional motor 

driven slide out mechanisms and uses 

a magnetic puck to hold the CD in 

place.The internal circuitry is 

isolated on a sprung chassis which 

along with the swing drawer requires 

transit bolts for transportation.The 

CD2 has a Naim Audio linear power 

supply and the legendary Phillips 

TDA1541 16bit, four times 

oversampling DAC and SAA7220 

digital filter. It weighs 9.6Kg. 

Although current Naim 

instruments have excellent build, 

finish and better operational 

functionality designed to appeal to a 

wider audience. I personally still think 

the last generation 1990s Naim 

Audio products such as this CD2 

were their best ever designs. These 

Naims have - in my opinion - 

peerless visual presence.With their 

dark olive green front and 

continuous black aluminium sleeved 

cover giving them a 'darkly beautiful' 

industrial minimalist feel that I find 

just as attractive as any delicately 

crafted Italian design.To further this 

effect there is only a Nairn Audio 

logo on the front, which lights up to 

indicate operation, very basic display 

and the absolute minimum of buttons 

needed —`play'.'stop','prey' and 

'nexf.The current designs, while very 

good, look more in keeping with Art 

Deco style with their modulated 

three-piece fronts, sophisticated 

casework assembly and crescent 

shrouded Naim font.Though 

comparatively brutal, the old CD2 

uses the late-eighties to late-nineties 

era Naim casework, which is 

therefore ironically of a more 

modern countenance. 

The heart of my system is the 

Eclipse A502 amplifier, which I first 

came across about three years ago — 

and to me it remains so simple yet 

timelessly attractive. Devoid of any 

superfluous functionality, controls or 

badges its sculptural form wouldn't 

look out of place either as an ancient 

artefact found in a tomb or futuristic 

scientific device displayed in the 

London Science Museum! It's an 

uncomplicated hi-fi instrument with a 

single input through a set of gold 

plated phono sockets. It comprises 

three sections rather like a satellite, 

mothership and base station: large 

aluminium volume knob at the top, 

amplifier in the black central body 

and the power supply within silver 

pedestal made from a substantial 

casting.The volume knob is perfectly 

weighted; neither flimsy nor overly 

heavy, moving with a balanced 

precision and lit by a series of LEDs. 

The uplighting is no gimmick, though 

attractive, as it illustrates the tactile 

point of this amp. Because, 

considering its small footprint the 

A502 can be used next to your 

seating position letting you adjust the 

volume at will without remote 

control, while the light provides 

unobtrusive yet useful illumination 

during late night sessions... 

The black amplifier body has a 

very nice single-wire speaker 

connecting arrangement, with 

separate g-ooves enabling bare wire 
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or banana plugs 

to be secured horizontally within 

its undercarriage, minimising the 

chance of wires touching and short 

circuiting. It has three internal spikes 

aligning itself onto the silver power 

supply, leaving an attractively small 

external shadow-band around its 

conical form, adding to its visual 

sophistication.There is a DIN 

plugged umbilical from the rear of 

the black amplifier that accepts a DC 

feed from a socket in the silver 

power supply.The power supply has 

a fixed power chord for mains, a blue 

operation indicator LED and power 

switch situated within a folded crease 

vertically along the centre line of its 

front profile.The amplifier is rated at 

30Wx2 with 6-ohm load impedance, 

weighs just over 6kg and measures 

I 84x I 95x I 67mm, and the power 

supply 2 I 5x97x I 87mm. 

The clever modular styling, build 

quality, fit and finish all work together 

to deliver simply one of the best 

pieces of industrial designs 1 have yet 

to see in audio.The compositional 

aspects of the design lend it a 

confident yet understated feel, which 

along with its tactile operation and 

usefulness as a hi-fi instrumen, gives 

great 'ownership satisfaction' - 

separating it from other non-

functional sculptures... 

The loudspeakers are Monitor 

Audio's R852/MD.They're a relatively 

large pair of late 1980s 

standmounters measuring 450x 

250x278mm and weighing just under 

10kgs each. Elac made both the 

R852/MDs drive units to MA's 

specification, and they look great 

with the grilles off, exposing their 

dark-copper/gold coloured dome 

tweeterThese days, Monitor Audio 

says this 25mm "super metal dome 

tweeter" (with vented magnet/voice 

coil, rear chamber and large 

ferrofluid damped magnet, claimed to 

give a smooth linear fast response to 

21 kg), "represented the first of a new 

breed of metal domes using an 

aluminium-magnesium alloy. MA says 

it, "sounds significantly better and 

smoother than all of its single-metal 

rivals, as until that time, most metal 

domes were single-metal types made 

from copper or titanium and virtually 

all sounded unconvincing" The 

tweeter also contains cooling to the 
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metal 

voice-coil 

former for good 

heat extraction. MA 

states therefore that, 

"these fundamental and 

radical design elements formed the 

basis for a whole new generation of 

C-CAM metal domes from Monitor 

Audio". 

The polypropylene coned 

mid/bass driver is fitted within a 

200mm aluminium cast chassis and 

contains a vented magnet pole design 

with a one piece voice coil assembly 

and dust cap. Both drive units are 

sealed into the cabinet with thin 

rubber/synthetic surround sleeves 

forming a very tight fitting enclosure. 

The cabinet is made of 18mm 

chipboard veneered on both sides 

with internal bracing while the 

crossover is a refreshingly simple 

two-component affair.They are a 

closed box (infinite baffle) type with 

single wired plastic sockets at the 

rear. MA claimed a frequency 

response of 50Hz-20kHz at -3dB, an 

impedance of 8ohms, sensitivity of 

89dB and power handling of 15-

120W - making them an unusually 

benign load by the standards of the 

day! They were available from around 

1987 with an MA price list of £350 

with standard teak, walnut and black 

finishes. 

When I first had a look at the 

particular speakers used for the 

review, they were in a sorry state 

chipped and the walnut veneer faded 

where the grill had been in place. 

However their drive units were in 

good shape remaining agreeably stiff 

for an old speaker though the outer 

glued edges of the bass drivers are 

slightly peeling apart through old age. 

Their form and shape does not 

follow modern speaker thinking 

eschewing narrow baffle and deep 

cabinets, nor older themes of wide 

face and thin body, yet because of 

this they look just right! Without 

going through the expense of re-

veneering them and being entirely 

happy with their sound 1 am gradually 

improving them by designing a new 

hardwood front baffle, which will 

advance aesthetics and protect the 

mid/bass driver fixing from further 

deterioration.Though at the moment 

in their painted state they remain a 

work in progress! 

As for the cabling, I've used 

specific types to get the best from 

this particular system — I make no 

definitive claims here!I have used a 

new I.8m Reference PowerKord by 

Russ Andrews, which uses Kimber's 

unique cable weave (claimed to 

remove RFI) with ' 16 Hyper-pure 

VariStrand copper conductors 

insulated with Teflon. It is very nicely 

fabricated with a flexible protective 

outer braid making it much easier in 

use than my original I.8m five year 

old Reference PowerKord which has 

a stiff plastic sheathing.Where the 

new PowerKord differs to my own is 

that it contains a Kimber Wattgate 

350i IEC connection, which is 

claimed as a superior alternative to 

standard 'kettle plug' IECs.The 350i 

features a multi- layer 30 micron gold 

plating process, and RA says it's 

"regarded as the best IEC plug 

regardless of price", no less! Both 

signal cables are from The Chord 

Company.A DIN to phono Solid 

interconnect has been used, which is 

a "semi rigid design with a single 

silver plated conductor,Teflon 

dielectric and specially treated thin 

wall copper tube acting as a 

shield/return".While the speaker 

cable is Odyssey 4 single wired, 

consisting of doubling up of a 

standard Odyssey 2 which uses 12 

gauge silver-plated Teflon insulated 

twisted pair conductors within a 

silicone rubber jacket. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Before I used the system in anger, I 

did what I always do [???! - Ed.]— 

which is to switch off the lights and 

phones, unplug the TV, disconnect the 

computer and fridge, close the 

curtains and switch on the amplifier 

for 

unobtrusive 

light! The 

R852/MDs 

work best 

with non-

metallic 
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CONTACTS: 

Eclipse ( UK) Ltd. 

Phonography (Naim CD2 supplier) 

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. 

The Chord Company 

0207 328 4499 

01425 61230 

01539 825 500 

01980 625 700 

supports such as the all birch ply 

stands used for this review, sitting 

directly onto a floating laminate 

wood floor (over concrete) without 

any spikes or Blu Tack.1 prefer this 

arrangement as the stands and 

speakers integrate better, transferring 

energy away at an agreeable rate 

without emphasising the ringing, 

resonating qualities of metal supports 

that I find interfere with the R852/ 

MD's tweeter. They work very well 

close to the rear walls, which can 

help with better bass response while 

not adding congesting time smear to 

the midrange. I prefer them firing 

forward without toe-in, as they have 

no problems with specific 

directionality, radiating well into the 

room. 

And so to battle! The 

combination of the exhilarating CD2, 

forward and transparent R852/MDs 

and neutral A502 sounds like a 

nightmare waiting to happen, so I 

wilfully tested them with some 

difficult music with the intention of 

catching them out. I used three 

thrillingly exciting recordings Slayer's 

'Reign In Blood', Nirvana's ' In Utero' 

and Zehetmair Quartet playing 

Schumann on ECM (2003). 'Reign in 

Blood' is an infamous Rick Rubin 

produced 'thrash metal' record: 10 

tracks lasting a mere 26 minutes, 

vicious lead guitars, screeching vocals 

and the musical highlight being Dave 

Lombardo's phenomenal drumming 

all at breakneck speed. 

The CD2 produced a gripping 

and fast response to the music with 

the R852/MDs revelling in the 

ferocity and speed without once 

sounding harsh or painful to the ears. 

The R852/MDs are disturbingly 

lightweight at first and while not 

suitable for bass fiends, once you get 

used to them they produce music 

not at the expense of conveying the 

complex structure and are highly 

revealing. ' Reign In Blood' usually 

catches out most standard hi-fi that 

concentrates on bass power at the 

expense of the cymbals, which 

become splashy and distorted. So it 

was with Lombardo's superhuman 

drumming however that the MAs 

really made sense of the music. 

Conveying the rolling bass fills 

(within their LF limitations) and 

ridiculously fast beats combining the 

complex HF layering effects of the 

cymbals with consummate sophisti-

cation. 

The Zehetmair Quartet was no 

less thrilling showing off this systems 

midrange response to magical effect - 

it was so tangible with the strings 

that it was simply hard to criticise. 

The speed and sudden power of the 

quartet when present was not in 

short supply either and it's this 

combined with the midrange sophis-

tication that makes it special when 

played in this system. 

'In Utero' is a difficult piece 

containing a very melodic musical 

structure hidden under distorted 

guitars fuelled by plenty of feedback 

manifest as buzz and hum. It is the 

antichrist to the hugely successful 

studio precision of Nirvana's 

'Nevermind and was credited as 

'recorded' by (producer) Steve Albini. 

He is an expert at meticulous detail 

when 'recording', concerning the use 

of classic microphone placing 

techniques.Therefore ' In Utero' is an 

amazing sonic experience conveying 

all the nihilism and thunderous 

power of the compositions with a 

rare unvarnished feel.The CD2 and 

R852/MDs lapped up the music with 

glee, showing tremendous resolution 

and slam, while the A502 had no 

trouble transferring the terrifying 

bass power of the instruments into 

the room at above moderate volume 

levels - making the tactile use of the 

volume control more addictive. 

TWEAKING 
The 350i Reference PowerKord 

connected to the CD2 in place of 

the standard PowerKord provided 

more control at the expense of a 

little 'air', however, it allowed much 

higher volumes and was staggeringly 

good, removing a slight metallic 

sibilance in the R852/MD's treble! 

Additionally, it brought the midrange 

into exceptional focus and 

resolution.The Odyssey 4s proved 

very similar to the Odyssey 2s but 

with one main difference - they 

excelled with a deeper appreciation 

for the midrange, which was most 

beneficial, for al! stringed instruments 

be they electric guitar or violin. 

Overall, this system provides a 

super-clear, transparent and exhila-

rating arena for music.While not 

diverting from the mainstream of 

everyday hi-fi thinking when 

considering resolution, transparency 

and timing, it cuts through the 

artifice of most standard hi-fi. It has a 

refreshing vitality and expressiveness, 

not harsh nor overtly forward and 

yet encompassing textural sophisti-

cation throughout the frequency 

range when present within 

recordings. 

The CD2 is an excellent 

performer but is quite rare 

secondhand, with CD3/3.5 and CDSs 

being more common.The A502 is a 

beautiful object that is also a neutral 

and highly capable amplifier.While 

the Monitor Audio speakers present 

widescreen clarity, both musical and 

revealing.Without good quality 

cabling this system would be 

nightmare, so they are essential and 

the ones tested here worked 

synergistically to bring out its best. 

This system lets you concentrate 

on sheer musical enjoyment without 

the problematic of remote controls, 

switching inputs/formats and needing 

a screen to operate. As a system it 

connects you to the source directly 

through its music making - and 

simple but striking design. 

THANKS TO: 
Annette CaIlam at Monitor Audio 

Adam Meredith at Naim Audio 

SYSTEM: 

Naim CD2 [second-hand] £700 

Eclipse A502 Amplifier £875 

Monitor Audio R852/MD [secondhand] £ 100 

Chord Company Odyssey 4 [2x5m] £340 
Chord Company DIN-phono Solid £60 

Russ Andrews Ref. PowerKord [ 1.8m] £219 
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NATURAL SOUND 
CAN ONLY BE 
GENERATED BY 

REAL INSTRUMEN 

THAT'S WHY 
WE BUILD THEM 
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A real instrument has large resonators, no artifical 

damping and no filtering devices. That's how we 

build our legendary loudspeakers: using large 

Acoustic Sound Boards for natural bass, first 

order crossovers optimally matched to drivers 

and cabinet acoustics to eliminate distortion and 

perfect cabinet architecture to remove the need 

for artificial dampening. 

We don't try to change the nature of sound. 

We use it. Listen to the truth of one-to-one-

performance and become a believer. 

LIVE 
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The final system is from Scarborough's own style guru Dominic Todd, who wanted something 
out of the ordinary that really looked the part... 

T
he last system I tested 
consisted of a Pathos 

Cinema-X amp', Sony 

SCD-XA9000ES SACD 

player and KEF Reference 

207, PSW5000, 204c and 

206ds 'speakers. The sound was awe-

some and intricate in equal measure. 

Indeed, with a combined price of 

£23,350, excluding cables, and a net 

weight of 225kg. I'd have been rather 

disappointed if it hadn't been.Yet, 

what really limited the appeal of this 

system was its sheer physical bulk. 

Even if one could afford the price, a 

room of at least forty square metres 

would be needed to really do it jus-

tice... Back in the real world, most of 

us live in smaller living environments 

and have an increasing amount of 

gadgets competing for space.With 

this in mind, I've set about creating a 

high quality system that not only 

sounds good and costs a realistic 

amount of money, but will also suit 

smaller rooms. It's important that not 

only the units themselves are of a 

compact size, but also that they have 

the sonic characteristics to suit. 

There's no point, for example, in hav-

ing a compact. bookshelf, 'speaker 

that needs stand mounting one 

metre out from the rear wall... 

At the heart of this system lies 

what has been the mainstay of the 

archetypical compact system for over 

twenty years. Now in its latest 8vs 

guise, the Cyrus amp', and matching 

PSX-R power supply, are better than 

ever, As has been the case for a while 

now, the Cyrus still uses a half width 

casing featuring a diecast magnesium 

alloy cover over polymer composite 

chassis.The idea is to avoid ferrous 

metals, which allow eddy current 

flow and, thus, harm the sound 

quality-Ile "vs" modifications are the 

result of a little lateral thinking on 

behalf of the Cyrus engineers. 

Essentially large value capacitors in 

the signal path have either been 

removed or bypassed and a "virtual 

servo" (hence the term vs) has 

replaced the existing servo amplifier. 

There are actually fewer esoteric 

components than before — something 

that Cyrus used to make great play 

of with their ' military spec' 

electronics — but more attention paid 

to board layout and the use of close 

tolerance components.The PSX-R 

doesn't actually increase the Dower 

output of the 8vs, but it does take its 

power supply to a completely new 

level. In the past, this fully regulated 

supply has lead to greatly improved 

focus, definition and expression. 

Without it the 8vs is merely very 

good, but with it the baby Cyrus is 

Lifted into another league... 

The CD player I was going to 

match up with this combo was the 

compact Audio Analogue Primo.Yet, 

after some preliminary listening, I 

was less than impressed.Yes it is 

compact and yes. its sonic balance 

does compliment the Cyrus, but it 

was simply too indistinct in many 

areas. Looking for a CD player that 

would have the same type of 'liquid' 

sound to compliment the rollicking 

Cyrus, actually, in the end, took me 

to the same company's Maestro 

model.This is a bulky unit, but the 

light silver finish and bi-level front 

panel do much to reduce the visual 

bulk. Like the Primo, the Maestro 

uses a CD-ROM. Unlike AA's junior 

player, however, it passes the digital 

signal through an upsampling Analog 

Devices 24-bit/I92kHz DAC. Now, 

whilst no extra information can be 

retrieved from I6-bit CD, it does 

mean that far gentler filters can be 

used downstream. It's technique that 

has been used to great effect by 

Arcam, amongst others, and should 

lead to a more natural sound quality. 

The power supply feeding this utilises 

an oversized toroidal and features 

eight regulators and twin power 

transformers.A special mention must 

also go to the remote control which, 

unlike the Cyrus's rather bland affair, 

is both intuitive and a tactile treat. 

Key to decent sound in a small 

room is the choice of 'speaker. 

Although Mission's 780SE have been 

around for some time, they are still 

one of the finest of their type.The 

look is familiar from the last ten 

years of small Mission 'speakers but, 

ANAI-
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to my eyes, they still manage to look 

fresh and modern.They are also very 

solidly built and finished in a range of 

attractive wood veneers. High 

frequencies are handled by a fibre 

dome tweeter, with the mid-range 

and bass being taken care of by a 

130mm ceramic matrix cone.The 

later of these is extremely light, yet 

given a high degree of rigidity by the 

baked in ceramic filler. Although 

these 'speakers are rear ported they 

sound at there best when positioned 

close to a rear wall.This makes them 

ideal for the system here, as does the 

clean, open sound, which should 

allow the best characteristics of the 

Cyrus and Audio Analogue to shine 

through. 
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roup test 

SOUND QUALITY 
Before I even begin with the sound 

quality, the Audio Analogue CD 

player raises an important point that 

isn't entirely unconnected. Most of 

the time its CD-ROM goes about its 

business in a quiet and effective 

manner. For some reason, however, it 

appeared to take a dislike to a 

handful of discs and showed this by 

grumbling the entire way through the 

album.This isn't peculiar to the 

Maestro, as I've heard it from other 

CD-ROM transports, but it is 

annoying at the best of times. In a 

system designed for a small room 

and, hence, with the listeners ear 

probably not far away, it is a positive 

distraction.Although the number of 

discs affected was few, I really can't 

help but think that hi-fi manufac-

turers should give more attention to 

mechanical integrity. If Audio 

Analogue, and a good deal of others, 

are going to use CD-ROMs, then 

they should really chose their 

transports more carefully, or at least 

modify the ones they have. 

Moan over, and on with the more 

subjective issue of sound quality. 

Kicking-off proceedings was Kelis's 

'Trick Me'.The first surprise came 

from just how much bass the tiny 

Missions managed to produce.There 

wasn't the sort of bass that shakes 

the floorboards, but then speakers of 

this size are never going to do that 

anyway. Instead, there was convincing 

dynamics and a highly articulate and 

taut bass that could quite easily 

change your perception of 'speaker 

timing. At higher volumes there was a 

touch of congestion from the lowest 

notes but, for the majority of the 

time, the Missions simply, and 

sensibly, left out the very lowest bass 

notes altogether. I'd been expecting 

fine imagining, and I wasn't 

disappointed.The 

vocal was dead 

centre, and all 

other instruments 

stayed resolutely 

within their 

allocated plot of 

stage. My only 

concern was that the vocals 

were sounding a touch on the harsh 

side.This was probably a charac-

teristic of the recording, but it would 

be something I'd be mindful of when 

tuning the system. 

Considering the price of the 

system, I was hugely impressed by 

the rhythm and drive given to the 

Scissor Sisters"Laura'. I got the 

sense that the CD spinner was 

producing a super clean and concise 

signal that the Cyrus combo' dutifully 

relayed onto some particularly 

transparent 'speakers. Although all of 

the components sonic characteristics 

were present, it felt like one of those 

systems where, because of amp' and 

'speaker transparency, one really feels 

as though one is listening to the CD 

player alone. In this case, that wasn't 

such a bad thing.What 1 was 

beginning to realise, however, was 

that this definitely wasn't the warm, 

smooth player that I'd envisaged. 

Instead there was a slight hardening 

of the vocals.That said, the upshot 

was a highly transparent soundstage 

and a wonderful level of detail that 

really encouraged the listener to 

"listen in" to the recording. In a small 

room, this can be an intoxicating 

balance as it's almost like listening to 

an especially large pair of 

headphones. Use the system in a 

larger room, however, and much of 

the effect is lost.Whatever the room, 

though, what couldn't be denied 

was the combinations sheer 

precision and insight into 

the music. It was one of 

those sounds that could 

really get under your skin. 

Natasha Bedingfield's 

'Size Matters' was 

presented with a bold 

presence that remained 

composed even at high 

volumes. Once again, for a 

'speaker so small, the 

scale of sound was 

surprising. Perhaps more 

impressive still was the 

alacrity of timing and 

truthfulness of sound. It might have 

meant the vocals could occasionally a 

little forward, but the level of insight 

given also made for a highly 

compelling listen.Yet, although there 

was great thrust to the song, this 

didn't disguise the huge level of detail 

revealed.Although a great system to 

tap a foot along with, it also proved 

far from coarse or, for that matter, 

'glossy', either. Listening to other 

Classical works cemented my 

opinion that this wouldn't be the first 

choice of systems for Classical music 

fans. I would put the blame here 

down to the 'speakers which, 

although pretty neutral, don't — like 

most Mission 'speakers — appear to 

get along with Classical music. 

Anyone who predominantly listens to 

Classical, therefore, would do well to 

consider an alternative, such as the 

Castle Richmonds. Despite this, the 

system proved highly incisive, 

incredibly transparent and immensely 

taut and rhythmic. It could be too 

sharp for some ears, but many would 

be won over by the highly involving 

balance. 

TWEAKING 
The first aspect to consider is that of 

support. Now, as this is supposed to 

be a compact system with the 

minimum of domestic intrusion, I've 

looked at isolation units to match. 

Bulky equipment stands are out as to 

are possibly 'speaker stands.With the 

Missions working at their best 

around 10cm from a rear wall, 

bookshelf mounting is a feasible 

option.There are, however, a few 

golden rules to remember.The first is 

to ensure the shelf is solid, level and 

free from as much clutter as possible 
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group test 

CONTACTS: 
Audio Analogue & 

Kemp Elektorniks UKD Audio 
Cyrus 
Mission 
Apollo 
Rothwell 
DNM 

Gale 

01753 652669 
01480 435577 

01480 423700 
0121 520 5070 
01204 366133 
01480 457989 
0870 900 1000 

— it's certainly not desirable to have 

the electronics mounted on the same 

shelf. It's quite simply the case that 

the clearer the shelf the better the 

imaging and sound stage will De. 

Next, you need to ensure that the 

'speaker is firmly mounted to the 

shelf, The best thing for this is the 

simple metal cone.There's a wide 

choice available but, as these things 

really don't differ that much. I'd go 

for the cheapest around. I used some 

custom made brass cones knocked 

up by a local fabricator, but IXOS's 

Layerdiscs and spikes are a good 

alternative at around £33. So that the 

'speaker remains dynamically 

balanced I would always use three, 

instead of four, spikes for each 

cabinet — one at the back and two at 

the front. 

As I never usually audition 

'speakers on a shelf, I was interested 

to hear the results compared to a 

stand. Perhaps not surprisingly, the 

sound did suffer, Against being placed 

on Apollo Olympus 6 stands, the 

sound was more congested, with a 

definite bloom from the lower/mid-

range. Imaging was pretty good, but 

some of the focus was missing so 

that, whilst the sound stage may have 

been broad, some subtle nuances of 

sound were a little fuzzy. The moral 

is that if you really can't 

accommodate 'speaker stands then 

you're going to have to accept a 

slight, but discernable, deterioration 

in sound quality. 

The same is true, to a lesser 

extent with the electronics. If you're 

placing them on a shelf, then it's 

worthwhile using an isolation 

support, such as the Atacama 

Staticstage (£35), which uses a rigid 

MDF board mounted on four 

Foculpods. Better still, however, is a 

dedicated table.The key to 

remember here is that it doesn't 

need to be either large or expensive. 

Shop around a bit and you can find 

some great bargains.Whilst spending 

a day in York I found a Sound 

Organisation Z022 in a local hi-fi 

shop.This is a very compact and 

lightweight design, originally designed 

for turntables, which cost £ 100 new. 

This example had a slightly tatty 

shelf, but a very clean base, and for 

just £25 was a bargain to rival Ikea's 

finest. Next stop was a local fireplace 

store where I bought a piece of 

marble cut out from where the fire 

usually goes! This cost just £ 12 and 

so, for less than £40 in total, I had a 

very rigid, compact and visually 

unobtrusive support. 

With the support taken care of 

it was time to focus on cables. After 

having tested a number of 

interconnects I settled on the 

Rothwell River. It may appear to be a 

rather scrawny affair, but is actually 

very well made. It uses silver plated 

copper conductors and has a partic-

ularly low capacitance.The lean, 

uncoloured sound complimented the 

electronics well, and showed little 

sign of adding its own sonic 

footprint The choice of 'speaker 

cable was somewhat trickier. I tried 

various Audioquest. QED and 

Wireworld cables, but 1 finely settled 

on one of my old favourites — DNM's 

Reson. Don't be put off by the fact 

that this is only £7 per meter, as it 

will still happily outperform a good 

number of cables costing two or 

three times as much. I'll grant any 

detractors the fact that the bass isn't 

the strongest, but its sheer cohesion 

makes it hard to fault over extended 

periods of listening. 

UsuaLy I'd stick with bare 

connections, but as the Cyrus 8vs 

uses special, BFA,'speaker terminals, 

plugs are essential.You can spend a 

fortune here and, to be honest, 

hardly notice any difference at all. 1 

chose the cheap and cheerful Gale 

gold plugs which cost only £5 a pair, 

are a gooa tight fit in the Cyrus and 

are solder-less, hence a doddle to fit. 

With Audio Analogue having taken so 

much time over the Maestro's power 

supply it was reassuring to see they'd 

backed this up with an impressive 

looking mains cable. Listening 

revealed that, whilst not state of the 

art, it was certainly up to the job.The 

leads supplied with the Cyrus' were 

less distinctive and so quickly ditched 

in favour of a pair of Kemp 

Electroniks Hi-Power cords. Of all 

the tweaks, these probably made the 

least difference but the bass did have 

a tiny bit more body to it. 

All in all, this system didn't quite 

turn out as I'd expected, and in more 

ways than one.The CD player I 

hadn't really been expecting to use 

and, it could be fairly said, is too 

large for what is supposed to be a 

compact system. I also had issues 

with its transport noise. This is a 

shame as, in many other respects this 

is a truly class leading player, with the 

sort of insight and transparency that 

would have been typical of a player 

costing twice the price only a couple 

of years ago. Yet, its very 

transparency can also be its downfall. 

Weaker recordings will, especially 

through this system, sound exactly 

that — weak. For those wanting a 

more compact player, a smoother 

ride or, indeed, both, then I would 

substitute the Maestro for an Arcam 

FMJ33. For those not too fussed 

about ultimate refinement, and who 

don't bother much with Classical 

music, this little combo' is pure 

dynamite. Like an eight-headed 

power shower, it's the type of system 

that will totally invigorate you after a 

hard day at work, Those who 

prefer a long soak, however, 

should apply elsewhere... 

SYSTEM: 

Analogue Audio Maestro CD player £ 1,750 

Cyrus 8vs amplifier £800 

Cyrus PSX-R power supply £400 
Mission 780 SE 'speakers £350 

Sound Organisation Z022 [second-hand] £ 37 

Apollo Olympus 6 'speaker stands £75 

Rothwell River interconnect £55 

DNM Reson 'speaker cable £7/m 

Gale "gold" BFA type plugs £5pr 

Kemp Electroniks Hi- Power mains leads £56 
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competition 

WIN EXPOSURE'S SUPERB 2010S CD PLAYER IN THIS MONTH'S GREAT GIVEAWAY! 

QUESTIONS 

[1] Exposure has taken 
the trouble to design 

its own what? 
[a] aluminium extrusions 

and covers 
[b] gold fuses 
[c] copper plating 
[d] bespoke CD transport 

[2] What type of DAC 
is used? 
[a] PCMI716 

[b] LP1976 
[c] CD1983 
[d] DCCI990 

[3] Dominic Todd 

never found the 

Exposure what? 
[a] interesting 
[b] odd 
[c] tiresome 
[d] cheese-like 

[4] How will most lis-
teners find the 2010s? 
[a] "amazing" 
[b] "hugely entertaining" 

[c] "wicked" 

[d] "wibble" 

January Competition 

Hi-Fi World Magazine 

Unit G4 Argo House 
The Park Business Centre 

Kilburn Park Rd_ 

London NW6 SLF 

2010f Compact DIS•7 Player 

H
i- Fi World gives you the 
chance to win a great lit-

tle silver disc spinner in 

the shape of Exposure's 

20 I OS.With its own 

bespoke CD transport 

and a staggering sound for the 

money, this £600 gem is real afford-

able high end stuff! Here's what 

Dominic Todd said about it in the 

November 2004 issue: 

"With the new 2010S CD player, 

Exposure has taken the decision to 

produce its own CD transport - a 

brave move because such a thing 

doesn't come cheap... Designing a 

bespoke mechanism, micro controller 

and display takes plenty of both time 

and money. The competition all use 

`off the shelf' designs, saves money on 

R&D and manufacturing costs. Other 

features new to the S model are a 

thicker case with new feet, an all new 

remote control, and improved fit and 

finish... There's a high capacity 

toroidal transformer with separate 

supplies for analogue and digital.A 

single surface mount PCM1716 24/96 

DAC is carried, as is the, jitter 

reducing, high purity master clock. 

I was always rather fond of the 

original 2010, and the 2010S proved 

every bit as good... Because of the 

snappy timing, it was certainly one of 

the more involving players to listen 

to... Whilst being slightly forward of 

balance, I never found the Exposure 

tiresome.Timing was greatly superior 

to the Inca Design Katana SE, for 

example, and the composition had a 

sense of spark that was second only 

to the Naim CD5i... it was the 

Exposure that proved the more 

engaging player to listen to. 

Equally enjoyable was Jennifer 

Warnes"Nightingale',Although a little 

loose in the treble, the 2010S avoided 

both the hardened mid-range and 

rather soft bass of its rivals... Instead 

it proved, given the price, remarkably 

transparent and consistent in its 

response across the frequency range. 

For it's price, then, the 2010S is one 

impressive machine.Vivid pace and 

impressive transparency make the 

2010S one of the most involving 

players here. Equally impressive is the 

build. Smart, solid and well finished; 

the 2010S has a very professional and 

expensive feel... Remarkable value for 

money... It's a really super CD player, 

and one that most listeners will find 

hugely entertaining." 

If you'cl Fice to win this superb bit of kit then 

all you have to do is answei the ffillowing four 

easy questions. Send your entries before 31st 

December 2004 to: January 

Competition, Hi-Fi World 

magazine, Unit G4,Argo House,The 

Park Business Centre, Kilburn Park 

Road, London NW6 SLF 

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 

- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD 

- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED 

- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION OF ENTRY 

- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO 

- THE EDITOIFI'S DECISION IS FINAL 

- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY COMPANIES ASSOCI-

ATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES, MAY ENTER 

entries will be accepted on a postcard only 

OCTOBER 2004 NAD/KEF SYSTEM WINNER: 
Michael Heryet of Stratton, North Cornwall 
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Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision 
stocks a wide range of Hi-Fi separates, DVD 

players, amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, 

LCD televisions and projection systems from 

all the leading manufacturers. 

From starter systems to custom designed multi-room and 

home cinema installations, our frierdly staff are available in 

all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the 

home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in home 

entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, contact your 

local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and experience more, 

0% interest free option^ is available on most products. 

^Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers. 

Minimum balance £400. Subject to status 

CUSTOM 
INSTALLATION 
Modem home entertainment 

doesn't have to be intrusive. 

A carefully considered installation 

of home cinema with distributed 

audio and video and easy lighting 

control can give you all the sound 

and vision performance you could 

ever dream of - enhancing your 

lifestyle and your home. 

Our custom install services range 

from the most simple, affordable 

solutions to the most grandiose. 

We can help transform every room 

and every home, whatever your 

needs and budget. 

Want to know more? 

Why not pay us a visit and pick 

up a copy of our FREE Custom 

Installation 

Guide, 

available 

now, from 

your local 

store. 

Enjoy the freedom to listen to the music 

of your choice or watch TV independently 

from other rooms in the home 

`tYys,ir 

*it , 
. Tr" 

Our installation experts are fully 

trained to the highest standards and 
will continue to support you and your 

equipment long after your first visit to 

one of our nationwide stores 

Flush- mounted in- wall speakers ca 

give you all the sound you can handl , 

but won't eat into your floor space or 
clash with your decor 

N EVVSNEWSN ENS 

NEW DENON AVR-1905 - AVAILABLE IN SILVER OR BLACK 

DENON AVR-1905 & 2105 
7.1 HOME CINEMA RECEIVERS 
The AVR-1905 and AVR-2105 are two new Denon 7.1 
channel receivers that offer astonishing value for money. 

Features include the 
latest 32 bit audio 
decoding. 96kHz 
processing on all 
surround formats and 
a high current power 
supply. The ' 1905 
delivers a healthy 80 
watts per channel (8 

ohms) while the '2105 delivers 90 watts and also includes 
auto set-up and calibration. 

MPAl 

EALING 
‘)k,F 

The long-awaited store in 
Ealing is now open. 

Part of a newly developed 
parade in the heart of town 
close to Ealing Broadway tube 
and on the fringe of the Ealing 
Broadway Shopping Centre, the store offers an 
unrivalled experience to shoppers searching for the best 
in audio and video equipment. 

24 THE GREEN 
EALING 

020 8579 8777 

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10 00-6:00 

SUNDAY 1200-4:00 

www.se.venoakssoundandvisiore11‘,K 

ABERDEEN (NEW) 

BEDFORD 

BIRMINGHAM 

BRIGHTON 

BRISTOL 

BROMLEY 

CAMBRIDGE 

CARDIFF 

CHELSEA 

CHELTENHAM 

CRAWLEY 

CROYDON 

EALING (NEW) 

EDINBURGH 

EPSOM 

EXETER 

GLASGOW 

GUILDFORD 

HOLBORN 

HULL 

IPSWICH 

KINGSTON 

LEICESTER 

LEEDS 

LINCOLN 

MAIDSTONE 

MANCHESTER 

NEWCASTLE 

NORWICH 

NOTTINGHAM 

OXFORD 

PETERBOROUGH 

PLYMOUTH 

POOLE 

PRESTON 

READING 

SEVENOAKS 

SHEFFIELD 

SOLIHULL 

SOUTHAMPTON 

SOUTHGATE 

STAINES 

SWINDON ( r. 

SWISS COTTAGE 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 

WATFORD 

WEYBRIDGE 

WITHAM (ESSEX) 

WOLVERHAMPTON 

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7 
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE 

NUMBER DETAILS 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

Or-

icom b"iAnaPteiorfnecotf 
' I early Arcam 

refinement and 
i.ibtlety, combined 

with new-found 
vitality and 

freshness." DIVA CDI92 

SEPA 

IMILnifS 

***** 

Arcam DIVA 
CD192 Ci.  eide. £849.95 

nqn "c" lifier £849.95 

••• you.. 

44/4121. 2004 

Cyrus 
8vs Amplifier £799.95 
CD8 X CD Player £999.95 

Cyrus has been 

developing high 
performance 

systems for over 20 

years. Today their 

upgradeable, modular 
product range includes 

multi-room systems, 

home cinema and some 
of the world's finest hi-fi 

systems. The new VS 

preamp circuitry, 

incorporated in the 6vs 

and 8vs amplifias, has 

dramatically improved 

their performance while 

the CD8 Xis a heavily 

revised version of 

the CDS. 

/MAIMS 200 
irn 

CO ',LAVE 
eletls 

' Here's a machine 

that advances the 

ability of its excellent 

predecessor by an 

almost absurd degree. 

The Cyrus 8vs is an 

absolute superstar." 

-The added 'x' 

factor brings a level 

of CD playback 

previously unheard 

at this price." wiz 

ZED 
' • • 
@Nil 

moming 11.1 
***** 

Cyrus 6vs Amplifier £599.95 
"A significant upgrade to what was mitrim 

already an impressive amp - Cyrus' 

new entry-level integrated is a peach" 
* * * * * 

TY% 

0 

Roksan Caspian M Series-1 
CD Player £1099.95 
Amplifier £999.95 
"A real class-contender, the 
new M Series-I is a canny 
pece of kit and well worth the 
money." it sams-. co PLAYER 

"A fine piece of equipment." 
PA SERIES-I APAPUFIER 

**I» • •••• 
use 

( r- 1 ) 
000 

D FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH f90 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE 

FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* 
NOT IN CONJUNCOL*12141 011101 0041 04 PROMOTION 

o 0  .0 0 

(.0 

__AM • 

"This is a remarkable player for the money, with 

superb sound, looks and feel, which give you no 

clue as to the budget price... A very solid buy - 

and a lot of fun." 

Sony 
,100 

Digital/Analogue Tuner 
£ CALL 
"The Sony ST-SDB900 is a great tuner for the money, 

and is definitely capable of giving our current Award-

winner, the excellent DRX-702ES, a run for its money." 

Pro4uct ;le/ 
P U. 2%  ore-

• 0 • 

IS 000 
I% all l0000 

loocio I 

87.5e ra, Il 0 0 

À  

Best 
2003 

Pro-ject 
Debut Ill Turntable 

(Black) £129.95 
(Colours) £144.95 

"Building on the Award-winning design 

of its predecessors, the new Pro-ject 

Debut Ill delivers a thrillingly good sound 

for the money... Products like this should 

really reinvigorate your interest in 

£1049.9.'J 
'The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best 

sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the 

Michell Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at 

this price point - it's well deserving another Best Buy." 

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING 
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE* 

Pure Digital ORX702ES 
Digital/Analogue Tuner 

£279.95 
"So do you buy a digital tuner? Or an analogue 

one? Now you don't have to pick: just buy 

Pure Digital's DRX-702ES! Whether en FM or 

DAB, this tuner sounds superb... The 

overall balance is powerful, 
• • flt clean and crisp, making this a 

fine tuner by any standards, 

and a superb buy given its 

excellent flexibility." j 

e  



N KEF Q4 
(,s3 oe-‘ Speakers £399.95 

The 04 is one of the latest 

additions to KEF's acclaimed Q 

Series. At the heart of this 

floorstander lies the Uni-0 driver 

array - a 30nm die-cast 

chassis housing a long brow 

cone and ccincident mounted 

19mm alumhium dome HF Jnit. 

This drive arrangement makes 

the speaker much easier to 

place in the room and alleviates 

the 'sweet spot' found on 

'ordinary' speakers. This has 

been combined with a 

dedicated 130ii ni LE unit for 

extended bass output which 

belies the size of its 

diminutive cabinet. 

FREE 
QED 

SPEAKER CABLE WORTH 
WITH ALL HI -FI 

SPEAKER PAIRS 

OVER £299 * 

£60 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £ 299 

£80 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £499 

£120 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £ 999 

Quad 
111 Speakers £379.95 

"The wonderful Quad 11Ls continue to defy all 

known laws of value: they have a real wood-veneer 

finish with piano-gloss lacquer - unheard of at the 

price. Yet nothing sonically has been sacrificed... The 

Quads are amazing value for money - so rival 

speakers come •-.Icise." 

Roksan Kandy 

KD11111 CD Player £649.95 

KA111d1 Amplifier £649.95 
"Timing and rhythm are excellent. DJ Shadow 

is delivered %Nth clarity and a tight bass, while 

at the other extreme the treble is sweet and 

detailed. getting the most from Wagner's Ride 

os the Valkyries. The result is a breathtaking 

Best Buy amplifier that betters its compet tion 

wth ease." KANDY KA1/III AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003 

"The Kandy I(D1/111 CD player offers a great array of talents - team it with is amp stablemate and you 

have :ornethir g dose to the ideal visual and sonic combination." 

FREE 

• • 
00.00. 

ur, 
***** 

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHE N YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE 
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRJS & ROKSAN` NO1 cacrtsttw00tmomee000 t000tortcod 

Musical Fidelity 
X-80 Amplifier £399.95 
X-150 Amplifier £799.95 
X-Ray" CD Player £899.95 
The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers 

are part of Musical Fidelity's revamped X-Series. Both 

models feature a dual-gang analogue volume control 

and high-output transistors for each channel. The X-

150 also includes a high quality phono stage. 

The X-Ray' CD player, 

replacement for the legendary 

X-Ray, uses the same DAC, 

and upsampling principles as 

the acclaimed Tri-Vsta 

SACO player. 

Wharfedale 
'179.95 

"The overall balance of the speakers is their finest 

characteristic. Thanks to near-perfect driver integration, 

music sounds wonderfully nature and transparent... This 

is a bar-raising effort from Wharfedale: these are 

ridiculously good speakers at the budget price level." 

PRICING POLICY 
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. 

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at 

a lower price, please bring it to our store manages' attention. 

FINANCE OPTION* 
Spread the cost of buying. 

0' , finance option is available on the vast maority of products we stock. 

•Wotten Ooth,IO con request Leansed credit tordters lattontuen bas.o. £400 &Moot to slob. 

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING. 

*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE, NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/04, E&OE. 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

Rotel 10 beg aes 
RA-1062 Amplifier £594.95 

RCD-1072 CD Player £594.95 
At the heart of the 60-watt RA-1062 is a toroidal 

transformer and a power supply, which Rotel claims, 

helps the amp maintain performance even at high 

volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised, the 

Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a 

£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA-1062. 

First impressions of the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is 

the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels 
solid and the finish exceptional at the price... On its own 

terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player." 

WHAT HI.F1? SOUND AND VISION • SEPTEMBER 2003 

Acoustic Energy 
Aelite Three 
Speakers £749.95 
"Acoustic Energy's new 

Aelite Threes weigh in at a 

hefty 18kg a piece, and the r 

curved, real wood finished 

cahPnts both look handsorre 

and make good acoustic 

sense... So now do they 

perform... Give them a big 

room and position them in 

free space arid they'll deliver 

great things.. If you want a 

big sound for sensible 

money, don't hesitate to 

audition the Aelite Threes." 

never? mr. 
***** 

B8/11V 
704 Speakers 
£1399.95 

are part of B&W's 

new 700 series. 

These floorstanding. 

two-and-a-half-

way, vented box 

speakers and an 

available in a 

variety of attractne 

finishes. In a recent 

What Hi-R? Sound 

and Vision group 

test the 704 offered 

"Remarkable 

openness and 

clarity that is 

unrivalled at 

this price." 

* * * * * 

Yamaha 
CDR-HD1300/II CD Recorder 
CALL 

No more wasted CD-Rs: in a stoke of genius 

Yamaha had the idea of combining a CD recorder 

with a hard drive, enabling you to edit yoJr music 

before you bum. The CDR-HD1300/1Iis the 

upgraded versen of the Award-winning 'HD1300 

offering even greater disc capacity" 

AMIMIMINK.  
o 

0.-.-

- 

Roksan Caspian M - Series 
Preamplifer/2 x Monoblocs 
£3449.95 
"This Roksan is an excellent buy that puts most of the 

opposition to shame when it comes to sonic ability... If 

you want the most honest-sounding amp you cari get 

your money, this combo can't be ignored." / 

Mission m34i 
Speakers 
£329.95 

"The original m34s 

impressed us with their 

easy-going bass, but 

had an undynamic and 

uninvolving balance. Not 

the m34is: they're 

refined and enjoyable... 

You'll be hard pressed to 

find a better balance of 

talents anywhere else for 

this amount of money." 

?P'AFNUr. (1,;; 

***** 

Mission m31i 
Speakers 
£139.95 
"Overall, the little m31i 

speakers are great, and 

the team at Mission 

should consider tnis upgrade job 

well done. The in the model name 

stands for ' improved' and these 

speakers fully deserve the suffix." ***** 

Acoustic Energy 
AE1 MKIII Speakers ,,,,,£1699.95 

"The legendary AE1 lives on in this 

groundbreaking third version... The Mk Ills are 

worthy of the AE1 name, taking small-speaker 

performance to another level.." 

41.111.1111.111ffle. 

Demon D Ma,»  

0DION Me» 

411# • 

COMPACT SYSTEM 

Denon DM31 
UD-P"' £189.95 

When purchased with speakers over £99• 
When purchased on its own £199.95 

"The D-M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi-Fi? Sound and 

Vision Awards clearly show. The D-M31 is even better, making it 
phenomenal value for money." 

NB - DENON DM31 PRICE EXCLUDE SPEAKER 

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING. 

•ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/04, E&OE. 
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MUSIC 
ALL 
AROUND 
THE 
HOME 

You've heard of hi-fi - now 

welcome to the world of wi-fi! 

Wi-fi dev;ces al ow you to 

network a range of devices 

together - from "our music 

system to your PC - without 

the wires. For example, a 

muttiroom server like Yamaha's 

MusicCAST can wirelessly 

send music to up to rive ' client' 

playback systems dotted 

around your home. That music 

could be stored on the 

MusicCAST server device or 

other sources - existing hi-fi kit, 

maybe, or an internet radio 

station or MF'3 îles from your 

PC: plug-in adapters make it 

easy to wi-fi-enable products. 

YAMAHA'S MusIcCAST • 

MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER 
& MCX-A10 CLIENT 

ILL 

'411111118 

MusicC_AST 

MCX-A10 C_IEKT 
MCX-SP10 SPEAKERS 

CyrusIlnk 

CYRIMUNK 

Linkserver 

Linkport (Top) . 

YAMAHA MusicCAST 
MCX A10 £599.95 
(MusicCAST Client) 

MCX 1000 f1799.95 
(MusicCAST Server) 

MCX-SP10 £99.95 
(MusicCAST Speakers) 

CYRUSLINK 
Linkserver 160  £2999.95 
(Four Zone HD Sender 160Gb Drive) 

Linkserver 250 £3499.95 
IF..., Zone HD Server 250Gb Come) 

Linkport £649.95 

Linkwand f199.95 

1111t AVA/UBLE AT SELECTF_D 

SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION STORES 

SUGGESTED 
HI-FI 
SEPARATE 
SYSTE 

Sevenoaks has careful y chosen three 
h•-fi separate systems. All components 
have Deen selected for their performance, 
reliability and compat bility. 

These systems represe-it superb value for 
money with massive savings on the 
individual component prices 

add speaker and interconnect 
ce es E nd other accessories from our 
extensive range available in-store. 

RCD-02 CD Player 
RA-02 Amplifier 

iitor Audio 
Bronze B2 Speakers 

1 

£99.95 £129 
PRICE EXCLUDIO & STANDS 

ii- F1 SYSTEM 1 • NO- IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 

Amain 
CD73T CD Player 
A65 Plus Amplifier 

KEF 
Q4 Speakers 

E999.95 SAVE £149 
HIKE/XMAS CARES a sTmos 

HI FI SYSTEM - NOT IN CONJUNCTION 511F ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 

Roksan 
Kandy KD1/III CD Player 
Kandy KA1/11I Amplifier 

Monitor Audio 
Silver S6 Speakers 

1889.95 =REE SOUNDSTYLE RACK 
WORTH E300 

PRICE EXCILIDG CAKES 

HTTI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IS CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 

0 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

An outstanding selection of products are 

on display and available for demonstration 

at all Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stores. 

TURNTABLES 
Gobbbig GR1   £139.95 

Michel ri,nn SE/RB3130 MO COLORING renege, £1049.95 
Michell Dec (Ex Arm)  £574.95 

Project i Phono SB  £169.95 

Project Ill (Black)  £129.95 
Project II (Colours)   £144.95 

Project I Xpression   £209.95 

NERS 
Arcam DIVA 161   £229.95 
Cyrus FM X £499.95 

Denon 917611 MI/II   £99.95 

Hannan Kardon' DAB/AMFM  £299.95 
Marairtz .  £99.95 

PiseüldX-iUiLSDAB  £199.95 
Pero Dl/i(-702E5 Analogue/DPB  £279.95 

Bellew Kandy (Ti MKI1  £549.95 

SOW SI -506900  £ TOLL 

CD PLAYERS 
Arcam DNA CD731  £399.95 
Arcam DNA C0192 £849.95 

Arcam EMJ C0331   £1349.95 

Cyrus 006  £599.95 
Cyrus CD8 X  £999.95 

Cyrus DAC X £1099.95 
Denon DCD485   £119.95 

Linn ienki   £1099.95 
Linn £2199.95 
Maranta .5400   £119.95 

Maranta ' I Si  £1999.95 
Musical Fidelity X-Ray ^  £899.95 

Musical Fidelity 63.2  £999.95 

Maisitial R&M, A308'  £1999.95 

Owl 90 CO -P  £999.95 
Roksan ) lrty FIN MKII  £649.95 

Roksan plan M  £1099.95 

Rotel iG1.)1.12  £379.95 

Rotel 5501072 £594.95 

CD RECORDERS 
Mum PDP.609 CD-RW £199.95 

Seri RCD W100   £ CALL 

Yamaha CDR-HD1300.11   £ CALI 

AMPLIFIERS 
Arcam DIVA A65 Plus   £389.95 

Aram DiVA A80   £599.95 

kb» DNA A90   £849.95 
Arcam FMJ A32  £1199.95 

Cyrus Gus   £599.95 

Cyrus 8ys   £799.95 

Cyrus Pre X vs Pre  £1099.95 
Cyrus Mono X Power   (Each) £1199.95 
Denon PMA355  £179.95 

Linn Korean; Pre  £574.95 

Linn LXIM Power  £544.95 
Mutant! PM4400  £149.95 

Marantt PM7200  £249.95 
Pitsranti Pk111 Si  £2499.95 

Musical Fidelity  £399.95 

Musical Fidelity il  £799.95 

Musical Fidelity '  £979.95 
Musical Fidelity ' Pre   £999.95 

Musical Fidelity , Power   £999.95 
Musical Fidelity (300  £1999.95 

Quad r  £549.95 

Roksan 1,, KAI MKIII  £649.95 

Holman , qar) M  £999.95 

Roksan M Pre  £1249.95 

Roksan Caspian M Monobloc Power .(Each) £1099.95 

Rotel DA-01  £249.95 

Rotel DA-02  £349.95 

Rotel RA-1062  £594.95 

SPEAKERS 
Acoustic Energy Aegis Eve One   
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three 

Acoustic Energy Aelite Two 

Acoustic Energy Aelite Three   

Acoustic Energy AEI MI/ill (Eront) 

Mil Neutron IV   

MW DM601 S3 

RAW DM602 S3 

B&W 704   

RAW 705   

KEF 01   

KEF 04   

KEF 601   
Linn Katan   

Mission m3I i   

Mission 

Mission '   

Mission - 
Monitor Audio ,rie B2   

Monitor Audio r Si   

Monitor Audio r 56   

Monitor Audio r S8   

Mondor Audio DI Reference 10  

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20  

Quad • 

Quad ' ,'L   

Quad 22L   
Ruait Epilogue Il   

Roark Talisman III   
Roark ',atze Ill   

Wharfedale Diamond 9.1   

Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30   

'"-FI SYSTEMS 
Denon 201 Ex Speakers   
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers   

Denon DM31 Ex Speakers   

Uno r irrlssilc Music a Speakers   
Teac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers 

DVD SYSTEMS 
Denon ADO-Mil lac SC-M51 Speakers   

Denon DI-D-500S0 Inc 5.1 Speaker Package   

Denon DVD-770SD/AVR-77080 Ex Speakers   

Jamo DVR5WA305PDD Inc Speakers   
Jame DVR50/A355PDD Inc Speakers   

KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers   

Linn Classik Movie Di Ex Speakers   

Teac Legacy 700/LS-L800 Inc Speakers 

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO 
Cyrus LinMener 160   

Cyrus Linksenrer 250   

Cyrus I inkport   
Cyrus ulkwand   

Yamaha MusicCast MCX Al 0 

Yamaha MusicCast MCX 1030 

PLAYERS 
MAKE MODEL  REGION 2 

Arcam DNA DV78  £699.95 
Arcam DNA 0879  £999.95 

Arcam FMJ DV29  £1599.95 
Cyrus 06128   £1199.95 
Denon DVD-1710  £ CALL 

Denon DVD-2200 Universal  £ CALL 

Denon END 2900 Universal  £ CALL 
Denon 2910 Universal  £ CALL 

Denon 3910 Universal  £ CALL 

Denon DVD AI 1   L ALL 

Hannan Keaton DVD22   £299.95 
Hannan Kardon DVD31   £399.95 

Maranta : , I   £199.95 

Meridian liii  £3349.95 

Pioneer .m70  £ CALL 

£139.95 
 £259.95 

 £449.95 
£749.95 

£1699.95  

£499.95 

£249.95  

£299.95  

£1399.95 

£899.95 

£249.95 

£399.95 

£749.95 

£649.95 

£139.95 

£329.95 

£349.95 

£899.95 

£199.95 

£299.95 

£599.95 

£799.95 

£799.95 

£1499.95 
 £379.95 

£499.95 

£894.95 

£344.95 

£1499.95 
£899.95 

£179.95 

£649.95 

£499.95 

£299.95 

£199.95 
£849.95 

£199.95 

£499.95 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£649.95 
£899.95 

£1199.95 

£2299.95 

£799.95 

£2999.95 

£3499.95 
£649.95 

£199.95 

£599.95 

£1799.95 

MULTI REGION 

£699.95 

£999.95 

£1599.95 

£1199.95 

£ CALL 
£ CALL 

£ CALL 
£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£299.95 

£399.95 

£199.96 

£3349.95 

£ CALL 

Pioneer DV575A Unrersal  £ CALL 

Pioneer 1))/668Av Universal  £ CALL 

Pioneer r8AviLioiversal  £ CALL 

Toshiba ‘..D240E  £ CALI 

Toshiba SD340E  £ CALL 

Yamaha DVD-5540  £ CALL 
Yamaha DVD-S550  E CALL 

DVD RECORDERS 
MAKE & MODEL  REGION 2 

Panasonic DMR-E55 DVD-RAM 
Panasonic DMR E65 DVD-RAM. 
Panasonic DMR-E75 DVD RAM 

Panasonic DMR-E85 DVD RAM 

Panasonic DMR-E95 DVD-RAM 
Pioneer DVR-52011HDD/DVD-RW 

Pioneer DVR-72011 HOD/DVD-RW 

Pioneer DVR-920H FIXDDVD-RW 
Sony RDR-FDI900 DVD-RW/+RW 

CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 
I CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 
CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

MULTI REGION 

£ CALL 
£ CALI. 
£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 
£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

£ CALL 

ú AMPLIFIERS 
P.EIVERS & PROCESeflPQ 

Arrant AVR250 AN Receiver   £999.95 
Arcam AVF1300 AN Receeer   £1299.95 

Arcam AV8/P7 AN Pre/Processor/Power  £5749.95 
Cyrus AV8 AN ProceSSOr  £1099.95 

Denon AVC-A1SFIA AN Amplifier  £ CALL 
Denon AVR1705 A/V Receiver  £ CALL 

Denon AVR1935 AN Receiver  £ CALL 

Denon AVR2105 AN Receiver  E CALI 
Denon AVR2805 AN Receiver  £ CALL 

llenen AVR3805 AN Receeer  £ CALL 

Harman Kardon 1616330 AN Receiver   £599.95 
Harman Kardon /R630 AN Receiver . £999.95 

Hannan Kardon E'R2005 AN ReceWer   £1299.95 

Maranta J Receiver  £349.95 
Maranta WV Receiver  £449.95 

Onkyo IX-NH/301E AN Receiver  £ CALL 

Pioneer VSX-D812 AN Receiver E CALL 
Pioneer VSX-0814 AN Receiver  £299.95 

Pioneer VSX-AX3 AN Receiver £ CALL 

Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver  £ CALL 

Pioneer VSX-AX5 AN Receiver  f CALL 
Pioneer VSX-AX5A1 AN Receiver   £1199.95 

Pioneer VSA AXIM A.A./ Amplifier   E 
Rotel EISX1067 AN Receiver   £1799.95 
Rotel HSP1066/RMB1075 AN PrePower £1799.95 
Rotel R5P1098 AN Procesan £2294.95 

Sony SIR-06795 AN Receiver  £ CALL 
Yamaha D5P-AX7511SE AN Amplifier  £ CALL 

Yamaha D5P-Z9 AN Amplifier  £ CALL 
Yamaha RX-V550 AN Receiver  £ CALL 

Yamaha XX-8650 AN Receiver  £ CALL 

Yamaha RX-V140ORDS AN Receiver  £ CALL 
Yamaha RX-V150ORDS AN Receiver  £ CALL 
Yamaha RX-V2400ROS AN Receiver  f CALL 

Yamaha RX-V2500 AN Receiver  099.95 

AN SPEAKERS & PACKACES 
Acoustic Energy Evo 38   
Acoustic Energy lego P5/l1 
Acoustic Energy ;elite 5.1 

Artcousbc 
MW . ' T,S1   

Li&W Ur.1300 AV   

Castle Compact CC3 
KEE KFIT1005 000 FREE QED GABLE.   
KEF KHT2005.2 £150 FREE QED emir 

KEF KHT5005 moo FREE QED CABLE. 
KEF 97 AV £300 FREE QED GABLE.   

M&K K5 Eno FREE QED GABLE.   

M&K K3   
M&K Xenon 25   

M&K ' ArS35/V850   
Mission '.1 ro AV Pack  
Mission • r rr1r e82 7.1 Package 

Mondor Audio mze 62 AV   

Monitor Audio • size B4 AV   
Monitor Audio • , dius 270   

Monitor Audio • Aus 5.1   
Mordaunt Short , ;ene   

Quad 
Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP . . 

SUB WOOFERS 
B&W PV1   £949.95 
Mi Acoustics Pro 50 (Black) mo QED CABLE. £299.95 

Mi Acoustics Pro 100 (Black) £60 RED CABLE. £599.95 
Mi Acoustics Fief 100 elk) £eo QED C.ABLE. £349.95 

Mi Acoustics Ref 1 Mel (Black) f60 QED CABLE. £699.95 
Quad Series   £699.95 

REL Q110F MI/II Brinex Black) MOO QED GABLE. £499.95 

£699.95 
£499.95 

£1894.95 

£994.95 

£849.95 

£899.95 

£999.95 
£499.95 

£799.95  

£1199.95 

£2199.95 

£1699.95 
£1894.95 

£2249.95 

£3899.95 

£449.95 
£3989.95 
£799.95 

£949.95 
£499.95 

£999.95 
£799.95 

£1899.95 

£499.95 

REL 0201E Peer Black) MOD QED GABLE. £724.95 
BEL 0400E (Braley Black) €191 QED GABLE' £999.95 

BEL Quake (Buttex Xlv I  £349.95 

BEL Stampede (Blacl, £100 QED CABLE.  £549.95 

REL Strata 5 (Brine Black) moo QED GAUP £699.95 

Wharfedale Diamond SW150  £249.95 

PLASMA 
Fujitsu P421-11A30 42"  £ CALL 

Fujitsu 6504-1.130 50"  £ CALL 
Hitachi 32P05200 32"  £ CALL 

Hitachi 42P05200 42"  £ CALL 

Hitachi 55PMA5501E 55" £ CALL 
Panasonic 11142PW7B 42"  £ CALL 

Panasonic TH37PE308 37"  £ CALL 

Panasonic TH42PE306 42"  £ CALL 

Pioneer PDP434HDE 43"  E CALL 
Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"  £ CALL 

Pioneer PDP435FDE 43"  £ CALL 

Plum PDP504HDE 50"  £ CALL 
Mane« PDP505XDE 50"  E CALI. 

Mann« PDP505HDE 50"  £ CALL 

Sony KDE-P37XS1 37"  E CALL 

Toshiba 42WP36P 42"  E CALL 
Yamaha PDM4210 42"  £ CALL 

LCD TV 
Hitachi '' 1)5200 28"  £ CALL 

Panasonic EX22LX2 22"  £ CALL 

Panasonic IX26LXD1 26"  £ CALL 

Panasonic fX32LXD1 32"  £ CALL 
Philips I 9986 32"  £ CALL 

Sharp Agues LC-20SIE 20"  £ CALL 

Sharp Agues LC-20AD1E 20"  £ CALL 
Sharp Aquas LC-22601E 22"  E CALL 
Sharp Aquas LC-26G63 26"    f CALL 

Sharp Aquas LC-321163 32"  £ CALL 

Sharp Agues LC-32GDI 32"  £ CALL 

Sharp Aquas LC-37601 37"    £ CALL 

Sharp Agues LC - 37063 37"    

Sony cd Models Availat4e  : CC: 

PHUJECTORS 
Marat VP-12S3 DIP  £ 499.95 
NEC 41009 DLP  £ CALL 

Screenplay SP4805 DLP  £1299.95 

Screenplay SP5700 DLP  £2199.95 
Screenplay SP7205 DIP  £4999.95 
Sharp XV-291E DLP  £ CALL 

Sharp XV-2200 DLP  £ CALL 
Sharp XV-22000 DLP  £ CALL 

Sharp X1/112000 DLP  E CALL 

Sim 2 • - , i) 18 DIP £2849.95 

Sim 2 : 110 20 DIP £3499.95 
Sim 2 Domino 20-H FIDMI DIP  £3999.95 

Sim 2 Domino 30-H FIDMI DIP  £5999.95 

Sim 2 1-11.300 era HDM1DLP  £7999.95 

Sim 2 1ff 500 Link DIP  £24995.95 

ThemeScens I-130 Cinema DIP £999.95 
ThemeScene H56 Cinema DIP  £1999.95 

ThemeScene H57 Cinema DIP £1899.95 

lbeneScene I-177 Cinema DLP £3499.95 
Yamaha . PX11(X) DLP  £ CALL 

REMOTE CONTROLS 
Marante 005400 

Marantz1109200   

Philips r Pronto RU1000   

£399.95 

£799.95 

£1399.95 

CALL 
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES 

PRICING POLICY 
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION 
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY 

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS 

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE 

AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. 

PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING. 

`Added Value Offers- From range available in-store. 

Not in conjunction with any other offer. 

Advertisement valid until at least 15/12/04. 160E 

o  



SEVENOAKS STORES NATIO 

ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET Cline') 
01224 252797 

BEDFORD 29-31 sr PETERS STREET 
01234 272779 

BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12 UVERY STREET 
0121 233 2977 

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE 
01273 733338 

BRISTOL 928 WHITELADIES ROAD CLIFTON 
0117 974 3727 

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET 
020 8290 1988 

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET 
01223 304770 

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD 
029 2047 2899 

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD 
020 7352 9466 

CHELTENHAM 14 RTIVILLE STREET 
01242 241171 

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD 

01293 510777 

CROYDON 369.373 LONDON ROAD 
020 8665 1203 OPENSUNOAY 

EALING 24 THE GREEN 3, NEW) 

020 8579 8777 0%3VMM« 

EDINBURGH 5 THE GRASSMARKET 
0131 229 7267 

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET 
01372 720720 OPENSUNDAY 

EXETER 28 COVACK STREET 
01392 218895 

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD 
0141 332 9655 

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET 
01483 536666 

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD 
C20 7837 7540 

HULL 1 SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET 
01482 587171 

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET 
01473 286977 

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD 
020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY 

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET 
0113 245 2775 OPENSUNDAY 

LEICESTER 10 LOSER LAM 
0116 253 6567 

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET 
01522 527397 (OFF HIGH smaT 

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET 
01622 686366 OPEN »MY 

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH sr, cm, COME 
0161 831 7969 

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET 
0191 221 2320 

NORWICH 29-29A ST ISLES STREET 
01603 767605 

NOTTINGHAM 597 549 MANSFIELD ROAD 
0115 911 2121 

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET 
01865 241773 

PETERBOROUGH 3E-38 PARK ROAD 
01733 897697 OPENstmar 

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET 
01752 226011 

POOLE LATIMER HOLE, 4,1-46 HIGH STREET 
01202 671677 

PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET 
01772 825777 OPOI SUNDAY 

READING 3-4 KINGS V,,A,K SHOPPING CENTRE 
0118 959 7768 

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD 
01732 459555 

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEEN5, ROAD.1-IEELEY 
0114 255 5861 OPENSIMAY 

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD 
0121 733 3727 

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD 
023 8033 7770 OPENSUNDAY 

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CFLA3E SIDE 
020 8886 2777 OPOISLINDAY 

STAINES 4 THAMES STF3UT 
01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY 

SWINDON 8-9 COMè;.ErIC,AL ROAD (NElle 
01793 610992 PLEASE GUI: BEFORE;RWELLING 

SWISS COTTAGE .?1 eon-we POE. FINCHLEY RO 
020 7722 9777 OPENSUNDAY 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 S13JOHNS ROAD 
01892 531543 

WATFORD 478 sr-mays ROAD 
01923 213533 opEN smut r 

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT 
01932 828525 

WITHAM (ESSE)() 1 THE GRO VT CENTRE 
01376 501733 

WOLVERHAMPTON 21-30 CLEVELAND STREET 
01902 312225 OPENSUADIY 

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS? 
Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound & 

Vision is one of the largest and most 

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in 

the country. 

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store 

stocks a wide range of quality products, 

covering all categories of specialist home 

entertainment, from Hi-Fi separates and 

systems to DVD players, widescreen 

plasma televisions and projection systems, 

all at highly competitive prices. 

Friendly staff are available in all stores to 

advise, demonstrate and guide you through 

the home entertainment jungle. 

DEMONSTRATION 

FACILITIES 
Our comfortable demonstration rooms are 

among the finest in the country, many 

complying with full THX specifications. 

CUSTOM INSTALLATION 
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a 

home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All 

electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or 

ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control. 

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest 

standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable 

and professional service. Whether you're looking for a 

multi-room system, a dedicated home cinema 

installation with a retractable screen and built-in 

speakers or an integrated control or lighting system, 

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of 

products available to cater for all your requirirrier its. 

FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure available 

now from your nearest store or via our website. 

SEVENOAKS VVEBSITE 
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group 

and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores 

nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit 

wvvw.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers 

PRICING POLICY 
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly 

competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selectior, demonstration 

facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look 

such good value. 

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please 

bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal. 

eel Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

Fick-up a copy of our NEW 72 PAGE GUIDE 

at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision 

store or order a copy via our \Alebsite. The 

brochure will be posted to you (UK 

mainland addresses only) free of charge. 

E-MAIL: [insert store locationysevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

 • www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 
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review 

TWEAKING 

Whilst the performance of the 

stock unit is fantastic, the fact 

remains that it has been built 

down to a price. Most compo-

nents inside the Pioneer are of 

the surface mount variety and 

are best left untouched. 

However the output capacitors 

are bog standard cheap types 

that can be replaced for better 

sounding types such as Black 

Gates. Replacing these really 

helped the Pioneer achieve its 

true potential. The slightly 

overblown bass was tamed, 

and sound simply blossomed 

out of the speakers in a truly 

life- like manner. High frequency 

detailing was astounding. A 

simple mod then, but one that 

comes highly recommended — if 

you know what you're doing, of 

course' 

much of the album. Detail was very 

impressive, and the imaging was 

almost startling at times. Moving to 

the CD only layer showed that this 

appeared to be a trait of the original 

recording, so the Pioneer was just 

being honest. Bob Dylan's classic 

'Blood On The Tracks' showed that 

SACD on the Pioneer could really 

sparkle.The opening track 'Tangled 

Up In Blue' possessed the kind of 

clarity and immediacy that was 

bewitching. I've heard this recording 

many, many times before, but this 

generated in me a renewed interest 

and respect for this album.The levels 

of detail present in this recording 

consistently arrested my attention 

and failed to let go. 

The DVD-A of The Band's 'The 

Last Waltz' was next in line for the 

Pioneer. This is only a 48kHz/ 24bit 

release, but it was still a marked 

improvement over the CD layer with 

its atmosphere, detail and wonderful 

sense of special ambience.This 

recording is not one of the best 

however, and the Pioneer faithfully 

relayed this fact.Tonal colour is quite 

limited on this recording, and the 

treble rather bright and peaky. 

Despite this the Pioneer still 

managed to cut to the heart and soul 

of this live (overdubs aside) 

recording. Bass power in particular 

was tactile and full-bodied.1 can only 

begin to imagine how it would sound 

with a well-mastered 24/192 disc. 

The only downside is that the 

Pioneer really needs to be hooked 

up to a display device to access the 

menu's on DVD-A, otherwise you're 

never entirely sure whether you've 

chosen the correct mix to listen to 

depending on your speaker set-up 

(2-channel or surround).A little 

more information in the display 

window would be a really helpful 

addition here... 

CONCLUSION 
Frankly I am astounded by the 

Pioneer DV-575A, considering its 

lowly retail price. Not only can it play 

just about every current format 

worth mentioning, but is also 

possessed of a level of performance 

that should have the competition 

nervous! That this player can hold its 

own with the likes of the Naim CDI 

— in some respects, at least - is 

testament to its music-making 

abilities. It also raises the somewhat 

awkward question that if Pioneer can 

produce a machine like this for £ 120, 

why then should anyone want to buy 

one further up the range and spend 

considerably more, unless they're 

after better build quality 

and HDMI capability? 

Incidentally, for those 

that were wondering, 

the Pioneer also 

possessed a very fine 

picture when playing 

DVD Video. No 

complaints here either. 

Downsides? Apart 

from its biscuit tin build 

[forgivable at this price, I 

rather think - Ed.], the 

transport is noisy. I 

noticed this when I left 

the prayer on repeat 

over night, and then 

attempting to get to 

sleep!: Skipping tracks 

also results in some 

alarmng grinding noises 

emanating from within 

the pLayerThose that 

listen to a lot of quiet 

music, or play at low 

levels might find this 

something of a 

distraction. In normal 

listening conditions 

however I rarely found 

this a problem. 

Every once in a while a 

product comes along 

that shakes things up. 

Ironically the last budget 

sensation which could hold its head 

high as far as performance was 

concerned was also made by Pioneer, 

the legendary A400 integrated 

amplifier. Pioneer has an absolute 

cracker of a player on their hands 

here — and even more so if you 

modify it [see TWEAKING]. I am 

left wondering whether this was 

some happy accident of corporate 

design work? I wait with interest to 

see what the competition will 

respond with.As it stands, word is 

that Pioneer cannot keep up with the 

demand for this player, such is its 

popularity at present. As far as 

universal players are concerned, 

there are currently no competitors 

at this price point. So, I invite you to 

shelve your pre-conceived notions 

on cheap players and ignore its 

budget price — the Pioneer DV-575A 

is a little music-making marvel. 

VERDICT 
An amazing little player at the price - 
incisive and organic, it cuts straight to 
the heart of any performance. 

PIONEER DV-575 

PIONEER GB LTD. 

©+44 ( 0) 1753 789 789 

www.pioneer.co.uk 

£120 

FOR 

- sublime sound per pound 

- universal Player 

- cost 

AGAINST 

- build 

- transport noise 

- looks 

MEAS6111.11111111111EE 
The DV-575A reaches out to 33kHz with 

both OVO-A ( 1921allz) end SACO. It's a 
bit more limited here than Pioneer's 

more expensive models, but the roll off 

is smooth and analogue like above 

33kHz, itself quite important since the 

filter phase characteristics are less 

extreme. CD reaches Lp to 21kHz as 

usual, but :here's a little top end roll-off 
lo ensure that treble sharpness doesn't 

intrude. So the frequency response 
characteristics are faitly benign. 

I was surprised to measure 

,iistortion than is common from DV 

or SACO, in contrast to a w 
model like the DV-656A. At 

575 produced 2.8% distortion, against 

0.5% for the 656 with DVD-A, a 

results were much the same w 

SACD. The 575 may well sound just a 
trifle less clear than more expensive 

designs. Dynamic: range (EIAJ) with Ca 

was a mediocre 106dB in line with 
these results. Luckily, j" 

200pS maximum. 

The budget 575 has hm 

it manages well enough in most areas 
considering price. NK 

Frequency response (- 1dB) 

CD 4Hz - 2IkHz 

DVD-A 4Hz 

SACO 2Hz 

Distortion CD 

Fre uent re rise 

0.0002% 

0.3% 

2.8% 

31% 

0.0008% 

0.4% 

2.2% 

8.5% 

107dB 

-122dB 

106dB 

1.92V 

-6dB 0.0004% 

-60dB 0.38% 

-80dB 4.6% 

-100dB - 

Separation ( 1kHz) 
Noise (IEC A) 

Dynamic range 

Output 

level 
(dB) 

+0.5 

O 

-0.5 
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Amplifiers such as these are a dying breed. Whilst the speciallst market is vibrant with 

integrateds, the large Japanese manufacturers have largely moved to multichannel. So we 
should be grateful that Denon UK has decided to import the PMA-15001i Il into the country, 
says Dominic Todd, as many countries do without it... 

ffectively this is a reworking 

of Denon's established flag-

ship stereo powerhouse. 

Those familiar with the old 

DMA- 1500R will find the 

new version quite familiar. 

The style is unmistakably Denon, and 

build quality is every bit as good as 

you'd expect from the brand, too. 

There are however a few signs of 

cost cutting, with the cheap, plasticky 

feeling control knobs being a particu-

lar let down.A typical cha-acteristic 

of the Japanese 'superamp has always 

been a generally high feature count, 

and here the PMA-1500RII doesn't 

cisappoint.A remote control is stan-

dard more often than not these days, 

but try looking for a MM/MC phono 

stage, 2 sets of tape loops, a head-

phone socket or separate record and 

listen selectors and you're more like-

ly than not to be disappointed: the 

Denon has them all, plus preamp 

outputs and loudness svvitch.As 

usual, the first is useful, the second 

useless. 

Nothing has changed from the 

original 1500 on the outside then, 

but inside is a different matter. 

Although much looks the same, 

Denon has completely redesigned 

the volume, tone and power amplifi-

cation circuits.The reason for the 

overhau, is said to make the unit 

more compatible with SACD and 

DVD-A. In other words, this is what 

other manufacturers might call a 

wideband product.With a claimed 

frequency response that row hits 

I 00kHz it's hard to argue with them 

on that front. Although the unit's 

been modified, the basics -emain the 

same.That means, twin power supply 

units in flux- leakage cancelling config-

uration — designed to reduce 

distortion, high current output 

devices and a dual-mono circuit 

topology with high and low level 

signal areas allocated separate PCBs. 

The main output capacitors are 

good quality Nichicon "Gold Tune", 

and there are quality branded parts, 

such as Elna, wherever you look. Just 

as impressive is the damped lid, 

shielded power supply and preamp 

sections and heatsink dampers The 

last of these particularly impressed as 

the usual "ting" sound that you'd get 

from running your fingers across the 

top of the heatsink was completely 

missing. Small details, perhaps, but 

ones that could all make the 

difference, especially when one takes 

into account the Denon's rivals.The 

key competitor has to he Marantz's 

PM7200KI Signature (£500):A 

similarly powerful amp' which also 

has stacks of eeatures, and the 

advantage of switchable Class-A 

operation. Roksan's Kandy Ill ( E600) 

and Cyrus' revived 6vs (£600) are 

also both well worth considering. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The old PMAI500 sounded powerful 

and punchy yet ultimately tonally 

grey — classic Japanese solid-state 

sound. Even with the raft of tweaks, 

the Mark 11 model sounds not too 

dissimilar. Listening to Daftpunk's 

'Voyager' brought out both the good 

and the pad points. On the plus side 

the sound was punchy and hard-

hitting. Bass reached down low, and 

had decent extension and control, 

too.There was a sharp transient 

attack and a dynamic response 

among the best in class.This bold 

sound equated to an equally strong 

sound stage. Only the Marantz 

PM7200K1 can match the level of 

width ana depth of staging even 

though. within the stage, the sourd 

wasn't so well focused.The downside 

of all this was the Denon's slightly 

mechanical nature; while it really 

controlled the music well, it failed to 

let it f ow 

Switching to a female vocalist 

(Anastacia's ` Left Outside Alone') 

made the balance more obvious. 

Whilst possessing good height and 

body within the sound stage, vocals 

sounded rather forward. That 

powerful bass was a touch too heavy 

and a tad slow on its feet. Still, the 

bass did at least deal well with the 
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more subtle textures and colours of 

sound. No one could accuse the 

PMA-1500RII of not being exciting to 

listen to! With Keane's 'Everybody's 

Changing' the main vocalist was 

intimate and very present in the 

room.Again, there was a realistic 

sense of height to the singer, and 

excellent forward projection as well. 

Sadly, the same mechanical edge was 

also present and things, unfortu-

nately, didn't get much better with 

the rest of the instruments. 

Instrumental separation was only 

average and percussion rather 

summarised in general. 

A change away from pop to jazz, 

and Ian Shaw's ' Ruby' suited the 

Denon better. Here the massive 

vocal presence was a little 

overblown, but did at least sound 

more natural than before. Although 

the tonality was superior I still did 

feel that the balance wasn't quite 

right. It was just too brash at times. 

Bass fans will, however, probably love 

this amp.The bass guitar had a 

real "club" sound - the kind of 

sound that rattles windows, teeth 

and bear bottles, and can be 

heard from several streets away. 

Percussion lacked a little decay 

and subtlety, although the fine 

definition shown by the acoustic 

guitar proved a pleasant surprise. 

All in all, it was certainly an 

exciting balance, but not exactly 

the most soothing... 

Classical music showed 

that this amp wasn't so much 

music dependant as room and 

ancillary picky. In essence, the 

balance was just as it had been 

before. Interestingly, the wide 

frequency response did seem to 

pick up a little more hiss in the 

recording than I've 

noticed before: This is 

always the problem 

with wideband 

designs of course - 

open the window 

wider and you'll let 

more rubbish 

through! For all this 

openness however, 

things were never 

especially detailed. In 

fact, by contrast, it 

almost sounded 

veiled at times. As 

before, though, there 

could be no doubting 

the PMA-1500R1I's 

scale or dynamic 

control. Both of these 

were first rate, and 

gave the music an 

exhilarating feel, if 

not quite the realism 

it deserved. 

THE ' BUDGET SUPER INTEGRATED' STORY 

There have always been Japanese 'superamps but 

probably their greatest moment, at least in the bud-

get sector, came in the early 1990s. It all began in 

the autumn of 1990 when both the Pioneer A40 

and Mara ntz PM4OSE were launched. A year or 

so later they were both joined by the Sony TA F-

5 4 OE. Between them, they formed a formidable 

trio that did much to shake up the UK amplifier 

industry. Of all the three, it's the A400 that's still 

the most famous. Pretty much every reviewer 

raved about its clarity, focus and extraordinary abil-

ity to perform with ancillaries costing many times 

as much. It wasn't perfect - a slightly warm bass 

saw to that - but this certainly didn't stop it from 

becoming a huge sales success. Interestingly, it 

actually caused quite a stir within the retail market. 

Most specialist hi-fi stores weren't Pioneer stock-

ists and, such was the demand, grew tried of cus-

tomers asking for a product they didn't keep. This 

led to the Pioneer receiving a good deal of unnec-

essary bad mouthing from dealers, but also gave 

Marantz an added impudence. At launch the PM-

405E couldn't couldn't quite match the A400: It just didn't 

have he same level of resolution. It didn't take 

Marantz long, however, to come out with a solu-

tion. In the spring of 1991 they changed the output 

capacitors, upped the price by £ 10, and produced 

the PM-40SE MKII. The tweaks worked. It now 

almost matched the Pioneer for detail, but was 

more forgiving of ancillaries and had a greater 

sense of presence. Finally, there was the Sony 

TAF540E. Whilst it didn't get quite so much atten-

tion at the time, it was still a highly rated amp'. 

Although it didn't have the precision and analysis 

(mind you, nothing did at this price at the time) of 

the A400, it sounded a bit less uptight than the 

Pioneer occasionally could. It was also the most 

powerful of the three. Later versions of all three 

came and went, yet seemed to become progres-

sively worse. Perhaps they weren't in fact any 

worse; it was just that our perceptions had 

changed and that the UK competition had caught 

up. Still, the fact remains that, even today, these 

are still three remarkably fine sounding amplifiers. 

For less than £ 100 apiece, they also make superb 

second-hand bargains. 

CONCLUSION 
There's plenty to like 

about the range-

topping Denon. It's 

well made and specified, and sounds 

great fun. Put it in a really big room, 

with some smooth sounding 

ancillaries and it could be just the 

job.Yet, those looking for subtlety 

and insight from their music will be 

disappointed by the PMA-1500RII. 

Vocal distortion is the greatest 

letdown, and surpi ising from a 

company that makes the supremely 

well balanced PMA-255 and PMA-

355. So this amplifier is for those 

who want big dollops of power and 

control - heavy rock or techno 

listeners - rather than jazz or 

classical listeners. Still, given some 

deft system and ancillary matching, I 

can see it having something for them 

too - great value, but handle with 

care... 

review 

VERDICT •••• 
Vast, powerful sound that's suitable for 
large rooms and big music, but needs 
smooth sounding ancillaries to really 
sing. 

FOR 

- superb power and control 

- excellent feature count 

- solid build 

AGAINST 

- lacks tonal colour 

- can sound harsh 

- needs careful matching 

MEASURED' PERFORMANC 
Surprisingly, this wasn't a zero 
distortion amplifier. The high current 
MOS (metal oxide silicon) output 
transistors appear to lack the open loop 
bandwidth of FETs, so distortion rises 
significantly toward high frequencies. 
Where midband distortion was a low 
0.001%, at 10kHz this had risen to 

0.012% into 8ohms and 0.03% into 
4ohms. The figures come from a spread 
of harmonics up to 50kHz our analysis 
shows. Luckily amounts are low 

enough to be inaudible. 

Power measured 112W into 8ohms 
and 182W into 4ohms, not so much 
considering the size and weight of this 

amplifier. Frequency response was 
wide enough for DVD-A and SACD, 
rolling off above 60kHz. Sensitivity is 
high at 180mV. 

Both MM and MC phono stages are 
extremely quiet, likely using the! latest 
super low noise ICs. Curiously, the MM 
stage is wideband, with full gain right 
down to 4Hz, so LP warps may be a 
problem, but the MC stage has a warp 
filter. It rolls off gain quickly berm 
14Hz (-1dB), producing around -6dB 
suppression at 4Hz. A small + 0.5dB 

peak at 40Hz will add a little °oomph to ' 
MC bass. With high sensitivity and ul 
low noise the MC stage is tailored f 

low output, high quality MC cartridges.- • 
Distortion figures suggest feedback 

has been limited in this amp. It's a 
highly crafted design in terms of the 
devices and circuits used, which deliver. 
a precise set of results. NK 

Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
dc offset 

Disc (MM) 
Frequency response 

Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

Disc (MC) 

Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

0 1 

level 

0.05 

Distortion 

.1 

112watts 

4Hz-61kHz 
130dB 
-105dB 
0.012% 
180mV 

2.7/3mV 

4Hz-80kHz 
88dB 
-89cIB 
0.01% 
3mV 

140mV 

14Hz-70kHz 
81dB 
-69dB 
0.01% 
0.2mV 
13mV 
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We believe the next big 
topic in audio is energy 
control — mechanical 
energy which seriously 
corrupts the music 

KiAlLno 

Eke nol_se 

Unless you install good SUPPORTS 
and MAINS SUPPLIES at the outset 
you cannot make a balanced choice 
of the main components. 

Think of them as an INTEGRAL 
PART OF YOUR SYSTEM - not an 
accessory. That serious. Really?? 

If you suffer edgy treble or boomy 
bass you might plump for a duller 
amp or smaller speakers. But you're 
hiding the problem with a PLASTER! 

VIBRATION from outside the boxes 
destroys fine detail and can even 
distort the sound. 

MECHANICAL NOISE from motors - 
including loudspeakers - and 
transformers also travels along 
cables between units, RATTLES THE 
CIRCUITS, is turned into a signal and 
then amplified through the system. 

RADIO FREQUENCY interference, 
air- and mains-borne, is insidious, 
everywhere and getting worse. It 
reaches into every circuit and even 
plug and socket junctions. 

VERTEX AQ draws on the 
company's specialised aerospace, 
ultrasound and RF experience in 
designing its SUPPORTS, MAINS 
FILTERS AND CABLES. We find that 
these items make major changes in 
system performance. Customers 
are amazed at the benefits. 

You may find you don't need that 
expensive upgrade once you hear 
the benefits of these components! 

Customers say we make some of the BEST 

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know we can can do the same in your home. Our   

advice will take account of your best 

components and guide you where change is   
needed, in stages you can afford. 

You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy 

music along the way and save money in the 

long run. 

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW 

The 
Right 
Note 

13 A -I FI 

01225 874728 

CD: ACCUPHASE,ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (ELGAR, DELIUS 

PURCELL,VERDI,VERONA),W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM, GRAHAM, 
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, 

TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE,ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT, DNM, 
GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, 
DALI, ETHOS, NEAT, TOTEM,VERITY AUDIO. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD Co., DNM, 
NORDOST, SILTECH,VERTEX AQ,YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC. MAINS Accuphase, 
Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE,VERTEX AQ 

The Music First Audio 
Passive Preamplifier 

" what I rerd as the best preamplifier ever made" 

As reviewed by David Price, Hi-Fi World 

www.mfaudio.co.uk 
Tel: 01825 890970 

Specially Designed for Valve amps! 
Our new full range loudspeaker 
Using the acclaimed Lowther full range unit in 
a folded horn design the e.itvx6 is 

exceptional value for money in terms of 
performance, size, and finish. 
Ideal for low to medium output valve amps 
especially Single Ended. 
By using a top quality full range drive unit, 
many of the problems of phase shift, linearity, 
poor focus, and confused soundstage 
disappear with added the bonus of high efficiency. 
Hear superb clarity and cohesion that cannot be 
obtained with multi-speaker enclosures. These 
speakers are capable of bringing out the best in 
your music, and at and at a fraction of the cost of 
some similar soecified systems. 

• 100db efficiency, 
• Ideal for low output SE a PP valve amps 
• 38hz - Mint 8 ohms, 50 watts max. 
• Ideal for amplifiers 4 to 20 watts 
• World Famous Lowther full range drive unit 
• 8ft folded horn cabinet with rear aperture 
• Small footprint. only 25cm W, 35crr D.106cm H 
• Spikes available for maximum bass transmission 
• Hand made 20mm MDF cabinets 
• Real wood veneers, Cheery. Light Oak a, light Ash 
• Only £999.95 complete, plus delivery 
• Cabinets only, available for only £599.95 

Auditions by appointment [  

Ask for our illustrated leaflet, or visit wyaviconaudio.co.uk 
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk bluallastireard 

4:71h/..dia-  351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA 
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cuira atch 
The vibrationally challenged Stewart Wennen tries out an extremely effective, yet keenly 
priced new system support from Spiralex... 

any expensive systems 

are placed on poor 

supports which are 

extremely deleterious 

to the sound, 

allowing all 

manner of air and struc-

ture-borne vibrations to 

spoil things. Even I've 

been guilty of this 

heinous crime — a few 

years ago my system was plagued 

with structure borne feedback due 

to my suspended floor, which shared 

both my loudspeakers and turntable. 

The solution was simple — I had to 

break the feedback loop, which I 

achieved by mounting my turntable 

on the wall.The improvements were 

dramatic, with more bass extension, 

cleaner midrange and breathtakingly 

clear treble reproduction, and even 

the size of the stereo image was 

improved. 

Spiralex's Simon Carrington has 

been taking part in a research and 

development project for over twenty 

years concerning the isolation of 

system components from external 

vibrations. He's come up with a 

complex structure that is laminated 

from layers of aircraft plywood with 

a spiral construction between the 

laminations. Aircraft plywood is a 

delicate layer of timber that is up to 

I mm in thickness, the spirals 

interspersed at regular intervals over 

the whole surface of the separate 

layers. Spiralex thus has very low 

mass in comparison to its volume, 

which bodes well for its performance 

as an isolating platform.This lack of 

mass and the type of construction 

enables the material to store very 

little energy, enabling the equipment 

to perform to the very best possible. 

The Spiralex supports are 

available in two different types of 

package. First is a conventional board 

with three spikes to couple the 

support to the surface on which the 

board is placed, the dimensions of 

which are 440x320x35mm. Finish of 

the supports I was supplied with is a 

sprayed 

lacquer over real 

timber, but black is also 

available. Simon also supplies small 

circular supports called Pucks, in sets 

of four, and these are only available in 

black.They measure 75x35mm and 

are supported on three stick-on 

rubber feet. The cost of these is £85 

for a set of four, whilst the platform 

is £ 195 including VAT. 

SOUND QUALITY 
My first test was to replace my 

turntable platform with the Spiralex 

platform. My turntable platform is a 

support constructed from marine 

plywood, supported by three spikes. 

After levelling the platform my 

turntable was placed on top and re-

levelled, and the first record started. 

There was a startling improvement; 

James Brown thundered into my 

living room with power and a 

precision I have rarely heard before. 

The stereo limage was much 

wider with a feeling of space around 

the musicians and the depth of the 

image was very nearly perfect. 

Orchestral music was also improved 

by the same amount of size in the 

perceived image. But this is not the 

whole story; bass instruments gained 

a feeling of size and were much more 

accurately reproduced, whilst the 

midrange seemed to be better 

focused.Treble registers were so 

good I almost wept at the shear 

beauty of the performance! 

The next test was to place my 

Compact Disc player atop the 

support 

and listen to the 

differences. Immediately I 

noticed that the treble was a 

great deal smoother than before 

with very little "digital glare." 

Stereo imaging was again 

improved tremendously to the 

point of being at the performance. 

This was not an isolated incident 

but was evident on all of the discs 

put into the machine.Another 

test was to place one of my 

ageing Crown DC300A power 

amplifiers on the Spiralex 

Platform. Due to their age all of 

my Crowns buzz a little, but 

placed on the platforms the 

buzzing became almost inaudible. 

Next I tried the Pucks, and they 

where placed under the CD 

player and the machine 

started.These little things 

proved truly amazing, letting 

the music's emotion wash 

through my living room — 

great stuff. 

Overall then, I can 

recommend heartily 

recommend all variants of the 

Spiralex platforms.The great 

thing is their value — they give 

exceptionally high 

performance at the price (as 

good as some far, far costlier stuff), 

are very well made, look great and 

are unusually affordable too. 

SPIRALEX 

EC + 44 ( 0)1765 604288 

www.spiralex.com 
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mend it! 
'Ming Da' wasn't a name we'd heard before, but 
the sheer beauty of MeiXing' Electronics' MC-
7R valve preamplifier and the 
'direct-from-the-manufacturer' pricing of 
£288 was too enticing a prospect for 
John May to ignore... 

T
his interesting preamp 
comes extremely well 

packed in a very sturdy 

cardboard box-

within-a-box - 

if weight is any 

indicator of quality, then 

the Ming Da MC-7R is 

supreme at 9.5kg The first 

thing that greets the user 

upon opening the first box 

is a pair of white cotton 

gloves.These are included to 

avoid spoiling the polished chrome 

appearance of the preamp or the 

included valves. It also brings a cer-

tain element of ritual to the proceed-

ings — a nice touch in these 'plug & 

play' days! The supplied instructions 

were all in Chinese, but the inputs/ 

outputs are all clearly labelled, so this 

shouldn't pose a problem.. 

The MC-7R is sturdily built with 

its black, satin-brushed aluminium 

9mm thick front, and 3mm thick back 

panel. The chassis is manufactured 

from polished stainless steel, 

apparently chosen for its non-

magnetic properties. The mains 

transformer with OFC windings is 

potted in a black crackle-finish 

enclosure situated at the rear of the 

pre.Valves of unknown original are 

supplied, but appear to be well-made 

items. According to their website 

their valves are manufactured in 

Russia, Czech and America. They only 

use valves that have been tested for 

over 100 hours.The double-triode 

compliment of I 2AX7 and I 2AU7 

driver valves are visible at the front 

of the amp, with the 5Z3 rectifier 

valve positioned in the centre. 

The MC-7R preamp comes with 

fours sets of inputs, and two sets of 

outputs should you wish to have it 

connected to two different systems. 

In common with many pre-amplifiers 

these days, there is no phono stage. 

Lack of said 

phono stage does have its plus 

points in that there is more budget 

which can be allocated towards 

maximising the quality of the line 

stages. Users buying a preamp such 

as this are likely to choose their own 

separate phono stage anyway, so the 

omission is not a glaring one. 

Unusually the gold-plated input 

sockets are positioned along the 

right-hand side of the pre-amp. 

Visually I think this spoils the 
appearance of the amp once all 

inputs are in use. Cunningly the unit 

is pictured without interconnects 

connected on the MeiXing website! I 

would have preferred the input and 

output sockets to be at the rear. The 

reasoning behind this though is of 

achieving the shortest possible wiring 

between all the sockets and the 

internal components and valve bases 

inside the amp. 

Internally the parts content is of 

a respectably high standard.Valve 

bases are all ceramic, silver-plated 

contact types. Capacitors are Solen 

polypropylenes, with high voltage 

Rubycon electrolytics for smoothing 

and cathode-bypass positions. 

Resistors are a mixture of 2w metal 

film and wire-wound types. Signal 

wiring is silver-plated copper. Lastly, 

the volume pot is the ever-green Alps 

Blue.The unit is hard wired 

throughout which should aid in the 

sound quality stakes. Some capacitors 

are secured to the chassis with hot-

melt glue, which should help in 

damping out any vibrations in the 

components that could degrade the 

sound.The negative side of this 

however is that components are 

slightly harder to upgrade/replace 

then usual. It is also difficult to 

unsolder and remove components 

without causing heat damage to 

neighbouring ones. 

Generally speaking internal 

construction quality is reasonably 

good, though attention to minor 

details like neater soldering could be 

improved. Many of the connections 

appear hastily made and dirty, with 

lose strands of wire visible which had 

presumably been over-looked when 

the ends were tinned.This could 

potentially create a short especially 

between the connections on the 

valve bases, and is potentially very 

dangerous.This really lets down an 

otherwise fantastically screwed-

together piece of equipment. Quality 

control could do with some 

improvement evidently... 
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SOUND QUALITY 
Plugging the MC-7R into my system 

was straightforward enough.With 

great anticipation I inserted a CD 

into the drawer of my Rotel RCD-

02. turned up the volume, and 

prepared to be transported to audio 

nirvana... You know, reality can be a 

real pain in the anode sometimes! I 

was greeted with music — yes - but 

also by a very loud buzzing noise 

emanating from my Mission M72's! 

Bugger! E-mails were exchanged 

between myself and MeiXing, who 

were very helpful indeed and 

concerned by this buzz.The preamp 

was taken off of the market until the 

problem could be traced. In the 

meantime there was some frenzied 

head scratching taking place within 

the World Audio Design forum! The 

problem was traced to the output 

impedance of the MC-7R, which was 

found to be too great for my rebuilt 

Quad 303 power amplifier, and was 

causing the buzz (thanks for solving 

that one Richard!).A couple of 

resistors inserted into the input of 

my 303 later, I was in business! 

MeiXing shall hopefully address this 

problem in the future. 

I kicked off the listening session 

properly with Suede's Animal 

Nitrate' from their Singles collection 

CD.This recording can see me diving 

for the stop button when played on 

the wrong system, but thankfully the 

MC-7R and Quad 303 presented 

this rough recording in the best 

possible light. Guitars had body and 

substance to them, with the only 

distortion coming from the effects 

pedals and not from the system 

itself, The recording does err on the 

bright side, but the MC-7R faithfully 

transferred this to the Quad 303 

without introducing any foibles of its 

own. Even with all the guitar-based 

grunge present in this recording, 

Brett Anderson's voice scythed clean 

through the mix sounding vital and 

life- like, positively commanding 

attention. This particular track can 

often sound flat and uninvolving, but 

here it sounded as fresh and exciting 

as the first time I heard it. Drums 

sourded somewhat submerged and 

indistinct however, though it didn't 

detract from the overall enjoyment 

of this piece. I found myself really 

paying attention to the lyrics for the 

first time in years. Certainly an 

impressive beginning for this pairing 

then! 

Beck's 'Whiskeyclone, Hotel City 

1997' from 1994's 'Mellow Gold' 

marked his first recording for a 

major record label, and you can 

sense the fun he had making it. The 

MC-7R revealed the subtle layering 

of this song, and also some ambience 

and depth to the recording which 

came as a pleasant surprise. As was 

the case with Suede, this added a 

new found enjoyment to this well-

played track. It's these subtle little 

cues you get from the ambience of a 

recording which allow you to guess 

how close Beck was to his 

microphone when this was recorded 

for example. It adds to the realism, 

and gets you closer to the music — 

surely what hi-fi is all about.The best 

complement 1 can give the Ming Da 

is that I ended up listening to this 

CD from start to finish, enjoying 

every minute of it! Full marks for 

foot tapping ability! 

Moving into deeper musical 

waters. I inserted the 24-bit 

remastered soundtrack to John 

Williams' Jaws' into the drawer of 

my Rotel RCD-02. His recordings 

are always a superb test of dynamic 

ability, soundstaging, and tonal colour 

in particular. It was top marks for all 

three.The 'Main Title' had me 

nervously searching the floor for 

signs of anything grey and triangulai-

traversing my floorboards! This track 

starts off quietly and ominously with 

its now famous opening bars.These 

notes growled out of the speakers 

with alarming primordial ferocity 

from a velvety-black background, 

which suggested the MC-7R was 

adding nothing in the way of noise, 

distortion or any obvious 

colouration.The dynamic range of 

this recording is a real roller-coaster 

ride, and this combination hang on 

for dear life, never once seeming to 

run out of control. Like the 

aftermath of the fair ride itself I was 

left breathless and shaken yet 

wanting more! 

Though this soundtrack has a 

somewhat 

'manufactured' 

soundstage due te 

the way it was 

originally mixed, 

instruments stayed 

firmly anchored 

(pun intended!) to 

their respective 

positions. There 

was a very well 

defined sense of 

perspective that 

allowed me to 'see' 

into the recording 

session.The mix is 

quite murky in 

places, but the MC-

7R/303 managed to 

excavate a great 

deal of the detail 

Whilst not a brand name that is familiar here yet, MeiXing is 

highly regarded by the international hi-fi community. Established 

in 1991, it has only recently begun to manufacture and sell prod-

ucts to the international market. The stated aim is to bring high 

quality sound to as many people as possible at a low price — a 

noble endeavour! 

present in this recording.Tonal 

purity of violins in particular was 

quite superb.1 have heard more 

detailed renditions of this CD in the 

past, but they've been at the 

expense of musical enjoyment. Here 

I wasn't left wanting for anything. 

It would seem that the mixing of 

valve and solid-state technology pays 

off handsomely in the sound quality 

stakes, and is also a cost effective 

way of achieving a genuine high-end 

sound without the associated price 

tag. At this price there is no 

competition at all, There is a passive 

alternative in the shape of Creek's 

OBH-12 which is some £60 cheaper. 

However if we're talking about sheer 

value for money and outright sound 

quality then the MC-7R is the clear 

favourite. 

I'm very excited by the products 

that are now steadily winding their 

way out of China at present. Given 

wider exposure by the hi-fi press I 

believe they have the potential to 

really shake things up over here, 

especially where value for money is 

concerned. The MC-7R really throws 

into stark relief some of the ildicu-

lously over-priced equipment we've 

been led to believe equates with 

'high-end' here in England. This 

preamp never once failed to 

impress, and was a pleasure to use. 

MeiXing, along with others, are sure 

to help establish China as a major 

player in the international audiophile 

arena, and I eagerly look forward to 

hearing more products from them in 

the near future. 

VERDICT elm» 
Superbly priced and voiced pre-amp that 
punches above its price range. 
Impressive build quality and looks. 
Genuine high-end sound on a budget! 

MEIXING MC-7R £288 

MeiXing Electronics Factory 

.0 ( 0086) 7575 991363 

www.meixingaudio.com 

FOR 

- revealing natural sound 

- great looks and build 

- price 

AGAINST 

- no phono stage 

- power amplifier compatibility 

- side mounted phonos 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Preamplifiers commonly have a gain of 
x3, from CD input to line output. The 
Ming Da offers more, x10, so to deliver 
1V to a power amp it needs 100mV in - 
a relatively high sensitivity. There are 
no drawbacks ta this, since being a 
valve preamp it will swing 40V out, four 
times more than most transistor 
jobbies. The volume control will need to 
be set quite low, but as it is backed off 
input overload sets the signal handling 
limit and this was greater than 6V, 
measurement revealed. It's more than 
enough for all modern sources. 

Bandwidth extended from 20Hz up 
to a very high 150kHz, within 1dB 
limits. Below 2CHz there was a sudden 
and steep risa in gain to + 10dB at 2Hz, 
possibly due to the way feedback has 

been applied. It wasn't a good sign but 
the Ming Da seemed stable and able to 
cope. I strongly suspect this will add a 
sense of depth or power to the sound, 
perhaps enhancing 'atmosphere', due to 
emphasis of subsonic aural cues. 
Distortion and noise levels were 
satisfactorily low. 

The Ming Da measures well, but its 
subsonic gain peak will influence the 
sound. NK 

Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
gain 
overload 

20Hz-150kHz 
107dB 
-88dB 
0.14% 
100mV 

x10 
>6V in / 40V out 
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Amity is a German company with a growing reputation for its keenly priced audiophile 
electronics; Channa Vithana auditioned its HPA1C and HPA4S headphone amplifiers... 

I
t's always nice to find interest-
ing, leftfield specialist hi-fi manu-

facturers, and sweeter still when 

they opt not to charge tele-

phone number price tags for 

their wares, Amity is just such a 

company — it makes quite a large 

range of audiophile electronics, none 

of which follow traditional Teutonic 

aesthetic imperatives.These are 

starkly, simply styled things with none 

of the visual ostentation you see 

from certain German specialist audio 

names... 

The HPA I C and HPA4S 

headphone amplifiers share identical 

aluminium casework.The central 

body is made of two part extruded 

anodised silver sections joining very 

elegantly with a subtlety overlapped 

seam along both sides. The finish of 

the main case is superb, with a 

smooth feel, and variations in the 

extrusions lend it a sophisticated 

look while also acting as a heatsink. 

The front and rear panels and 

volume knobs are made from natural 

aluminium, and are noticeably less 

well finished than the casing - it 

would have been preferable if they 

too were anodised. This is because 

anodised aluminium has superior 

aesthetics and for practical reasons is 

a good solution for longevity, being 

more resistant to wear and tear than 

either bare 'mill' finish or powder 

coating. The front plate uses a 

tightening mesh spacer between its 

four long hex head bolts and the 

main case, leaving a small unsightly 

gap (with mesh spacer exposed) 

which isn't ideal - it would have been 

better to have the gap at the rear 

where it is less visible. 

Both amps have individual 

volume controls for left and right 

channels and very solid, braced _ 

inch stereo jack sockets, the cheaper 

HPA I C having green LEDs while the 

HPA4S has a fetching set of blue 

LEDs to indicate operation. For both 

models I had no problems adjusting 

the volume using two knobs and this 

is also a useful feature for an 

accurate balance control negating the 

complexity and inferior sound of a 

separate balance control within the 

circuit. Some volume position 

markings would make it a more 

practical proposition though. 

However,Amity makes an HPA6S, 

which is identical in specification and 

price to the HPA4S but only has the 

single volume knob. These volume 

knobs are nowhere near as well 

executed in use compared to the 

weighty damped precision of the rival 

Creek headphone amp, feeling crude 

in comparison. 

At the rear, both models feature 

an IEC socket to upgrade mains 

cables, power switch and a single pair 

of extremely high quality phono 

input sockets.These are braced with 

spacers on the outside of the 

casework making for a pleasing 

solidity and construction that 

smoothly accepting interconnects. 

There are four rubber feet at the 

base, which is a good idea as they 

stop the unit from slipping, very 

useful for reviewing and if you use 

heavy and stiff interconnects! Both 

came with 850mm lengths of Amity 

DAK2 interconnects, which are a 

multi stranded braided type with 

good quality gold plated phono 

connectors.The HPA I C and HPA4S 

measure 1 I Ox62x200mm and weigh 

I kg each. 

The HPA IC is Amity's entry-level 

headphone model, said to be ideal 

for use with computer sound cards 

(using the CADAPT phono to 3.5mm 

adapter) as well as connecting to line 

sources such as CD/DVD players. It 

is a very quiet amplifier - both when 

playing music and just switched on 

without signal. Indeed it is not as 

susceptible to the vagaries of mains 

snap, crackle and pop as my own 

reference Musical Fidelity X-CANS 

v2, while being very close to silent. It 

has a pleasing musical quality 

expressing a generally neutral 

spectrum, easily outperforming the 

valve driven X-CANS - the 

differences being higher resolution 

with vocals and bass in particular, the 

MF sounding woolly in comparison; a 

little more upbeat but ultimately 

rougher. This was evident on Tony 

James's bass lines for 'Doctor Jeep' 

from 'Vision Thing' by The Sisters of 
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Mercy, where the HPA I C produced a 

fluid, almost ephemeral bass line, 

which is vital to the song's structure 

that otherwise would have sounded 

even more processed than it already 

does.The MF had a louder though 

less tuneful bass, emphasising it more 

in the mix. 

The HPA4S is a higher spec 

model, and also features 'Class A' 

operation but this time each channel 

has a short circuit-proof transformer 

for complete double mono, 

symmetrical, internal power. It runs 

noticeably warmer to the touch than 

the HPA I C. It is also available with a 

black anodised body — HPA4X.The 

HAP4S's sound quality effortlessly 

exceeds the already good HPA IC. 

Vocal expression is far superior, 

when comparing 

the two models - 

on the HPA4S, 

Andrew Eldritch's 

unique baritone 

vocal on 'You 

Don't See Me' 

and 'More' from 

'Vision Thing' 

gains a textural 

and sophisticated 

quality communi-

cating whispered 

hushed tones as 

well as his 

trademark growl 

with equal aplomb.While Paul 

Simon's voice on 'Graceland' also 

benefits, adding a sad and reflective 

quality missing with the HPA I CI 

TOTALLY WIRED 

The supplied Amity DAK2 interconnect wasn't in the same ,eague as my more 

expensive Chord Co. Chameleon 2 Silver Plus or the Kontak Link 507 references. 

Though lacking resolution, the Amitys were smooth sounding, which was good, 

but they had a stronger bass presence, which was detrimeital - being dominant. 

However considering they were supplied with the Amity electronics free of 

charge, they are an excellent step up from the cheap and nasty cable that comes 

as standard with other manufacturers products. For this Amity must be highly 

commended! 

Know What I Know' has a mixture 

of vocals, highly saturated drum track 

and chiming guitars - all which were 

conveyed with a very pleasing and 

highly resolved quality in compared 

to the HPA IC. 

Comparing the HPA4S to the 

Creek OBH2 I-SE was very 

interesting considering their different 

respective design 

approaches.They 

were both 

remarkably similar, 

being well behaved, 

of high resolution 

throughout the 

frequency range and 

never over smooth 

or dull. However 

there are slight 

differences in certain 

aspects.The Creek 

has a tighter, more 

controlled sound 

being marginally less 

fluid as well as 

slightly better bass 

extension. 

CONCLUSION 
Both Amity 

headphone amps are 

highly enjoyable hi-fi 

instruments, with a 

pleasingly lush sound 

quality.The HPA4S is 

really superb, being 

210 — 250Y,50 — 60 HZ 

AMITY HPA1C SPECIFICATIONS MOTO]: 

Output Power/Channel: 1.6 watt on 30 ohm 

Input Impedance: 30K ohm minimum 

Channel Separation: > 90dB 

Signal To Noise: > 96dB 

Distortion at 100 ohm OdB: < 0.01 100 ohm impedance 

Frequency response +1- ldB: 10Hz-100kHz 

my recommendation despite the 

higher price tag (28 Euros extra!) 

Both present obviously superior 

sound to my 'old faithful' MF X-

CANS v2, while the HPA4S just 

edges ahead of the Creek OBH21-SE 

on sonic.s. Still, the Creek offers extra 

features, is better built and finished 

and is a more practical proposition if 

you don't require a balance control. 

As always, you pays your money and 

takes your choice — but don't ignore 

these excellent, characterful bits of 

kit! 

VERDICT •••• 
Both Amity headphone amplifiers offer 

superb value for money, allied to great 

sound and quirky styling. 

AMITY HPA1C 

AMITY HPA4S 

Anderson Electronic 

e + 0049 ( 0) 7134-1348-01 

viiwyeamity-hifi.de 

£288.00 

£316.00 

FOR 

- high resolution sound 

- fine build 

- anodised aluminium bodies 

AGAINST 

- front plate finish 

- no volume markings 

CREEK OBH21-SE 

I, This £250 rival features a similar method of construction to the Amitys, with 
central body and front/ rear plates using aluminium It differs in having a thicker 

silver aluminium front plate surround extending beyond the casework, two head-

phone jack output sockets and pre-outs at the rear. The amp's circuitry features 

an upgrade over the previous Creek OBH-11 by replacing the discrete transistors 

' with high grade integrated circuits and professional standard Op Amps along 

with a split power supply which allows circuits to be DC coupled and to elimi-

nate capacitors. The SE variant is an higher performing version of the standard 

OBH21 with improved internal components and a substantial external, regulated 

OBH-2 DC power supply connected to the rear with a small 2.1mm power jack. 

SPECIFICATIONS [quoted]: 

Output Power: 10mW into 30 to 300 ohm loads 

II Impedance: 30 to 300 ohms 
THD: < 0.005% at lkHz 

Signal To Noise: 70d8 

REFERENCE SYSTEM: 

Marantz DV8400 DVD universal player 

Creek OBH21-SE headphone amplifier 

Musical Fidelity X-CAN v2 headphone amplifier 

Sennheiser HD650 headphones, Cardas headphone cable 

Chord Company Chameleon 2 Silver Plus interconnect 

Kontak Link 507 interconnect 
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T
here's very little 
that looks like 

Euphonic Research's 

ATT-600/ AMP-80 

amplifiers.They use 

merbau hard wood 

fascias and are adorned with locally 

mined pewter badges.The stepped 

attenuator preanp takes the wood 

theme one stage eurther with wood-

en volume and selector knobs. 

Whatever your opinion of the aes-

thetics is, you can't deny that the 

effect is striking. 

Harder to justify, however, is the 

finish. For this price, customers really 

would expect better.The preamp's 

lid, for example, sat proud of the 

facia, was fixed by large, ugly bolts 

and finished in an unattractive 

"orange peel" paint finish.The rather 

cheap looking display didn't help 

matters either, With the power amp', 

it was the heatsinks that, I felt, let the 

design down, Although large in 

surface area, the construction simply 

looks and feels cheap, especially 

when most rivals use intricately 

diecast alloys. Perhaps most bizarre 

of all was that both units feature 

captive mains-leads. If ER wants to 

really capture the audiophile market 

this is the first thing they should 

change. 

It's a shame the ER's external 

finish is so crude, as the internal 

mpar? 
Malaysians are famous for their love of hi-fi. Now, thanks 
to Euphonic Research, they are hoping to compete in the 
manufacturing process too. Dominic Todd is first to listen 
to the arrestingly styled new hybrid ATT-600/AM pre-
power amplifier combo, which promises 'superfi' sound at 
mere 'high end prices'... 

electronics are bpth intriguing 

and, by and large, well done The 

AMP-80 power amp' is of a 

hybrid design. Essentially it's a 

minimalist two-stage design with 

an initial valve voltage gain stage 

driving a hybrid bipolar/ MOSFET 

output stage.To avoid using an 

electrolytic capacitor the Single 

Ended 6922, Electro-harmonix, 

valve is battery biased.The power 

supply is also regulated, with the 

quest being a further reduction of 

noise.The transistor output boards 

are split into the two channels and 

are attached directly to each 

heatsink.The bipolar/ MOSFET 

hybrid utilises Japanese transistors 

and third generation HEXFETs to 

give zero negative feedback. 

Component quality is high with thick 

solid core signal cables, military grade 

PCBs, gold-plated valve socket and 

bamboo separators in the power 

supply, just a few of the highlights. 

Component quality is similarly 

high in the ATT-600. Metal film 

resistors, solid core wiring and a 

silver-plated, board mounted, selector 

switch all show real attention to 

detail. The most notable feature is 

the discarding of the conventional 

volume potentiometer or chip for an 

attenuation system that switches high 

quality resistors, using gold-plated 

relays, directly into and out of the 

signal path.The downside of this is a 

rather annoying, and loud, clicking 

sound as the volume control is 

turned! The five main inputs are 

passive, but ER has also provided a 

single active ( buffered) input for 

older, lower output, components. 

Both units are intriguingly designed 

and true advocates of the short 

signal path. From a users point of 

view, however, the inclusion of a 

remote control would have perhaps 

been desirable, especially as most 

rivals now feature this. 

With a combined price of 

£3,600, rivals aren't exactly nard to 

come by.1-71iS kind of money would 

buy Unison Research's, pure triode, 

24 Watts, S8 ( 0,350). Furthermore, 

Pathos' highly regarded TT R.R is 

also barg on the money at £3,595, 

and for on y a little more (£4,156), 

EAR's sublime 864/534 can't be ruled 

out either. 

SOUND QUALITY 
From the Euphonic Research's 

specification it's clear that a balance 

between the best of valves and 

transistors has been sought and, by 

and large, this is exactly what has 

been achieved. Despite its rather 

eclectic makeup, with Natasha 

Bedingfielcrs ' Size Matters' the ER 

combo managed to sound 

remarkably cohesive. As yot'd expect 

from a single ended design, the sound 

was beautifully refined, with well-

articulated vocals and fine layering of 

instruments.As you'd also expect 

from a single-ended design, MOSFETs 

or not, bass wasn't especially deep or 

extended. -t was, however, immensely 

tuneful with excellent control and 

timing. Clearly, then, the hybrid 

nature of the amp' was having the 

desired effect. 

When it came to staging the ER 

generally impressed, yet it wasn't 

quite as expansive as some. Perhaps 

it's unfair to compare the AMP-80 

with monster power amps such as 

the CAV A 10, but it can't be denied 

that, good projection aside, there 

wasn't that vast sweep of sound that 

characterises some of the 

competition. I was further reminded 

of the ER's bass limitations when it 

came to listening to the 

Shapeshifter's ' Lola's Theme'. 

Generally, the sound was punchy and 

had good transient attack. What was 

missing. thpugh, was the sheer bass 

presence of rival CAV and ECS 

bruisers. Nevertheless, this was 

counted by a sense of openness that 
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THE COMPANY 

Euphorbe Research was founded in 1997 

by Malaysian, Dr Teck Wong. Rather than 

pursuing medicine, Dr Wong decided to fol-

low his passion for hi-fi, and spent the next 

five years researching all aspects of musi-

cal reproduction. Within the CyberJaya dis-

trict — the Malaysian equivalent of Silicon 

Valley — Euphonic Research has greatly 

benefited from MSC ( Multimedia Super 

Corridor) status. Essentially, this is a gov-

ernment backed incentive award, and 

brings with it the close cooperation of 

multinational corporations. Access to their 

research laboratories has allowed 

Euphonic Research to test a wide range of 

componentry, and explains the unusual and 

eclectic choice of components and audio 

engineering. 

none of these heavyweights could 

match. It managed to reproduce that 

single-ended trick of allowing the 

listener to hear right through to the 

heart of the music, and revealing 

much of the music's texture and 

detail in the process. To further allure 

the listener, timing was excerent, 

with the combo having the rare 

ability to pick up a rhythm and run 

with it. Unlike some pure single-

ended valve amps, the treble wasn't 

overly smooth, but had good bite, 

without sounding at all forced or 

hardened. 

The Divine Comedy's 'Clarmed 

Life' was presented with a super 

resolution of both vocals and piano. 

Stage positioning was good, although 

not quite as pin-sharp as sone.That 

said, the projection of, and insight 

into. Hannon's vocals was first rate. 

Once again, there were turnes when I 

did feel there to be a lack of bass 

presence, and the brass secton could 

perhaps have done with a tad more 

rasp, but these weren't enough to 

spoil a generally fine performance. 

For string timbre and percussion 

decay, the AMP-80 and ATT-600 were 

certainly up there with the best. 

Throughout listening to the Euphonic 

Researches I was aware of a 

compromise of technology, but a 

finely balanced compromise 

nevertheless.This was certainly the 

case with David Bowie's classic 

e 

'Moonage Daydream'. Although the 

percussion had fine attack, and the 

electric guitar a suitable zest, the 

backing orchestra was commendably 

smooth and cohesive sounding. It 

wasn't quite the most exciting of 

performances, but it was one that 

allowed you to appreciate the music 

and the recording for all its 

intricacies and nuances. 

Listening to Finzi's ' Love's 

Labour's Lost', I was finding that the 

ER's presentation is one that grows 

on the listener. It may lack the instant 

gratification of some of its bolder 

rivals, but there's little doubting its 

ability to bepile the listener in the 

longer run. ' Love's Labour's Lost' was 

a fine example of this as, at first, I 

was slightly disappointed by the lack 

of scale and authority in the pieces 

introduction.The timpani drums 

didn't quite nunder as they should, 

either. Yet after a period of listening, 

one couldn't help but be captivated 

by the mellifluous, fluid string tone 

and finally handled brass that, even at 

medium to high volumes, refused to 

harden. In short, 

the ATT-600 and 

AMP-80 combo 

managed very 

much to live up 

to their name 

and sound, well, 

euphonic! 

Another aspect 

of the sound 

that became 

very apparert 

during Classical 

music was just 

how quiet the 

background 

noise was. 

Clearly. ER's 

exhaustive 

efforts to 

reduce noise 

have paid off... 

CONCLUSION 
I have to admit 

that the 

Euphonic 

TUNeg e SELECTOR 

Research combo didr't get off to the 

best of starts. As first impressions go, 

this amp' is something of a 

disappointment. Presentational.y, the 

design has some way to go, and the 

initial sonics aren't that exciting 

either, What the ER needs, however, 

is more than just a quick ten-minute 

blast in the dealer dem' room. Give it 

some time, and over the course of 

an extended listening period you'll 

really begin to appreciate the fimer 

points of the design.As a marriage 

between the rhythm and pace of a 

good transistor design with the 

openness and texture of a fine single-

ended valve amp', the ER works 

brilliantly. It might not have qu.te the 

bass weight or extension of some, so 

'speaker matching needs more care 

than usual, but the cohesion with 

which the two technologies fuse 

takes some beating at this price. Get 

past the awkward looks and this is 

one amplifier combo that desetves a 

demonstration: Just make sure it's a 

long one! 

VERDICT 
Wonderful fusion between the best of 
valve and transistor technologies. 
Unusual looks, but finish disappoints. 

EUPHONIC RESEARCH All-

600/ AMP-80 f2998.00 

Big Dog Audio 

(0+44 ( 0) 1869 322826 

www.euphonicresearch.com 

FOR 

- open, transparent sound 

- timing and control 

- successful valve/ transistor 

marriage 

AGAINST 

- disappointing finish 

- not for bassheads! 

- captive mains leads 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
I suspect the idea t ere is to emulate 
the distortion patte-n of a valve amp., 
since the Euphonic produces almost 
pure second harmonic distortion. The 

presence of secone harmonic doesn't 
give a valve amp its sound, but low 
feedback avoids complex changes in 
distortion pattern and the Euphonic 
Research minics this characteristic 
well. With low but steady levels of 
second harmonic at all levels and 
frequencies this amp exhibits a stable 
transfer func-fon. There are no high 
order harmonics either, another good 
sign. This is a nice stable amp. It 
produces 40W into 8ohms and 64W into 
4ohms - not vast amounts of power but 
plenty enough to go loud with modern, 
sensitive loudspeakers. 

Input sersitivity is very low at 1.2V, 
but bandwidth normal enough at 18Hz-
60kHz, wider than most valve amps. 

The Euphonic amplifier measures 
well and should sound smooth, but 

volume will need to be cranked up. NK 

Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
dc offset 

4 

Distortion 

40watts 

18Hz-60kHz 
107dB 
-110dB 
0.06% 
1.17V 
10/ 
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CASrLE 

so 

ils 
These days, where else can you get a high technology, hand crafted loudspeaker without a 
telephone number price tag, but from Castle Acoustics? Channa Vithana celebrates its 
affordable new Richmond 31 standmounter... 

Cita, e of bespoke c-aftsman-
ship going as far back as 

973.Their speakers are physically 

characterised by excellent build quali-

ty and superb finish, especially their 

high quality veneer applications.They 

have latterly been synonymous for 

their proprietary woven carbon fibre 

mid/bass drive units combirling mod-

ern technology and traditional crafts-

manship win ease. In fact Castle is 

one of the few loudspeaker manufac-

turers today that can engineer 

crossovers, fabricate cabinets/drive 

units and assemble complete speak-

ers in house'! 

Although the Richmond has been 

in production for nearly twenty years 

through its various iterations, the 

new £320 3i marks something of a 

departure. After the company's 

astle Acoustics Ltd. is a 

well-established British 

loudspeaker manufacturing 

company with a ,ong her-

previous designer retired, Castle has 

used the skills of Karl-Heinz Frank 

for this new one. It sports a larger 

cabinet to a low improved bass 

response and better alignment which 

is made from 15mm MDF, veneered 

on both sides. 

Castle calls this process 

'balarced' vereer, where tie internal 

planes of the cabinet are also 

veneered for sound quality reasons. It 

uses 'true internal veneer because 

the company claims using paper, as 

many companies do, "doesn't sound 

as good". This is an elegant 

engineering solution to prevent panel 

inconsistenc:es, akin to laminating 

long thick Iengths of timber with 

thinner staggered shorter layers for 

strength preventing warping and 

physical distortions, ensuring a 

constant planar surface therefore 

assisting consistent sound character-

istics within the cabinet.The cabinet 

also contains bituminous pads to 

reduce coloration and character and 

'Bonded Acrylic Fibre' for acouszically 

ccnsistent internal damping. 

Castle's lovely little 130mm 

caroon fibre mid/ bass unit has a 

eouble magnet for the 3i, while its 

chassis is a cast aluminium unit 

preferred for its rigidity and non-

ferrous quality over plastic and steel 

derivatives, According to Castle the 

use of the aluminium chassis also 

minimises constrained dynamics and 

"signal induced flux modulation".The 

tweeter is a 19mm low-modulous 

polyamide-domed' type used for 

"improved sensitivity and 

consistency". The crossover has been 

revised with improvements for the 

bass and tweeter sections. For bass, 

second order four layer voice coil 

and simple RC network are used, 

claimed to give superior drive unit 

integration, with large silicon steel 

laminated core inductor chosen for 

best 'flow' and 'feel' to the bass and 
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midrange respectively. For treble. 

two polypropylene film capacitors 

are used in parallel where "choos 

two of dissimilar value seems to 

reduce the sonic signature of the 

cap", says Castle. 

The cabinets 'ollow the modE -n 

design ratio of narrow baffle and 

deeper cabinet, measuring 

330x170x230mm, and weigh 3.9kg. 

There's a selections of different 

veneers: Cherrywood, Maple, 

Natural Oak,Walnut, Black Oak, 

Antique Oak, Mahogany and Santos 

Rosewood.They're superbly 

constructed and executed, and as 

expected given Castle's artisan 

pedigree, the Santos Rosewood 

veneer is flawless, smooth to the 

touch without any rough joints near 

the cut outs for the drivers or the 

cabinet's right angles.The mid/bass 

unit is situated above the tweeter 

and uses attractive allen-head f 

however I would have preferred tc 

see these used for the tweeter 

attachments as well, instead Castle 

have chosen to apply three visually 

less desirable wood screws here. 

At the rear are a small port arid 

two sets of high quality multi-way 

gold-plated binding posts enabling 

biwiring/ biamping. If single wiring; 

Castle recommend replacing the 

single wire linking on the binding 

posts with short leads made up from 

your preferred speaker cable and to 

connect from the amp to the top 

two connectors. For biwiring/ 

biamping they recommend using two 

sets of identical good quality cable if 

funds permit, otherwise just use one 

superior set instead of two inferio-

types. 

SOUND QUALITY 
I used Spiritualized 'Let it Come 

Down', Erasure ' Hits' and Tony 

Bennett & KD Lang's 'A wonderful 

World' to put the 3i through its 

paces. Castles of yore were known 

for their smooth sound quality, being 

refined but with a tendency for 

politeness, so it was quite a surprise 

that the 3is sounded somewhat 

different! Being multi-layered gospel 

driven psychedelic rock, ' Let It 

Come Down' is quite a handful, 

having a bright though excellent 

production, it can easily overwhelm 

a system coming across as 

cacophonous. Subsequently I was 

pleasantly surprised that the 3is 

handled the various organs, electric 

guitars, gospel singers and singer J 

Spaceman's desolate vocals with 

superb ability. 

What the 3is released was a 

near-perfect, super- slick drive unit 

"the Cast es far suroassec my 
expectations of a buccet loucs 
integration, with the spea 

cabinets disappearing entirely 

without any localised sound 

directivity problems.This is a good 

thing, because it shows a level of 

sophistication missirg in a speaker 

this price, while not succumbing to, 

the modern speake- t-ap of being 

over -efined and bass heavy simply 

to impress 'for a saeaker of its size . 

This slid< integration continued with 

the easiier electronic- pop of'A Little. 

Respect' and 'Blue Savannah' from 

Erasure, melding the superb synth 

production with Arlo), Bell's nervous 

and emotional vocal style by way o-r 

a woncerfully brittle caramel- like 

quality. 

The Tony Bennett ;and KD Lang 

disc was delivered with requisite 

lush and warm o-ches:ration 

without strangling out the higher 

frequency string section.The vocals 

were first rate, being extended out 

with emotional dexterity into the 

room while the music was allowed 

to flow within its, easy- listening 

genre with good timing, which again 

is undoubtedly due co the 3is 

superior driver integration.The bass 

dexte-ity was also good, easily 

extending beyond my reference 

R852/MDs - which, isn't hard - 

however where the 3is diverted 

from the polite, modern speaker 

norm is that it was able to 

reproduce the bass 

tunefully as well as 

extending it - no mean 

feat. 

This is very 

important, as just ceep 

extended bass is not 

good enough because 

after the immediacy of 

the extra bass has 

faded, there is a large 

gap where its 

tunefulness should be! I 

wish some modern 

speaker manufacturers 

would take note of this 

because, it is to Castle's 

credit that they 

managed an above 

average sophistication 

for the low frequency 

spectrum without 

naving to go for the 

deepest bass possible at 

the expense of 

everything else.TFe 

treble was not unruly 

or excessively forward 

either, once more, 

nst modern speaker pract 

effortlessly handling the varying 

music with appropriate levels of 

attack and textural ability witho 

resorting to shrillness. 

- 

CONCLUSION 
The Castles far surpassed my 

expeczatioms of a modern budget 

speaker.They can do fast thrilling 

rock I ke Spiritualized, Erasure's; 

propu:sive synth pop and lush yet 

expressively deep orchestration aI 

on rie Tony Bennett/KD Lang piece 

without fuss or a tell-tale signature 

character.They have a wonderfully 

natural integrated sound, which has 

to De down to the superb 

application of the overall design uf 

the drive units, crossover and 

cabinet construction.They manage 

an alive anc animated sound, being 

enthusiastic yet neither harsh nor 

shrill unlike some modern speakers. 

Additionally they are not merely 

politely suitaole for just jazzJclassica. 

like some of Castle's forbears either. 

The 3is were almost the equals of 

my super-clear MA R852s in the; 

treble and mid regions, while 

surpassing them by behaving in an 

altogether more neutral mannen 

which is most impressive considering 

the complexities of their 

construction.A great British budget 

loudspeaker. 

oeaker" 
PLACEMENT 

I found these speakers rela-

tively unfussy regarding place-

ment, sounding entirely agree-

able sitting directly atop book-

shelves in a small 3 x 2.5m 

office. Or for serious extended 

listening on birch ply stands in 

a 4.5 x 6.5m room: concrete 

walls and floor and floating 

laminate flooring. They worked 

best firing straight ahead 

spaced 2.4m apart and placed 

between 300-400mm away 

from rear walls for superior 

bass delineation ana room inte-

gration; this goes against NK's 

recommendation [see MEA-

SURED PERFORMANCEP 

VERDICT 
Sensational sound, thanks lo modern 
drivers and traditional cons' ruction 
methods, makes this o brillent budget 

buy. 

CASTLE RICHMOND 31 £320 

CASTLE ACOUSTICS LTD. 

'(,+44 ( 0)1756 795 333 

www.castle.uk.com 

FOR 

- excellent build and engineering 

- veneer perfection! 

- slick, integrated sound 

AGAINST 

- nothing! 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Castle usually prefer to ensure their 

speakers exhibit a little sonic warmth, 
by rolling down treble; the Richmond 3 
makes no attempt at this It has an 
almost ruler flat frecuency response, 
our analysis shows, from 250Hz up 
to 16kHz. As a result it should 
sound clean and colouration free, 
as well as tonally balanced. Unlike 
other Castles I doubt there will be 
much sense of warmth in the 
sound. 

Below 250Hz there's a fairly 
pronounced lift in bass output. 
Below 125liz though, low 
freguenci output rolis down 
steeply, as the port - tuned to 80Hz 
- takes over. This suits near-wall 
mounting, but even with the small 
boost this gives to bass the 
Richmond 3 still looks as if it will 
sound well damped and perhaps 
dry in bass delivery, rather than 
boomy and fulsome. 

With an impedance that hovers 
around 8ohms but fails to 5.3ohms 
minimum the speaker is a 1,ght 
load. Sensitivity was good at 87dB 

for one nominal watt ( 2.81r of input. 
The Richmond 3 measures well. It's 

an accurate carbon-fibre bookshelf 

design and as such looks very 
interesting. NK 
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civil 
socle 
The spiritual successor to the BC1, Spendor's S6e is one of 
the most accomplished 'affordable high end' loudspeakers to 
emerge from this country in the past decade, says 
David Price... 

an one ascribe national 

characteristics to hi-fi 

products? Well, just as 

German cars are extreme-

ly well engineered but 

largely devoid of character 

and Italia-1 ones pretty to a fault but 

often flaky. I truly believe that 

Spendor's S6e loudspeaker couldn't 

come from any other nation but this. 

Interesting is the fact that Philip Swift 

is now at the helm of Spendor. He's 

the quiet, affable and down to earth 

man who's most famous for his range 

of electronics that took the nineties 

hi-fi scene by storm — Audiolab. 

There's a lot of that company's phi-

losophy in this speaker. It's conscien-

tiously and thoroughly engineered 

(with lots of impressive detail touch-

es), gracefully styled (by Allen 

Boothroyd - the man behind 

Meridian's arresting visual language) 

and sober yet immensely capable 

sounding (more so, I reckon, than any 

Audiolab product ever was). 

The cabinets don't attempt any 

fancy curvatures ( real or imagined — 

as certain sleekly radiused designs 

are boxes inside!). Rather, they're 

robustly put together. beautifully 

veneered and conventionally shaped 

affairs, housing a tweeter and 

mid/bass unit, and a clever downward 

firing port.The drive unit 

complement comprises a 180mm 

bass-mid drive unit and 27mm 

tweeter.The former SD-I8A driver 

sports a new polymer (ep38) cone, 

claimed to have a high stiffness to 

mass ratio whilst providing excellent 

internal damping properties.A 

profiled phase plug is claimed to 

improve linearity and dispersion 

characteristics compared to a 

conventional dustcap. Both the pole 

plate and top plate are black plated 

to draw heat away from the voice 

coil, which increases the dynamic 

range and headroom of the bass unit 

by reducing thermal compression 

distortion, and there's a non-

resonant, profiled. high rigidity cast 

aluminium alloy chassis. 

The Spendor 27mm tweeter 

sports a brand new Sonolex material 

claimed to have a very low density 

whilst providing excellent internal 

damping properties and highly 

consistent performance. The 

crossover boasts low-loss 

components with OFC copper wire-

wound inductors with cores and 

flanges manufactured from high 

purity compressed iron powder 

bonded with small amounts of 

isolating material.These alternative 

magnetic materials are said to 

achieve very high saturation levels 

and very linear magnetic character-

istics even at large operating 

currents. Polypropylene capacitors 

and high power ceramic resistors are 

used, the latter only in parallel 

damping applications, so there are no 

series gain adjustment resistors — 

Spendor claiming that resistor non-

linearity and dynamic compression 

effects are eliminated. All level 

adjustment within the crossover is 

achieved with tapped inductor 'auto-

transformers' which are designed and 

manufactured in-house by Spendor. 

SOUND QUALITY 
As I said in the preamble, plug the 

S6es into your system and the 

chances are you might be just a tad 

underwhelmed.These are the least 

'showy' sounding loudspeakers I've 

heard that have been designed in the 

last two decades.The likes of Mission 

have set a precedent in speaker 

voicing which gives a bright, bold and 

commanding sound that's brilliant in 

the showroom (I call in evidence the 
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782SE, your honour) yet can be less 

than easy to live with.These 

Spendors are the opposite. Listened 

to cold, and with little attention paid 

to matching, placement or set-up, 

they're simply a tad over warm and 

lacklustre. Half an hour spent moving 

them around, getting the cables 

and/or source components right and 

the spikes nicely bedded in - and the 

picture changes profoundly. 

I used the SiSes with Musical 

Fidelity amplification - both the X-

P200s in monobloc mode and the 

ticated tonality of the mid-bass unit. 

Move to some acouszic jazz from 

Miles Davis (`So What') aid these 

loudspeakers truly excel - as they're 

able to demonstrate their excellent 

tonal accuracy. Double b2ss sounds 

like double bass. trumpet; like 

trumpets, hi-hats like hi-hats.You 

don't get the impression that you're 

listening to a tonally dry .oudspeaker 

that's been voiced that way to give it 

speed.To its eternal credit, the 56e 

takes you closer to the respective 

textures of the different instruments, 

"here's a brilliant music making 
oackace that's oest with acoustic 
jazz anc classical music" 

mighty kW500 - plus my beloved 

tweaked World Audio K588 I tube 

power amp (with MF Audio Passive 

Pre). With QED XT-400 loudspeaker 

cables and the S6es about 30cm to 

the rear wall, they sang. Or rather 

they didn't - what they did do was 

provide an extremely even-handed 

and open window on the music with 

none of the dry, acerbic, forward, 

distortion-fuelled zing of so many 

other rivals. Nor did they serve up 

bass boom that apparently adds 

weight but in truth kills speed - 

despite their innate warm-side-of-

neutral tonality, they never sounded 

slow or ponderous. What they offer 

is an unusual - almost unique, even - 

combination of speed, grip and 

transparency allied to most 

'benevolent' tonality (they're not 

going to strip your paint, or rebore 

your inner ear canals...) 

Somewhat mischievously, I 

decided to kick off the listening 

session with Inner City's 'Good Life', 

a classic house tune from 1988 and 

most certainly not what many - I 

suspect - Spendor customers would 

naturally listen to.The S6e surprised 

with an extremely engaging and 

musically satisfying rendition of this 

synthesiser- rich track. Bass was tight 

and tuneful, and integrated seamlessly 

with an open and even midband that 

- despite its obvious smoothness - 

was satisfyingly detailed and open. 

The Spendors didn't half image - 

they disappeared into the recorded 

acoustic, pushing the vocal forward 

and above the plane of the speakers 

with tremendous precision.Yet 

tonally, never did they sound hard or 

acerbic - something I can't say about 

many price rivals, Treble was 

impressive too - decently spacious 

and airy, with a smooth nature that 

integrated perfectly with the sophis-

yet still maintains an impressive turn 

of speed. Likewise, its stereo imaging 

is never less than excellemt - 

generally, instruments hang back 

behind these boxes, but tie S6e can't 

half push a solo instrument or lead 

vocal out into the room when called 

upon so to do.And whenever this is, 

you just know it's not going to 

hurt... 

Dynamics are excellelt too - 

although it lacks slecgehammer bass 

and the ability to move vast amounts 

of air, it never sounds strained or 

compressed.The kVV500 g 

right pummeling, and the 

S6e never really 

complained. Of course, 

you'll find more 

physically commanding 

designs, but not at (or 

near) this price. And all 

the time, its innate 

musicality shone 

through. It truly sang 

with my tube amp at 

lowish volume levels but 

I couldn't help but get 

the impression that this 

floorstander likes a 

good, clean, powerful 

transistor amplifier to 

'bring it out of itself'. 

The downsides of 

the 56e are few, Treble is 

just a tad veiled - it 

doesn't have the sheen 

and almost ethereal 

spaciousness of a good 

ribbon tweeter, such is 

that fitted to Elac's 

FS207.2. Nor does the 

bass have the motive 

power of rival 

floorstanding designs - 

with a razor-sharp 'on-

off' feel, This is actual), 

less of the problem than 

ave it a 

it might seem tactually 

it's bare;y al issue at all 

even at this price) and 

the whole is even 

greater than the sum 

the. parts.Tnis 

loudspeake - is brilliantly 

integrated and 

remarkably cohesive 

(even at high vo umes - 

it only gets shcuty when 

you're putting hundreds 

of watts into it and 

always seems sD 

together - rhythmically, 

tex:ural y aid tionally. So 

well integrated and 

harmonious are its 

respective bits that its 

failings (and every 

speaker has them, 

yes!) almost never 

intrude. 

CONCLUSION 
So I liked it - dces it 

show? Here's a brilliant 

music makimg package. Its couch, ev 

and refined balance makes it best 

with accustic jazz and classical music 

- but it's so well designed that it will 

happily play rock or electronica with 

the same insouc anca. Whatever you 

listen to this is Ipuckpeaker that's 

capable •rar peyond its price and 

should delight al comers.Truly, the 

best of British. 

RDICT 
up .emely capable loudspeaKer off 

sopflustication and musicality, 41 eq 
measure. A stand-out product at t 
price that should win a great many 
friends 

SPENDOR S6E £1,495PR 

SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD. 

C + 44 (0)1323 843474 

www.spendoraudio.com 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Like an increasing number of flow-
standing rivals the S6 uses a floor sited 
port Mat drives a moin's vertical 
resonant mode most efficiently. For a 
9ft ceiling this ersures a goodly amount 
of 601z bass, the exact frequency most 
music prpducers use to t ddle up bass 
in a recording. The port is tuned lower, 
peaking at roughly 35Hz, but is only a 

few de down at 60Hz so it will provi 
plentic of output at this frequency. • 
Since the S6 alsc has a Fat 
forward ,esponse down to 40 
doesn't lack bass and should hi 
practice go low and sound quite 
fast. 

A. peak in port output 

corresponds to a dip in forward 
sponse at 500Hz, pcinting lo 
x effect that may be audible as 
small amount of cobura 
herwise, the S6 has a ta 
oath response characteri 
t, as Lsual with Spendor, r 

'wn slowly and smoothly at 
quences. The roll down is 
icieusly applied to ensure the S6 

ill sound clear and detailed, but 
t hard or sharp. Spenders are 
ually easy on the ear, but als 
curate - and th 3 S6 follows 
ttern. 

Impedance is very high at 9chms 
across the audio band. It only drops to 
6ohms from 10Hz - DC. Sensitivity was 
a reasooable 86dB all the same so the 
speaker is a easy load. 

The S6 is a nicely balanced 
loudspeaker with plentiful bass. 
accompanied by a smoother, softer 
delivery than is common nowadays. NK 

level 

1dB) 

Frequency response 

Th 
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a world first... 
dap.10 
analog processing for a digital world 
.1 couldn't criticise a thing' 
'it really does improve CD sound' 

Hi-Fi World - July 2004 

to • 

Radical improvements 
require radical 46 
thinking! 

Whest 
creating musical heaven 
T 020 8965 4535 post@whestaudio.co.uk 

, 

the ultimate reference.... 
PhonoStage.20 MsU.20 
'superlative sound leaves 
the best of the rest way behind-
a landmark product for analogue addicts' 

Hi-Fi World - Sept 2004 

Ultra low noise front end 
Hybrid RIAA to within 0.2dB 
Extended hf response 
High current output drive 
Infinitely variable loading - MV/MC 

0 

Over 200 lots of high quality speaker production 
equipment and manufacturing lines including: 
lwatani semi-automatic loudspeaker production line 

with, adhesive applicators, powered conveyors, Baltec 
and PJ Hare presses, Purex fume extraction units, 
Mitsubishi 3-axis automatic robotic circular/elliptical 

adhesive applicators. Hot & cold spot adhesive 
applicators, Redcliffe Magtronics magnetisers. 

Manufacturing production cells including transfer tables, 
assembly stations, adhesive applicators. 

Over 200 lots of Test, Calibration and Measuring 
Equipment including: 

a 2003 Design Environmental temperature and 
humidity chamber. a 2003 Ling Dynamic air cooled 
vibrator, a Dactron laser shaker and CTS, Sanyo 

and Heraeus Votsch chambers and ovens. 
Mitutoyo micrometers, hardness testers, dial 

indicators and scales. 

Over 200 lots of Warehouse Equipment & 
Machine Tools including: 

Compressors, waste compactors, reach, forklift 
and pallet trucks, pallet racking. Bandsaw, pillar 

drill, machining centre, milling machine and 
sundry items of plant. 

Over 300 lots of Office Furniture & Equipment, 
Computers, Printers, Servers and 

notebooks including: 
Pentium 4 PC's and notebooks, laser and inkjet printers, 
IBM AS400 server, Compaq servers, projectors, office 
desking and seating, filing cabinets and sundry office 

equipment. 

By °ITler of Messrs J Ticket & C Faulds, 
Portland Business & Financial Solutions, 

the Administrators of Goodmans 
Loudspeakers Limited 

Goodmans 

MAJOR 
AUCTION SALE 

Of approximately 1,000 lots comprising: 

THE COMPLETE LOUDSPEAKER 
PRODUCTION PLANT, EXTENSIVE & 
MODERN TEST EQUIPMENT, GENERAL 
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS 

HANDLING, OFFICE FURNITURE, 
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS ETC 

On Wednesday 

10 November 2004 

commencing 10am 

Viewing 9am — 4pm on Monday 8 and 
Tuesday 9 November 2004 

at Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited 
(in Administration), 1 Ridgway, Havant, 

Hampshire P09 1JS 

For further details and online catalogue 
visit www.marriottco.co.uk or email 

sales@marriottco.co.uk 

Marriott&Co. 
Valuers and Auctioneers of Plant at Machinery 

19 Esa Street Farnham Surrey GU97SD England 
Telephone: 01252 712 os3 Facsinile: 01252 737 613 
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feature 

prese it, correct 
Christmas is coming and it's time for our loved ones to go shopping for a gift to put a smile on our faces, 
throughout the festive season and beyond - so here's a handy guide for them! Simply circle what you want and 
leave the magazine strategically open on the relevant page... 

SONY XDR-S1 DIGITAL RADIO 
It's to Pure Digital's eternal credit that it's beer mark   

decent quality DAB portable for the best Dart of two years 

now, and so it was probably only a matter of tinne pefore 

Sony moved in.The Japanese giant has a somewhat schizo-

phrenic atritude to new technology - either it D us hes its 

own new leading edge formats (Elcaset, R-DAT, Mir Disc) 

or it sits on the fence until practically everyone eke has , 

done it - and then comes ir with the best in class.The 

latte- is the case here - the XDR-S I is superp_As an 

all round premium package, this classy pontable is hard 

to beat - although the company's first DAB portable, it 

is right first time. Performance, features and ergonomics 

are up to the company's usual superlative stamcards. 

Switch on, press 'auto tune' and within a minute you've 

every, Digital Radio network stored and aocessib.e at the push of 

a button. Everything from the presets to the EQ settings a-e so easily 

accessed that its rivals seem from a bygone age - and the neat bundled remote is 

a nice touch, too. Sound is usefully crisp ard clean - but not obviously stronger than its 

Pure Digital rivals. It is undeniably well made from st-ong plastics, tie paper white backlit LC 

display is the best around and the myriad feattres nincludirg full MW/LW reception too) are impressive. 

Only the XDR-SI's willfully weird styling, which isn t as elegan: as Pure's rivals, de:racts. Contac:: 

• 

CLEARER AUDIO SILVERLINE OPTIMUS INTERCONNE 
There's no shortage of excellent high end phono--_o-phono cables, many of witch co respected 

brands such as van den Hut and Chord Company.This is fine state of affairs, but what depresses is tha: the -e's alsc a 

glut of ludicrously overpriced stuff from obscure fly-by-night brands promising the earth, in a bid to get rich quick.Wel , 
although I'd never heard of Clearer Audio, l'un pleased to say that it is most defiritely not one of the latter. In fact, 

here's a high end interconnect that can compete 2. wressively with anything boasting a prestigious blue-chio' brandLA 

double balanced design featu-ing 6N Super-Pure Silver (99.9999%, there are seven solid conductors per core arranged 

in a multi-strand concentric configuration. Eacn core is insulated in super-low-loss foamed polyethylene insulation. Ea:h 

interconnect features a six layer Star ShieldingTechnique; and all layers of shieldimg are grourded. In addition, the 

interconnects are fitted with the company's Swper Suppressor' ferrite rings whicn attenuate a wide ramge cf EMI, but 

are specifically designed to suppress RFI.The interconnects are finished with the Eichmann Slyer Bulle: 

RCAs, silver soldered, but can be terminated \ye Neutrik XLRs if required. Finally, they're supplied pre-

buried in on the Audiodha-ma Pro 2.5 Cable Cooker - so they work proper-y f-om the off.The sound is 

superb - they're one of the very best we've zone across at any p-ice.Think uartsparent add `self-effatng' end 

'chau-ac:erless' and you've got their gauge Even through my £20,000 reference system. I really straggled to. notice 

any discernable character. Compared to almost anything else they're dark, velveteen and unremittingly open in 

nature, wah excellent rhythm and firecracker dynannics.They'e srmoon and ever in ext-emit, but never 

with that annoying 'high end' sheen and gloss from nnany far pricier designs - :hey simply don't sound 

like anythtng.As a C , or pre-to-power interconnect, I car think of few - if any - better. 

Contact: 

£320/0.51111 



1,,  BK EBlectpro.nicsdt XLdSs200AHctiynedSreudbswdoof pfedr System 

III 
Wu have been designing and manufacturing 5 star award winning subs since 1992 

Features  

' Uses a Peerless XLS10, one 
of the worlds best subwoofer 
drive units 
True 200W RMS 400W Peak 
• Simultaneous high and low 
level connections 
" Solid construction 25mm 
baffle and back and 18mm 
MDF sides with real wood 
veneers 
Four fantastic finishes 
Compact size only 390D x 

295H x 295W mm 
' Over engineered for sonic 
excellence weighs in at 20kg 

At about a cubic foot the XLS200 can be easily hidden from view, but you will 
certainly know it is there. With the easy to setup controls it will take only minutes to 
get up and running showing it's punch, agility and power. Due to its rigid sealed box 
enclosure and powerful 200W amplifier coupled to an extremely high quality 
250mm drive unit the XLS200 sounds absolutely stunning from the off, with music 
that is underpinned by masses of low end extension. Movies will come to life too, 
as you hear the effects as well as feel them. 

* Free Accessories worth £40.00. 10M Speakon High Level Lead - 5M High 
Quality Gob Phono to Phono Lead and a set of spikes 

* Pay no extra for real wood veneers 

Strength & Depth in the 
knowledge that we have 
supplied over 100,000 
subs 

Price £279.00 
+ £8.00 Carriage 

For more details and images of all the four superb finishes please look on our 
website at http://www.bkelec.com/whf.htm 

BK Electronics, Unit 1 Comet Way Southend-On-Sea Essex SS2 6TR 
Tel :- 01702-527572 Fax :- 01702-420243 email :- sales@bkelec.com 

AEON Acoustics Isolation Feet & 
Platforms FOCUS SIGNAL 
RESOLUTION MEASURABLY, 
graphs available direct from 
email-sales@spiralex.con, 
Tel: 01765 604288 
RIPON YORKS, HG4 lUB 
Improve your LF percussion, detail frequency 
separation, transience. 

che ultimate upgrade 

Unique Sound 84 Vision 
JVC digital reference allows you to enjoy a sound quality that is closest ever to that of 
the origina master. The AX-SD1 GD represents our idea of 'no-interference energy 
amplification' :o achieve the purest of pure sound. First, there's the independent 
3-block construction separating the power amp, preamp and control section, to pre-
vent even the slightest interference. Then, the signal paths are trimmed to the short-
est length possible, to keep signals contamination-free. Finally, the extra thick power 
cable enters the chassis through a hole in the bottom plate, directly running to the 
power transformers, reducing power-related interference. Parts and circuits, including 
terminals on the rear panel are laid cut in total symmetry for the left and right chan-
nels, to ensure the sense of true stereo that gives substance to the music. Also, the 
three point suspension provides an unshakable support to the entire unit. 

• Power output: 70W x 2 into 4 ohms at 1 kHz with 0.7% THD (IEC 268-3) 
• Advanced Super-A in push-pull configuration 
• Quality parts: Dual power transformers (one for plus, one for minus voltage), thick 

OFC (Oxygen-Free Copper) power cable, low-leakage El-core power transformer, 
copper-plated rear panel 

• Staggered-resonance heat sinks with tapered fins 
• Ultra phono stage MC and MM 
• High output discrete phono equaliser amplifier 
• 3-mode ' Presence' control 
• Gold-plated brass speaker terminals 
• System remote control 
• Enhanced COMPU LINK Control System 
• RM-SASD1U Remote Control Unit (included) 

With the AX-SD1 GD you will experience sound quality like never before, simply out 
of this world! 

Since JVC started in 1927 this is the best pure amplifier they have ever made. 

Limited stock with five years warranty. 

hi»li wore 
VERDICT e•••• 
highly open, transparent and musical 
sound makes this one of the surpnses of 

the year Thoroughly recommended 

-*re— • 

fkra !“ 

Simply the best in the world. HDCD compatible wide 

range of input sampling frequencies 32 to 192khz, 

phone for details. 

The perfect match! hifi world 

VERDICT ••••• 
An outst dual, willfully quirky and 

c alliephalè geoduct 
- 

Ie "sem 

e 
3Dacoustics by Shoaling SCD-T200C 

This is surely the best airliophie digital disc spinner at the. i; • conceived - 
tries (and largely succeeds) to tot.ch all bases a serious auoi.-_.r; could possibly want. it's 
interestingly iityled, lamely superbly built, has rio superfluous (but many useful) features, great 
operational fbxibility and ruperb sound. As an SACO spinner it's peerless at the price - espe-
cially via the libe output ;itage. This machine is simpy far sweeter, warmer and more analogue 
sounding than anything Ne heard at the price: some may find it too much so. Others might 

David Price Editor - Hi-Fi World 

Teac Reference D70 Multi DA convertor 

These are just some of the examples of the special products we have in stock. Unique 
Sound & Vision are delighted to provide our customers high-end sound for less money. 
How? To find out and experience something you've never experienced before phone now 
to arrange an appointment. 

Unique Sound & Vision 
Bringing you closer to the musical truth 
Tel: 020 7272 0922 Fax: 020 7272 4665 
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CREEK OBH-21SE HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 
Time was when every audio separate came complete with a 6.3mm jack 

socket for stereo headphones, but the purist nineties, with its 

'source direct' ethos, soon saw to that. The result was that in 

order to listen to hi-fi headphones, you now had to buy 

a separate headphone amplifier. Musical Fidelity's 

original X-CANS from some five years 

back was the first great 'standout' 

product, but Creek soon joined the 

fray with some excellent designs — the 

latest of which is the OBH-2 I SE. 

Creek's OBH-21 Special Edition is, not 

surprisingly, a tweaked version, with the 

• • circuits. In SE form it offers a capacitor-

discrete transistors to integrated 

main change being a switch from 

2 
1 less. DC coupled, power supply. Creek 

claim that component quality has been 

(•# ) 00H 2' it's hard to argue with a THD figure that has 

-21 SE Headphone Amplifier improved. Looking at the specifications, 

falen from 0.01% in the standard version to 0.005% in the SE. 

Compared to standardl headphone pre-amps, the first thing you're likely to 

notice is the wonderful transparency. It's as though a layer of grime has been swept off the disc. 

Decay and echo that was 'only hinted at before, is now clear and p-ecise.The OBH-21SE has an excellent sense of timing, 

immensely arlicula:e and sympathetic to the musk, Whilst being ptunchy though, bass wasn't especially deep - some weight 
has been traded for speed and agility. More surprisingly I also found vocals a little forward, although there's excellent 

imsightVocals weren't as sumptuous as a tube design, but they did lave a sense of realism and excellent instrument 

separation.This isi't one of those amps' that's so analytical that, what should be, background information, becomes too 

much to the fcre.Tonalty I did find the piano a little bright, but the instruments had a decent sense of realism.A great little 

headphone amp then, but match carefully to a warm sounding, system and headpF ones — if you've already got forward 

phones. then Musical Fidelity's X-CANS v3 should prove more palatable. Contact 

REVO IN-CAR DAB RECEIVER PERSON 
Now here's a thing. Right now, if you want car DAB — and why n have to junk your existing car stereo (no 

matter how st.pero it may be in other respects) and buy one of tl-e few off-the-shelf solutions from major mamufacturers. 

Enter Revo: the most versatile Digital Radio on sae, offering true trans-portability from car to pocket to home hi-fi. Revo is 

simply a module that slots into (variously) its car kit ( standard), home dockimg station (£50) or portable battery back (£50) 

- meaning you can take it anywhere. It plugs into any car stereo system, offering hip quality, crisp DAB reception at the 

tiouch of a buttor throJgh the existing speakers.The oright blue backlit display is large enough to read but not to distract - 

and the ancillary :ontrols are easy to see and use. However you power it, it worKs just like any other Digital Radio (i.e. 

simply and easily), and s genuinely fine sounding when driving a decent car 

or home sould sfsterr. I:s silver and black styling is crisp and contem-

porary, but a cho.ce of finishes and d splay colours - so match one's 

car dashboard - would be nice.A nat onwide installaton service is 

available at É49.9E. It's an inspired way to add DAB to your 

existing auto sourd system - and yoL r home one toc. 

Contac • 

199.95 
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Not for 
conservatives 

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject, 
design is perhaps a little less conservative than the norm 
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green. 

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100 
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence. 

Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers whc have shown commitment to customer service, attended 
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range. 

Pro-ject Audio Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk 



RUSS ANDREWS TAK-H SME TONEARM CABLE 

SOUND ORGANISATION Z5 EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 

j. 

Rega Research lived the best part of two decaces in denial abcut the differen e at superior wire could make to the 

soumd of its excellent tonearms. Limn Products spent a further ten years more selling the excellent Ittok and then the 

superb Ekos with equally lacklustre cabling. As for SME, well this company's only concession to the 'fad' that is 'fancy 

wire is Litz headshell leads on the Series V — whoopee do! Enter Russ Andrews, with one of the best upgrades you can 

maKe to any SME Series 309, IV orV — a length of its TAK H Kimber Kable terminated 

with Kimber Kable UltraPlate Contact Surface plugs on one end, an the 

itz stock SME arm plug on the other.You'll be amazed at the difference 

this admittedly hefty priced mod makes. Modern SME arms have 

been (-ightly) accused of a mechanical sound, but this really 

pulls a lot of that coldness out of the equation.They still 

don't sing like a unipivot, but the whole experience is far 

more 'analogue',Iess 'analytical' — there's richer tonal 

colouring, more vibrant texturality and a generally more 

organic sense to the whole event. Factor in brilliant 

bass grip, stunning dynamics and pin-sharp image loca-

tion (as ever), and it makes for a magnificent upgrade. 

The modern SMEs were always awesome in thei- way, 

but now they're magic in other ways top. 

Contact: 

Back in the old days,,folk used to DUC their -i-fi systems on sideboards, dressers, coffee tables and shelving units. It kept 

the kit off the floor and blended in with the furniture nicely — as it was the furniture, or part of it at least! Life went on 

happily enough until some annoyimg anorak somewhere reaRised that simply plonking high quality audio separates on 

thiags that had previously been reserved for flowerpots, ornaments and pictures of the children was in fact acting 

against the best interests of the sound.This yvas due to the fact that electronic components are, in fact, microphonic — 
and that structure and air-borne vibrations were passing up through the 

floors, walls and air to sully the sound. Putt ng audio electron cs on light, 

rigid stands negated this effect, enabling vib -ations to 'sink' to a physical 

ground far easier. An entire industry sprang up, making equipment 

supports to make hi-fi sound better. The Sound Organisati pi was a key 

player, with its excel•ent turntaUe table which made many a Linn Sondek 

sing. Trouble is, it was black and Ifooked like- a mess of welted square 

section tubular stee aid painted MDF (wh ch, err, it was)... These days, 

the company makes an altogether more socih sticated design — the new 

Z Series is an arrestingly simple iet elegant equipment rack designed to 

house hi-fi Cr AV components.There are thee models in :he new range, 

a five shelf 5.00mm wide hi-fi unie, a three shelf 900mm wide home 

cinema unit and, for de first time, a four shelf mid-size 640mm wide 

uric. Manufactured in England from precision laser-cut steel. ifs available 

in a choice of high gloss piano black and satin silver, The shelves are 

colour co-ordinatec and made from toughened safety glass Every model 

is supplied with adjustable floor spikes and the two home cinema units 

are also provided with a set of castors. All are supplied flat-packed and 

assembled cuickly wit:a ease.They're great looking, work \eery well (you'll 

hear better soundirg supports, bit you'll have to pay three rrnes as 

much) and compleme at any aud.o system. The Z5 -' the fife tier hi-fi 

st.pport — is a brilliant all purpose design at £219. Contac:: 
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FRANK ZAPPA 
QUAUDIOPHILIAC 
(DVD-AUDIO: 24/96 STEREO 
24/96 MULTI-CHANNEL) 
About six months ago I was lead to 

believe that the Zappa Family Trust 

nay have been about to follow Jp the 

inaugural Zappa DVD-Audio, the 

Lnavailable-in-any-other-format 

'Halloween', with straight to DVD-

Audio transfers of some of the 

finished album quad mixes Zappa 

completed during his flirtation with 

the format in the seventies. Hopefully 

we will still see those discs of 

'Overnite Sensation', Apostrophe' and 

'Roxy and Elsewhere' sometime soon, 

but in the meantime Zappa's elder 

son Dweezil and wife Gail have seen 

fit to release another original DVD-

Audio, based on more of Frank's quad 

mixes, excavated from the cavernous 

tape library of the Utility Muffin 

Research Kitchen. 

For the rabid Zappa fan this 

cannot fail to be of huge interest. 

Enjoyment may be a different matter, 

depending on your tastes.There are 

probably few people who enjoy all 

dements of his music equally, but this 

fifty minute compilation contains most 

of the possibilities: orchestral work 

('Lumpy Gravy'), guitar work-outs 

('Rollo'), deranged scatological songs 

(Wild Love') and jazz awesomeness 

(the incomparable surround version 

of'Waka-Jawaka' ). 

The surround recording fidelity is 

superb throughout (you'd better get 

full range rears if you want to enjoy 

the orchestral action in the surrounds 

to the max), and the real joy is that 

unlike 'Halloween' the stereo 

(superfluous though it is) is not 

downsampled to 48kHz. Presumably 

this is possible due to the shorter 

running time. It goes without saying 

that this is not a release intended to 

hook in the non-believers. I would 

passionately encourage anyone who 

thinks they may be interested in the 

great man to snap up that 'Overnite 

Sensation' DVD-A when it arrives, 

and if that provokes you to follow 

through the trail of 70 or more 

albums which make up Frank's 

oeuvre, you should be ready for this 

one by the end... 

THE DONNAS 
GOLD MEDAL 
(CD/ DVD-AUDIO DUAL PACK: 
24/96 STEREO 24/96 MULTI-
CHANNEL) 
While it's encouraging to see 

Warners finally return to the DVD-

Audio fray with some (relatively) new 

talent rather than all that legacy stuff, 

it has been a fairly disheartening 

experience to witness the PR blunder 

with which they shot themselves in 

the foot when they released this title 

on Dual Disc in the States.Anyway, 

for further details of that debacle, see 

this month's column, because we have 

escaped the problems of the 

Americans due to the still looming 

threat to Dual Disc's viability in 

Europe — Dieter Dierks and his 

DVDplus patents. At least Warners 

have finally embarked on the 'stealth' 

method of getting hi-res surround 

into peoples' homes, which the 

SACD crowd have been doing for 

some time.Albums such as this one 

and the simultaneously released 

Simple Plan album are sold in a 

standard size double CD jewel case, 

and at CD price level. 

To this listener that makes them 

a bargain, even if you only want to be 

able to listen to the stereo mix in a 

higher-than-CD resolution. In fact in 

the case of this title you had better 

only be interested in doing that or 

seeing the videos, as Chris Lord-

Alge's surround mix (to my 

knowledge this may well be his first 

one) adds little to his excellent wall-

of-sound stereo effort, and may in 

actual fact detract from the main plus 

point of this recording.Yes, they may 

be an all-girl group, but my, do they 

have balls, and the addition of reverb-

y surrounds just dilutes their power. 

This is firmly kick-ass rock 'n roll 

territory, and all the better for it.The 

songs are predominantly tight power-

pop ditties, with raw and chunky 

power-chords, hand-claps, pedaling 

bass-lines and simplistic but catchy 

drum patterns, all giving a feel 

redolent of early Kiss, which can't be 

a bad thing! 
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NICK DRAKE 
A TREASURY 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DS)) 
When I went to interview SACD 

mastering supreme Simon Heyworth 

a year ago he played me 

(unannounced) the finished analogue 

master of this year's Nick Drake 

outtakes compilation 'Made To Love 

Magic' straight off his Aria-modified 

ATR. I was spellbound — it sounded 

like Nick was playing and singing in 

the room. Now it is finally possible to 

enjoy that effect in your own home 

with the release of this stunning 

SACD.The cynical view of all this 

remarketing effort may be that it 

amounts to exploitation, but my view 

is that both this and the 'Made To 

Love Magic' project are respectful 

attempts to conserve Nick Drake's 

small but perfectly formed legacy 

under the control of the only 

individual other than Nick who was 

present at every recording session — 

engineer John Wood.This music is so 

good that it deserves to be presented 

to each successive generation of the 

world's youth, and so it has proved, 

from the original seventies discoveries 

via the Island compilations, through 

the Nick Laird-Clowes endorsed 

'Heaven In a Wild Flower' compilation 

in the mid eighties, to the mid 

nineties' Way To Blue' introduction. 

But many might view the addition 

of a surround mix too much.Well 

there isn't a lot to send whizzing 

around the room, but the sense of 

three dimensional space which this 

version imbues does give the likes of 

'Black Eyed Dog' that spooky "he's in 

the room" feeling. If you don't like it, 

you've got the best stereo version 

you're ever like1y to hear... Just be 

advised that Simon tells me that all 

three original albums have been 

mastered and authored, but are 

currently on hold — let's hope they 

make it out, in the meantime we can 

enjoy the meagre unreleased extra 

here — a guitar snippet called 'Plaisir 

D'Amour', included as a hidden track. 

VARIOUS 
POOR BOY: A NICK DRAKE 
TRIBUTE 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO DSD 
ONLY) 
There are multifarious traps when 

attempting to make a tribute album 

and Tony Reif of Songlines Records 

(www.songlines.com) is wise enough 

to cover himself in his sleeve note 

explaining the origins and ethos of 

this project. It has obviously been a 

labour of love for him, and the results 

demonstrate that his time has been 

weli spentAlthough this disc has next 

to no 'name' contributors, on the 

whole it succeeds in its sleeve's 

promise of "Nick Drake re-imagined 

by jazz improvisers, singer-

songwriters experimenters...Music 

that crasses styles; recorded in 

analogue or 24 bits" 

I am reminded of the occasionally 

straight, occasionally twisted likes of 

Hal Wilner's starry, interpretative 

albums of Brecht/Weill or Disney 

standards, except without the stars. 

The personnel here is predominantly 

drawn from Reif's jazzy Vancouver 

mates, supplemented by some Seattle-

ites, among them the Nonesuch 

recording artist Robin Holcomb. She 

forms part of the contingent of female 

vocalists who give the first half of this 

78 minute album a distaff bent, while 

in the main the gents (including Ian 

Masters, once of the Pale Saints, in his 

Friendly Science Orchestra guise 4AD 

fans!) take over for the return leg. 

As the sessions were mostly 

recorded (or mixed) at 24/88.2 

resolution the disc has a satisfyingly 

authentic hi-res sound to it. Even the 

solitary element of 16bit origin, the 

clarinet on ' Road', sounds excellent to 

these ears.The gently warped 

versions of ' River Man' and 'Black 

Eyed Dog' are among the most 

successful tracks. Stereo jazz fans 

should definitely have a punt on this 

one — it is available inexpensively from 

www.play.com, although they never 

seem to have any in stock. Of course, 

www.dvd4music.com might be worth 

a go if you're prepared to pay a 

premium for your impatience! 

However if you're interested in Drake 

but jazz- or avant-garde-averse I 

would give this a miss. 
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PAPER DISC 2SGB 

blu for you? 
Digital Video is advancing apace, with High Definition TV just around the corner. Blu-Ray 
is a new high capacity optical video disc that's up against the forthcoming HD-DVD 
format in a battle to succeed DVD — and provide the natural successor to Compact Disc. 
Noel Heywood gets out his crystal ball... 

T
he main purpose of both 
Blu-Ray and HD-DVD is 

to store High Definition 

video, which requires 

much more space than the 

basic 4.7GB of DVD. Both 

use blue lasers, hence the evocative 

name of one. Firing light of shorter 

wavelength than the traditional red 

laser, a blue laser can resolve smaller 

surface transitions on a disc, be they 

mechanical or reflective, allowing 

much more information to be 

stored. On a disc the size of a CD 

(I 2cm) HD-DVD crams in I SMB on 

a single layer. Recordable discs will 

manage 20MB. Blu-Ray manages even 

more - 27MB for a recordable disc, 

for example, although both Sony and 

Panasonic already claim 100GB-

200GB has been achieved with multi-

layer discs. 

High Definition television for many 

years, but it is America's move to 

HDTV that has set the ball rolling. In 

Britain Sky has announced it will 

move to HDTV on some channels by 

2006 and the BBC plan to broadcast 

HDTV pictures by 2010. Euro 1080 

already broadcasts Europe wide from 

satellite but, this apart, Europe lags 

behind America and Japan, where 

sports broadcasts are proving 

popular in HD format. Blu-Ray in 

particular is aimed at this market, as 

a way of recording programmes off-

air. 

Many U.S. television shows are 

recorded in High Definition and 

(analogue) cinema film converts to 

HD (having a far greater native 

resolution), so there's plenty of HD 

programme material. Sony recently 

announced the first semi-pro HD 

"Blu-Ray has seen spec'd to plow our 
socks off audio wise... six channels of 
24 oit, 192kHz music an option" 

60 

As you might guess there's no 

end of complexity within new 

formats like this, with talk about laser 

wavelengths, pit sizes, numerical 

apertures and what have you. But 

what does this all mean for audio? 

Well, recently, some recommended 

audio specifications have been 

emerging, giving some fascinating 

insights into what lies ahead for high 

fidelity. As CD sales slowly decline 

around the world it looks 

increasingly likely that in future audio 

will be carried on next generation 

video discs. 

DVD's success has been 

attributed mainly to quality; the 

analogue VHS cassette it was 

designed to replace never did so 

well.This has invigorated efforts to 

improve picture quality in television, 

film and DVD video, especially as 

display technologies improve to 

cope. Japan has experimented with 

JANUARY 2005 

camcorder, the amazing HDR-FX I. 

So there's no shortage of material. 

In the States Microsoft even offer 

HD video compressed onto DVD. 

In some respects Blu-ray and 

HD-DVD are a little late in arriving; 

Sony in particular are pushing Blu-

Ray hard; recorders are needed in 

Japan and the USA for recording 

sports events. Blu-Ray is a high 

capacity recording technology 

suitable for this purpose. 

HD-DVD is being positioned as a 

successor to DVD. Discs are easy 

and cheap to mass produce, the DVD 

Forum claim, using existing DVD 

production equipment, unlike Blu-

Ray. HD-DVD players will play 

standard DVDs too, although it now 

appears Blu-Ray will have this ability 

also. Additionally Blu-Ray will record 

to CD, DVD! 

There were significant 

differences between Blu-Ray and HD-

DVD, but as Blu-Ray develops - and it 

has massive backing - limitations are 

being removed.To overcome retail 

racking reticence, Sony are even 

proposing a hybrid BD/CD disc that 

will play on CD players and Blu-Ray 

players. It's interesting that Sony still 

attaches so much importance to the 

music CD, which it co-developed 

with Philips, and has already come up 

with a way of overcoming the 

reluctance of major retailers like 

HMV to stock new music formats.A 

hybrid like this could be racked as a 

CD and it will, of course, play in 

portables, boom boxes and cars, plus 

all the millions of CD players 

worldwide.This has proven a key 

problem with DVD, to which neither 

SACD nor DVD-A have proved a 

satisfactory solution. In a BD player a 

hybrid disc like this would provide 

video and better audio quality. 

FUTURE FORMATS 
Although there's plenty of space on 

the new discs, a trade off between 

audio and video may still occur, on 

single layer discs at least. How to 

provide this with sufficient flexibility 

to enable audio and video quality to 

In Japan Panasonic have launched the DMRE700 Blu-Ray recorder, 

shown here. Since Blu-Ray specifications are still being agreed, 

recorders like this are unlikely to possess a full set of capabilities.Full 

standard players are due the end of 2005. 
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be balanced to cope with widely 

differing requirements is where the 

new discs show improvement over 

standard DVD. Interestingly, both 

adopt the same new approach to 

coping with a wide range of audio 

formats, on offer from Dolby and 

DTS. 

The talk now is of "extensible" 

systems, replacing fixed specification 

audio, There are two new 

technologies to take on board here: 

Dolby Digital Plus (DD+) and DTS-

HD (aka DTS ++).They comprise the 

core system we use today on DVD, 

namely Dolby Digital and DTS, with 

extra data that can be optionally 

used to improve sound quality.This 

brings extra flexibility to digital and 

in doing so it will simplify buying 

choices, whilst at the same time 

facilitating quality improvement. 

Dolby Digital Plus is Dolby 

Digital accompanied by extra data. 

The Dolby Digital core provides 5.1 

surround-sound at a data rate 

typically at 345kbps.This is roughly 

one-tenth that of the uncompressed 

signal, so we can liken Dolby Digital 

stronger video compression 

schemes, so there is less need to 

compromise sound quality by such 

heavy compression. Roughly speaking 

10:1 compression is just audible, 

whilst 5:1 is not, withstanding very 

critical analysis.At 2:1 compression 

becomes lossless, meaning no audio 

data is thrown away, so the sound is 

indistinguishable from the original. 

Dolby told us that Dolby Digital 

Plus has a maximum data rate of 

6Mbps, 

roughly ten 

times 

greater than 

Dolby 

Digital. It can 

support up 

to 13.1 

channels, 

96kHz 

sampling 

rate and 

24bit 

mixes down internally according to 

preset tables is convenient but 

doesn't necessarily sound right. 

Telling the player how to do this 

using metadata should overcome the 

difficulty. 

Dolby Laboratories don't make 

clear at present how much 

compression will be reduced by the 
additional data carried by Dolby 

Digital Plus, They did tell us that 

Dolby will not become lossless; for 

CD 0.7GB DVD 4.7GB Blu-ray Disc 25GB 

A scanning electron micrograph of the surfaces of a CD, DVD and Blu-Ray 

disc showing pits and laser spot sizes. 

resolution, they say. Digital Plus will 

carry 'metadata' (data about data) 

instructing decoders how to 

mixdown, say from 7.1 to 5.1 or to 

"it seems that all the c 
of DVD, inclucinc 
been overcome oy 

to high quality mp3 surround-sound. 

Heavy compression was needed to 

squeeze 5.1 channels of cinema 

surround-sound onto a DVD along 

with all the picture information, 

which hogs most of the space.The 

new discs have considerably more 

space available, not just because of 

their larger capacities but also due to 

ravvoacKs 
DVD-A, have 

stereo, At present multi-channel discs 

must carry either a stereo mix, or 

players be set to mixdown according 

interna. tables.A stereo mix satisfies 

the producer's intentions, but you 

have to manually select it first, which 

usually means switching on a TV. It 

also takes up more room on the 

disc. Setting a player to stereo so it 

this MLP, which they license, must be 

used. 

DTS are more specific and 

forthcoming with data about DTS-

HD. It too is an extensible system 

where extra data accompanies a 

DTS 5.1 core.The rationale of 

DTS always was to provide higher 

audio quality than Dolby, through 

less compression. Publicity came 

when it was chosen for the film 

Jurassic Park to maximise impact 

of the audio track, This emphasis on 

quality, at the expense of 

compression, is providential, suiting 

expanding disc capacities and the 

thirst for better quality. DTS-HD 

offers up to 96/24 resolution with 

compression reducing to lossless, and 

can deliver any number of channels. 

Both new data formats offer 

HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING: 
Fed up with new formats? Wondering where it will all end? According to the Blu-Ray founders, HD-
DVD is a "transitional technology", not one for the future.., are they right? 

Although DVD has been a great success, it has also been a source of confusion. Blu-Ray is better 
thought through than CD or DVD; for example, the recordable version was developed first to perfect 
packet writing and lossless linking, so that the ROM would be compatible. This avoids the sort of 
confusion that existed around DVD-R and DVD+R. Blu-Ray is supported by all major Consumer 
Electronics manufacturers, as well as the entire computer industry. It has been purposed as an 
advanced universal storage format and, in multi-layer form, has sufficient capacity to store hours of 
high definition video. No one company has the resources to replace it, nor to effectively compete 
against it. The DVD Forum, primarily Toshiba or NEC, will have an uphill struggle with HD-DVD. 

With Blu-Ray we are now at a point where consumer replay technology has surpassed the stan-
dards used by recording studios and broadcasters. Consumer HD camcorders will soon be able to 
match or surpass television broadcast quality and 24/192 analogue-to-digital conversion will be 
available to audio enthusiasts well before we are able to buy music recorded to this quality level at 
HMV. 

Blu-Ray is likely to have a long life, longer than DVD. There are no replacement technologies 
imminent, nor much likelihood of any group being able to launch them onto a world market in oppo-
sition to Philips, Sony and Panasonic. Fu-ther into the future Holographic recording, if it can be per-
fected, offers a huge increase in storage capacity, possibly more than any audio or video system 
would need until recording and display technologies improve enormously. 
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riD Blu-ray Disc Founders. August 2004 
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CODEC LPCM Dolby Digital tits dts++ 

Max.bitrate 27.648Mbps 640kbps 1.536Mbps TBC 
Max.ch 8( 48kHz. 96kHz). 

6(192kHz) 
5.1 5.1 7.1 

bits/sample 16. 20, 24 16 16 16.20.24 
Sampling 
frequency 

48kHz, 96kHz, 
192kHz 

48kHz 48kHz 48kHz. 96kHz. 
192kHz 

Blu-Ray audio specifications as they stand at present. Already it has 

been decided that this disc should improve upon DVD-A. 

great compatibility.The new discs will 

play back core 5.1 information on 

budget players, or high resolution 

audio on expensive players.Where 

before separate tracks were needed, 

now one track does it all, saving 

valuable space. If, however, discs carry 

both Dolby and DTS then this space 

efficiency will be squandered.As both 

Dolby and DTS decoders are 

mandatory on Blu-Ray and HD-DVD 

players, discs may well carry one or 

the other, not both, as is often the 

case with DVD. 

Dolby and DTS are not the only 

players in town though. Microsoft 

want in and are pushing the benefits 

of their own music compression 

scheme - which includes lower 

licensing costs (for now, at least!) - 

within VC-9. They too have 24/96 

compressed audio on offer, with up to 

7.1 channels. 

As disc capacities increase, 

compression becomes less necessary. 

With this in mind it would seem, and 

as acknowledgment to the fact that, 

traditionally, improved audio quality 

has had an almost magical ability to 

underpin demand of new formats, 

both HD-DVD and Blu-Ray can 

optionally carry uncompressed audio. 

So far only two channels of 

24/192kHz (stereo) is being quoted 

Dolby Digital Plus as well as DTS-HD 

carry metadata internally, six channels 

should mix down to two channel 

"Sony has already come up with a way of 
overcoming the reluctance of major retailers 
like HMV to stock new music formats..." 
for HD-DVD. Blu-Ray, however, lists 

six channels of 24bit. 192kHz audio as 

an option. Since one channel of 

24/192 runs at 4.6Mbps, six add up to 

a massive data rate of 27.648Mbps 

and, not surprisingly, this is the 

maximum quoted audio data rate for 

Blu-Ray. 

Blu-Ray has been spec'd to blow 

our socks off audio wise. One hour of 

audio at this specification consumes 

I3GB of space, so there's still plenty 

of room left over for video even on a 

single sided, single layer disc. If lossless 

compression is applied it falls to 6GB, 

so whichever way you look at it 

storage technology has now reached 

a point where, as far as audio is 

concerned, no more is needed. Since 

Blu-Ray carries metadata tracks, and 

successfully in BD players set to 

deliver stereo. So ultimately we can 

expect BD to offer top quality digital 

in whatever format we want, without 

hassle. 

All the drawbacks of DVD, 

including DVD-A, have been 

overcome it seems by Blu-Ray. But 

since Sony, Philips and Matsushita 

(Panasonic) are all founders, perhaps 

this was always to be expected. Sony 

and Philips in particular have always 

considered the optical disc their 

inheritance.All the same, HD-DVD 

may well get the backing of 

Hollywood and be first to market 

with HD-DVD discs in the shops. 

Whatever the outcome of any battle 

of the rays, better audio is on the 

way. 

SOUND AFFECTS: 

Two main factors determine digital sound quality: resolution and compression. Between them they account for much of the inexplicable jargon 

associated with today's digital audio products. As the technology matures (and there's a way to go yet) the torrent of jargon should subside, 
but in the meantime here's simple guide: 

Resolution is the accuracy with which a signal can be captured, in amplitude and frequency. Amplitude resolution of CD was 16-bit, but this 

produces unpleasant distortion on low level signals that we seem able to detect. Nowadays, 24-bit is the accepted standard and it definitely 

does give a smoother sound, with a greater sense of dynamic freedom. These days most professional recordings are 24bit. Where you see 

acronyms like DTS 96/24, the 24 means 24-bit amplitude resolution. Frequency resolution is, in analogue terms, known as bandwidth, or 'fre-

quency response', which in a digital system is set by sampling rate. Maximum analogue bandwidth is (just under) half the sampling rate, so CD 

with 44.1kHz sampling rate reaches up to 21kHz. On DVD, 24/96 digital has a 96kHz sampling rate, with an analogue bandwidth of 48kHz, 

whilst 192kHz sample rate digital possesses an analogue bandwidth of 96kHz. 

Which is best - and does it matter? Theoretically, 192kHz is best - so good as to be indisputably beyond criticism, but very few recordings 

are made at this rate, as suitable recording equipment hardly exists. Most Rock is recorded at 24/48, but 24/96 is becoming more common. The 

few 24/192 recordings that exist on DVD-A do sound very different - finely detailed in a dense and intricate fashion quite unlike what we are 

used to today. It may be 10years or so before 24/192 becomes common though. 

Digital music is compressed so it takes up less storage space and can be squeezed down telephone lines. Compression is not a good thing, 

no matter how clever (and it is very clever). Music is 'compressed' by throwing data away. In low amounts this is largely inaudible, judged 

against what we are used to today. At high levels it makes music sound bland, coarse and Iswimmy'. Music is part of our cultural heritage and 

compression destroys its richness and compromises its value at source. Archivists and museums object to its use, and so do many artists. 

DTS understand the trend away from compression and the Blu-Ray founders likely do too, as the top audio specification is PCM, which 

means no compression. In truth lossless compression (this is true compression, not data reduction) is most likely to be used and Meridian 

Lossless Packing improves the integrity of a digital signal. Compression schemes, namely mp3, Musicam, Atrac, WMA, AAC, Dolby Digital and 

DTS may well fade out of use in time, except for squeezing audio down telephone lines. 
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SINGLE-ENDED PURITY 

Our Parallel Single Ended (PSE) 
power amplifiers offer ultimate 
sound quality. Each monobloc has 
two beautfully linear 300B 
directly heated triodes in its 
output stage, producing 20 watts 
into an 8 ohm load. At the front 
of the circuit we there is a 6AU6 

pentode, followed by an ECC82 

as the driver valve.This design 
uses a 5U4 rectifier valve in the 

power supply, in combination 
with a 10H choke, giving an 
extremely quiet supply. Both 
mains and output transformers 
are built on high quality E/I 

pattern cores. 
Feedback can be switched 

in or out whilst running, using a 
rear panel switch. Complex 

layered and sectioned output 
transformers give full output and 

low distortion across the audio band even without feedback, making such an 
option possible. 

This is one of the few amplifiers in the world so good it will work without 
feedback - and no feedback is the preference of most buyers. It gives a spacious, 

relaxed and fluid sound quite unlike that of solid-state amps, all of which use 

feedback to correct deficiencies. 
By operating linearly in feedbackless, pure Class A, single-ended mode these 

PUSH-PULL POWER 

300B monoblocs are as pure as it gets - and sound quality reflects the fact. Fast, 
clean and clear in their presentation, at the same time their purity of sound is 

easy on the ear. 
The kit is totally hard-wired; it does not use circuit boards.VVe can supoply 

without valves, or with the superb Tesla 300Bs, Russian 5U4s and European 
6AU6s & ECC82. Our 300B PSE kit bears an affordable price of £895.00 (UK 
price) excluding valves. Each monobloc weighs 23kgs (50Ibs). External dimensions 
with valves: 25cm(w) x 38cm(d) x 22cm(h) per monobloc. 

For more power, we also offer 300B in Push-Pull (PP) form .The 300B PP monobloc shares the same look and chassis as the 300B PSE monobloc.The 300B PP kit has 
been created for those who prefer a bit more power. With a pair of 300Es in push-pull configuration providing 26 watts output, they will drive most modern 
loudspeakers to perfection. Andy Grove's design is totally feedbackless, using a 6AU6 pentode as the input valve and a 5687 as the phase splitter.The power supply uses 
a Russian 5U4 for rectification.The kit is constructed by hard wiring, so some experience is required. 300B PSE owners do have the option to buy the conversion kit 

for £250.00 to turn their monoblocs to push-pull status. Each monobloc weighs 23kg. 

L 008 PSE MONOBLOC KIT £1197 per pair 3008 PP MONOBLOC KIT £11197 per pair 

( 1°:.he PRE- II is a high quality valve pre-amplifier that will drive any power 
amplifier. It has a gain of x5 which, with CD, enables it to deliver a large 

10V output swing.To keep the amount of active amplification low, this 
pre-amp uniquely uses a line drive transformer to deliver a pure signal 
to the power amplifier. There are six inputs, a tape monitor and two sets 
of output sockets. It is powered by the external PSU- Il power supply. 

The volume control uses high quality Alps Blue potentiometer which, 

with our solid, turned brass, chromed knob, gives a quality feel rarely 

encountered these days. 

PHONO-II is a dedicated valve phono stage for MM cartridges, with 

MC input transformers an option. By using all-d.c. supplies from PSU- Il 
and a case in which there is no power supply, PHONO Il is hum free, 

something that is difficult to achieve with valves.With accurate RIAA 
equalisation right down to 10Hz (-3dB) PHONO II gives a wonderfully 
pure, dimensional sound from LP, possessing a sense of life and 

dynamism quite different to solid-state preamps. 

Finally, PSU- Il is a power supply unit that feeds both the PRE- 11 and 

PHONO-11. Keeping the power supply separate removes hum, often the 
bane of valves. 

Power Supply Unit (PSU-11) 
Pre-amplifier (PRE-II) 

Phono Stage (PHONO-II) 
Moving coil step-up transformer 

£205.00 
£215.00 

£110.00 
£77.00 
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(...-Ke184 is an affordable, integrated valve amplifier for those who want to enjoy 
the valve sound, but from a simple, easy to build kit. It uses inexpensive EL84 
output valves, known for their sweet sound, in conventional push-pull 
arrangement to provide 15 watts into an 8 ohm load.The output transformers 
are our own quality Ultra Linear design. Up front, the circuit employs an ECF80 
input/phase splitter valve, which contribues to Ke184's extremely smooth sound. 

The amplifier has very low hum and for simplicity it is built on a printed 
circuit board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel 
and attractive brushed aluminium effect knobs.There are five line level inputs, 

plus one monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the 
front panel. 

At the rear is a mains switch/IEC power input, earth post, phono sockets, 
and 4mm bannana sockets for loudspeakers.The Ke184 will highlight all the 
intricacies and depth of detail in your favourite recordings whilst retaining a 

warmth and fullness that is almost exclusive to pure valve amps and is rare at 
this price point. 

Ke184 weighs I Okg. External dimensions with valves are 300mm(w) x 270mm(d) 
x 150mm(h). 

E29 REM VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT 

Our 6550 series amplifiers are built around the rugged 6550 beam tetrode that's 
popular in America. This valve is widely available at a good price. Producing no 
less than 40 watts into an 8 ohm load.(available in a 4 ohm version if required) 
our 6550 is a power house, since valve watts always sound louder than transis-
tor watts! 

The difference between our 6550 and most others is that we use valve rec-
tification (5U4) and a choke pi filter, for a power supply that is quiet and free 
from solid-state hardness.This is a true high-end design from Andy Grove, hard 

wired. It is a cut above the many other 6550s, with enough power to drive most 
loudspeakers, including insensitive electrostatics for example. 6550 combines high 

power with a top-end smoothness of sound, yet doesn't cost the earth to run, as 
the valves are inexpensive and have a long life. 

The amplifier weighs 19kg. Dimensions are 390mm(w) x 330mm(d) x 
190mm(h) with valves, or 220mm(h) with cage. 

KIT6550 - An integrated amplifier with line inputs and volume control. 
Accepts CD, tuner, tape etc., but not LP 

KAT6550 - A power amplifier for use with a separate pre-amp. Paired with 

PRE II and PHONO II (+ PSU II). can provide LP reproduction. 

The Headphone II amplifier is a beautifully simple design using Mullard ECL83 
valves, a triode and power pentode housed in the same envelope. It works 

directly from any source, be it CD, tape, tuner etc., or from an amplifier's tape 
out or pre-amp out sockets. The circuit uses high specification Ell output 

transformers that will drive any headphone load from 16 ohms to over 300 
ohms depending on how the secondaries are wired up. 

The Headphone 11 is a pure Class A single-ended design with the power 
pentode wired up in triode configuration for added sonic purity, and it is as 
quiet as a mouse. Treble has the crispness of the best solid-state, but with the 

tonal resolution and delicacy associated with valves. Bass is punchy and 
controlled without becoming artificial. 

External dimensions 270mm wide, 275mm deep and 85mm high 
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KIT6550/KAT6550 mains transformers 

2 inch stack, 130mm(h)x120mm(w)x135mm(I) 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. Secondaries 

425V-0V-425V, 350mA, OV-5V, 6A, 3.15V-0V-3. I 5V, 

9A. Suitable for 120V & 240Vac opeation 

KEL84 mains transformer 

1.5 inch stack, 90mm(h)x 80mm(w)x 95mm(d) 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. Secondaries: 

0V-240V 300mA, 3.15V-0V- 3.15V, 5.5A, suitable for 

120/240V operation 

KIT34/KAT34/KIT6550/KAT6550 choke 

1.25 inch stack, 65mm(h)x105mm(w) with fitting 

holes x 60mm(d), clamp fitting, 2.5 H. 350mA 

300B PSE mains Ell transformer 

I 30mm(h) x 95mm(w) x 115mm(d). 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. 

Secondaries: 380V-0V-380V, 180mA/150-0V-150V, 

25mA/OV-5V, 1.2A/OV-5V, 1.2A/OV-5V,3A/3.15V-0V-

3. I 5V,0.4A suitable for 120/240V operation 

KIT6550/KAT6550 E/I I 6% TAPPED UL 

push-pull output transformer 2 inch stack, 80mm 

(w) x 95mm(I) x 100mm(h), drop through fitting 

with zinc cap. Primary-secondary 4.5K, 16% UL 

tapped. Secondary 4 Or 8 ohm, pis specify on 

order. max output 45 watts, max current 

valves. KT88, 6550 etc 

KEL84 Ell Ultra Linear 

transformer 
1.25 inch stack, 761 

Primary - seon 
8ohms, m 

valves 

transformer 

m(h). Primary-secondary 

p-40watts, max current-

88, 6550, EL34 

HD83 mains toroidal transformer 

80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

I 65V,75mA/3. 15V-0V- 3.15V, I A, suitable for 

120/240V operation 

/I driver transformer 

m(w)x6Omm(I) x65mm(h). 6:1 step down 

transformer, max current-10mA valves-6922 etc 

pre-amp stage 

PSU-II mains toroidal transformer 

80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

270V,60mA/OV-10V,2A, suitable for I 20/240V 

operation 

TRANS I mains toroidal transformer 

95mm dia. x 50mm(h). Secondaries: OV-
370V,150mA/OV-6.3V,3.5A 3008 E/1 choke 

65mm(h) x 70mm(d) x 80mm(w) open frame 

fitting,10H, 180mA, 

KEL84 Ell choke 
0.5 inch stack, 40mm(h)x 35mm(d)x 70mm(w) 

clamp fitting, 1H, 250mA 

PSU-Il Ell 

40mm(h) x 35mm(d) x 70mm 

15H. 20mA 

KIT34/K 

push-

2 

near 

Omm(h), drop 

nmary-secondary 

ary 8ohm, max output 

150mA, valves EL34, 6L6, 

single ended output transformer 

m(w)x5Omm(I) x55mm(h). 

Primary-secondary 4K - 4 x 64ohms 

windings, max o/p-lwatts, max current-25mA 

valves-ECL83 etc 

300B PSE Eli parallel single ended output 

transformer 

130mm(h) x 95mm(w) x 1 I 5mm(d). 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. 

Primary 1K5 Secondary 8R, output . 

KIT34/KAT34 mains transformer 
2.5 inch stack, 120mm(h)x I 15mm(w)x95mm(d), 

drop through fitting with zinc cap,Secondaries 
365V - OV - 365V,300mA/OV - 5V, 6A/3. I5V - OV - 

3.15V. 7.5A. Suitable for 120/240V operation. 

2A3 PSE mains transformer: 

2.5inch stack, on a 120 size lamination, 

120mm(h)x115mm(w)x95mm(d), drop thro 

fitting with zinc plated transformer caps 
Secondary winding: 370V-0V-370V, 

3A, 0V-4V, 2A x4. Suitale for 
110V/120V/220V/230V ope 

for a valve rectified, dc 

heater(input valve 

KECL82 
1.251 

8 

2A3 PSE E/I output transformer: 
2A3 parallel single ended transformer, 2 inch stack, 

78 size lamination. Primary impedance is 2.5K, 
secondary impedence is 4ohm or 8ohm, max 

current s I 00mA. Output is 8.5VVatts. 

m(depth), frame 

winding: 0V- 185V, 

tale for 
operation. Good for low 

state rectification achieves a HT 

ould be used for ECL82 PP/PSE 

KECL82 PP output transformer 

ECL82 push-pull ultra linear. I inch stack, on a 29 

size lamination, 

80mm(wide)x7Omm(height)x6Omm(depth), frame 

type 2 hole fixing. Primary 7.5Kohm, secondary 

8ohms. Max current 85mA, 
Good for numerous low output pentode valves in 

push-pull configuration. 

300B PP E/I push-pull output transformers 

2.5inch stack, on a size 120 lamination. 

130mm(h)x95mm(w)x115mm(d) drop through 

fitting with zinc plated cap. Primary impedance 4K, 

secondary 6ohm.Will suit 300Bs, 2A3s etc in 

push-pull configuration. 

IMMIX Printed Circuit Board 200mrn(w) x140011111111.111 

Ke1114 Printed Circuit Board 280nunle, x. I 3Srmr(1)z 1.6mm(d). 

Printed Circuit Board 14Ornm(w) x 3 

Ke134 Printed Circuit Board 14Ornrnlev. 3 lOrnm(1) • 2Arnm(d). 

MIIIMIP Circuit Board (a pair) I2Ornm(w)qui 

1-1083 Printed Circuit Board 140min(w) x 160mm(1) x 1.6rtun(d), 

I I I I I I I d Circuit Board 105nun(x) x Il 

PRE-II Printed Circuit Board 105mm(w) n 13Ornm(1) 1.6min(d, 

LINIFiCaell Printed Circuit Board 105mm(w) 130nwn(111M11 

ABM 

Hi-Fi World in Malaysia at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Hi-Fi World is now distributed thrugh.good bookshops and newstands in Malaysia. For back issues, 
general enquiries and advertising, contact Simon Chang at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. 

Also available are products by World Audio Design, 
Michell, Trichord, Lowther and ReThrn loudspeakers. 

Millennium Hi-Fi & Av 
500-1-3 First Floor, Wisma lndah (Shen Court), 

Jalan Tun Razak 50400 K.L. 

tel: 603 9283 8171 fax: 603 9281 3762 

137 Jalan Pendçkar 2 Taman Skuoilai Baru 81300 Skudai, Johor DT 
tel: 607'554 5171 tax: 60Y 554 7645 

e-mail: info@millennium-audio.com 
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These are expert kits, not for the inexperienced. You must be able to solder and read a circuit diagram. The valve 
kits contain lethal voltages. We cannot be helld responsible for any errors arising from the construction of these kits. 

wad 

toireimr ova csaar toèreptimilltge 

1111/11WIIM.fflgrorilleil o air cilia« amigo es o urn 

Kec182 (8 ohm) 
2A3PSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
2A3PSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
Ke184 with valves (8 ohm) 
Ke184 without valves (8 ohm) 
PSUll 
PREll 
PHONON 
PASII 
Step ups transformers for MC use with PHON011 
Headphone 11 
300BPSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
300BPSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
300BPP with valves (6 ohm) 
300BPP without valves (6 ohm) 

Kec182 (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (without valves) 
KaT6550 (with valves) 
KaT6550 (without valves) 
KiT6550 (with valves) 
KiT6550 (without valves) 
KAT34(with valves) 
KAT34(without valves) 
KiT34 (with valves) 
KiT34 (without valves) 
Ke184 (with valves) 
Ke184 (without valves) 
PSU - II 
PRE - II 
PHONO II 
PAS II 
MC - step up ( pair) 
Headphone II 
300B PSE (with valves) 
3008 PSE (no valves) 
300B PP (with valves) 
300B PP (no valves) L

L
L
O
L
D
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
U
L
L
L
L
U
L
L
L
O
 

(inc vat & carriage) (exc. vat & carriage) 

£195.00 
£570.00 
£470.00 
£580.00 
£450.00 
£615.00 
£485.00 
£480.00 
£415.00 
£515.00 
£450.00 
£298.00 
£268.00 
£205.00 
£215.00 
£110.00 
£235.00 
£80.00 
£285.00 
£1197.00 per pair 
£895.00 per pair 
£1197.00 per pair 
£895.00 per pair 

£170.00 
£485.00 
£400.00 
£495.00 
£380.00 
£525.00 
£415.00 
£410.00 
£354.00 
£440.00 
£385.00 
£255.00 
£230.00 
£175.00 
£185.00 
£95.00 
£200.00 
£68.00 
£236.00 
£1020.00 per pair 
£765.00 per pair 
£1020.00 per pair 
£765.00 per pair 

PARTS MeRIUMON ORDER NO. OTT UK OVERSEAS 
(inc vat & carriage) (exc. vat & carriage) 

2A3 mains transformer 
6550 mains transformer 
34 mains transformer 
ke184 mains transformer 
HD83 mains transformer 
PSUll mains transformer 
300B mains transformer 
34/6550 choke 
ke184 choke 
300B choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSUll choke 
6550 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
34 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
ke184 output (8 ohm) 
2A3 PSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
HD83 output (multiload secondary) 
PRE-11 driver transformer 
300BPSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
300BPP output transformer (6ohm) 
ke184 PCB 
ke134 PCB 
keI80 PCB 
KECL82 PCB 
HD83 PCB 
PSUll PCB 
PREll PCB 
PHON011 PCB 
tag board 
ALPS 50K dual potentiometer 
ALPS 100K dual potentiometer 
stepped attenuator ( 10K or 50K) 
LCR 22.5uF 440Vdc polyprop. Cap 
Jensen 0.47uF 630V, aluminium foil 
Safety gloves 
2A3PSE/6550/34 safety cage 

2A3 PSE mains T 
6550 mains T 
KiT34 - mains T 
Ke184 - mains T 
HD83 - mains T 
PSU-11 - mains T 
300B - mains T (each) 
KiT34 - choke 
Ke184 - choke 
300B choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSU-choke 
6550 - 0/P T ( pair) 
34 - 0/P T (pair) 
Ke184 - 0/P T (pair) 
2A3 PSE 0/P T ( pair) 
HD83 - 0/P T(pair) 
PRE-II - driver T(pair) 
300B PSE - 0/P T (each) 
300B PP - 0/P T (each) 
Ke184 - PCB 
Ke134 - PCB 
Ke180 - PCB(pair) 
KECL82 - PCB 
HD83 - PCB 
PSU-I1 - PCB 
PRE-I1 - PCB 
PHONO-11 - PCB 
TAG 
ALPS - 50K 
ALPS - 100K 
Attenuator + resistor pack 
LCR - 22.5U 
JEN - 0.47U 630V 
SAFETY GLOVES 
2A3 PSE/34/6550 cage L

C
L
U
L
L
L
L
U
L
L
L
L
L
L
U
L
L
L
L
L
O
L
L
G
L
L
O
C
C
I
L
L
L
L
O
O
 

£115.00 
£120.00 
£100.00 
£60.00 
£40.00 
£40.00 
£115.00 
£40.00 
£20.00 
£40.00 
£40.00 
£20.00 
£130.00 
£130.00 
£90.00 
£130.00 
£100.00 
£80.00 
£110.00 
£110.00 
£30.00 
£12.00 
£52.00 
£25.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£4.00 
£14.00 
£14.00 
£75.00 
£10.00 
£20.00 
£25.00 
£80.00 

£98.00 
£105.00 
£85.00 
£47.00 
£34.00 
£34.00 
£98.00 
£34.00 
£17.00 
£34.00 
£34.00 
£17.00 
£112.00 
£112.00 
£78.00 
£112.00 
£86.00 
£68.00 
£94.00 
£94.00 
£26.00 
£11.00 
£45.00 
£21.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£3.00 
£12.00 
£12.00 
£65.00 
£8.00 
£17.00 
£21.00 
£68.00 

HOW TO ORDER 

`Online - Order securely at www.worldaudiodesign.com 
Telephone - 01245 450651 Fax - 01245 450658 

Post - Cheques payable to World Audio Design Ltd can be 
sent to; 

World Audio Design Ltd 
Unit 6, Rumsey Row Writtle Chelmsford Essex CM1 3YA 

Prices were correct at time of print, 01/01/04 they are subject to change. If you wish for a 
built item, please phone for a quote / Valves included except where otherwise stated. 
WARNING - World Audio Design Ltd. accept no responsibility for kits, parts or modifications 
made or supplied by third parties.Order on our website: www.worldaudiodesign.com. 111:1PRMI 
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AUDIO ELECTRONIC THEORY BOOKS 

ELECTRONICS 
MADE SIMPLE 

Essumunomarmar 
SUDIO 
MEASUREMENT, 

JIBED 

Fundamentals 
of 

Radio-Valve 
Technique 

111“1•1/...1•11M0110P 

•16.11,10/ 

SE I 1 LIR n1 

Electronics made Simple 

by Ian Sinclair 

This books covers the basic theory and 

principles of electronics A good read 

for the beginner 
Code No 1420 

£12.99 • £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Build your own Electronic Test 

Instruments 

by Electktor 

This book contains designs for 17 

measuring instruments. seven generators 

and analysers. ten miscellaneous instru-

ments and a number of test ancillaries 

and auxiliaries The designs range from a 

simple multicore cable designs contain a 
special printed circuit, drawing of which 

are given in an appendix. 

Code No. 1400 

£15.95 + [3.25 P&P (UK) 

Audio Measurements 
ii ;4, r 

FAMOUS compendium of measurement 
and test techniques for audio reproduc-

tion equipment of the tube era includes 

discussion of all instrumen 
Covers amps. transform 

turntables. chan 

[ridges, 

eltal 
to under-

concentritc on valve 

transistors here 

Paperback 224pp Code No.1820 

Price £ 13.95 • £2.00 UK p&p 

The Best of Audioneditorial projects 

by Luciano Hard 

Th es took contains su excellent audio protects - 

a high sensimity speaker, a superb tube pœomp, 

a 2A3 amplifier ckmagn. a project using the Russan 

6C33CB and two projects using 3006s as output 

valves Overall the book is a fahulkuis read 
62pppaper back book code 1750 

£12.00 [2.00 UK pup 

Fundamentals of Radio-Valve 

Technique 

J. Deketh 
This is part of the philips technical series 

written in 1947 it was one the most author. 

tine and comprehensive treatments of the 

nature and function of the vaccum tube. 

534pp, Paper back 

Code No. 1630 

£21.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The Williamson Amplifier 

by D.T.N.Williamson. 
Offers practical advice on how to build and 

set up the amplifier for best results. 
4Opp Paper back 

Code N. 1040 

£9.95 ( 1.513 P&P (511() 

High-end . tudio 
Unconcern'. 

Ion , Ns 

mat • letlia. 

Vacuum Tube 

Amplifiers 

17.7.7.77-7.7 

RCA 

Build your own High.End Audio 

Equipment 

by Elecktor 

Build your own High-End Audio equip-

ment contains construction projects for 

solid state preamplifiers and power 

amplifiers. active cross-over filters, an 

active subwoofer. a mono/stereo 

compressor and a headphone amplifier. 

Code No. 1390 

£14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The LP is back 

by Audio Arnatures 

Your complete guide to LP care arid 

maintenance designed to offer you 

everything useful for those who love 

and enjoy this older music medium. 

This covers the theory and care of 

LPs and the electronics and mechan-

ics of its players. 

154pp Paperback , Code No.1620 

[8.00 • [2.00 P&P (UK) 

GlassAudio Projects - 17Vacutim 

Tlibe Designs 
This book features 17 valu project 

designed. treed and tested by some of the 

best authors state side Designs such as a 

3038 push-pull amo a 33 power amp a 

65213 single ended. a 3038 parallel sangle. 

ended arro a6C33C-B single ended amp. 

a 70W KT88 push-pull tropa 2A3 sangle 
ended amp to name a few.A1 donna-

con is prowded so most protects can 

bebult from scratch. 

Paperback 73pp Code 1790, 

£8.00 + £ 1.50 P&P (UK) 

Vacum Tube Amplifiers 

byValley & Waiknan 
This book is a well known reference 

valve text book and is assembled 

from pieces by ten knowledgable 

authors An absolute bible when it 

comes to valve electronics 

734pp, Paperback, Code 1770 

£29.95 • [ 4.30 P&P (UK) 

Build your aim AuchoValve Amplifiers 

by Rainer Zur Linde 
This book covers construction projects 

for preamplifers. power amplifiers and 

two amplifiers for musical instruments 

a rued at the practical audio/hi-fi enthu-
siast. it offers much information on the 

operation of electron tubes, while the 

first chapter gives a short history of 

the thermonic valve 

paperback, 25Ipp, Code Iski.1320 

LI4.95 02.S0 P&P (UK) 

RCA Receivng Tube Manua! 

Technical Series RC- I4 

Ths book presents RCAs commercial valve 

Ime-to ice was in I 940The manual omen 

termirology.Technokogy and applicaoon.va/ve 

testng and then a Larger ucoon giving some ci 

curt a:leas and plenty of data on numerous 

6L6. 6N7. 6SN7 

••••••••••••• 

TUBE CIRCUITS FOR 
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

u. 

1101.11.-

ee Ole° 

255pp Paperback, Code No11300 

£13.95 u £100 p&p (UK) 

Audloiltidlo Handbook 

By Nadorol Semiconductor 
National Semiconductor's manual is an essential 

aid to engineers and experienced hobbyists in 

the applicaton of National's line of ccesurner 

audio and ratio Ks Not only does rt hold com-

prefiensive data of their 1Cs but discusses theo-

ry aspects of amplifiers and prearrips and cov-

ers dell/C.1K proopah. 

paperback 200pp, Code IB ISNo. 
£ I 3.95 + (L00 P&P (UK) 

The Joy of Audio Electronics 

by Charles Hansen 

This is a fail-safe guide to the pleasures of 
hands-on electronic construction. This 

book coven test and measurement pro-

jects. how to build simple kits, safety 

issues, the workplace, theory and 

resource, A must for the beginner who 

plans to build more advanced 

projects in the future. 

124pp 

£10.50 • 

e KT77 was 

er to Mallard's FL34) and 

e data on the PX4 and PX25 
triodes The first section concerns 

preamplifiers of various types, with 

information regarding equalisation, 

tone controls. filters and suchlike 

An excellent book for all valve 

heads 

Paperback Code No. 1780 
£14.95 r. £ 2.00 (UK) 

An Approach to Audio Electronic Valves 

in Audio Frequency Amplifiers 
by E. Rodenhuis 

Discussing the use of valve data. the func-

tion of different amplifier stages and 
includes detailed descriptions of eight 

designs A wealth of practical data, mea-

surements and interesting features will be 

found A very good read 

Paperback 147pp, Code No.1520 

Price [ 12.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Audio Reality 

by Bruce Rozenblitz 

Investigates conductors, skin effect, imped-

ance, interconnects. speaker cables, balanced 

lines. transmission lines, isolation transform-

ers, tubes. acoustics and much more Also, 

Includes 6 excellent detailed valve design proiects. 

80waa OTL 25watt OTL. grounded grid pre-

amp, 150watt amp., 6550 SE amp and a 

grounded grid cascode pfonno prearno 

Paperback 128pp, Code No. 1640 

Price 21.50 2.50 P&P (UK) 

Mallard Tube Circuits for Audio 

Amplifiers 
Includes full designs for eleven power and 

control amps, including 5-20, using valves 

Begins with a four chapter tutorial on getting 

the best sound from valve amplifiers 

142pp tr. it 10" Paperback Code 1030 

£13.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

The Beginner% Guide tollibe Design 

by Bruce Rozenblitz 

This book takes a comprehensive look at 
tube audio design. It explains how vacuum 

tubes work and how to design with them. 
Rotenblit covers stabilisation and testing, a 

description of 13 famous and classic amps 
and prearnps and how to work effectively as a 

designer. A hands-on guide to construction 

techniques, tools and choosing components 

and tubes is provided. 1997. 

132pp Paper back Code No. 1340 

£15.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 
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DIO Lillmanly' 
ORDER 4 BOOKSIUWER & PAY ONLY £7.00 FOR P&P 1'1" 

1 m  oleMara \nu, Quad, Radford, Quick Silvenu  

Western Electic.Well worth the mon 

numerous OTL designs,Verdier,VTL and 

208pp. Paperback Code N 

£44.00 y £4.00 P&P 

and   6,,oici")„,,e's;'4P'ol,c"ct,3),0:s.e....tt,,e,,„„v..n.6o,,.,,, 

does just about everything 

its title suggests.Writren in 

military as a text book in 
their electronis depar.ment. 

1957 it was used by cne US 

roduction into valves. It 

is an excellent .,TECHNICAL 
.1' 

MANUAL 

1,1  

' - 

1 Sylvania Technical Manual 
by Sylvania Electric 

Products Inc. 

This 13th edition contains 

data on more than 3 MO elec-

tron tabes and semiconduc-

tor devices. Reprinted here 
without the TV picture tube 

section, this manual contains 

detailed information on 

Sylvania's devices inc °ding 

char. and diagrams. A master 0 gives some attention to a number of 

special valve amplifiers, and to the theory 

and practrce of negawe feedback. 

250pp Hard back Code No, 1670 

£24.95 + £ 3.30 P+P (UK) 

Valve Amplifiers 

(second edition) 

by Morgan Jones, Audio 

Engineer 

This book allows those with a 

audio amplifier design. such 

that they can analyse and 

amplifier Constructional 

limited knowledge of the field 

to understand both the theo-

ry and the practice of valve 

modify circuits. and rebuild an 

Manuale Hi-A a valvole Schemario 2° Getcktg the most oat ofVacuum 

This book is dedicated to self makers and VACUUM Tubm 

to Hi-fi tube engineers With a wealth of TUBES by Robert 43.Tomer 
circuit diagrams from some of the best .—..— From the cover, "Type 
valve amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and phono failures, what 

equipment producers in the world. meth, 
Including.Audio Research,Altec. Conrad 
Johnson.Art Audio. Luxman. Carver, extensively 

Dynaco, Electrovoice, Leak. Macintosh are 'designs for amplifiers 

et Superbly written it con- index is found in the front of techniques are also provided 

tainns all you need to know, the beok for reference so readers can build from 

215pp Paperback 516pp Paper back scratch designs that actually 
Code No.1760 Code No.1700 work. 

I 1 7.95 + £3.50 P&P (UK) £16.95 + £3.80 UK p+p 488pp. Paper back, 

Code No. 330 

CHM + 3.7111I&P (UK) 

hatoncil read. 
270pp Paperback 

Code nix 1740 

£19.95 £3.55 pup UK 

NEW TITLES 

Valve 
Amplifiers 
MORGAN JONES 

• 

tAil;stW ee-

Valve amplifiers; 

New Third Edition 

Morgan Jones's Valve Amplifiers has been widely recognised as 

the most complete guide to valve amplifier design. modifii aurae. 
analysis, construction and maintenance written for over 30 years 

The author's straightforward approach, using as little maths as 

possible, makes this book ideal for those with limited knowledge 

of the field as well as being the standard reference text for 

experts in valve audio and a wider audience of audio engineers 

facing design challenges involving valves. 

Price £30 plus £2 P 

evil'1̀• 

Building 
ptifiers 

MORGAN JONES 

--
.frée«• • 

Building valve amplifiers: 

The practical guide tu building, modifying, faulty finding and repairing valve amplifiers 

A hinds-on approach to valve electronics - classic and modern - with a minimum of theory Planning, 
fatul' finding and testing illustrated by step by step example.. 

Building Valre Amplifiers is a unique bands-on guide for anyone working with tube audio equipment - 

as an electronics experimenter, audiophile or audio engineer Particular attention has been paid to 

answering questions commonly asked by newcomers to the world of vacuum tubes, whether audio 
enthusiasts tackling their first build, or more experienced amplifier designers seeking to learn the 

ropes of wnrking with valves The practical side of this book is reinforced by numerous clear illustra-
tions throughout. 

Price £20 plus £2 P 

" W " ORD" 

'Online - Order securely at www.worldaudiodesign.com 
Telephone - 01245 450651 Fax - 01245 450658 

Post - Cheques payable to World Audio Design Ltd can be 
sent to; 

World Audio Design Ltd 

Unit 6, Rumsey Row VVrittle Chelmsford Essex CM1 3YA 
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dial a dealer 

dial a dealer 
This is a comprehensive directory of Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and Ireland. 

BRISTOL & BATH 

THE RIGHT NOTE Tel: (01225) 

874728. Are you happy with your 

system? We find that most 

audiophiles listen for most of the 

time to systems that are 'not quite 

right'. Forget the 'Best Buy' reviews 

and putting a system together like a 

patchwork quilt. Let us assess the 

vast range available, you judge the 

results. We'll help you to plan a 

system for the future, even if you 

spread the purchases. Leave 'up-

grade-itis' behind, save money and 

enjoy music all the time. Just listen, 

and you'll know. 

CD: Accuphase,Audio Synthesis, Bel 

Canto, dCS, Resolution Audio,Wadia. 

Vinyl: Basis, Clearaudio, DNM, 

Graham, Michell, Sumiko, 

Transfiguration. 

Amps: Advantage, CAT, DNM, Gamut, 

Spectral. 

Speakers: Audio Physic, NEAT,Verity 

Audio.Tuners: Magnum Dynalab. 

(Credit Cards Accepted). 

V'AUDIO HiFi Consultants: 36 

Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol. BS9 

I EJ. Tel: 0117 968 6005. ATC,AVI, 

Alon,ALR Jordan,Audio Analogue, 

Avid, Black Rhodium, 

Electrocompaniet, Eslab Digital Amps, 

Harman Kardon, Infinity, Jamo, Lyra, 

Origin Live, Opera, Ortofon, PS 

Audio, Ruark, Michell, REL, SME, 

Sugden,Townshend,Triangle, Unison 

Research Valve Am ps,VPI. Specialists 

in Video Projectors by SIM2, Infocus, 

Sanyo; screens by Stewart, Draper, 

Da-Lite, Owl, and Amps/DVD's by 

Harman Kardon etc. Demos by 

appointment only. Home trial 

facilities. We are not a shop. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

AUDIO FILE I8c & I8d 

Chesterton Road,Cambridge. CM 

3AX. 

Email: sales@audiofilecambridge.co.uk 

'For the best in British Hi-Fi and 

Home cinema entertainment'.Visit or 

call to arrange a demonstration with 

products from: Arcam. Linn, Naim, 

Cyrus, Absolute Sounds, Kef, Sony, 

Yamaha, Rel, Ruark, Denon, Nordost, 

PMC, Revel, Parasound, JM Labs, 

B&W, Pro-Ac,Tannoy, Meridian, 

Project. Custom installation service 

available. 

CHESHIRE 

ACOUSTICA 17 Hoole Rd, 

Chester CH2 3NH. 

www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01244 

344227.A11 the best in HiFi & Home 

Cinema from Naim, Rega, Rotel, 

Sugden,Tube Technology, Primare, 

Isotek, Harman Kardon,Teac, 

Acoustic Energy, JM Lab, B&W, 

Spendor, Royd, REL, Quadraspire, 

S1M2 & Sanyo projectors and much 

more. We offer full demonstration 

facilities, interest free credit and 

delivery & install systems throughout 

Cheshire, Merseyside & North Wales. 

Opening hours are Tuesday to 

Saturday 10.00 to 5.30. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon 

Road, Wrexham, North Wales,Tel. 

01978 364500. Audio Visual 

Specialists. Arcam,Audio Analogue, 

Bose, I3&VV, Celestion, Castle, Denon, 

Harmon Kardon, Jamo, Marantz, 

Michell, Mission, Onkyo, Project, 

Musical Fidelity, NAD, Micromega, 

Myrad, QUAD, Radford, Rotel, Ruark, 

Tannoy,TDL,Teac,Thorens, UKD, 

Unison Research,Yamaha, DSP Club 

Member, Demo Room, installation 

service. Easy Parking and Motorway 

access. All major credit cards 

accepted. 9.30 - 5.30 daily. Closed 

Sunday & Monday. 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI Kingsway 

Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington, 

WA I 3NU Tel 01925 828009 Fax 

01925 825773.Visa, Mastercard, 

Lombard Tricity. 2 dem rooms, home 

trial;Agencies include:Arcam,Tag 

McLaren,AVI, B&W, Castle, Caspian, 

Chord Electronics, Exposure, 

Harbeth, Heybrook, Krell, LFD, 

Michell, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, 

Monitor Audio, Naim, Nautilus 800 

series, Pink Triangle, ProAc, Roksan, 

SME, Wilson Benesch, XTC and many 

more. 

ORPHEUS AUDIO.The North 

West's main Shanling dealer, 

demonstrating affordable excellence 

from Shanling, Monopulse, Heart, MF 

Audio, EAR, Horning,Acoustic Zen, 

Wireworld, LAT, Brillance cables and 

others. Demonstrations by 

appointment in Gatley, Cheshire. 

Tel:01614 281 539, 

e-mail: orpheusaudio@tiscali.co.uk 

DORSET 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 588 Ashley 

Road, Poole, Parkstone, Dorset BHI4 

OAQ.Tel: (01202) 730865/380018. 

Arcam, B&W, Castle, Chord 

Electronics, Cyrus, Denon, Marantz, 

Michell, Mission, Pioneer,Tannoy 

Dimension,Yamaha. 2 Dem rooms. 

Listen to the available choice and 

decide at your leisure - no pressure, 

no obligation. Our staff enjoy music, 

with our choice of products, you can 

too! Service Department. Free instal-

lation. Home trial facilities.Access, 

Visa, Amex, Diners Card. Credit 

facilities available. Open Tuesday-

Saturday 10-5.30. 

www.movement-audio.co.uk 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 926 

Wimborne Road,Winton, 

Bournemouth, Dorset. BH9 4DH. 

Tel: (0 I 202) 529988/520066 

Arcam, B&W, Denon, KEF, Marantz, 

Mission, Musical Fidelity, Opera, 

Pioneer, Quad, Roksan, Ruark, 

Yamaha. Full dem facitlites available, 

also home dem. Friendly expert 

advice. Service Department. Free 

installation. Home trial facilities. 

Access,Visa, Amex. OpenTuesday-

Saturday 9.30-5.30 

WEYMOUTH HI-FI 33-35 

Maiden Street,Weymouth, Dorset 

DT4 8BA. 

Tel (0 I 305) 785729/766345. 

Arcam, B&W, Denon, KEF, Marantz, 

Mission, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, 

Pioneer, Quad, Sony,Tannoy,Yamaha. 

Dem room. Friendly professional 

advice. Only quality hi-fi dealer in 

Weymouth area. Service 

Department. Free installation. Home 

trial facilities.Access,Visa, Amex, 

Switch, Delta Mastercard. Interest 

free credit. Instant credit. Open Mon-

Sat 9.30-5.30 

LANCASHIRE 

Orpheus Audio. See our main entry 

under Cheshire. 

EICESTERSHIRE 

DIVINE AUDIO 

The courtyard, bennett's place, high 

street, market harborough, le16 7n1 

01858 432999 

Leicestershire's freshest hi-fi and 
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dial a dealer 

home cinema retailer, offering a 

service that you expect in an 

environment that will excite you. 

Stunning cinema and two channel 
demonstration facilities, comfy chairs 

and coffee! 

We get outstanding results from 

Arcam, Art Loudspeakers, Audio 

Analogue, Chord Company, Focal 

JMLab, Infocus, Isoblue, Kube Design, 

Metz televisions, Opera 

Loudspeakers, Oray Screens, 

Partington, Pathos, ProAc, Pro-Ject, 

Quadraspire, Revolver Loudspeakers, 

Sugden, Triangle, Unison Research 

and a few other surprises. 

Open Tuesday — Saturday 9.30 — 5.30 

or by arrangement. Free parking 

01858 432999, 

www.divineaudio.co.uk, 

info©divineaudio.co.uk 

MIDF1 1, FSFX 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI 422 Richmond 

Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex, 

TVVI 2EB.Tel: 020 8892 7613 Fax: 020 

8892 7749. www.riversidehifi.co.uk 

Audio Research, Blueroom, 

Bose,B&O, Copland, Denon, Elac, 

lnfocus, Krell, Linn, Living control, 

Martin Logan, Michell, Monitor Audio, 

Musical Fidelity, NAD, Project, QED, 

Rel,Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, Teac, 

Theta,VVilson.Finance available. 

Subject to status, Written details 

available on 

request. Export orders welcome. UK 

mail order available. 3 demonstration 

rooms. All major credit cards. Open 

10am-5.30pm Mon-Sat. 

STAFFORDSHIRL 

ACOUSTICA 114 

Wolverhampton Rd, Stafford ST17 

4AH. www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01785 

25821 6. All the best in Hi-Fi & Home 

Cinema from Naim Audio, Arcam, 

Rega, Rotel,NAD, Sugden,Yamaha, 

Bowers & Wilkins, Focale Lab, 

Monitor Audio, Ruark, Mission, REL, 

Quadraspire, Sim2 & Sanyo 

projectors and much more, We offer 

full demonstration facilities, interest 

free credit and delivery & install 

systems throughout Staffordshire 8i 

the Midlands. Opening hours are 

Tuesday to Friday 10.00 to 5.30, 

Saturday 10.00 until 5.00. 

SUFFOLK 

AUDIO IMAGES 128 London 

Road North, Lowestoft, Suffolk, 

NR32 1HB Tel: 01502 582853. Arcam, 

Acurus, Castle, Rotel, Moth,Triangle, 

QTA, Sugden, Denon, Yamaha, Mirage, 

M & K, Definative, Musical Fidelity, 

plus the incredible Rothwell range. 

Refreshingly different selection. Dem 

Room, Professional AV installer's 

from budget to high end. Full credit 

facilities. 9.30 to 5.30 Mon & Sat — 9.30 
to 6.00 Tues to Fri. 

WILTSHIRE 

SALISBURY HI-FI LTD 15 

Catherine Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire 

SPI 2DF.Te; (01722) 322169/330841. 

Arcam, B&VV, Celestion, Denon, KEF 

Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Musical 

Fidelity, NAD, Opera, Pioneer, Ruark, 

Tannoy,Yamaha, 2 Dem rooms. 

Friendly, relaxed atmosphere. 

Professional advice. Home dem 

available. Service department, Free 

installation. Home trial facilities. 

Access,Visa, Amex. Interest free 

credit. Instant credit. Open Mon-Sat 

9-5.30. 

YORKSHIRE (EAST) 

THE AUDIO ROOM 2 George 

Street, Hedon, Hull, HU I 2 8JH. 

tel 01482 891375. 

www.theaudioroom.co.uk 

The Norths premier hi fi dealer, stunning 

showrooms and dedicated listening 

room, authorised agents for, Linn, Nzim, 

Krell,Audio Research, Cyrus, 

Sugden, Rega.Ayre Acoustics, Mark 

Levinson, Pathos, Unison Research, B&VV, 

Proac, Focal JM lab, Spendor, Sonus Faber, 

Martin Logan and others. Home 

demonstrations and credit facilities 

available Open Mon - Sat, 9am - 

6pm.The Norths friendliest hi fi dealer. 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 

THE HI-FI STUDIOS 

Hi-Fi — Home Cinema — Custom 

Installation Tel: Doncaster 

01302 727274 or 01302 725550. 

E-Mail: info@thehifistudios.freeserve.co.uk 

Web Site: www.thehifistudios.co.uk 

Musical Fidelity, Electrocompaniet, 

ProAc, PMC, JM Lab, Ruark, Castle, 

TEAC, Unison Research, Monizor 

Audio, Impulse, Primare, Harbeth, 

NAD. Michell Turntables, Nottingham 

Analogue Studios, Audio Analogue, 

Living Voice, Densen, Celestioa, KEF, 

Opera,Trichord Research, Nc rdost, 

Stands Unique, Ortofon, Project, 

Goldring, REL, Denon, TAG McLaren, 

Rotel,Yamaha, Proceed — plw many 

more.Viewing & Demonstration by 

appointment in a unique setting. 

Home trials and installation. Card 

facilities and 0% available. Please 

phone for more information. 

BADA. CEDIA. 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 

PREMIER AUDIO - now 

demonstrating - Room 1: DCS Elgar, 

Pu -cell & Verdi Transport, Einius CD 

Lad & 250 Power,Verity Fidel° & 

Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech Cables, 

Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment 

Stands Room 2:Audio Aero,Audio 

Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink 

Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / 

Audio Physics Speakers,Arcici 

Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station 

P/S Audio Synthisis, Audio Physics, 

Audio Aero, Absolute Sounds, DCS, 

Kora, Plinius, Siltech, Arcici, BDA, Pink 

Triangle, Avid Turntables, Project, 

Ortofon,Van den Hul, Mirage. P/X 

welcome Home demonstration good 

selection of S/hand.VVe are 10mins 

J39 - M 1 I Omins J30 M62 Tel: 

Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy. 

AUDIO REPUBLIC, 78 Otley 

Road, Leeds 0113 2177294, 

www.audio-republic.co.uk for the 

very best in quality hifi in West 

Yorkshire and beyond, representing 

Naim Audio, Rega,Totem, Sugden, 

Shahinian, JM Lab, Filtech,TEAC, 

Nottingham Analogue, Spectral, Living 

Voice, Hutter Furniture, Accuphase, 

Quadraspire, Chord Cables, 

Dynaudio. Choice of shop or home 

demonstrations, open Tues - Sat 

9.30am to 5.30 pm. Please phone for 

a chat and directions. 

WALES 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 

Ruabon Road,Wrexham, North 

VVales,Tel .01978 364500. See our 

main ad under Cheshire. 

IRELAND SI NORTHERN 

IRELAND 

NAIM SPECIALISTS-AINM-AV, 

I, Church Rd, Swords, Dublin. 

tel +00 353 (0) I 813 7937. 

m +00 353 (0) 87 247 0559 

Email peterwilliams@ainmay.com 

www.ainmay.com 

Naim make the ultimate music 

systems. Come and listen - hear the 

music.Two demonstration rooms 

featuring the Naim range. Complete 

home cinema / multi-room design 

and installation service. Individual 

demonstrations including evenings 

available by appointment. Pre-loved 

Naim equipment warmly accepted. 

Expert friendly advice. Credit 

facilities. 

VINYL/RECORD MAIL ORDER 

DIVERSE VINYL 10 Charles 

Street, Newport, NP20 I JU. 

Tel/Fax: 01633 259661/256261. 

Email: sales@diverse-music.co.uk 

Probably the most varied and 

impressive selection of brand new 

LPs you'll find anywhere: interna-

tional new releases, reissues and 

audiophile products. Also UK 

distributor of the Disco Anti Stat LP 

Cleaning Device. Call for a free 

catalogue, or visit 

www.diversevinyl.com 
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manufacturers 

meet your maker 
A reference guide to Britain's manufacturers and distributors 

CREEK AUDIO LTD 
12 Avebury Court, Mark Road, Hemel 
Hampstead, Herts, HP2 7TA. 
Tel. 01442 260146 
E-maikinfo@creekaudio.com 
Internet: www.creekaudio.com 
Creek Audio manufactures in the UK. 
Current products include A50i,A50iR and 
5350SE integrated amplifiers, CD50 Mk2 
CD player, and T50 tuner, All products are 
similarly styled providing an easy mix and 
match choice depending on budget. Our 
miniature OBH range includes two phono 
pre-amplifiers, two headphone amplifiers 
and a passive pre-amplifier. 

EPOS ACOUSTICS 
2 Avebury Court, Mark Road, Hemel 
Hampstead, Herts, HP2 7TA 
Tel. 01442 260146. 
Email:info@epos-acoustics.com 
Website: www.epos-acoustics.com 
Innovative design and superior sound dis-
tinguish EPOS speakers from other 
brands in similar price categories. Five 
speaker models and two centre 
channels are currently available with a sub 
woofer in development. Supporting stands 
and plinths complement the speakers. In 
addition to its two channel appeal, Epos is 
now equally sought after in the fast 
expanding world of home cinema. 

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD 
Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, 
Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich, Norfolk, 
NRI3 3DJ 
Te1.01493 751100 Fax 01493 751155 
e-mail: sales@falcon-acoustics.co.uk web: 
www.falcon-acoustics.co.uk 
FOCAL drivers. SOLEN polypropylene 
capacitors,TAYDEN high quality PA loud-

speaker units. Largest specialist 
Audio-induct or UK manufacturer. 
Comprehensive range of DIY speaker 
parts and kits,Accessories and Books. Sub-
bass and electronic filters.Audio Amateur 
Publications. Audio Computer Software. 
Pro-Audio equipment. Enquiries send 47p 
sae. Full price list with illustrated details 
and data sheets on web site. 

GARRARD and LORICRAFT 
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourne, 
Berks, RGI7 8XQ.Tel / fax: 01488 72267. 
We make the all- new Garrard 501 and 
601 turntables and can service/repair the 
older 301 and 401 models.We cannot help 
with the many other turntables that 
Garrard made.We are also manufacturers 
of the Loricraft Record Cleaning Machine, 
as reviewed in the July issue of this maga-
zine. See our website at 
www.garrard501.com for more informa-
tion. 

HORNS 8,1 VALVES 
Unit 5, Bards Corner, Hemel Hempstead 
HP1 3RR. Manufacturers of audiophile 
quality valve amplifiers and horn loud-
speakers, handcrafted in the UK.Tel 01442 
270 14 I for the designer Brian Graves, and 
for details. ' Koronglay' - Lowther driven, 
floor standing horn loudspeaker. 100dB 
sensitivity. Available in oak, ash or cherry. 
Size 25cm wide x 35cm deep x 106cm 
high. From £ 1399. 'Merlin' - Integrated sin-
gle end triode amplifier designed to specif-
ically match the ' Koronglay' or any other 
horn enclosure. From £ 1199. ' Griffon' - 
Push Pull ultralinear valve amplifier. 
Powerful enough to suit almost any loud-
speaker. From £ 1299. All of our amplifiers 
are totally enclosed in laser cut stainless 
steel cabinets to blend with any furnish-
ings. Size 43cm wide x 33cm deep x I 6cm 
high. 

MONITOR AUDIO LIMITED 
24 Brook Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 7XL 
Tel 01268 740 580. Fax 01268 740 589 
e-mail: info@monitoraudio.co.uk 
website: www.monitoraudio.co.uk 
Monitor Audio designs and manufactures 
British loudspeakers of the highest quality. 
Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been devel-
oping and perfecting the implementation 
of metal drivers, innovative crossovers, 
and exemplary speaker cabinet construc-
tion and finish to further the ideal of 
achieving sound which to the original is "as 
close as it gets". As we enter the 21 st 
Century, Monitor Audio leads the way in 
offering speakers that suit every pocket 
and which integrate seamlessly with both 
Hi-Fi and AV systems. 

PMC/BRYSTON PMC & Bryston are 
used during the production of both 
Harmonia Mundi and Deutsche 
Grammophon recordings in both stereo 
and surround. Emmy award winning manu-
facturers of the highest quality loudspeak-
ers and amplification. Industry standard in 
Mastering, Film Scoring, Broadcast and 
Post Productions. (5.1 & Stereo) PMC 
Products: Compacts, Floorstanders, and 
Large passive & active monitors. Prices 
range from £500 to £32,0000. Finished in 
a large selection of exquisite real wood 
veneers, all PMC loudspeakers are avail-
able in horizontal mirrored pairs, centre 
channels and complementary subs for 5.1 
surround systems. Bryston's balanced 
range of products include R/C Preamps, 
Integrated, Amp modules for all the PMC 
range, Mono, Stereo 150W to 800w per 
ch, 3 Ch, 4 ch and 5 channel THX ampli-
fiers, Surround processors, all with distor-
tion figures and build quality to die for. 
Every product is available in silver or black 
backed by a 20 year warranty. 
PMC Ltd 43-45 Crawley Green Road. 
Luton, LU2 OAA. 
Tel: 08704 441044 Fax: 08704 441045 
Email: sales@promonitorco.uk 
Web: www.pmc-speakers.com 

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS 
Designed and manufactured in the UK each 
Sugden product is hand-built by one highly 
skilled technician.A full range of pure class A 
amplifiers are available including integrated, 
stereo power and the incredible 
Masterclass balanced monoblocks. Our 
stunning Bijou system now comes with a 
single-ended pure class A power Amplifier 
with optional integral stand. Two analogue 
tuners have joined the range matching our 
A2I and Bijou series, offering a digital user 
interface with excellent facilities. Each ampli-
fier series has a matching CD player with a 
class A output stage and heavily modified 
transport. The class A HeadMaster offers a 
pre-amp with three inputs a fixed and vari-
able output with remote control. The 
HeadMaster can be used as a control unit in 
a high quality audio system and excels with 
headphones. Please contact us for product 
information, dealer list and brochures. 
01924 404088 email info@jesugden.co.ulc 

For all your a ver !sing 
requirements 

please call 0870 242 0567 
or email: 

ad • g@hi-fiworld.co.uk 
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s ecialist hi-fi dealers 
London Hertfordshire 

specialists 

Yorkshire 

Oranges & Lemons 

r 11 
Home Cinein.i 

& Multi-room 

Specialists 

020 7924 2040 
www.oandlhitleo.uk 

61 Nehin Road, Battersea, SVtil 6R\ , 
email: oranges.lemons(a ‘ irgin.net 

Naim Specialists 

Ireland & Northern Ireland 
Naim Specialists 

the Irish for halm 

M
a
i
l
 O
r
d
e
r
 

"COME and 
LISTEN" 

Autharised NAIM Audio distributor and retailer 

based in Swords, Co, Dublin and covering both the 

Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland 

Contact Peter on (t) +353 (0)1 813 7937 or 
(m) +353 (0)87 247 0559 or 
(e) info@ainmay.com 

Information and price list available 

e WWW.ainmay.com 

ainm a-v Ltd 
1 church road l swords 
county dublin Ireland 

WORLD CLASS HI Fl 

thesound3racUce 
laboratory ... n 

avid ea; 
shahiniam 
lavardin 
electroflkidics 
livingvoice 
borderpatro! 
neatacowstics 
isoblue 
resolutions dio 
tom audio 
dnm/reson 

audio, 
slinkylines 

>"1  aadiophysic 
staltans: 01727 893 928 
www.thesound .com 

Valves & Tubes 

CVC Cheliner Valve Com1 iy 

Buy CVC. PREMIUM fll - n valves direct from cs. 
All valves processed for impreved performance. 
We also have stock of MAJOR BLAND types inc. 

MULLARD GEC, BRIMAR, RCA. GE, PHILIPS, etc. 

The Stables, Baddow 
Cheinesford, Es.' 

Td: 01245.241301 Fa 
Email: sales@chel 

Lireat Baddow, 
C512 7SY 

.01245 241309 
ervalee.com 

Loudspeaker Repairs 

D.C. Boultons 
Loudspeaker Repairs & Manufacture 

Al) types including P.A. Disco, Hi.Fi. Juke Box etc. 

Agents fo, 88iC, Celestion, Eminence, 
Fare. Precision Devices etc. 

From re-foams to complete re-builds, even with 
slipped magnets. 

Trade and retail supplied. 
Custom units our speciality. 

Over 35 years experience or loudspeaker design 

tint 12, Damgate Lane Ind. Est, Acle, 
Norwich, NR13 3DJ 

Te: 01493 750075 Fax 01493 751155 

Solutions for better music (4,, movies 

FREE CATALOGUE 
FULL OF AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS 

• exclusive mains leads& corditioners 

• exclusive speaker cable 

• exclusive CD accessories 

• exclusive supports 

• exclusive Hi-Fi eguiprnen 

CALL Local Rat 

e et ti wwwi ussandrews.co 
Russ Andrews Auessones Ltd Windermere Road, 5taveley, Kendal LAS 9P1. Int let • 44.1539 825500 F tx,44 1539 825540 

ftclutIve retaller for 

• ci2 

Quoting cod?: AWORLD 

Shadwell Hi-Fi Studios 
The Best Analogue Dealer in Yorkshire 

Why come to us? We are music lovers NOT 
Salesmen. We stock a carefully selected range 
and offer a comprehensive Turntable Service 

unequalled locally 

Affordable Analogue Audio 

Michell • ProJect • Roksan • NAD • PSB • 
and other award winning brands. 

Turntable Services: 
Arm Rewiring • Servicing • Refurbishment 

Have a coffee, relax & listen in home surroundings 
www.shadwellhifi.co.uk 

Phone: Leeds 01132 371 019 

Services & Consultants 

THE WEAKEST LINK 
in your sound system is the power 
supply. John Thorpe Audio bespoke 
cables boost power & performance. 

Also for Hi Fi Mains installation & advice 
in the south west area please contact 

John Thorpe 01840 213797 

or visit our website at 

NORTH CORNWALL SPECIALISTS 

Front End Problem? 
contact 

The Cartridge Man 
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a 

leg to get the best - listen to my 
Koestsu - and Decca -eater. 

Also agents for Croft, Hadcock, 

EAR, Michell & 
Moth. 

plus cartridge re-tipping service 
020 8688 6565 

Website: www.thecartridgeman.com 

Transcn ptors Ltd 
31 Stanton Street, New Houghton, 

Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG19 8TO 
England 

Telephone: +44 (0) 7005 963 827 
Fax: +44 (0) 7005 980 827 

Email: transcriptorsjimited@yahoo.co.uk 
Web: www.transcriptors.co.uk 

Regional 
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kit Et components 

kit Er component suppliers 
COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

Audio Synthesis 
PO Box 50 Nottingham, NG9 I DX. 
Tel. 01159 224138 Fax. 01159 229701. 
Email salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk. 
Website www.audiosynthesis.co.uk 
VISHAY BULK FOIL RESISTORS - unques-
tionably the world's finest resistor for audio 
applications.Thousands of VSRJ 0.3W 300V 
5ppm 1% values in stock at the lowest possi-
ble prices eg. values up to 20K at £3.50+vat. 
HIGH PURITY SILVERWIRE - Teflon insulated 
>99.99% purity, 0.6mm and 1.0mm diameter. 
Ideal for internal wiring, interconnects or 
speaker cables. 

Audio-Links 
7 Fairmont Crescent, 
Scunthorpe, 
North Lincolnshire, DN I 6 ¡ EL 
Tel: 01724 870432 
Fax: 01724 875340 
Email: audiolinks@ntlworld.com 
Extensive stock of specialist audiophile com-
ponents for valve and solid state enthusiasts. 
Supplier of the largest range of high-end 
audio volume controls in Europe. 30 page cat-
alogue - Free via e-mail or £3.00 posted. 

Noteworthy Audio Limited, 
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire, HP20 2LH 
Tel: 01296 422224 
email: info@noteworthyaudio.co.uk 
web: www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk 
Suppliers of a selected range of audiophile 
valve kits and components. Including the 
Stoetkit range of valve amplifiers, Audio Note 
one times oversampling Dac Kit 1.1 and 
Lowther drive units. Plus a range of compo-
nents and accessories from Eichmann, 
Furutech,Wonder Solder, Caig and many 
more. For a list of the extensive range of 
manufactured products and the special offers 
we stock please see our website or call for 
details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 
Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration 
stock of our kits available - please call in 
advance to book an audition. 

White Noise 
11 Station Road, Bearsden, 
Glasgow, G6I 4AW 
Tel: 0141 942 2460 
Fax: 0141 587 7377 
Email: david.white38@ntlworld.com 
www.wnaudio.com 
Supplier of the widest range of standard and 
audiophile kits for solid state preamplifiers, 
power amplifiers, headphone amplifiers, 
power supplies, MM/MC phono stages, active 
crossovers, balanced i/o modules, and stepped 
attenuators; more kits in the pipeline. All kits 
use the highest quality, glass fibre, solder 
masked, silkscreened, PCBs.We also supply a 
wide range of active (esp. Japanese transistors 
and Exicon mosfets) and passive components, 
gold plated connectors, and silver plated 
wires.Write, phone or email for a free cata-
logue. Mail order only. 

Audiocom mt. Ltd 
Unit 14 Pier Road 
Pembroke Dock, 
Pembrokeshire, SA72 6TR 
Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602 
Web: www.audiocominternational.com 
E-mail: info@audiocominternationaLcom 
Extensive range of audio grade passive & 
active components, which including brands & 
manufacturers DACT, Black Gate, OS-CON, 
Neotech,Vishay, Intertechnik, Elna,WBT, etc. 
We are the manufacturers & distributors of 
the highly acclaimed Superclock 2, plus Q-
power & Super-regulator.Visit our website 
store today for pricing & information. Secure 
online ordering available. 

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS 

¡PL Acoustics, 
Chelsea Villa, Torrs Park, 
Ilfracombe, North Devon, EX34 8M 
Tel/Fax: 01271 867439 
Please visit website for full catalogue of 
products: 
www.iplacoustics.co.uk 
IPL supply a range of 7 high quality transmis-
sion line speaker kits, and a full range of Hi Fi 
and AV speaker kits, including 2 active sub-
woofers. Drive units are available from Audax, 
Seas, Morel , Legend (Ribbon Tweeters), and 
IPL custom built metal coned drivers. IPL also 
supply; quality capacitors, inductors and cabi-
net accessories, including Silver Plated PTFE 
insulated cables. 

WILMSLOW AUDIO 
50 Main Street, Broughton 
Astley, Leicester, LE9 6RD 
Tel: 01455 286603 
Fax: 01455 286605 
Email: sales@wilmslowaudio.com 
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com 
Contact us for a copy of our FREE Full 
Colour Catalogue or visit our Website with 
secure online ordering. 
The UK's largest supplier of loudspeaker kits, 
drive units and components. 
We also have a range of subwoofer kits and 
amplifier modules available. 
Official UK distributor for ATC, Morel, 
Peerless, Scan-speak, Seas,Vifa and Volt. 
Beware of imitations, we only stock drive 
units made by the genuine manufacturers. We 
offer a full repair and upgrade service on 
most makes of loudspeakers. 

VALVE AND OUPUT 
TRANSFORMER SUPPLIERS 

Watford Valves 
3 Ryall Close, Bricket Wood, 
St. Albans, Herts, AL2 3TS 
Tel: 01923 893270Fax: 01923 679207 
Specialist in new old stock and current pro-
duction valves. Sole UK distributor of the 
Harma Diamond range selected for their 
superior performance. Huge range held, 
stockists of Mullard, GE, Philips, National, 
Brimar, Sylvania,Telefunken, RCA, MOV and 
many more. All valves are new boxed and 
guaranteed. For free price list and specialist 
advice call or fax Derek Rocco,Watford 
Valves. 

Chelmer Valve Company Ltd 
The Stables, Baddow Park 
Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex, 
CM2 7SY 
Tel: 01245 241300 
Fax. 01245 241309. 
Email: sales@chelmervalve.com 
Web Site: www.chelmervalve.com 
Premium range of audio valves, tested/select-
ed for low noise, hum, microphony; power 
valves burnt-in. Huge stock of valves/tubes of 
all type, audio valves (inc. NOS types), indus-
trial etc. Also large stocks of semiconductor. 
Many obsolete types. 

Billington Export Ltd. 
1E Gillmans Trading Estate, 
Billingshurst, 
West Sussex, RI-114 9EZ 
Visitors by appointment only please 
Fax: 01403 783519 
E-Mail: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk 
Website: www.bel-tubes.co.uk 
Specialists in guaranteed new/old stock, cur-
rent production valves & tubes. Also CRT for 
audio, hi fi (as well as industrial uses).A vast 
archive of vintage and obsolete types includ-
ing limited quantities of Mullard, GEC, 
Sylvania, Philips, Brimar,Telefunken, RCA and 
others. Large stocks of Chinese, Russian, El 
and Tesla etc.A 50-page valve catalogue is 
available on request. Major stockists of the 
excellent Billington Gold brand. Contact us 
for quotations - attractive price on larger 
orders. 

MODIFICATION SERVICES  

Audiocom Int. Ltd 
Unit 14 Pier Road, 
Pembroke Dock, 
Pembrokeshire, SA72 6TR 
Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602 
Web: www.audiocominternational.com 
E-mail: info@audiocominternationaLcom 
CD, SACD & DVD modifications to all manu-
facturers & models. Modifications include the 
'Superclock 2' ultra-low jitter master clock 
for re-clocking CD, SACD etc, analogue & 
digital power supply upgrades, plus analogue 
filter & output stage upgrades. 
(Dave Robinson, Editor - Positive Feedback 
Magazine - This is a slam-dunk no-bramer, 
amigos. If you're thinking about modifying 
your SACD player... if you do only ONE mod-
ification...then the Superclock 2 is it.) 
Prices start from £ 100 - £ 1000+. For further 
information visit our website, or call us now 
to see how this service can be adapted to 
suit your requirements. 

REPAIRS & RESTORATION 

The UK's Leading Service & Restoration 
Specialists. Repairs/Restorations to 
Modern/Classic/Vintage valve hi-fi, musical 
and cinema amplifiers, control units etc. We 
will even build that kit for you or design 
something special. Please visit our Website 
at:- www.audiolabs.co.uk 
for complete details of our comprehensive 
services. Alternatively, contact us at:-
Audio Laboratories (Leeds) 
3 Kildare Terrace Industrial Estate 
Leeds LS12 I DB UK 
Tel/Fax +44 (0)113 2440378 
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I
nearly choked on my coffee 
when a recent Denon UK press 

release stated, "the company 

were dropping SACD and DVD-

A from their budget players," 

because, "these formats are 

being totally ignored by general con-

sumers". 

I've looked forward to hearing 

decent digital ever since CD was 

introduced. Both DVD-A and SACD 

were meant to right the 

deficiencies of CD which, 

despite the hype, is Stone 

Age digital from the 1970s. 

Even at its introduction, CD 

was returning distortion 

levels of 30% if it worked 

properly, to more than 100% if 

it didn't.When 1 first saw 

figures greater than 100% flash 

up on the analyser screen, a situation 

I'd never encountered with LP,1 

realised CD had serious weaknesses. 

Both DVD-A and SACD overcome 

them, offering a performance way 

ahead of all that's gone before.They 

should be real high fidelity, an exciting 

prospect.Are they really doomed as 

Denon state? 

Denon qualifies the statement, 

saying the new discs are being ignored 

by general consumers rather than 

audiophiles. But it doesn't necessarily 

lessen the consequences, since DVD-

A and SACD need to find a usefully 

large market to remain viable. 

How large are disc sales? The 

International Federation of the 

Phonographic Industry, or IFPI, 

recently released sales figures for 

both formats.They list worldwide 

SACD sales as 3.9million units for 

2003 and DVD-Audio as I.3million. 

Alongside global CD sales of over 2 

billion during the same period, this is 

a piffling 0.25% market share, which 

appears to back up Denon's 

assertion: DVD-A and SACD sales are 

miniscule.At 7.3 million, even LP sales 

were greater in 2003! So what's gone 

wrong? 

It's easy to criticise both formats. 

With DVD-A you need to switch on 

the TV and navigate slow and 

sometimes obstructive on-screen 

menus to get a peep out of it Then 

there's the small matter of sound - 

DVD-A and SACD should have 

moved us out of the digital Stone 

Age, but it hasn't turned out that way. 

Sound quality isn't consistently better, 

because a rag bag of material, much of 

mediocre recording quality - analogue 

and digital - is being recycled through 

,
MM-Audio is in a 
hopeless position - 

with virtually no 

retail presence it is 

doomed... 

these new formats. My measurements 

show, for example, that digital 

programme is commonly 24/48. 

Sound quality wise it's a step up from 

CD, but not a big one. I even have 

suspicions about true 24/96 

recordings, which often sound glassy. 

Methinks 24/96 should sound better. 

Underlying problems in resampling 

and poor A/D conversion are likely 

culprits. 

In any case, improved sound 

quality is likely to be academic for a 

lot of people.All the lost souls 

listening to a modern day digital 

Dansette, an all-in-one hi-fi for £600 

from Tesco let's say, would notice little 

improvement over CD because their 

hi-fi system simply would not resolve 

it. For this reason alone, given an 

option, neither DVD-A or SACD 

could ever sell on the promise of 

improved sound quality alone. More 

appreciable is the allure of surround-

sound, but this hasn't worked out 

eitherThere's little interest in high 

fidelity surround-sound.All that is 

selling here are cheap all-in-one 

boxed home cinema system. High 

quality audio remains stereo; in other 

words two high quality loudspeakers 

are all most people will tolerate in 

their home. 

Whatever difficulties DVD-A and 

SACD have in ease of use and sound 

quality though, they are small against 

their presence - or lack of it - on the 

retail shelf. Music retailers don't like 

new formats.They tie up capital and 

shelf space, often for little benefit. Just 

as the market has rationalised to just 

one music format - CD - retailers are 

reluctant to contemplate stocking 

two alternatives. DVD-Audio finds 

itself in a hopeless position 

here, being incompatible with 

CD players and offering no 

benefit on most DVD players, 

which are hooked up to a TV, 

not a hi-fi. In a store, for the 

uninitiated an Audio DVD is a 

baffling alternative to a Music 

DVD, and the latter are 

selling like hotcakes. Hardly 

surprising when they'll play on any 

DVD player, provide video and sound 

quality plenty good enough for most 

people.This really puts DVD Audio in 

a hopeless position, and 1 have 

recently seen it disappear from a 

number of HMVs.With virtually no 

retail presence it is doomed. 

At least SACD is in a less 

ambiguous position within the retail 

environment - it can be placed 

alongside CD.There's no need to rack 

it separately. It's thought that a 

majority of purchasers listen to the 

CD layer though, or at best the high 

resolution layer mixed down to 

stereo. 

DVD-A and SACD have found 

themselves between a rock and a 

hard place.They've failed to have any 

impact upon CD sales, and they're 

facing a difficult future.The success of 

the music DVD suggests music will 

migrate to video disc, and looking at 

the audio specifications of Blu-Ray 

and HD-DVD as they are being 

agreed right now 1 suspect this is 

where the future lies. I've not 

received one press release yet about 

either of these new video discs. If 

Denon get involved, as I'm sure they 

will, then there will be some 

interesting reading ahead...• 
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price 

T
his month's column is 
going to be just a tad self 

indulgent (which isn't to 

say that any other month's 

isn't...), it's lust that now 

more than ever, I'd like to 

veer a little ' off topic' and remember 

someone who — indirectly at least — 

put me where I am today. I 

wouldn't have got into hi-fi 

without music, and I would-

n't nave got into music with-

out John 1%el.As many now 

doubtless know, he died last 

month, just sixty five years 

young. 

Some twenty five years 

back (when he wasn't much 

older than I am now), my Dad 

invested in a high quality 

Pioneer cassette deck/Trio 

receiver combination, and yours truly 

began an odyssey of home taping 

whicn culminated in a record 

collection of several thousand discs. 

Much oe the music I've spent the past 

twenty years buying — from Black 

Uhuru and Gregory Isaacs to 

Easterhouse and Microdisney — I first 

heard on BBC Radio One's John Peel 

Show... 

—o me, Peelie was an integral part 

of my eighties musical Iandscape.The 

sixties had seen him track the 

explosion of the counter culture out 

of rock and roll. His enduring 

credibility was then assured during 

the seventies as he successfully rode 

the transition from the hippie era 

through punk to the territory which 

he really made his own — what we 

would now call post-punk. 

Grcwing up in the eighties it was 

hard to avoid the feeling that Peel 

was drawing the 'alterrative music' 

map. In fact that term is probably the 

only description which can 

encompass the vast panoply of styles 

which he endorsed, usually simulta-

neously.We may think that we have 

catholic tastes, but we all settle down 

to the tried and trusted eventually. 

Peel never did - his ongoirg 

eclecticism was what made his radio 

persona so convincing and so 

compelling — he simply loved the 

music. 

To those of us with record 

collections numbered in the 

5 becoming a TV person-ality, but his bemused, 

sardonic appearances on eight-

ies Top Of The Pops are the 

stuff of legend... 

Peel was never keen on 

thousands, Peel was a God-like figure. 

He may have received a lot of his 

library for free, but you just knew 

that he would have binned freebies 

which didn't meet his exacting 

standards, and you also knew that 

this was a man like us, who would be 

at his happiest combing through 

either his own collection or the 

contents of a record store, seeking to 

rediscover those elusive gems. 

In many ways the eighties was 

the best period for Peel — in those 

days before rampant commercialism, 

multi-formatting of singles and the 

fragmentation of the pop market 

from rock it didn't feel unusual for 

artists such as The Jesus and Mary 

Chain,The Wedding Present and The 

House Of Love to emerge from 

Peel's evening program to chart 

success. In those days everyone of a 

certain age wore black - and only 

black - and religiously taped Peel's 

Festive Fifty come Christmas. 

As 'my generation' grew older 

&wing the nineties, even if we 

listened to Peel less, it was reassuring 

to know that he was still there, still 

searching for the new and the 

interesting, essentially unchanged.As a 

radio broadcaster his move to Radio 

Four was a huge success - despite 

Home Truths' frequent mawkishness 

Peel's genuine everyman empathy was 

palpable, to the extent that many 

people's initial reaction on hearing 

the sad news may have been 'damn, I 

hadn't been 

listening to 

Home Truths 

enough recently', 

before thinking 'I 

haven't listened 

to the Peel show 

enough recently 

either'... 

Peel was never 

keen on 

becoming a 

televisual 

personality, but his bemused, sardonic 

appearances on the eighties Top Of 

The Pops are the stuff of legend.You 

just knew that the obvious contempt 

for many of the acts and certainly his 

Radio One DJ co-presenters was not 

an act.This was a man who patently 

knew what he felt on any given 

matter, and held his convictions with 

a passion. 

In later years the BBC's 

Glastonbury coverage became 

another event difficult to imagine 

without his avuncular presence, and 

last year's footage of him down the 

front watching the Skatalites was 

hugely endearing, his boyish 

enthusiasm still there for all to see. 

Part of the enjoyment of the 

Glastonbury shows was his easy 

banter with Jo VVhiley and the 

evident awe and respect with which 

she regarded him.You have to feel for 

VVhiley, Lamacq and Kershaw, losing a 

mentor and having to try to fill his 

shoes, as well as the innumerable 

musicians whose lives he touched, 

but above all you feel for his 

cherished family. We all thought he 

was always going to be there.;;à 
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ou don't have to look far 
to see big changes going 
on within the hi-fi indus-

try. As well as the usual 

success and sob stories at 

this year's Heathrow hi-fi 

show, much of the talk from both 

manufacturers and dealers alike was 

based around the origin of hi-fi. Not 

the original origin, you understand, 

but the country of origin.As 

we demonstrated in last 

month's issue, unprecedent-

ed growth in Far Eastern - 

and particularly Chinese - hi-

fi has ruffled more than a 

few feathers over here. 

Yet, as I shall come back 

to later, it's not all bad news 

for Western manufacturers. 

Consumers, meanwhile, now 

benefit from better value hi-fi 

components than ever before.Whilst 

carrying out several reviews of Far 

Eastern manufactured products, of 

late, I've constantly been struck by 

ever rising standards at any given 

price point.This isn't so much to do 

with improvements in technology, 

although this does play some part, 

but more the fact that one can simply 

build the same thing for less, half way 

around the world! 

Admittedly, this isn't a new 

phenomenon — NAD has been 

bu.lding in Taiwan for a good quarter 

century — but it appears to have 

recently reached a critical stage. Like 1 

say, though, this can only be a gooc 

thing for the consumer, and here are 

a few reasons why. The first is the 

Chinese built Cambridge Azur 340A. 

For those not yet familiar with this 

amp', it's a smart, fully featured, crisp 

sounding amplifier priced at £ 150. If it 

were built in the UK, it would 

probably cost at least £225. Put it 

another way: If you'd have spent 

around £ 150 15 years ago it would 

have bought you, say, an Arcam Alpha 

11 (£ 180 in 1989). Now, sweet little 

amp' though the Alpha II was, it's 

really no better than a 340A and, in 

some respects, not as good. In short, 

hi-fi consumers have had a pretty 

good time of it of late — if only the 

same had been true of house and car 

p-ices over the past 15 years... 

Whilst manufacturing in the Far 

East has been going on for some 

time, in the budget arena of hi-fi, it's 

rather more recent further up the 

scale.The effect, however, is much the 

5 I'm struck by the 
ever rising stan-

dards of Far 

Eastern hi-fi at any given 

price point... 

same. I think it's fair to say that the 

South Korean, Stello DP200 

DAC/preamplifier and S200 power 

amplifier, raise the standard at their 

respective £ 1,500 each.The same 

could not quite, perhaps, be said of 

the CAV A10, but then it certainly 

couldri be denied that it offers an 

awful lot for the money. Furthermore, 

it's products such as the A10 that are 

only a few small tweaks away from 

truly threatening the establishment — 

aid at nearly half the price. 

Yet, as I mentioned earlier, all is 

not lost for the Western hi-fi 

companies that still build here. Just 

recently, I was quite surprised to hear 

that Italian high-end company, 

Analogue Audio, have just invested in 

a new multi- million pound factory in, 

erm, Italy. Of course, they're a fiercely 

proud nation there, but there is also 

a good ceal of business sense behind 

the decision, As well as greater 

manufacturing control, less red tape 

and lower shipping costs,Audio 

Analogue has completely re-sourced 

many components. All the bits and 

bobs that go into the average hi-fi 

separate can soon add up — in most 

cases to more than the labour and 

factory costs — so it's little surprise 

to find more Far Eastern components 

being used.The example I was given 

was that of a simple, machined, metal 

volume knob: the cost to make it in 

Europe would be six times that of the 

Far East. Multiply that by all the 

components used, and you can see 

that sourcing from the Far East 

makes huge financial sense. 

What will also be encouraging 

for Western producing 

manufacturers to hear is that, 

although some of their 

products are beginning to 

look distinctly over priced, 

others are not. In fact, 

although more expensive, 

such is the quality 

improvement, that the price 

increase looks more justified 

than ever before. Back to our 

friends at Audio Analogue and, 

although the new Puccini does look 

expensive against the opposition, it 

more than justifies the difference by 

its sublime performance. Likewise, 

although a Naim NAC282/NAP200 is 

£1,000 more expensive than the 

Stello, and doesn't come with an 

onboard DAC, it is still the better 

performer. What is important to 

note, however, is that the Puccini and 

Naim pre/power are two of the 

industries finer hi-fi moments.VVhat 

manufacturers can no longer take for 

granted, is that particular price points 

can be guaranteed for substandard 

products. 

This has to be good for you and 

1, and in the longer term, must surely 

also be good for a healthy and 

productive hi-fi industry. Quite frankly 

I'm excited about the future of hi-fi 

manufacturing, and those who run 

scared or cry foul when sales figures 

fall, quite often have only themselves 

to blame.There are plenty of hi-fi 

companies producing decent sales 

figures and decent profits. Where the 

product is actually built doesn't seem 

to make a difference: What does is 

simply good product and good 

business sense. e 
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t is entirely proper — as well as 

being interesting, illuminating, 

informative, and so forth — that 

we should profit more from lis-

tening to music than from lis-

tening to apparatus.A few 

mornings ago I was lying in bed, 

doing my best to face the coming day 

with equanimity, when BBC 

Radio 3 began to play a CD 

reissue of an old Andrew 

Davis/ BBCSO recording of 

the 8th symphony of 

Vaughan Williams. It was 

really good: the players were 

on tip-top form, the ambience 

was just right, the perfor-

mance and the recording 

beyond fair criticism. 

In particular, the brilliance of the 

scherzo (which is for wind 

instruments only) reminded me of 

another similarly crisp bit of incisive 

music. When I was at last on my feet 

I sought out a CD upon which the 

Gloria and other sacred music by 

John Rutter may be heard, with 

assorted forces under Stephen 

Layton, given the dedicated Hyperion 

treatment. In Gloria Ill, with The 

Wallace Collection providing truly 

coruscating brass, I found again that 

shatteringly fast hair-trigger brass 

articulation that I had earlier heard 

in the BBC Symphony Orchestra 

brass. 

I do not believe that brass can be 

as fast and crisp as that. I was never a 

first-class performer on brass 

instruments, though I had a good 

deal of unofficial fun playing the 

tenor horn, but I think that I know 

what can be done — and this, be it 

The Wallace or the BBCSO 

collection, is better than that. For 

years 1 have offered as one of my 

objections to digital music the loss of 

'attack which analogue recording 

retains to give our ears and minds 

more information. Maybe, in some 

cases, the lack of that information is 

to be preferred? Instead of 

telegraphing its punches, this music 

was just striking me without any 

advanced warning: it was rather like 

being shot at with supersonic bullets, 

which arrive before you hear the 

bang. This digital brass may have been 

doing the impossible, but surely it 

1
 differences in 
recording quality 

are far greater 

than differences in replay 

systems... 

was doing what the music made 

desirable? 

So I turned to my LP collection, 

where the only version of the RVW 

8th is one by Sir Adrian Boult and 

the LPO in 1969. It was a splendid 

performance, and far more realistic, 

but was the true rendition of every 

tongued staccato musically preferable 

to the supernatural brilliance of the 

CD? The difference might be 

illustrated in the reactions 'Aah!' and 

'Ooh!': I found it very difficult to 

choose between them. 

It may be that less analytical 

apparatus than mine (the same old 

assortment of Linn stuff) would 

upset the balance one way or the 

other. Certainly I have found that my 

equipment is ruthlessly dismissive of 

the puerile simplicity revealed by 

some rock discs, which sounded 

more convincing when played 

through the cheap and nasty mass-

market things for which they were 

doubtless intended. Sometimes I even 

wonder whether the character of 

different brands of hi-fi is much 

influenced by the musical taste (or 

lack of it) of its designers. In that 

direction lie confusion and 

contumely, and 1 am not yet brave 

enough to explore it further. 

Meanwhile it is clear that 

analogue LP can be jolly good, and 

digital CD can also ( if not necessarily 

likewise) be jolly good. Either, at less 

than its best, can be a pain in my ears 

and an affront to my budgeting. 

Not nearly enough attention is paid 

to the fact (and I consider it to be 

indeed a fact) that 

differences in recording 

quality are far greater than 

differences in replay 

systems.1 have some LPs 

that must have the angels 

rejoicing and sending praises 

further up the heavenly 

hierarchy; I have LPs that 

surely make the devils 

ashamed that some mere recording 

engineer has done their job better. 

The same goes for my CDs. In 

either case, the best ones justify the 

utmost pains in buying and 

assembling a good hi-fi replay system, 

while the worst will never sound 

good on anything — but the 

difference between top-class 

equipment and junk is less than the 

difference between a good recording 

and a bad one. 

There do seem to be some 

labels which offer a promise of 

decent quality: I mentioned Hyperion 

earlier in the CD connection, and I 

recall Heliodor being fairly 

trustworthy in LP days. It is time 

which shows the rot setting in, alas. 

Few LPs were to be trusted after the 

early 1970s, and if CD quality has 

taken a long time to develop I fear 

that it will not take long for it to be 

corrupted by the same crass 

marketing issues that eventually 

made anything but the best LPs 

anything but good.The commercial 

influences which lie closest to the 

hearts ( if any) of the people in 

charge of music recording and distri-

bution are again being allowed to 

ride roughshod over musical consid-

erations.The future is bleak. 
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am afraid that you are going to 

have to permit me one more 

session on the murky world of 

what is going on in the DVD-

Audio arena before we finally 

move onto more exciting mat-

ters like what is going to happen 

with the new blue laser technology! 

If you look in the hi-res software 

reviews section you will see 

that Warners have finally 

taken the brakes off the 

DVD-Audio format by 

releasing some new 

repertoire in hi-res 

surround,These titles are 

shortly to be joined by Dual 

Disc rehashes of some of 

their existing DVD-Audio 

titles such as the Grateful 

Dead's 'American Beauty'. So 

far, so dull. More later. 

Meanwhile the last month 

has seen a continuation of Universal's 

policy split between the U.S. and the 

rest of the world.They have no 

intention to release DVD-Audio in 

any form over here, but November 

23rd will see a nice initial set of Dual 

Disc releases in the States. It is here 

that my previous suspicions start to 

be realised. Have a look at 

http://consumers.umusic.com/dd/rele  

eses.html to see what I mean.We 

may be due to get a lovely SACD of 

Keane's 'Hopes And Fears' here 

shortly, but our American brethren 

will get a Dual Disc with videos. 

BUT, the considerable downside is 

that space can only be afforded for a 

CD resolution stereo track. Oh 

Dear. 

With the exception of the 

uniformly 24/48 Nine Inch Nails disc, 

(which is available in an SACD 

version with a very interesting 

second disc of extras the Dual Disc 

lacks), all the titles have strange 

differences in resolution between 

their stereo and surround tracks.The 

juggling act necessary to squeeze 

onto the DVD-A side of a Dual Disc 

has resulted in a real mish-mash of 

quality. 

That might be confusing, but 

Warners Dual Disc launch with The 

Donnas was a catastrophic cock up. 

Nothing wrong with the DVD-A side 

— it is every bit the equal in spec. of 

the discrete DVD-Audio reviewed in 

these pages.Amazingly, quality 

55 
the juggling act 

necessary to 

squeeze stereo 

and surround onto the 

DVD-A side of a Dual Disc 

has resulted in a real 

mish-mash of quality... 

cortrol allowed the CD side to be 

released with the last track ending 

after a few seconds — beyond belief! 

Naturally the disc was withdrawn 

after a few short days on the market 

— it remains to be seen whether, or 

how soon it will be re-authored. 

Warners seem to have been on 

the point of going with flipper 

technology over here, (Simple Plan's 

album, released at the same time as 

The Donnas, bears a sticker 

explaining the contents of the 'CD 

Side' and the DVD Side' but is also 

ir fact a CD/DVD-A dual pack), but 

for whatever reason (nobody is 

talking yet) they have embarked on 

the oft-preferred dual pack route. 

Don't bank on seeing any Dual Discs 

over here anytime soon... 

The ridiculous thing is that I have 

still only seen one Dual Disc, and 

that fleetingly. Before the mastering 

SNAFU emerged I missed a great 

opportunity to purloin The Donnas 

from http://cheap-cds.com, (anyone 

fancying those Universal Dual Disc 

titles should check there, they are 

cheap and they ship to the U.K.), 

ahead of the disc being withdrawn 

but my eagerness to seek freebies 

from my Stateside Warners contacts 

lead me astray. I guess my first will 

have to be Keane...Serves me right! 

Thankfully I will have the CD 

quality stereo on the DVD-A side to 

listen to, as I risk not being able to 

play the CD side. As the owner of a 

Toshiba SD900E DVD-Audio 

player it will probably not 

play ball with the CD 

content — anecdotal reports 

suggest that its American 

cousin the SD9200 refuses 

to, and Denons might be 

suspect too. It is strange that 

the CD side is causing the 

problems — based on 

historical experience one 

might have expected the 

DVD-Audio content to be 

the one causing player 

difficulties. However the American 

Pioneer machine which had difficulty 

with many recent DVD-A titles, the 

563A, is rumoured to have problems 

with BOTH sides of Dual Disc! 

Failure to play in domestic DVD-

A or universal players is not a big 

problem as long as DVD-A playback 

works. But confidence in the new 

format is likely to be hit hard with 

Pioneer, Sony and Onkyo all issuing 

advisory notices to the effect that 

Dual Disc should not be played on 

any of their CD-capable hardware 

due to concerns over non-

functioning or even the possibility of 

player or disc damage. 

I never thought I'd say this but at 

least we can look forward to a raft 

of nice, safe back catalogue SACDs 

from Universal — 5 Eltons and 3 

Claptons should keep the hi-res 

contingent happy while we wait to 

see if the Dual Disc camp can get a 

coordinated plan together. As a music 

fan I can only hope the format 

doesn't die before the planned 

release of the complete Talking 

Heads in the format next spring.• 
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a easier! 

'My tubes are impossible 

to get hold of' 

Cr-n @1®®@,c4 irtIcp-.1c).@cpiED 
- Or 2,500 different toba typas In stock at all tames 

We offer you the best prices around, Guaranteed 

- UK's first fully online tube ordering system 

Expert matching service by PM Valve Labs 

- We sell only the world's BEST brands 

Next day delivery (if ordered before 3pm) 

- Free delivery (on all orders over E50) 

- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

- Trade enquires wolc orne 

""e .. SAVE UP TO 50% ON EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS 
ee SOME AS NEW (MARKED*) 24HR DEL ONLY £5 CHECK STOCK BEFOFE ORDER. S/H = Pre-Owned Unit 

SOUND•SYSTEMS CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road, London, SE13 5PL 
Arcam DV89* DVD-A Player New ( 2Yr G/tee)  ( 1299.00) 
Arcam DV27A FMJ DVD Player ( 2Yr G/tee)  ( 1899.00) 
Arcam CD627 CD Player S/H Blk ( 1Yr G/tee)  (369.00) 
Arcam CD821 CD Player - New ( 2Yr G/tee)  (599.00) 
Audiolab 8000A Amplifier ( 1Yr G/tee)  (500.00) 
AVI Pro 9 Plus Speakers - Cherry ( 2Yr G/tee)  (799.00) 
Denon AVR 2803 AV Amplifier ( 1Yr G/tee)  (649.00) 
Linn Majik Phono Amplifier S/H ( 1Yr G/tee)  (945.00) 
Linn KoleKtor Preamplifier S/H ( 1Yr G/tee)  (575.00) 
Linn Movie Classik OVO/CO System S/H ( 1Yr G/tee) .( 1995.00) 
Linn Kairn Pro Line Preamp S/H ( 1Yr G/tee)  ( 1400.00) 
Linn Klout Power Amplifier S/H 11Yr/Gtee)  ( 1600.00) 
Linn Trikan Centre Spkr - maple ( 2Yr G/tee)  (549.00) 
Linn Ekwall Centre - maple ( 2Yr G/tee)  (795.00) 
Linn Espek Speakers - maple ( 2Yr G/tee)  (2800.00) 

£619.00 Linn Keltik Spkrs - Wal inc Aktive Cards ( 2Yr G/tee) ..( 6000.00) £ 2195.00 
£1195.00 Naim CDS2/XPS Player Et P/Supply S/H ( 1Yr G/tee) ..( 6265.00) £2995.00 
£209.00 Naim CD5 CO Player ( 1Yr G/tee)  (1150.00) £ 795.00 
£449.00 Naim NAC 112/150 Pre- Power S/H ( 1Yr Gitee)  ( 1455.00) £ 985.00 
£195.00 Naim NAC 102 Preamp S/H ( 1Yr G/tee)  (1210.00) £ 695.00 
£569.00 Naim NAP 180 Power Amp S/H - ( 1Yr G/tee)  ( 1225.00) £ 795.00 
£399.00 Naim Hi-Cap 2* P/S - old casework ( 2Yr G/tee)  ( 930.00) £ 639.00 
£625.00 Naim XPS2* Power Supply  (2369.00) £ 1775.00 
f345.00 Naim Supercar Power Supply  (2775.00) £ 2065.00 

£1295.00 Naim NBL Speakers - Beech ( 2Yr G/tee)  (7700.00) £3795.00 
£599.00 Pioneer DVD656S Multiplayer ( 1Yr G/tee)  (349.00) £219.00 
£895.00 Pioneer DVR3100* OVO Recorder/Player ( 1Yr/Gtee)  ( 349.00) £ 219.00 
f299.00 PMC DB1 Speakers - Cherry ( 2Yr G/tee)  (555.00) £ 399.00 
£559.00 PMC TB2 Speakers - Cherry S/H ( 1Yr G/tee)  (695.00) f459.00 

£1985.00 Vibe Zeta SubWoofer ( 2Y, G/tee)  (600.00) £469.00 

N EDWARD 
TeL 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200 www.iansbespokefurniture.cauk 

The Ofrf Clap« 282 Septong<oatf, Hanogate, NYorks, 9-ÍG1 3HE 
MAALRti OF F/NE HAND .11APE FURNFTURE 

Elegant Storage Solutions for 

Hi-Fi, Books, 

Les, CDs, 

DVDs 

Special orders welcome 
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time 

I
t must be tough for Rio. 
Although they were one of the 

first producers of MP3 players, 

they now find themselves corn-

peti lg against, on the one hand. 

the might of the iPod and, on 

the other, a torrent of new Chinese 

players.Tne Chiba looks promising, 

though.The 256MB memory is fine 

fo- a small, flash-type, machine. 

1Better still, it is expandable by anoth-

er 51 2MB thanks to a SD/MMC card 

slot. For :hose of you baffled by the 

figures, 256MB equates to around 60 

songs at I 28kbps on MP3.As with 

most MP3 players, the Chiba will also 

record WMA files, but not the codec 

favoured by Apple - AAC.Also part 

of the spec are a handy FM tuner, 

equalizer, carry clip and, most 

impressive y of all, a pair of fine 

Sennheiser MX300 headphones. 

Although easy to use, 

I did fi id the Chiba rather 

plasticky and at £ 149 it's not cheap 

eitherWhen you consider that the 

Apple iPoa Mini, with far sexier 

styling ard greater memory, can be 

had for c nly another £30 or so, it 

doesn't look good value for money. 

That having been said, if you shop 

around, then the Rio could be yours 

for more like £ 110 or less. 

1 fou all the Chiba easy to use. 

The standard iTunes software helped 

a great deal, but this is still one of 

the more user-friendly designs, 

despite the less than rapid USB 1.1 

connection. Less terrific was the 

battery Ife, though. It's claimed to be 

around 1;8. hours but, in practice, is 

less than, half this — you'll certainly 

need a good stock of rechargeables. 

Cut and about the tiny size and non-

skip flash memory system were a 

boon.This is one MP3 player that 

you can :ruly take anywhere. Less 

good with extended use, however, 

was the Dattery covet'. The softly 

textured plastic feels good to touch, 

but always seemed to come adrift in 

my pocket — annoying. 

To give 

the Rio a 

fighting 

chance of 

sounding 

good,1 

recordec 

most of 

the tracks 

o,nzo the 

Chiba at 

I 92kbps. 

Although, 

as we'll 

discover, the 

sound is 

certainly better, it 

does limit the track 

storage oo around 40. 

Listening to Toni Braxton's 'Telli Me' 

certainly gave a good init,a1 

impression of tlhe player. .t was, at 

192 rate, surprisingly dynamic with a 

stronger than usual bass -esponse. 

The vocal timbre was fine and the 

truing wasn't bad either.1 have to say 

mat, whiist I usually abhor such 

devices, the 5-bond graphic equaliser 

actually worked very well — especially 

when pa-ticular types of background 

noise need blocking out. 

Some of the quality, suspected. 

was due to the headphones, arid 

further experimentation proved this 

to be true. Listening to the Chiba 

through hi-fi separates showed the 

player as being rather thin and weedy 

sosinding, and pretty veiled to boot. 

Likewise, using :he same headphones 

with an elderly portable CD payer 

of mine. I founc a far greater level of 

detail, decay and layering of sound. 

Nevertheless, we must remember 

that this is a compressed format, and 

that none of the Rio's rivals would 

dc any better, at least when using 

this sort of bitrate. 

Generally the sound had decent 

body, fine dynamics and z. reasonab1e 

open and engaging quality. Switching 

to 128kbps, as usual, saw a marked 

drop in quality, howeverThe sound 

Revolverlution 
Public Enemy 
Revolverlution 

1:41 37e/120 

was more 

d-stant and rather closed in. It 

was far less powerful. and the general 

b.ur and confusion made for a less 

than pleasant listen, Again. by the 

standards of rivals, the sound was 

fine, but if it were my player. I'd stick 

to I 92kbps. 

Despite this, when I first got hold 

of it, mistaking the Chiba for a 

remote garage door activator.1 

a:tually came to quite like the 

plasticky tot.The decent display 

(some rivals don't even have one at 

al). and fine ergonomics made it one 

of the easier MP3 players to use. 

Loose battery cover aside, it all 

works very well.Thanks to the 

headphones and, dare I say it, the 

graphic equaliser, much the same can 

be said for the sound quality too. It's 

no CD portable, or even an AAC 

encoded iPod or iRiver for that 

matter, Yet. it still manages to sound 

dynamic, reasonably open and, most 

importantly, involving. If you can 

afford the extra I would still 

recommend the iPod Mini, but for 

those that need something tiny and 

totally shock-proof, the Rio Chiba is 

one of the better flash-memory 

devices. 

VERDICT 
A small, well-egu.pped, decent sounding 
and generally likeable MP3 player. thLal 
MP3 codec ailings won't make à the 
audiophile's first choice, though. 

RIO CHIBA 

Rio Audio 

C + 44 ( 0)8700 991 796 

www.rioaudia.com 

FOR 

- good sound 

- expandable memory 

- supplied Sennheiser IVIX300s 

f149 

AGAINST 

- usual compression pitfalls 

- plasticky bt. ild 

- heavy on batteries 
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te]recs ..tiCki EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode 

sound has a lovely spacious and airy quality with plenty 
The frequency response exhibited extended bass below 

..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at a very sharp 
price".... Hi Fl Choice June '04 

Awarded Hi Fi News Editors Choice 2003' 
Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with 
adequate power and built to a good standard" 

Fi News Feb 04 said... "ample, deep, bass, underpinning 
and effortless midrange and treble ""1 liked the impeccable 
and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most 

sounding music that I have heard at home". Tony Bolton 

Om else gives YOU WINS value, we 17199.951 
• Beautiful see through valve cover ( included in the price) 
• Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrades worth 

over £ 100.00 inc at NO EXTRA CHARGE (limited offer) 

All 

• Switchable Triode Mode, ( high:y praised in the reviews) 
• Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD-R and home cinema 
• Tape out (essential for any kind of recording) 
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on ' power surge' 
• HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra) 
• Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China 
• Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester 
• Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us! 

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet 
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built ' Point to Point wiring. 

Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. 

gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm speaker 

matching. Stainless steel & 10mm alloy plate construction. Soft start. 

Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options. 

tei-evz, 40i EL34 40w(19 triode) integrated £899.95* 

Steirecv 40ie EL34 40 watts integrated £599.95* 

Siterec) 20 EL84 15 watts integrated £599.95* 

Triode Line Level pre amp £599.95* 

1V113 2 300B PP 28w Mono blocks (pr) £1799.95 

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment 

New Entry Level Version of 40i Only £599.95 
Exactly 

monitor 

Beware 

to us 

'Try 

Phone 

LCUPL• 

the same specification & finish, without tape 
loop and triode facility. Triode only conversion 

£50. Mullard & European valve upgrade £50. 
of imitations! Other amps may look similar, but our circuits are unique 

a designed tor UK 240v operation. Full repair a after sales in Leicester 

for 30 days, refund if not delighted! (UK only. conditions apply) 

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk 

UK. 

07787 158791 Email sales©iconaudio.co.uk 
w heca,o _ 

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA 

Visa and MasterCard accepted CE marked 

MANTRA 

AUDIO 

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories 

www. ma ntra -a u d io. c o. u k 

PRICES INCLUDE P & P FOR UK DELIVERY 1 TO 10 DAYS - 
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING 

CHARGES TO EU & WORLDWIDE 

CARTRIDGE SELECTION STYLUS REPLACEMENT STYLI 

Goldring Swiss Quality Diamond Styli 

1006 £76 £62 GEX £52 ADC XLM Mk III £17 

1012 GX £95 £76 GEX £67 Akai AN 5, AN 60 £13 

1022 GX £ 124 £100 GEX £86 AN2, AN 70 £15 

1042 £143 £114 GEX £100 Aiwa AN11 £13 

Eroica LX/H £133 £109 GEX N/A Dual ON 145 E, ON 165 E £17 
Elite JVC DT 55, DT 60 £13 £232 £190 GEX N/A 

National EPS 24 CS, P 30 D, P 33 D £13 Audio Technica 
Ortofon FF15NMS20 Ell, 0M20 £17 

AT 95 E £23 £16 
AT 110 E £28 £17 Pioneer PN 210/220/240 £13 

Shure N 75 C, SC 35 C £13 
AT 0C9 ML II £330 £280 EX 

N 75 ED T2, N 75 EJ T2 £17 
Grado N 95 ED/EJ, N 75 3 (78) £17 
Prestige Black £40 £27 VN 35 E £20 

Prestige Gold £110 £73 N 97 HE, VN 35 HE £27 

Ortofon Sony ND 142/155 G. CN234 £13 

510 Mk II £34 £22 ND 143/150/200 G £15 

MC 15 Super II £130 £110 EX N/A Stanton D 681 EEE £21 

MC 25 FL £227 £193 EX N/A • • • Ove r 500 Styli Types Stocked" 

MC 10 Supreme £304 £258 EX N/A 
HEADPHONE SELECTION MC 20 Supreme £382 £323 EX N/A 

MC 30 Supreme £452 £385 EX N/A GRADO Award winning Headphones 
Kontrapunkt B £643 £548 EX N/A Prestige Series SR-60 £75 

Rohmann £837 £742 EX N/A SR-80 £90 

Shure SR-125 £140 

M 97 XE £98 £58 SR-225 £175 

V 15 V xMR £304 £204 SR-325 £265 

Sumiko Reference Series RS-1 £635 

Blue Point Special £265 f'27 FX RS-2 ( new)£450 

GEX - Geldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge 

EX - Exchange price for any moving coil cartridge 

Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652 VIÇA el 
MANTRA AUDIO (NFW), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD. SELBY. NORTH YORKS YD8 5RP 
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Absolute Demos 
Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier 

Audiogram M81- Amplifier 

Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers 
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC 

California Audio DX1-CD Player 

Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier 

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier 
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier 

Copland CDA288 - CD player HDCD 

Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier 

Jadis Orchestra - CD Player 

Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier 

Krell KRC3 - Preamplifier 

Krell KPE Reference - Phono Stage 

Krell KPE-PS - Power Supply for above 
Krell KSL - Preamplifier 

Krell LAT 2-Loudspeakers 

Martin Logan Quest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers 

Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers 
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel 

Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic Speakers 

Mcintosh C200 - 2 chassis Preamplifier 

Mcintosh CR16 - Multizone control system 
Mcintosh MC58 - Amplifier 

McIntosh MC202 - Amplifier 

McIntosh MHT200 - Home theatre processor 

PS Audio Ultralsnk II - DAC 
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp 

Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers 

Theta Digital Dreadnaught -5 ch-amp 

Theta Digital David Il -CD/DVD Drive 

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver 
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black 

Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black 

Z Systems RDQ1- Transparent Digital Equalizer 

£265.00 

£219.00 

£3499.00 
£800.00 

£349.00 

£720.00 

£650.00 
£1099.00 

£1099.00 

£1400.00 

£899.00 

£1599.00 

£2000.00 

£1099.00 

£465.00 

£800.00 

£12650.00 

£2400.00 

£1225.00 

£1499.00 

£6999.00 

£4200.00 

£2299.00 

£1719.00 

£1999.00 

£3700.00 

£989.00 

£1999.00 

£429.00 

£4739.00 

£2999.00 

£2900.00 

£5499.00 

£5400.00 

£1850.00 

no grey imports - all equipment comes 
with 1 year full warranty 
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feature 

vogue 
Patrick Cleasby assesses the remastered entirety of Japan's recorded output, along with 

David Sylvian's early solo career... 

photograph: NICOLA TYSON 

411
 apan were always a very d.s-tinctive band, in botl of their 

major phases. Histo-ically 

they were not we I served 

by the transition to CD, so it 

was encouraging to see 

attractive, well-mastered editions of 

the seminal Virgin catalogue reissued 

last year. These were joined by sim.-

lar digipak editions of the first few 

David Sylvian solo releases which 

were originally collated rearly fifteen 

years ago in the desirable 

'VVeatherbox' box set. Fiaallv there 

was Rain Tree Crow, the album on 

which the Japan members recon-

vened in 1991. 

The release this yew of digipak 

editions of the four Japan albums 

released on the Hansa label has 

completed the picture and the hope 

u,te sure how someone managed to 

aster that label's ' In Vogue' 

-compilation entirely in mono, but 

trust me, it did happen! 

BMG claim that this is the firs .... 

time that the early material has been 

transferred from correctly sourced 

orginal tapes. Not only :Fat, but it is 

the first time that many of these 

altums have been readily available on 

CD. The discs all have extensive 

sleevenotes and historica artwork, 

with many audio and video bonuses. 

the latter thankfully supplied with 

Mac launches, and looking good 

enough in Video CD quality MPEG-I 

to be worth transferring to disc for 

TV 'viewing. For all o these albums 

except 'Quiet Life' the only stereo 

reference 1 F ave is the fifteen year 

cld Souvenir From Japan' 

compilation CD, and sonically there 

is a vast improvement in fidelity 

Either some cleaning up has been 

cone or some of the tape noise on 

the compilation was the result of 

nuilti-generatioaal masters. 

For the uninitiated the bard 

nade their debut as a glzm-

influenced five piece, and continued 

i a the same configuration until. 

guitarist Rob Dean left after the first 

Barbieri on keybo 

or oass. 

Many of th.e band mem 

would probabl> prefer to disown 

the r early growing stages, (Sylqian 

certainly woulc), and when I caJght 

up with Richard Baroieri at a recent 

Porcupine Tree album launch and had 

the opportuniti to z.sk what he 

thought of the BMG reissue pians hi 

cprnment on the 

debut 'Adolescent 

Sex' was."It's 

embarrassing, isn't 

it?". Well. it may 

be. but it is also 

interesting to 

experience the 

musical roots of 

tie Lnique band 

whici would later 

make such 

indiv dual music. 

Strange th.Dugh it 

is to hear Sylvian's 

snee-ing drawl 

when you'e more 

used to his later 

style it is still an 

enjoyably rocky 

albunn.There are 

no bonus tracks on this one, out it is 

very difficift to imagine now what, in 

1978, the world must have made of 

the pretty boys featured in the four 

well-transfenred videos on th s disc — 

as the sleerenotes say, they 

h -hwoild co uk 
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just didn't fit. 

But the band persisted in the 

same vein for another album before 

they slowly began to morph into the 

art-rockers they became. Even 

twenty years ago. when 1 first heard 

it in its entirety Obscure 

Alternatives was a pleasant surprise. 

Once again from 1978, Karn's 

transition to fretless bass means that 

the signature Japan sound is starting 

to emerge.This time the bonuses are 

four reasonable live tracks and a 

video for 'Sometimes I Feel So Low'. 

The third album is where things 

start to get really interesting. I979's 

'Quiet Life' is a great album, and 

accordingly has been available on CD 

before. If you own Camden's 2001 

reissue than you really are going to 

need the new version. The correct 

album version of the title track is 

restored to the running order, there 

are more bonuses, now including a 

video of the title track, and this new 

remastering really does show that 

the last one was taken from a vastly 

inferior source. On the other hand if 

bonuses are not your thing and you 

own the 1986 Japanese Victor 

'th 

discs of that provenance and age, it is 

every bit as good sonically speaking 

as the 2. 

probably a 

• • is the first album that you really must 

own to call yourself a fan of this 

band. 

THE VIRGIN YEARS 
After 'Quiet Lift • the band d 

, photograph: Alan Ballard, March 1981 

singles and outtakes into 

'Assemblage' ( 1981), and cluttering 

Virgin's release strategy with singles 

such as 'I Second That Emotion'. It is 

a collection which is worth having 

however, with tracks of the quality of 

the Giorgio Moroder-produced 'Life 

In Tokyo', and also 'European Son'. 

Bonuses on the reissue include 

alternate versions, and a couple of 

videos. If you're wondering whether 

the early Japan is for you, this is the 

place to start. 

To summarise the BMG 

remasters it seems that as exhaustive 

an effort as is humanly possible has 

been put into assembling them, 

constituting a bargain for the budget 

prices at which they can be found. 

Buy 'Assemblage' and work 

backwards. 

Moving on to the Virgin years, 

and as Japan were still big news in 

the early days of CD they were 

among the label's first acts to get the 

treatment. This was not great news, 

as along with initial Genesis and XTC 

CDs the packaging was abysmal, and 

the sonics often just as bad.There 

was a reasonable compilation, 

e 

o.f the I 
, 

All of these oversights hwe now 

been remedied Vv'es tart with the 

is enhalced in its new version by 

hitherto hard-to-find instrumentals 

from R-chard Ba-bieri and Rob Dean, 

as well as a Steve Nye remix of 

'Taking Islands In Africa'. I have to 

concur with Richard, although the 

original MPO CD pressing is 

tolerable, this does sound better. The 

artwork has beel subtly changed 

with alternate takes from the original 

sessions too. 

Of course tf e largest milestone 

in Japar's career is the second Virgin 

album 'Tin Drum'. It is here that the 

orienta influences come to the fore 

along wilt some of Karn's most 

frenetic pass styl rigs, and it is also 

here tha: Sylvians productive collab-

oration with Steve Nye (a onetime 

member of the Fenguin Café 

Orchestra) begam.Virgin have really 

gone to :own with the package on 

this one.with more alternate 

artwork on the clamshell box, which 

contains an attra:tive book of 

photos, the origimal album sequence 

in a digip.ak with the original cover, 

and a ' mini Jap' replica sleeved 'Art 

Of Part es' single which contains 

alternate versions and original B side 

'Life Without Bui'dings'. Once again 

the son cs shade the original MPO 

CD -- ir this day and age it is almost 

a relief find that the original sound 

of the album has not been artificially 

boostec or coloL red. 

The valedictory live album 'Oil 

On Canvas' has been allowed to 

become a double once again, and 

although by no means essential it is 

nice to complete the set. Each disc is 

bookended by original instrumentals, 

and in ore case mn excellent 

rerecorded 'Nightporter'.Virgin have 

done some great work in funding a 

top class remastering of an 

important catalogue, and in dressing 

it up in attractive digipacks with 

useful extras, but I can't help feeling 

it to be a shame that these high class 

transfers have no: (yet) been 

preserved in Hybrid SACD form at 

the very ieast.Altlough I have been 

told not to expect high resolution 

versions. WI the short term it is to be 

lis.Th ¡bum was oduced . 

t 
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available, and so naturally Virgin have 

rounded out this reissue program 

with his most important work.The 

three albums and an EP wh.ch Sylvian 

released between 1984 andl 1988 sti I 

have a powerful influence on lovers 

of other-worldly rock and ambient 

music and deserve reappraisal and 

discovery by new generations of fans. 

1984 saw Sylvian on Top Of The 

Pops again with the lead sirgle from 

his enchanting debut ' Brilliant Trees',. 

die misleadingly up-tempc and 

poppy. although distinctly angular 

'Rec Guitar'. How the pop fails must 

have wailed when they heard the 

tong, contemplative meanderings of 

the album! In his recent conversation 

with me Bill Nelson compared 

Sylvian to Miles Davis in his supreme 

ability to assemble casts cf stellar 

sidemen and coax winning perfor-

mances out of them, and that work 

started here with the first collabo-

ration with Can man Holger Czukay„ 

providing here sampling ir the form 

of s ion wave radio snippets amongst 

other things.This 'found sounds' 

approach persists through to next 

album proper Gone To Earth', with 

its very Fripp-y spoken word 

sampling. Of course Czukay was to 

go on to collaborate with Sylvian on 

two intriguing instrumental a bums 

for the Venture label, which are not 

,:overed here, and have not been 

reissued yet. ' ' 

wed his debut with 

the 'Words With The Shaman', an 

nst-umental EP.At the tine she 

tassette version added a gthy 

nstallation piece. one of Sylv an's first 

-ktert Fripp collaboration;, Steel 

Cathedrals'. The cassette was called 

Alchemy:An Index of Possib hoes', 

and so was disc two of the 

VVeatherbox' set, which inserted 

more recent instrumenta pieces.This 

.s the same configuraton Mitch is 

now released as a separate cigipak. It 

makes for a very satisfying instru-

mental diversion, although iPod 

owners should be urged to join the 

three parts of Words...' to avoid 

irritating gaps in the continuity of the 

piece! 

In 1986 Sylvian was to drop. 

'Gone To Earth', a daunting double 

album on us. and early CD adopters 

such as myself had to suffer the 

dropping of several tracks from the 

second, instrumental disc in ord'er cc 

squeeze it onto one disc. No longer. 

Rotert Friipp and Bill Nelson add 

dense anc delicate guitars respec-

tivey, and the vocal and instrumental 

discs are in turn intense and 

meditative. 

It is a,most impossible to convey 

the depth of my admi -ation for the 

acoustic, song-based Secrets Of The 

Beehive', so all I will say is that if you 

only buy one of these discs, buy this 

one. It is quite simply one of the 

most exq Jisite, beautifully recorded 

sets of songs ever released. As 

bonus the previously :apanese. 

reissue-only 'Promise i(The Cult Of 

Eurydice) is every bit as good as the 

rest of the album. Just compare 

Damny Thompson's bass sound on 

the new versions of tais record and 

'Brilliant Trees' to establish how 

much better than the r Weatherbox' 

equivalents these versions sound. 

So the culmination of this ten 

yea- career arc was Sylvian's first 

true masterpiece. In these days of 

artists treading water over long 

tha: Sylvian carne so 'or ir so short a 

period of time.'Secre:is Of The 

Beehive' was succeed by a 

triumphant world tour. ' In Praise Of 

Shen', `or which both Jansen and 

Barbieri were in the band 

(Incidentally there is currently a f.ne 

live version of the sublime 'Orpheus 

ava lable tor downloaJ at 

conn). Presumably 

this collaboration lead, directly Dr 

Ind rectly to the four 'Tin Drum' era 

Japan members reassembing to make 

the ' Rain Tree Crow' album, reieasec 

photograph YUKA FUJI, February 1981 

in 199I.The reissue adds the B side 

to the beguiling 'Blazkwaterl Drink 

To Forget'. and as usual the 

remastering job adds ustifiec Dottom 

end weight when corr pared to the 

thirteen year old CD. Although 'it is a 

refined album, ultimately it was a 

slight disappointment, particulary as 

the experience proved so divisive 

that there has been little collabo-

ration between Sylviaa and 

Jansen-Barbieri-Kan who cont nued 

to record under that name) since. 

SyMan continues to work with his 

brother, and Robert Fir ipp's online 

diary reports that he has recently 

done some guitar sessions fcr them. 

'Rain Tree Crow' marks the end 

of this reissue rundown. but Sylvan 

has only released three original song 

albums in the thirteen years since its 

release, and that count includes the 

Sylvian/Fripp album If tourte there 

have also been his many rejigged 

compilations and two versions of the 

Sylvian/Fripp live album 'Damage'. 

There have been signs. of the 

brilliance so ably demonstrated in 

these four solo records, but generally 

the feeling has been that he: Dece:rne 

mired in his collaborations and 

difficult solo projects.The hope has 

to be that his new-fo3nd 

independence will enable hin to 

recapture his former glory. 

feature 
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Choice 
hi-fi 
The Choice HiFi Exchange 
- The fastest way to find or 
sell your equipment. 
Mail us your requirements and 
you will be added to our huge 
and ever growing data base 
where a daily search seeks to 
match the wants and sale items. 
Get regular mailings of latest 
hot deals and new in items. 
Because we act as middle men 
you buy with confidence and the 
the Choice HiFi guarantee. 

yourchoice 
•Acoustic Energy 
•Advantae 
•Analysis Plus 
•ATC 
•Audia Flight 
•Audible Illusions 
•Audio Note 
•Audio Physic 
• B.A.T 
• Bel Canto 
• Boulder 
• Bryston 
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•Clear Audio 
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• Nordost 
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• Primare 
• Project 
• Quadraspire 
• REL 
• Rockport 
• Roksan 
-Rotel 
• Ruark 
•Seleco 
•SME 
•Soundations 
•Straight Wire 
•Sugden 
•Tara Labs 
•Teac 
▪ Theme Scene 
•Tom Evans 
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•Van den Hul 
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•VPI 
•Wilson Audio 
'Wilson Research 
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"HiFi Exchange- Mail us your requirements Now" 

HI-FI 

Qt_1.-Aritc snic 

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer) 
McCormak Line Drive 
Audio Refinement Pre 5 -iiew 
Quad 33/ 303 
Rogers LS55 

Nne th j smonth 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Krell KSA 150 
Krell FPB 600 
Krell 250 A/3 

HOME 
CINEMA 

items 
Our 
Price 

£2 995.00 
£3§5.00 
£395.00 
£195.00 
£195.00 

£1,495.00 
£5,995.00 
£2,495.00 

PRE AMPLIFIERS 
Audio Research SP I6L (remote) £1,350.00 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Martin L»;rgan SL3 £1,800.00 
Wilson \Ann 1 £2,750.00 

CD PLAYERS & DACS/DVD PLAYERS 
Sony SACD I £1,895.00 

TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE,VARIOUS 
Nordost valhala digital I m £750.00 
Audio Note 2m bi-wire, SP VH 2m banana, 
AN-SPX ref. Silver £1,450.00 

AV COMPONENTS 
Lexicon MCI 2 rev 4 
Krell HTS Processor 
Primare A30.3 
Primare A30.5 
Parasound C2 (Halo) 
Parasound CI (Halo) 
NAD 
Marantz 
PLASMA PROJECTORS 
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp 
Panasonic TH-42 PWD6 "new" 
In Focus 5700 
In Focus 7200 
SIM 2 Domino 20 

MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS 
Linn Knekt 
Living Control 
Lutron Lighting 
System-Line 
Helvar Lighting 

Each system taylor made to your requirements 

P vv e amplifiers 
Parasound 12 Channel Amp 
McIntosh MC2030 Anniversary 
Bel Canto Evo 4i 
VTL MB450 Sig 
Gamut D200 mk Ill "Hi R Choice Product of theYear" 
Musical Fidelity F 15 
Cello Duet 350 
Krell Showcase 5 
Tesserac TAM 60 Monoblocks 
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks 
Plinius SA 250 mk IV 
ART VT60 
Krell FPB 250m Monoblocks 
Melos 402 GoldTiode Mus Monoblocks 403wpc 
Bryston 4BSST 
Conradjohnson Premier 140 SA 
Krell KSA 808 
Nairn Nan 3 
Cary 805 C Monoblocks "tren" 
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver 
Conrad Johnson MF25C0 
YBA Passion Monoblocks 
Audia Right 100 
Audia Right One Integrated 
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4) 
Boulder 500 AE 
ES Lab DX-54 
Roksan Caspian Integrated 
Roksan Caspian Power 
Krell FPS 7 
ES. Lab DX-S8 
Plinius 8200P 
Plinius SA 102 "lien> 
Bryston 4 BSST 
Linn Bass Active Card 
Krell MDA 300 
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver 
Boulder 1060 Power "new" 
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated 
YBA Passion Stereo ", res -

AN/ components 
AV COMPONENTS 
Parasound A5I - 5 Channel 
Lexicon MCI 
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B 

Lexicon RTIO DVD Player 
SIM 2 HT 300 
Primare P30 Processor 
Linn Klassik DVD 
Lexicon MCI2 / MC I 2B 

Parasound C2 

re!-ecAcKlesSanlyLoC D/PROJECTORS 

P amplifiers 
Krell KRC 
Audio Research LS9 
Musical Fidelity F22 
Cello Palete F're 
Tesserac Tala Pre 
Audio Research 1.525 mk II 
Audio Research LS7 
Mark Levinson 380 S 

reir0 20 
f a : 0 2 0 

Open 

ASK 
£3,995.00 
ASK 
ASK 
ASK 
ASK 
ASK 
ASK 

Original 
Retail Price 
£l4 500.00 
£99b.00 
£895.00 

£430.00 

£4,000.00 
£1,400.00 
£5,000.00 

£2,000.00 

£3,400.00 
£9,000.00 

£4.000.00 

£1,450.00 

£3,600.00 

£9,500.00 
£8,000.00 
£1,300.00 
£I,700.00 
£3,500.00 
£5,500.00 

ASK 
FROM £2000 
ASK £3,000.00 
SPECIAL £6,000.00 
ASK £3,750.00 

£1,500.00 £3.000.00 
£99500 £ 14 000.00 
ASK £3,895.03 
£3 995.00 £7.000.00 
[On Den, £,990.00 
£995.03 £2,000.00 
£4,995.00 CIO COO.00 
£3595.00 £4,595.00 
£I595.00 £7,000.00 
£2.495.00 £4,503.00£  
995.00 £6,350.00£  
5.00 £2,395.00 

£4,995.00 LIO 000.03 
£3,99000 L9400.00 
£1,895.00 £350.00 
£,250.00 £,000.00 
El 395.03 £,600.03 
£2§5.co £608.00 
£4 .03 £.250.00 

£,250.00 
£2,755.00 £4,000.00 
£4995.00 • £9,500.00 
LOn Dent £6.500.00 
[On Den, £4,500.00 
£3995.00 eachL6 000.00 
£2,495.00 £.5,k0.00 
£1395.00 egmoo 
¿On Den, £895.00 

£49q?cront 
¿On Dem 
¿On Dem 
ASK 
¿On Dem 
£9.03 
£4 995.00 
ces.00 
¿On Dem 
£1,350.00 
£3,995.03 

ASK 
£1,995 00 
ASK 

ASK 
£7,500.00 
£1,295.00 
¿On Den, 
ASK 

ASK 

£1,795.00 
El 200.00 
£35.00 
£7 995.00 
C445.00 
£3,995.00 
£95.00 
£4,495.00 

£15003.00 
£.595.00 
£1,550.00 
£3,750.00 
£,350.00 
£I20.00 
£12.000.00 
£1,030.00 
£160.00 

£5,995.03 

£3,500.00 
C5 500.00 
L5000.00/ 
£5750.00 
£2,300.00 
£9,000.00 
£2,000.00 
£2,000.00 
£8100.00/ 
£8900.00 
L3,500.00 

ASK 

£,000.00 
L2,000.00 

- 
L1,195.00 
£,995.00 
£I,750.00 
£6,995.00 , 

Reduced this month 

MULTIROOM BUY/SELL 
INSTALL 

Boulder L5AE Pre Amp £1,750.00 £3,500.00 
Klein 7LX 3.5B £2 900.00 £,400.00 
Audio Research LS3 £7135.00 £ 1,997.00 
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem £1,295.00 £2,794.00 
Audia Flight Pre ¿On Dem £4,500.00 
YBA 2a line £1,295.00 £ I,995.00 
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre ASK £2 700.00 
Boulder 1012 (pre amp/ 24.96 dad/ Phono) ¿On Dew L I 000.00 
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono) £3,995.00 L5,È95.00 
Boulder 2010 Pre LP.O.A £30,000.00 
Plinius I 6L "new" ¿On Den, £3,200.00 
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono "new" ASK £7,350.00 

LA Z-1 I i t y speakers 
IM Lab Alto Utopia BE 
M Lab Nova Utopia 
M Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish 
ri Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand 
) untech The Princess 
Audio Physic Tempo III "new" 
Sonus Faber Amati Homage 
Jf1 Lab 926 
Wilson Benesch Act 2 (I upgrade) 
REL Stentor III 
ART Audio Stilleto 
Sonus Faber Electa Amator 11 (no stds) 
Revel Studio 
Revel Salon 
Linn Kielihds1+ Active Cards) 
Wilson ACT 2 (Upgrade) 
IM Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 spk sys) 
JP1 Lab Mezzo Utopia 
Audio Physic Avanti 
Wilson Audio System 5.1 
Revel Ultima Studio 
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black 
IM Lab Uto_pia 
Reference 3A 
Audio Physic Spark 
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket 
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote 
Mirage M3 si 
Rd l 200 E 
Rel 150 E 
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood) 
Audio Physic Yam 
Vienna Acoustics Mahler 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart 
Vienna Acoustics 5.1 
Cabasse io 5.1 
Blue Room Minipod (Whitel 
Blue Room Minipod + Sub (Blue) 
Blue Room Minipod Sub 
Genelec 205 Active Monitors 
Audio Physic Virgo Ill -ne.," 

DACS 
Linn Numerik 
Audio Synthesis DAX 
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 
Theta Pro Prime 2 
Mark Levinson 390S 
Acuphase DP67 
Audia Flight CD 1 
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ clac 
Wadia 860 x 
Theta Data Pro Prime II 
Gamut CD I R mk II 
Acoustic Arts Drive 1 
EAD DSP9000 Pro Series III 
Wadia No 27 Dac 
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport 
Theta Pro Gen_y 
Acoustic Arts Drive 1 /Dac 1 mk 11 
Linn Sondec CD12 
Linn UNID1SK 1.1 
Roksan Caspian CD 
Trichord PD-S 503 
YBA CDI Delta (Twin psu) 
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport 
Primare V20 DVD/CD 
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4) 
Primare V25 CD/DVD 
Boulder 2020 dac 
Theta Data II Transport AT + link 
YBA CD Integre "new" 

IMEMalailecanaloque 
SME Series V Arm "new" 
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent 
Nottingham Analogue Dayas (Broyer arm) 
SME 281/2A 
SME 30/2 A "new" 
PS Audio Power Plant 300 + Ultimate Outlet 
Nottingham Analogue 'The Analogue Ir amo and deck 
Fanfare FT I Tuner 
Tara labs 10m Bal The 2 Interconnect 
Tara Labs FGS (Mono) pair 
Tara Labs The 2 Speaker Cable 4ft 
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS I.5/ Artemiz/ Jubilee 
Ortofoniubilee 
Roksan Caspian Phono se 
Roksan TMS2/ Artemiz 
Michell Orbe/ VC/ R13300 
Project RPM 6 "new" 
Project RPM9/ arm 
VPITNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VP1 Stand/ 
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. "new" 
Roksan Radius 5 (Acrylic)/ Nima arm "l'ew " 

Lorricraft record cleaning machine 
Earmax Pro 
Moth Record Cleaning m/c 
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new" 
Ortofon Rohmann 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new" 

¿On Den, £11,000.00 
ASK £21 500.00 
ASK £7.400.00 
ASK £4,400.00 
£95.00 £4,000.00 
LOn Dem £2 000.00 
£8 995.00 L1,000.00 
£955.00 £,200.00 
£4,995.00 £9,000.00 
LI 795.00 0.500.00 

£900.00 
£1,655.00 L - 
Coming Soon 
Coming Soon 
£395.. 00 
£4 9500 £9 000.00 
£55.00 CË9.00 
£00000 £7,899.00 
£4,995.00 £7 800.00 
£6,995.00 I ),000.00 
L7 495.00 L I 3,000.00 
£41)5.00 £ 1,100.00 
£7,995.00 L18,000.00 
L 1,750.00 £2,250.00 
CI 150.00 £,795.00 
L71)5.00 £ 1,750.00 
£2,995.00 £5,200.00 
£1,595.00 £4 100.00 
¿On Dem £E.0.00 
¿On Dem £500.00 
¿On Dem L 1 799.00 
¿On Dem £9i?9.00 
ASK £,000.00 
ASK £1,700.00 
ASK £3,500.00 
ASK £2 170.00 
£25.00 £28.99 
£625.00 £749.00 
£415.00 £468.99 
¿On Dem £750.00 
ASK £4,000.00 

£595.00 
£1,395.00 
£1,695.00 
£695.00 
£4,500.00 
£3,795.00 
ASK 
£1,695.00 
£.995.00 
L1,195.00 
ASK 
£1,995.00 
£2,795.00 
£,750.00 
£,995.00 
£495.00 
¿On Dent 
£7,995.00 
¿On Dem 
¿On Dem 
£295.00 
£3,995.00 
£750.00 
£750.00 
[On Dem 
¿On Dem 
[P.O.A. 
£I,995.00 
¿On Dena 

Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 "new" 
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc 
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu 
Plinius 14-Phono "new" 
Nackamichi DR 3 
Tom Evans - The Groove new 
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo £ 1,695.00 
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage A-demo MM/MC £640.00 

£I.400.00 
£,295.00 
ASK 
¿On Dem 
CIO 49500 
LI,Joo.00 
£4 495.00 
£51n.00 
£2,000.00 
£500.00 
£1,300.00 
ASK 
ASK 
¿On Dem 
¿On Dem 
ASK 
¿On Dem 
¿On Dem 

£8,500.00 
¿On Dem 
¿On Dem 
£0n Dem 
£395.00 
£45.00 
¿On Dem 
¿On Dem 

ASK 
£495.00 
L495.00 
¿On Dem 
£195.00 
ASK 

£1,500.00 
£2,200.00 
L - 
L1,900.00 
£6,500.00 
£4,400.00 
£4,500.00 
£5,000.00 
£7,500.00 
L - 
L2,950.00 
£2,890.00 
£8,000.00 
£9,000.00 
£9,600.00 
£1,295.00 
£6,500.00 
£12,000.00 
£6,500.00 
£995.00 
£500.00 
£5,500.00 
£1,600.00 
£I,000.00 
£4,500.00 
£1,000.00 
£24,000.00 
£4,000.00 
£1,195.00 

£1.650.00 

L3,500.00 
L5,273.53 
02 900.00 
L 1 ,§00.00 
C8,000.00 
£1,500.00 
C5,000.00 
£I,000.00 
£3,000.00 
£4,500.00 
L I 500.00 
C950.00 
£8,500.00 
£2,350.00 
£500.00 
£1.000.00 

£16,000.00 
£850.00 
LI 100.00 
£45.00 

L325.00 
L 1 050.00 
L500.00/ 
£750.00 
£I,100.00 
- 

L 
£2,750.00 
£400.00 
L 1,795.00 
£2,065.00 
£740.00 

8392 1 9 5 9 c"7- 020 8392 1 9 6 3 
8392 1994 "ellinfoQchoice-hifi.com 

from 10am to 6pm Mon- Sat and other times by appointment. 
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment. 

accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status We 



turntables 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 

SPACEDECK £889.75 

Tom Fletcher has been designing and 

manufacturing turntables for over 

thirty years, and this latest 

incarnation of his Nottingham 

Analogue Spacedeck is a superb 

transcription tool.You'll not find a 

more passionate advocate of 

analogue audio than he, and 

this enthusiasm extends to 

every small detail of the 

deck's design — which is 

brilliantly complete. It boasts 

rather unusual construction — 

three separate pillars resting on a 

composite resin turntable platform 

(which measures 360mm deep, 455 

wide and 50mm thick) are used to 

obviate any airborne or structure 

borne vibration.The turntable is 

placed on top of this platform along 

with the separate, offboard motor. 

Levelling the deck is simplicity itself — 

thanks to the two adjustable feet. 

The motor is a deliberately low 

torque 24 pole AC synchronous 

item, totally isolated from the platter 

via a conventional rubber drive belt. 

Tom Fletcher has engineered the 

deck so it has the option of holding 

an additional pick up arm mount, so 

the user can use two arms with the 

turntable. Sonically, the key defining 

characteristics of the Nottingham 

Analogue Spacedeck are space, speed 

and evenness. It's a particularly open, 

expansive and dimensional deck with 

real rhythmic aplomb — in a way it 

world awards 

awards 2004 

reminds 

one of the 

old eighties 

Roksan Xerxes, 

but with a good 

deal more detail and 

textural integrity. The 

Spacedeck does not dig 

out subterranean bass 

frequencies but does not suffer from 

bass overhang.This fast yet neutral 

audio footprint is addictive; the 

closest rival in this sense is Michell's 

GyroDec SE, which offers an even 

more transparent and self effacing 

sound, but arguably a slightly slower 

and more mechanical one too. Its 

most obvious sonic attribute is that 

of 

timing — 

this is an 

extremely pacey 

product. Attack transients 

are superb, as is the way notes 

decay. k's unusual to hear such a 

sound from a belt drive deck.You'll 

not find the generous `vinyl-like' 

euphony of the Linn here, or the 

slight warmth of the Origin Live — 

rather, it displays rifle-bolt precision 

which music fans will love, although 

folk who seek sweet and sumptuous 

ought to look elsewhere.A fine 

example of an exceptionally capable 

engineer's art. 

RUNNER UP: 
REGA PS f700 

Rega turntables are a brilliant example of that old adage, 

'less is more'.This is beautifully yet simply designed, with 

high quality materials and an excellent finish. Providing 

you place it carefully, it turns in a sound that's unremit-

tingly open and clean, with oodles of detail, depth and 

definition. It's best as an all- in-one package complete with 

one of Rega's own fine cartridges — lust pull it out of the 

box, plug in and play. Gorgeous. 
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world awards 

tonearm 

HADCOCK GH242 EXPORT 

£499 

Hadcock tonearms have been around 

largely unchanged since the nineteen 

seventies. For some reason, possibly 

linked to marketing, PR or hi-fi 

politics, for a long while they became 

unfashionable - their 'classic' design 

being seen as a hindrance, rather 

than a help. In truth, the GH242 

Export is as close as the original 228 

as the latest Ekos is to the original 

Linn lttok LVI — which means it's the 

same basic design, but refined 

dramatically. Don't think of this as 'an 

old arm', as something quaint, 'retro' 

or anachronistic — it is none of these. 

Rather, the Hadcock is the best value 

tonearm currently on sale, no less, 

and one of the most superior 

sounding too. But, to that list of 

superlatives, you can also add most 

'quirky', 'fiddly' and 'fussy' too — a 

'plug and play' Origin Live OL I it is 

not! It's a unipivot with an effective 

two balance weights.These counter-

weights are also decoupled and have 

the same finish as the pedestal.The 

effective mass of the arm is 10g. 

"don't think of this as quaint, ` retro' or 
anachronistic - it is none of these..." 
length of 2I2.8mm and a slender 

aluminium armtube.The headshell is 

fashioned from cast aluminium and is 

attached to the arm with a single cap 

head bolt.The chromium-bearing 

pedestal is burnished to a very fine 

finish.The pedestal supports the arm 

lift assembly (one of the best we've 

ever used!) as well as the anti-skate 

mechanism.The rear arm stub is of 

the decoupled variety and carries 

Pickup arm alignment is accurate and 

the headshell-offset angle is 23 

degrees. It can accommodate almost 

any cartridge with a weight within 

the range of 3-12gms.The top arm 

can be completely detached, because 

of this feature it is extremely easy to 

mount cartridges.This is a very fine 

arm as far as aesthetics go, and its 

build quality is second to none. 

Sonically, the Hadcock tracks with 

ease, displaying a grip of the music 

that is rarely equalled. It also 

presents subtle details as well as a 

very wide dynamic range. Stereo 

imaging is famously 

expansive, with the 

image melting the 

listening room walls 

away. Image placement 

is also rock-solid. It has such a large, 

feisty and vibrant sound, yet is a 

natural music maker with a rare 

ability to get you into the groove. It's 

a versatile, well thought out and 

flexible tool that's ideal for vinyl 

enthusiasts prepared to take the 

(considerable) time it takes to set-up, 

align and fine tune.There's absolutely 

nothing old hat about the Hadcock — 

it's a stunner! 

RUNNER UP: 
ROKSAN NIMA £350 

Forget Blu-Ray, DVD-Audio and DAB - who'd have 

thought that 2004 would be the year of the unipivot 

tonearm? The Hadcock is a brilliant precision instrument 

with looks and ergonomics from the old school — while 

the Nima brings unipivots well and truly into the 21st 

century. It's simple to set up, requires almost no fettling, 

looks unerringly cool and sounds the part too. It's a 

very musical and beguiling performer in a way that no 

Rega (or derivative multipivot) can be, and offers a good 

deal of the Hadcock magic in a far more user-friendly, 

and cheaper, package. 
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cartridge 

KOETSU ROSEWOOD £ I,499 

Koetsu Red: of all the world's great 

moving coils, there is none that can 

compare.... Here's a truly remarkable 

sounding coil that's priced low 

enough for mere mortals to afford — 

lust! Yoshiaki Sugano formed Koetsu 

after his time with Supex, where he 

designed the classic SD900. He sadly 

died in 2002, and with it the original 

generation of Koetsu cartridges, but 

his magic lives on with this, the 

company's entry-level design. In 

short, it's the most musical device at 

or anywhere near the price — it has a 

rare magical' quality that makes vinyl 

so obviously more emotional, more 

affecting and more moving than 

anything digital ever made.Whereas 

rivals can (and do) outshine it in 

terms of detail, bass grip, finesse, 

treble extension, all of this pails into 

nothing when you play this cartridge 

— suddenly (as the song says) you're 

lost in music, caught in a trap — and 

there really is no turning back.When 

you've lived with one of these, even 

the best rival transducers sound like 

CD at thirty 

deg—sbelow.ero."here 's one of the most innately musical 
The most 

:important, attribute phono pick-up cartridges yet made" 

there - right in front of the 

orchestra, band or singenThe reason 

for this is • in part - the Koetsu's 

startling attack transients. Listen to a 

simple drum beat and it has rhytnm 

and inflection (i.e. timing and 

dynamics). It's brilliant at both, 

making the (admiuedly cheaper) 

and loving it As for tonality, the 

Koetsu pulls off the impressive feat 

of sounding both rich and deep, but 

relatively neutral too. Its warm, 

sumptuous tonality isn't easily 

reducible to its frequency response 

trace - it's not obviously aberrant. Yet 

its portrayal of acoustic instruments 

of the Red is its 

immediacy.The music is more 

upfront, more tactile than greats such 

as Ortofon's EI,000 Kontrapunkt C 

[see RUNNER UP]. It lacks the 

Scandinavian MC's beautifully tidy, 

smooth, cultured, hi-fi sound and 

instead is much more like being 

RUNNER UP: 
:JRTOFON KONTRAPUNKT C 

Ortofon sound like it's just serving 

time. It sings with a carefree joy that 

I've not encountered with any other 

moving cog anywhere near the price, 

if at all. It succeeds by making any 

given recording sound like a group of 

musicians playing ; ive music together, 

£I,000 

This is the alter ego of the Koetsu Red — despite being 

considerably cheaper, many casual listeners would mark 

this down as being the more expensive of the two. It's 

obviously more finessed and 'sophisticated' sounding — a 

bit like US high end kit, if you get my drift.Yet despite 

the unremittingly 'proper' presentation, brilliant tracking 

and oh-so-well ordered nature, it's also a deeply 

pleasant thing to live with. Detailing and dynamics are as 

good as anything at twice the price, and this makes for a 

very engaging and enjoyable vinyl experience indeed. A 

tad too Scandinavian ( i.e. tidy) sounding for some, but 

we love and respect it for precisely this. 

and voices on all-analogue recordings 

is exquisite. Here's one of the most 

innately musical phono pick-up 

cartridges yet made. So charismatic, 

endearing, charming, seductive and 

yet so nearly without vice - it 

deserves our highest possible score. 

a 
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G ik A 1.1 

phonostage 

WHEST AUDIO PS20/MSU20 

£1,250 

One of the very best phonostages 

we've ever heard; not merely the best 

this year. It offers unmatched 

smoothness and openness, and detail 

and insight that have to be heard to 

be believed.That it comes from a 

relatively new and unknown British 

specialist manufacturer is all the more 

surprising. London-based James 

Henriot is the man behind Whest 

Audio, An audio engineer who has 

designed for both the professional 

and domestic audio fields, he 

specialises in professional live sound 

recording and audio research and 

development.The £899 DAP.I0 

'discrete analog processor', reviewed 

in the July 2004 issue of Hi-Fi World, 

was his first product - and what a 

revelation it proved too — but this 

phonostage is in a league above even 

this! The package contains the PS.20 

phono preamplifier and the MsU.20 

power supply. As per Trichord's 

Delphini, they're connected to one 

another by an umbilical cord 

terminated by metal DIN plugs, 

Naim-style.The MsU.20 has an IEC 

input with its own integral on-off 

switch, although is supposed to be 

left on all the time, and on the front a 

pinhole sized red LED. The PS.20 is 

"a lanc mark °roc 
interesting inasmuch as it has a pair 

of RCA output sockets, a pair of 

RCA sockets, and a pair of RCA 

loading sockets.The idea is that you 

select the gain (MM or MC) on the 

rear-mounted switch and plug in the 

correct pair of loading plugs for your 

M 

.17//itilliltlff "1\\\\\\I 
PhonoStage 20 

wh est 
multiple supply unit 

e 
cartridge (whici Whest supplies at 

the time of purchase). Sonical y, the 

Whest slices through poor pressings 

or recordings like a hot knife through 

butter, projects vocals amazingly, and 

uct for analogue 
-iangs instruments back wher needed. 

It appears to have dramatically lower 

distortion and a wider window on 

the world with greater depth of field, 

than any of its price rivals. So much 

faster, it's also more dimensicnal with 

obviously supe-ior soundstagIng. 

MsU.20 

image articulation and left-to- right 

image placement. Most significant is 

its utterly neutral tonality. Bass is 

strong and supple, but not boomy or 

overhung, midband glass-clear and 

treble sparkling, 

delicate and with 

breathtaking 

speed. Overall, this is a deeply special 

phonostage; its combination of 

dizzying depth, dimensionality, grip, 

speed and evenness allied 

tremendous textural accuracy make 

it a landmark product for analogue 

addicts. 

ac icts" 

RUNNER UP: 
GRAHAM SLEE ERA GOLD V £460 

The Era Gold V is said the result of many years of 

research and development by Graham Slee, a profes-

sional design engineer from the broadcast audio 

industry. It accepts almost any moving iron pick up 

cartridge and comes housed in a very smart alloy 

sleeve.This brand is not famous, but deserves to be. If a 

relaxed, yet engagingly rhythmic, presentation is what 

you seek, with smoothness and dimensionality - then 

look no furtherA product that neither diminishes nor 

exaggerates the performance; rather it displays the 

music even handedly, yet with great gusto. 
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CD player 

NAIM CD5i £825 

Naim Audio's 2004 range is 

undoubtedly the strongest it's ever 

been — and the new CD5i shows just 

how convincing the company now is 

in the entry level audiophile' stakes. 

It's ostensibly a CDS with a 

smattering of stuff from the new 

CDX2. From the former comes that 

exquisite die-cast zinc and aluminium 

(70x432x301mm) 

casework, crisp green LED 

display and tactile, backlit 

control buttons.This is 

one of the coolest looking 

CD spinners around - 

exquisitely hewn, it has 

the beautiful feel of an 

SME tonearm or Leica camera. 

Inside, there's the same suspended 

transport and low mass magnetic 

puck clamping system. Paths between 

critical components are designed to 

be as short as possible, with great 

attention paid to earthing and mains 

issues, There are fourteen low-noise, 

regulated power supplies on the 

main circuit board, separate digital 

and analogue transformer windings 

plus additional screening to reduce 

the intrusion of RF interference. 

From the CDX2 comes a glass. 

reinforced front loading drawer 

mechanism, and there are RCA 

phono sockets alongside the 

company's traditional DIN sockets. 

By Naim standards, it has a tremen-

dously accessible and open sound - 

boots on. Bass is never less than 

strong, firm and insistent; the CD5i 

remains consistent regardless of 

whataver else it is asked to play 

further up the audio band. It simply 

holds fast whatever's going on 

elsewhere, the result being a brilliant 

sense of natural musicality. It sounds 

less like a CD player, and more like 

music. The company's new entry-level 

machine displays superlative (and we 

"It sounds less like a CD player and 
more like music.., for the money, 
nothing compares..." 

super fast, focused, detailed and 

propulsive pght across the audio 

band.Theres simply no denying that 

this machine is faster, tighter, more 

grippy and engaging than the best of 

the rest at the price transient 

ability is dirtying. and makes rivals 

seem ponderous and vague, as if they 

were dancing ballet with hobnail 

use the word deliberately) build and 

ergonomics, a welcome few sensible 

facilities and deeply convincing 

sound. By reducing the price to 

£825,Naim has made a more distinct 

niche for the Si, where it looks even 

more of a bargain than its slightly 

pricier progenitor. Simply put — for 

the money, nothing compares... 

RUNNER UP: 
3DACOUSTICS SHANLING SCD-T203C 

Surely the most charsrnatic digital disc spinner around, 

this tries (and largele sJcceeds) to touch all eases a 

serious audiophile cou'd possibly want. It's irterestingly 

styled, superbly built Iras no superfluous (but many 

useful) features, great operational flexibility and great 

sound. Sonically, it's ntot quite up to the top £ 1,0001 

machines as a CD payer, but is extremely listenable all 

the same, and as ar SACD spinner it's peerless at the 

price — especially via the tube output stage. Far sweeter, 

warmer and more analogue sotunding than anything 

we've heard at the price; some may find it too much so. 

others may never be able to go back. 
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DVD player 

ARCAM DV79 £ 1,000 

The sight of Arcam's latest DVD 

spinner causes few surprises — it's a 

smart, unprepossessing, skilfully built 

and well-presented machine in the 

quintessentially English mould.VVhat 

delights is when you switch it on then 

look or listen, and  suddenly you realise jj d js Peerless in the way it co 
how special it is. Put 

simpl),,if you want many strengths for the mac 
something that plays 

CDs as well ( if not better) than most 

high quality CD spinners on the 

market — and plays DVDs of the 

video and Audio variety (but not 

SACD) with equal panache — then 

this is your machine. It's not the best 

performer at the price in any isolated 

respect, but is peerless in the way it 

combines so many strengths for the 

modest outlay.The DV79 is well 

specified too - Dolby ProLogic 11 

decoding and an HDMI link both join 

the Arcam party — but of more 

interest to audiophiles are the 

toroidal mains transformer, 32-bit 

Zoran audio DSP,VVolfson VVM8740 

DACs and low jitter clock, There's an 

easygoing nature to the Arcam that 

means music simply washes over the 

from the likes of Naim and Exposure. 

The Arcam makes a fine job of 

separating instruments, showing a 

degree of maturity unmatched by 

other DVD players of this price. 

Ultimately bass response is a little 

soft and fulsome, but still outshines 

anything comparable in the DVD 

market. Best of all, here's a DVD 

listener. It's precise too - anyone used 

to standard CD will still be 

impressed, especially compared with 

rival universal DVD players from the 

likes of Denon or Pioneer which are 

both obvious!), compromised in their 

'legacy' 16/44 Red Book CD replay. 

Indeed, its soundstaging and 

instrument positioning is every bit as 

good as its best bespoke CD rivals 

moines so 
est outlay" 

spinner that really is genuinely 

exciting to listen to via I 6bit, and 

rarely feels like a poor relation to any 

sub £ 1,000 CD spinner. Factor in its 

fantastic DVD picture quality with 

plenty of depth and texture, the 

wonderful ergonomics, great (albeit 

rather sober) looks and the Arcam 

DVD79 is cracking vaiue — and one of 

the company's best products to date. 

RUNNER UP: 
LINN UNIDISKI.1 £6,500 

This is the company's first, most expensive and highest 

performing universal disc player. Offering multichannel 

and/ or stereo sound from CD, DVD-Video, DVD-Audio 

and SACD, it's Linn's statement high resolution digital 

source, using all in-house technology — and it shows. 

There's no other universal player that sounds so good 

with CD — and yet the Unidisk is brilliantly 

accomplished with every other format too. It's 

diminutive, deliciously styled, boasts superb connectivity 

and fearsome sonics no matter what you play on it. 

Expensive, but few will ever need — or want - more. 
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integrated amplifier 

AUDIO ANALOGUE 

PUCCINI SETTANTA £975 

Audio Analogue's first Puccini 

amplifier was a god, the second 

merely accomplished. In this, its third 

Settanta incarnation, designer Marco 

Manunta has pulled the marque back 

to the top of the crop.There's a 

wholesale return to the original's 

smooth and refined voicing, with a 

significantly improved 

casing to boot.You're 

quickly drawn in by the 

all-new, aluminium 

construction and 

undoubtedly the best 

looking remote for any product 

under £ 1,000. Other features include 

five line level inputs and a tape loop, 

but those seeking tone controls or 

headphone sockets will be 

disappointed.The standard inclusion 

of a MM/MC phono stage is 

extremely unusual these days, as is 

the substantial toroidal PSU, which 

helps generate the increased power 

output of 70 watts.Audio Analogue 

wanted to get back to the sort of 

sound that made the original Puccini 

so beguiling and, on the evidence 

here, it has more than succeeded — 

they have produced one of the finest 

sounding amps' below £ 1,000 to Hi-Fi 

World's ears. It's no secret that we 

adore fluid, beguiling sounding 

amplification (be it valve or solid 

state), and while there are punchier 

and more powerful designs (such as 

Musical Fidelity's excellent X-150). 

in the class, with fine separation and 

projection a further bonus.Vocals, in 

particular, are beautifully carried, just 

like a valve amplifier — and what's 

more remarkable is the complete 

lack of sibilance or, indeed, any 

harshness whatsoever.What is 

portrayed is true, and beautifully 

articulated. For those who tire 

quickly of music being thrown at you, 

then the Puccini's comforting 

presence is a welcome tonic — here's 

"here's an amplifier that makes music 
sound good enough to bathe in" 

we've not heard anything as 'human' 

as this. Balance is exactly right, with a 

bold, expansive sound; full of bounce, 

vitality and a level of refinement rare 

in an amplifier at this price.The wide 

soundstage doesn't quite the instru-

mental focus of a Naim Nait Si, but it 

has far deeper bass, superior vocal 

texture and resolution of subtle 

detailing. Intimacy and texturality are 

without doubt better than anything 

RUNNER UP: • 
PRIMA LUNA PROLOGUE I INTEGRATED 
£800 

Psst — want to know a secret? The vast majority of valve 

amplifiers are as bad as the breed's detractors assert — 

thanks to rubbish output transformers and amateur-

hour build. But the Prima Luna is different — designed in 

Holland and built in China (to an unusually high 

standard), here's a genuinely capable and engaging 

tubular belle with performance way above rival tube 

(and transistor, for that matter) designs. It's imported by 

Absolute Sounds, although they're a little circumspect 

about admitting it in public ( it doesn't have a telephone 

number price tag). but they needn't be — it's a diamond. 

an amplifier that makes music sound 

good enough to bathe in! When it 

comes to crafting music, Audio 

Analogue's new Puccini Settanta is 

surely the finest in its class. Every 

note is carefully conveyed with no 

slop, no grain, no spit and most 

remarkably of all, no added gloss. As 

with the original it's a thoroughly 

convincing and totally engrossing 

piece of kit. 
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preamplifier 

Stella OP200 

sum.° 

IMF .0VAPIJFIEll• 

Coaxl 17.5 
PI 1 /Fti -96 k 192 kHz 

APRIL MUSIC 

STELLO DP200 £ 1,495 

Thirty years ago. Japan's assault on 

the international hi-fi market began 

in earnest, and now it's the time of 

the South Koreans. April Music's 

Stello DP-200 represents the 

company's entry level preamplifier, 

but there's a twist - a 24/192 

upsampling DAC built in. It's an 

unashamed, high end stereo device — 

with no multichannel pretensions 

whatsoever — that works as an 

analogue preamplifier, digital 

preamplifier and upsampling DAC.As 

such, it's a mightily handy bit of kit, 

but there's more — it also offers an 

optional MM/MC phono input card, 

an optional analogue to digital 

convertor card and a standard 

headphone preamplifier. It's a fully 

balanced discrete Class-A design, 

with high quality components inside, 

and very tidy it looks under the 

hood. Cable runs are neat, and it's 

been designed with short signal paths 

and a range of slot in card options. 

The first analogue in can be 

configured for use with an optional 

MM/MC phono card (£ 195).Yet it's 

so much more than 'just' a high end 

preamp, thanks to its fully spec'd 

upsampling digital-to-analogue 

convertor which takes any digital 

input ( 32, 44.1, 48, 96 and I 92kHz, 16 

or 24bit) and crunches it to analogue 

at the maximum possible resolution, 

and also upsamples any or these 

resolutions to 48,96 or I92kHz as 

selected by the Upsample button on 

DP200 cannot be regarded as 

astringent in any way; rather it has a 

impressively open feel that's smooth 

right across the audio band.Vocals 

have a direct and natural quality, 

which give a fine sense of timbre and 

texture. Acoustic instruments have an 

innate naturalness to them that is 

rare at this price point. Treble is also 

excellent, with an upfront and 

explicit nature, yet things never 

descend into brightness.There's real 

atmosphere and space here.Allied to 

"tremencously versatile, yet it suffers 
for this sonically not one jot..." 
the fascia or remote.And then 

there's the optional (£ 145) analogue-

to- digital convertor card, which 

inputs analogue (either line or from 

the aforementioned optional phono 

card, and outputs it digitally in 16 or 

24bit, 48 or 96kHz resolutions. 

Finally, there's a rather good 

headphone amplifier built in, driving 

phones with 8-300S2 impedance! 

Sound is bright and sweet, the 

an ever-so-slightly warm bass, the 

result is an open sound with the 

merest hint of euphony - the DP200 

has a beautifully listenable and 

enjoyable sound. It's this machine's 

tremendous all-round sonic 

competence allied to a staggering 

versatility that makes it so 

compelling. Tremendously versatile, 

yet it suffers for this sonically not 

one jot. 

RUNNER UP: 
MING DA MEIXING MC-7R £288 

We're genuinely excited by the products that are now 

steadily winding their way out of China.The MC-7R 

really throws into stark relief some of the over-priced 

equipment we've been led to believe equates with ' high-

end' here in England.This ridiculously good (at the 

price) tube preamp never once failed to impress, and 

was a pleasure to use. Genuine high-end sound on a 

budget — say no more! 
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MUSICAL FIDELITY X-P200 

£899 

It's the eternal dilemma — you've got 

a decent integrated amplifier and you 

want more — more power, mcre 

control, more depth, more 

dimensionality. Yet .t seems that you 

have to start spending serious money 

to really lift your system above its 

current good — but not bri liant — 

level of 

Performance. "this amo boasts serious hich enc 
Well if you 

want seri°us I ots of watts anc an easy uocrace 
high end _ 

sound, lots of watts and an easy 

upgrade path — then you've just 

found it. Musical Fidelity's X-P200 is 

touted as 'a high performance power 

amp in a modest package' — and 

here's a rare example of the reality 

bearing out the hype. MF cairns 

2x 120W RMS and this doubles when 

bridged to become a 250W RMS 

monobloc when bridged, with a 

claimed 75A peak-to-peak current 

delivery. It's a simple enough thing to 

use - there's a pcwer on button, and, 

interestingly, a choice of A or B 

inputs. Round the back, the rear 

panel has corresponding RCA phono 

inputs for A and B, plus a pair of line 

level phono outpts for bi-ampirg. 

There's a pair of loudspeaker binding 

posts per side; bridged mode 

operation is simply a matter of 

hooking one loucspeaker lead to the 

Right minus terminal, and the other 

world awards 

power amplifier 

little of the mush, scunge and general 

gunk that afflicts oh-so-many 

transistor designs. It's open and 

transparent, and lets timbre and 

texture emerge from the 

loudspeakers in all its glory. It's not 

romantic though - don't go thinking 

this is some sepia-tinged retro 

special.There's visceral punch, with 

no shortage of current driv.ng ability 

— and when you bridge them you 

realise it's a seriously big hitting 

to the Left plus, on both X-P20Cs. of 

course.The X-P200 looks and feels a 

class act. Plugged into a decent 

preamplifier (such as MF AJclio's 

Passive Preamp if it's a pastive you 

want, or April Mtsic's Stello DP200 if 

you want loads of features or 

Musical Fidelity's own X-PRE if you 

wary: an excellent do- it- all design 

that's a beautiful visual match), you 

get a very clean sound with very 

sounc, 
oath" 

combo with vast, gut-churning tracts 

of bass. Real wallop, delivered with a 

velvet glove — every hi-fi home 

should have one, or two if at all 

possible... A truly affordable 

audiophile bargain, and one of the 

best things Musical Fidelity has made 

in a long time. 

[shown in monobloc configuration 

with matching X-PRE v3 preamplifier] 

RUNNER UP: 
NAIIM NAP200 £ 1,142 

The company's cheapest 'Classic' powet amplifier, it 

follows wisdom accrued from the genesis of Naim's 

flagslnip NAP500 amplifier-The result is a claimed 70W 

RMS per channel into 8 ohms, and the ability to drive a 

2 ohm load for long periods of time.Afthough boasting 

a less impressive on-paper specification than many 

considerably less pricey rivals, in practice this is one of 

the gutsiest transistor amplifiers anywhere near the 

price. It's brilliantly fast, with firecracker dynamics, and 

makes almost anything else sound positively pedestrian. 

It's a more specialised bit of kit than the X-200, but 

none the worse for it. Naim separates have a ways been 

an acquired taste, but it's no surprise that lots of people 

acquire it... 
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loudspeakers 

SPENDOR S6E £ l,495pr 

If this loudspeaker was an automobile, 

it would be a Rover P5B — the bolide 

of choice for Prime ministers from 

Harold Wilson to Margaret Thatcher. It 

is terribly English — and all the better 

for it It's technically interesting, conser-

vatively yet stylishly presented and does 

the job unerringly and without protest. 

It works very well, with no small 

degree of panache. Loudspeakers are 

intensely subjective things, and not 

everyone will love the Spendor S6e, yet 

it's so damn good at so much that it's 

extremely hard to fault. Oh-so-many 

designs sound impressive in the 

showroom and yet when you get them 

complement comprises a 180mm bass-

mid drive unit and 27mm 

tweeterThese are the least 

'showy' sounding 

loudspeakers we've heard that 

have been designed in the last 

two decades. Listened to cold, 

and with little attention paid 

to matching, placement or set-

up, they're simply a tad over 

warm and lacklustre. Fettle 

them and the picture changes 

profoundly, with an extremely 

even-handed and open 

window on the music with 

none of the dry, acerbic, 

forward, distortion-fuelled zing 

of so many other rivals. Nor 

do they serve up bass boom 

that apparently adds weight 

but in truth kills speed — 

despite their innate warm-

"a civilisec anc soohisticat-
ec loucsoeaker for oeoole 
of a similar cisoosition". 
home it's downhill all the way — yet the 

reverse is true here.This floorstander 

seems a tad warm and woolly, yet when 

you position it carefully, match it 

sensibly and relax with your favourite 

disc, things change dramatically. It 

comes 'out of itself' and starts to sing 

like nothing else we've heard at or near 

its £ 1,495 retail price this year. It's 

conscientiously and thoroughly 

engineered (with lots of impressive 

detail touches), gracefully styled (by 

Allen Boothroyd - the man behind 

Meridian's arresting visual language) and 

sober yet immensely capable sounding. 

The cabinets don't attempt any fancy 

curvatures - rather, they're robustly put 

together, beautifully veneered and 

conventionally shaped affairs, housing a 

tweeter and mid/bass unit and a clever 

downward firing port.The drive unit 

side-of-neutral tonality, they 

never sound slow or 

ponderous.VVhat they offer is 

a unique combination of 

speed, grip and transparency 

allied to most 'benevolent' 

tonality.To this day, we still get 

readers writing in extolling the 

virtues of Spendor's classic 

1970s BC Is — their unremit-

tingly ' liberal' sound winning 

many friends.VVell, the S6es 

take these traditional values 

and put them into that 

legendary 'modern context' — 

they're not fat or loose like 

their progenitors, but 

have all their abiding 

charm.A civilised and 

sophisticated loudspeaker for 

people of a similar disposition. 

• • 

• • 

RUNNER UP 
ELAC FS207.2 £999.99 

Most sub-£ 1,000 boxes offer you differing degrees of 

dryness, from 'southern Italy' to 'Sahara Desert'.The 

Elacs are different; they're lush, warm, musical and — 

their eternal credit — boast a sweet, airy and 

atmospheric treble.The reason for this is the company's 

home-made JET ribbon tweeter which is an absolute 

gem — it gives you a taste of the high end.These 

floorstanders take you places that other price rivals 

simply can't go, thanks to their superb drivers — think 

Honda VTECs to the wheezy diesel engines of their 

rivals... VVunderbar!. 
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SENNHEISER HD650 £299.99 

Sennheiser's best ever dynamic 

headphone was launched this year. 

Millions of Euros spent in R&D has 

seen new technology developed for 

its £ 1,000 MKH40 broadcast 

microphone used to reduce 

distortion and deliver unprecedented 

clarity.They feel exquisite.At 260g 

they're quite substantial, but are 

superbly finished — the best we've 

ever encountered — with damped 

fibre frames, black stainless steel 

grilles and a high-quality titanium-

silver finish. Inside, each side sports 

Sennheiser's patented Duofol 

transducers with two Mylar films per 

side to make one rigid diaphragm, 

with specially developed acoustic silk 

for precise, uniform damping.The 

coils themselves are ultra- light 

Aluminium (Copper Clad Alloy Wire), 

with Neodymium Iron magnets in a 

sophisticated magner/diaphragm 

design for controlled long excursions 

with very low distortion.Three 

metres of connecting cable is used, 

which is detachable, made from highly 

conductive OFC copper for 

maximum signal transmission and 

Kevlar-reinforced for strength. 

Sennheiser says this gives very low 

handling noise ( i.e. sensitivity to 

structure-borne sound.The result is 

that the capsules are made to the 

finest tolerances (within 

± 1 dB), and used in 

hand-picked pairs. 

Senrheiser claims a 

frequency response of 

16-30,000 Hz (± 1dB), and quoted 

impedance is 300 ohms.They're about 

as comfortable as big hi-fi 

headphones can be.The elliptical 

design sits easily on the ears with the 

soft padding excerpting 2.5N of 

contact pressure — not as sylph-like 

as Sennheiser's £29.95 PX-100s 5ut 

not bad at all! Sonically, they actually 

sound quite soft at first, and seem to 

open up and get more expressive as 

the listening continues. Bass is sl ghtly 

stronger and fuller than the HD600s, 

but emphatically more fluid and 

lucid and ever so slightly sweeter. 

One weak point is the cables — 

substitute an aftermarket pair of 

Stefan AudioArt leads (costing nearly 

half as much as the headphones) and 

the per'ormance rises to a new level 

— they're sweeter, more fluid and 

organic tr,/ far Of course, no 

Sennhetser headphone will ever be 

"a orilliantly jucced do- it- all solution to 
the mocern headphone oroolematic" 

articulate. Midband is obviously 

smoother and more subtle, with 

better low level detailing and a 

greater sense of atmosphere and the 

treble is more atmospheric.'spacey', 

rich, creamy and euphonic - but the 

HD650s are a brilliantly judged do-it-

all solution to the modern 

headphone problematic — and 

upgradeable too. 

world awards 

RUNNER UP: 
ETYMOTIC ER-4P L240 

If you've £25 to spend on a pair of in-ear headphones, 

Sennheiser's new MX-550s reign supreme, but for those 

who spend half their lives listening to music on the 

move — and there are many - then this is the very best 

way to do it. In fact, the Etymotics are better even than 

most loudspeakers — with electrostatic levels of clarity. 

A superb, ultra-focused design that more than justifies 

its stiff price. 
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TOWNSHEND MAXIMUM 

SUPERTWEETER E800pr 

Townshend's Maximum supertweeter 

is a brilliant tweak — offering a 

dramatic audio upgrade to owners of 

both budget and high end 

loudspeaker systems alike. Not only 

does it open up the treble, as you'd 

expect, but brings real smoothness 

and air to the midband too.The 

Maximum comes in a very petite 

(50x30x100mm) casing in a 

choice of either Titanium or 

(in the case of the review 

samples) a stainless steel 

mirror finish which looks 

exquisite; in some way redolent of a 

1950s broadcast microphone. 

Pressure relief vents in the sides of 

the case are provided to allow the 

air pressure on the ribbon to 

equalise in the event of sudden 

pressure changes. Inside is a super-

powerful neodymium magnet and an 

ultra thin eight micron pure 

aluminium ribbon, plus a simple 

crossover to set the sensitivity. All 

copper conductors, including the 

matching transformer windings and 

the aluminium ribbon, use Townshend 

Audio's Deep Cryogenically Treated 

(DCT) process, as found in its lsolda 

loudspeaker cables, and are heat 

annealed (- 190C to + 150C). Output 

may be set to suit loudspeakers with 

sensitivities from 80-110dB, adjusted 

in steps by a rear-mounted eight-

position switch. Also on the back are 

the usual 4mm banana sockets.The 

kit comes complete with a set of 

the ultra high frequency spectrum. 

Just as subwoofers seem to take the 

strain off loudspeaker bass units, 

making them altogether more fluid 

and unforced, so supertweeters seem 

to sweeten the treble.There's a small 

but obvious improvement in fluidity 

and ease in the high frequency 

region, which (interestingly) stretches 

down to the upper midband.The 

difference can be staggering 

(depending on your system), with a 

profound fillip to many loudspeakers' 

"a brilliant tweak, offerinc a dramatic 
audio upgrade to any loudspeaker..." 

very high quality I.5m DCT cables, 

for wiring to the main speaker 

terminals via spade or piggy back 

connectors.Although human hearing 

rarely extends beyond 20kHz, we can 

'perceive' (if not actually hear) higher 

— which is partly why the brickwall 

filtering of CD at 20kHz sounds so 

unnatural.To wit, the Maximums run 

from 20-70kHz (at —3dB points), or 

I 2-90kHz (at —6dB), thus 'filling in' 

treble performance and the addition 

of a subtle but oh-so-welcome 

atmosphere and 'spatiality' in both 

treble and upper midband regions. 

More impressive is the extra speed 

they bring; attack transients have 

better definition — yet there's 

absolutely no change in tonality. 

Great performance, engineering and 

build make them this year's essential 

high end audio accessory. 

RUNNER UP: 
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-CANS v3 £299 

Although many consider headphones an irrelevance, for 

others they're a lifeline. Many audiophiles can't turn up 

the volume for fear of annoying their neighbours, while 

others crave a shortcut to high end loudspeaker sound 

at a fraction of the price.As such, the X-CANS v3 is an 

essential purchase — it gives genuinely high fidelity sound 

and permits the use of any headphone you could ever 

imagine. It's neat, looks cool and gets better the more 

you use it — some are even tweaking theirs and changing 

tubes. Partner this with a pair of Sennheiser HD650s 

with Stefan AudioArt cables and you'll struggle to find a 

high end loudspeaker that comes close! 
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subscription to Ni-Fi World. 

Letter of the Month 

THE RIGHTS STUFF 
At present it is totally illegal to copy any 

data from one medium to another 

without a license. Naturally this includes 

anyone using an iPod, or recording vinyl 

for backup purposes, or creating CD-Rs 

for use in the car. It also impacts on 

anyone backing up computer software 

from the Hard Drive to archival media 

such as CD or OVO, and will have a 

major impact on HOD music systems. 

The Patent Office website says this on 

the subject of copying: 

Q - Do 1 always need permission to 

copy or use copyright material? 

A - No, there are certain exceptions to 

the rights given to the copyright owner. 

For example, limited use of works may 

be possible for non-commercial 

research and private study, criticism or 

review, reporting current events, judicial 

proceedings and teaching in schools. 

But if you are copying large amounts of 

material and/or making multiple copies 

then you may still need permission. 

Also, it is generally necessary to include 

an acknowledgement of the name of 

the copyright work and its author. 

Q - But if I've bought something, can't I 

use it however I like? 

A - Just buying a copy of a book, CD, 

video, computer program, etc. does not 

necessarily give you the right to make 

further copies (even for private use) or 

play or show them in public. The right 

to do these things will generally remain 

with the copyright owner, whose 

permission you would need. You should 

note that photocopying a work, 

scanning a work to produce an 

electronic copy and downloading a copy 

of a work which is in an electronic form 

(e.g. on a CD-ROM or online database) 

all involve copying the work, so that 

permission to copy is generally needed. 

Q - But if I have permission, i.e. a 

license, to use o work, can't I use it 

however I like? 

A - Not unless the license you have 

allows any use of the work. Often a 

copyright owner will only give 

permission for some uses of a work, 

e.g. publication of a photograph in a 

particular newspaper, and, if you want 

to use the work in any other way, e.g. 

by publishing the photograph in a 

magazine, you will need to seek further 

permission. 

This is a ridiculous state of affairs and 

the current law is under review. If you 

think you should be allowed to copy 

your music to other media for storage 

or use elsewhere in your environment 

you should write to Teresa Amesen of 

the intellectual Property & Innovation 

Directorate at the UK Patent Office at 

copyright@patentgov.uk about consul-

tation on working paper SEC (2004) 

995 ( 19/7/04) reviewing EU legislation 

in the field of copyright and related 

rights. You should also write to Markt-

E4@cec.eu.int at the European 

Commission. You can learn more about 

the consultation at 

http://europcieu.int/commlintemal_mar 

ket/copyright/review/consultation_en.ht 

m, and a link to the Europa website etc 

con be found on the page of the Patent 

Office at 

http://www.patentgov.uk/copylnotices/2 

004/consultation.htm.They are 

interested to hear individual's views on 

the subject, rather than just the big 

corporations. 

Tom Alves 

I had a long telephone conversation 

just the other day on this subject 

with the International Federation of 

the Phonographic Industry ( IFPI), 

who represent artists worldwide. 

Technically, under UK law, you 

cannot copy without a license. 

However, when you download 

legally, a license has been granted to 

allow copying. So copying to an iPod 

is legal. What you can and can't do 

with what is, in effect, someone 

else's property is decided by them 

and you, in a contract.The law only 

applies when a contract is not 

negotiated, for whatever reason. 

Apple offer music for sale with 

pre-negotiated FairPlay rights, an 

excellent solution, but sadly 

Microsoft have allowed the Rights to 

be set on an ad-hoc basis by the 

Rights Holders which results in the 

sort of mess you see on OD2 sites. 

It raises the need for buyers to read 

lengthy statements of Rights before 

purchasing, and if they don't then it's 

considered their fault if those Rights 

prove unacceptable after download. 

This can mean anything, say 99p for 

just one play! The IFPI were 

defensive about this when I 

questioned them and quite obviously 

have no intention of attempting to 

establish a consistent set of usage 

Rights from their members, even 

though Apple's solution has proven 

enormously popular. 

In the background, with 

Copyright Law varying across EU 

states, the European Union is trying 

to get to grips with this issue yet 

again. The last I heard, they were 

discussing a total EU wide ban on 

copying devices! This accords with 

UK law, but not with law in most 

other EU states, where limited 

copying is allowed. For the time 

being, whilst the EU debates this 

matter, no one is bothering to do 

much, it appears. It isn't a very 

satisfactory situation but I would 

doubt (and hope) no one will be 

prosecuted in the UK for copying 

for personal use whilst such a totally 

confusing situation exists. NK 
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when copying music legal and when is it 

not? Right now, the law isn't clear... 
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BIG IN JAPAN 
Dear David, 

Thanks you for your great 'Digital 

Surround' special issue. Particularly, 1 

had a great impression about your 

review of the Marantz CD 63 KI DP. I 

agree strongly with you and Mr. Ken 

lshiwata's opinions about early Philips 

and Marantz CD spinners. I still use a 

CD 94 limited and Mr. Kinoshita, a very 

famous audio guru, founder of Ray 

Audio and co-designer of the original 

TAD units, uses a Marantz CD99 as his 

reference. My friend, one of the most 

famous audio critics, Mr. Ichiroh 

Igarashi, surprisingly still uses the first 

generation Pro CD spinner, the Philips 
LHH 2000! (Mr. Kinoshita built his very 

beautiful and state of the art studio at 

Hakone Japan national pork. He 

prefers analogue audio strongly like you, 

and several months ago he bought 

1,300 mint 78s!) 

By the way, I think Compact Discs 

made in the 1980s sound better thon 

modern pressed CD. Particularly, the 

CDs manufactured by PDO (Polygram 

Dupont Optical) sound far better than 

any modern disc. For example, in the 

1980s Decca made many recordings of 

Solti Chicago and Dohnanyi Cleveland. I 

have a lot of them made by PDO. They 

sound great - full bodied, sweet and 

musical. Now we can buy same titles in 

various reissue versions, but they sound 

thin, harsh and not musicol.Why? I 

think two reasons - a respected 

mastering engineer Doug Sax said, 

"digital does not get better going 

through a computer", and now CDs ore 
mastered via computers. In the 1980s, 

CDs weren't, but via the Sony 1630 or 

1610 format instead. Also, in the! 980s 

PDO CDs was mode by o system of 

'stompers', just like analogue LPs. Now 

all CDs are manufactured by a system 

of 'injection'.What do you think about 

my opinion? 

Ken Tanaka 

Tokyo 

P.S. Mr Ken Ishiwata is one of the very 

famous audio celebrities, and of course 

he is Japanese - but we can't buy any 

KI products in japan? 

Hi Ken — glad you liked the KI DP 

piece — it certainly put the cat 

among the pigeons. I've had 

countless emails accusing me (and 

KI) of being frauds, charlatans, self-

aggrandisers, etc. (repeat to fade), 

and countless more telling me how 

right KI was in what he said — 

namely that ' it ain't what you do, it's 

the way that you do it'... I think that 

CD technology is changing, and it's 

not always for the better — simple as 

that. Swing arm CD transports and 

multibit DACs (to name but two) 

simply aren't here anymore, yet to 

many ears sound dramatically more 

musical. Still, this is no council of 

despair — because there are great 

players out there even now, it's just 

that fewer and fewer manufacturers 

can be bothered to make them. Hats 

off to Exposure, which is actually 

manufacturing (albeit in small 

volumes) a genuine, bespoke CD 

transport working in ye olde real 

time (not 52x, CD-ROM style) and 

most emphatically not with a pick up 

designed to read the latest Bridget 

most interested. Oh well, 1 better 

stop yakking on about classic I 6bit 

digital, lest 1 confuse a small but 

vociferous minority of Hi-Fi World 

readers who dwell under the 

misapprehension that I'm only 

interested in LP As for the absence 

of the 'cult of Ken Ishiwata' in his 

native Japan, well maybe it's because 

he's lived in Antwerp, Belgium for 

the past fifteen years and is now 

buying a penthouse near Shenzen, 

China — and so doesn't spend much 

time in his lovely home country any 

more? DP 

early multibit Marantz CD73 — they don't make,:em like that 

anymore", etc... 

Jones movie on DVD.We're already 

seeing a renewed interest in classic 

I 6bit, and I wonder how long it's 

going to take before we get retro 

players made new? Hmmm... maybe 

we shouldn't hold our breath, as it's 

much easier to bung in a DVD 

mech, add a toroidal transformer 

and charge a silly sum... Anyway, 

somewhat circuitously, Exposure's 

Andy Whittle paid me a visit last 

week, and was most interested to 

hear the aforementioned Marantz 

CD63 KI DP through my system. He 

smiled and said, "I know Ken, he's a 

clever bdf4db0Id — and that just 

doesn't sound like CD!" How's that 

for a ringing endorsement? 

As for CD pressings, now that's 

an interesting point.When I lived in 

Japan, I was constantly amazed by 

the amount of audiophile CD 

pressings on sale — not just from hi-

fi shops but from common-or-garden 

'CD shops' too. The Japanese take 

this subject far more seriously than 

we do, and 1 have to say we've had 

our eye off the ball even more as 

we've watched DVD-A and SACD 

sales soar to, errm, half that of LP, 

here in the UK. Maybe we should be 

more aware of the differences 

between the software — it's all too 

easy to obsess on the hardware 

from where I'm sitting. If any readers 

have particular observations, I'd be 

ONE LOVE 
1 am happy with my stereo system to 

play LPs. The source consists of a 

Michell Orbe, Origin Live Encounter 

arm and Grado Statement cartridge. 

However, mono records sound thin on 

this system. Therefore I plan to have a 

second system with a good mono 

cartridge. Lyra seems a very good 

cartridge which seems to be alone at 

the top.1 have the idea that a unipivot 

arm will work relatively well with a 

mono cartridge. Do you have 

experience with this cartridge in a 

unipivot arm, do you know other top of 
the line mono cartridge? 

Lawrence Ouweltjes 

Holland 

Hello Lawrence. Over the years 1 

have amassed a collection of records 

which date from the 1920s to the 

present day. The pickup arm to use 

for older recordings is the Hadcock 

GH242. It is a unipivot and the top 

tube is easily removable, so aiding us 

mono freaks.This is essential as early 

recordings had a much wider groove 

and a change of cartridge is very 

useful. I regularly use a Music Maker 

3 and I know that Len Gregory does 

make them for 78rpm use.This 

means that the stylus is a conical 

type, not the usual elliptical profile 

found on most modern pick up 

cartridges. I don't think anyone 
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makes a dedicated mono cartridge 

any more, but I have had really good 

results with my Music Maker. Another 

point to bear in mind is equalisation 

system, as over the years it has 

changed numerous times. Graham 

Slee makes an adjustable stage - I use 

one with all of my records! This 

product is a very fine unit, well built, 

in an elegant case, and it won't break 

the bank.A website to investigate for 

further detailed information is the 

Wolverine Antique Music Society — 

find it on www.Google.com. Good 

luck in your quest. 

SW 

ge4Wighell Orbe sounds thin 

SACD, HYPE AND DVD-A 
It was interesting to read Patrick 

Cleasby's comments on DualDisc 

(November) but it would be even more 

interesting to know where all those 

unattributed negative comments came 

from. Who is "the manager of a band 

with a real interest in bringing surround 

titles to market" for example? Not 

someone who is clued up about OVO-

Audio, I would suspect, but more likely 

someone who has become convinced by 

the hype of SACD. Pink Floyd, perhaps? 

James Guthrie's technically erroneous 

comments at the "Dark Side of the 

Moon" SACD launch are now notorious 

in the professional audio industry as 

examples of hype triumphing over 

reality, on a por with arm-bending 'tests' 

in consumer audio, but unfortunately 

some people who evidently don't trust 

their ears believed it Meanwhile, it is 

difficult to find "plenty others out there 

of a similar mind" who have not 

accepted the SACD shilling. It's also 

difficult to find verifiable quotes of 

companies pooh-poohing DualDisc - 

sure, it may be too expensive for some 

smaller companies initially, and plenty of 

content providers are waiting to see how 

the launch goes - but record companies 

holding their breath on the one hand, 

and going on record as rejecting the 

format on the other, are two very 

different things. You can find several of 

one, but very few of the other. 

Meanwhile, what are the facts 

about DualDisc?The test market went 

extremely well, and while apparently 

12% of purchasers had issues with the 

disc or its packaging, to conclude that 

this was a result of disc compatibility 

problems would be erroneous, as the 

figure included problems with the 

prototype case (disc clamp and case lid 

clip being too loose in particular) - 

which many suffered from. One report, 

from an unnamed laboratory quoted in 

a US magazine, claimed to have found 

technical issues with disc compatibility - 

but the magazine refused to reveal the 

name of the lab concerned for some 

reason, perhaps to do with their 

affiliation, and the results could not be 

verified. In fact there appear to have 

been no significant issues with disc 

compatibility in slot-loaders, where there 

was the greatest pre-test worry on this 

score. 

And *of course* Philips, the number 

two backer of SACO, will not approve 

the CD side of a DualDisc! What else 

do you expect? They do not approve the 

millions of copy-protected CDs out there 

either, and rightly so, but the fact is that 

the CO side of the discs play fine, so 

whether or not Philips deign to put the 

CO brond on DualDisc or not matters 

not (the DVD side, of course, has been 

approved by the OVO Forum, who one 

might argue have the opposite axe to 

grind). For similar reasons, of course 

Sony DualDiscs will not hove OVO-A 

content - for now - widespread industry 

rumours suggesting that Sony Music 

really want to get on the bandwagon 

with everyone else but are forbidden to 

do so. 

Even the current alleged limitations 

on disc capacity could be of little import, 

even allowing for the fact that many 

titles use nothing like the full capacity 

anyway. Remember when CDs came out 

originally? They too were limited to 

around an hour playing time - and in 

fact that was the original claim for the 

format just as today it is the claim for 

the CO side of a DualDisc.What makes 

us so certain thot the prototype form of 

an innovation defines its characteristics 

forever? It hasn't been like that with any 

other consumer medium, why should it 

be the case here? The very existence of 

a dual-sided CO/OVO was declared 

impossible just a short while ago. 

Of course there are very real issues 

with DualDisc. One is the apparent 

conflict of patents between DualDisc 

and OVO-Plus.This is not an issue in the 

States, but it is in Europe, and it needs 

to be resolved or both parties will lose 

and only lawyers will win (wasn't it 

always thus?). In fact there are some 

good points about OVO-Plus - including 

thickness and refractive index - that not 

only should be considered in coming to 

a unified agreement, but also make the 

two forms different enough to consider 

them, in my view, as different products. 

Quite frankly, either will do. 

Another issue, pointed out by 

Cleasby, is whether or not the majority 

of the population actually want a high-

resolution audio format at all - perhaps 

"OVO Music" will do, with lossy-

compressed audio. That's certainly a 

reasonable question, but I believe that 

ultimately people will accept the idea of 

high-resolution, lossless, multichannel 

audio. OVO-Audio already offers compat-

ibility with OVO-Video players and while 

it's true that some manufacturers are 

pulling back from the "universal" player 

- it is actually difficult to build a player 

that handles SAO) and OVO-based 

formats equally well - it is extremely 

easy for a OVO-Video player design to 

be extended to include OVO-Audio, 

which is one reason a growing number 

do.And of course, the Compact Disc is 

by no means dead yet it will likely be 

around for some time, with in-car 

players set to be particularly long-

lasting. As a result, there is plenty of 

room for a transitional strategy, whether 

it's packages with a OVO-Audio/Video 

disc and a CO - or it comes in the 

shape of a DualDisc, compatible with 

virtually anything. 

Richard Elen 

Head of Creative Services, 

Meridian Audio Ltd. 

Thanks for your insight into the 

world of SACD, hype and DVD-

Audio. It underlines how divided the 

industry has become over many 

issues, and how much jockeying is 

going on with proprietary 

technologies. DualDisc does indeed 

look interesting, as it will allow DVD-

Audio discs to be racked with CD 

and therefore find a space in record 

stores, a crucial advantage SACD 

currently enjoys. On the matter of 

SACD versus OVO-A, perhaps I can 

explain to readers that Direct Stream 

Digital (OSO) used on SACD throws 

up fierce levels of noise above 

20kHz, around -40dB, which is a real 
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worry to most audio engineers. 

However, SACD does sound good in 

my view, in spite of this. But one 

engineer I know insists this is due to 

the presence of noise, because our 

perceptions are modified by noise. 

It's an open issue. Funny you should 

use the word "transitional" because 

that's just what Blu-Ray founders 

cheekily label HD-DVD. Can't help 

feeling it will be the buzzword of 

2005.1 have yet to see DSD pop up 

in the Blu-Ray audio spec. so 

perhaps Sony don't intend to push 

SACD much further in any case. In 

which case PCM club members at 

Meridian can climb into bed at night 

with a smile on their face! NK 

PIVOTAL CHOICE 
I own a Thorens TO ¡ 24 and a Garrard 

30!. The TD / 24 came with an Ortofon 

RS-212 which is not bad, but quite 

difficult to set up. Last week I fitted a 

SME 3009 11 to the TD124.Although it 

is stunning to look at, the sound is quite 

disappointing.1 am thinking of selling 

both arms (I gather that the RS-212 is 

quite sought after) and buying two 

modern arms to use with the 

turntables. I am thinking of Roksan 

Nima and Hadcock unipivots. I would 

like your opinion on this and also if 

there are any other arms that you think 

will suit these turntables. 

regards, 

Chris from Brisbane, Oz 

Hi Chris.You have two of the finest 

turntables in the world.1 have used 

both of these turntables and have 

also mounted modern pick up arms 

and cartridges to both of them. Both 

of these turntables benefit from a 

fine pick up arm. I also think that the 

Ortofon RS-2I2 pick up arm is best 

sold on, as spares are difficult, if not 

impossible to obtain. But what do 

you replace the old pick up arms 

with? Your choices of either the 

Hadcock GH242 or the Roksan 

Nima is very well thought out. 

Whilst the Nima is a fine pick up 

arm and a class leader, the Hadcock 

is better in my view. Both of these 

arms use the unipivot principle and 

consequently have almost negligible 

bearing friction. The Hadcock is the 

obvious choice not only because it 

describes a much larger stereo 

image with stronger bass delivery, 

but also the top arm tube is easily 

removed. Both of these arms will 

outperform the SME IV and the SME 

V. in my humble opinion.Another 

advantage of using the Hadcock is 

that as you are using two turntables 

you can change cartridges very 

quickly and easily by interchanging 

the arm wands.This is not possible 

with the Roksan Nima.1 have used 

Hadcock arms with a variety of 

turntables and have always had 

extremely fine reproduction. I hope 

this answers your question. 

SW 

Oh boy — don't say things like 'the 

Hadcock easily outperforms the SME 

Series V', Stewart — I don't think our 

mail server will be able to take the 

strain! The backlash starts here... 

DP 

TIP TIPS 
The phono cartridge group test - "Multi 

Tracking" - by Stewart Wennen in the 

September '04 issue was very 

interesting. Thank you for publishing it, 

but there is one error. On page 21 Mr 

Wennen states about the Goldring 

I 006's ability to accept a better stylus 

that "it's the only one in the group to 

offer such upgradeability".This is not 

correct. The Ortofon 500 series body 

will also accept other available Ortofon 

styli. Of those, the 520Mk11 with its 

naked elliptical stylus would have been 

fairer to Ortofon to have included in 

the group test, as it is of similar specifi-

cation and price to two of the others 

tested, rather thon the cheaper 

510Mk11 with its higher mass, ronde!-

mounted black diamond. The next 

Ortofon stylus upgrade is to the 

530Mk11 which, with its Fine Line stylus, 

would be the one to compare to the 

Audio-Technica AT440ML as it has the 

some stylus profile, and the Shure and 

Stanton styli are said to have similar 

profiles. If Hi-Fi World is not able to 

obtain those Orto fans, then the lower 

body mass Ortofon Super 0M20 and 

Super 0M30 have the same two stylus 

profiles. An interesting follow-up group 

test would be to compare either or 

both the Ortofons with the current 

specification Goldring 1012GX and 

some others at that price which Hi-Fi 

World has not reviewed, such as the 

Denon DL- I60 high output moving coil. 

About the Shure, Noel Keywood 

says, "the M97xE looks like an old 

design". Though now manufactured in 

Mexico, the M97 body looks the same 

as the previous USA manufactured 

M97HE, which NK may remember 

having reviewed for "Hi-Fi News" - 

published in their August 1980 issue - 

24 years ago! I used an M97HE and 

with its stabiliser down I could hear the 

stabiliser's bristles reproducing the start 

of every track before the stylus arrived 

there. This was probably induced via 

body resonances and was at very /ow 

relative volume level but still too audible. Not 

only was the music less resonance muddied 

with the stabilizer dipped up away, but the 

stylus then also tracked better widi Classical 

music on loud piano transients; female 

vocals, etc... 

Chris Taylor 

Yes, the Ortofon 500 series body 

will take a better stylus and can be 

upgraded in this mannerThanks for 

the observation Chris.The M97 

seemed familiar; now I know why! Is 

it really twenty four years ago that 

we were dragging rocks along 

grooves? Still, humans have been 

doing amazing things with rocks for 

along time - just look at Stonehenge. 

The 'new' M97xE was nice enough 

all the same, if not in the same 

league as the VIS VxMR, which 1 

admire. Pre-echo was a problem 

with close cut LPs, being caused by 

the modulation cut into a groove 

affecting those adjacent to it, audible 

when they were silent. I suspect this 

is what you were hearing. All the 

same, many people decided Shure's 

brush subtly degraded sound quality 

and stopped using it. I hope we can 

revisit budget cartridges soon and 

take another look at the many good 

modern designs that keep LP 

sounding good even after twenty 

four years. NK 
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UNDER-EXPOSED 
1 have been a reader of Hi-Fi World for 

most of the time it has been on the 

news stands, but have never previously 

written in or otherwise contributed to 

the magazine. Like many,1 suspect, I've 

learnt and upgraded over time, using the 

hints, tips and recommendations you 

and your colleagues have suggested. 

My present route to musical 

nirvana is unconventional, but damned 

effective! As with both Mr Walker and 

DP, I am another LS3/5a-to-NSIOOOM 

upgrader: I put this down to the clarity 

of the mid band and lack of audible 

distortion both 'speakers possess (well, 

within their limits, in the case of the 

3/5).A recurring theme with several 

recent correspondents has been that of 

which amplifier would match well with 

the big Yams. As I'm in the fortunate 

position of having access to all manner 

of stuff, I'll give you some suggestions... 

[1] Exposure 4 — tried and loved the 7 

and 8 combo I picked up from your 

classifieds, but found I needed extra 

grunt As most of the older Exposure 

amps are variations on a theme, a 

'bigger 8' seemed to fit the bill — did it! 

Mine is a Single, not one of the newer 

Dual Regulated models: I bet a DR 

would sound sublime... 

[2] Sugden Masterclass Power — again, I 

was used to a smaller Sugden Class A 

design: again, nice sounds, but more 

welly needed. Only my parlous finances 

at the time stopped me buying it 

[3] McIntosh MC2I05 Power — I used 

this one for three or four years, was 

always impressed by the scale and 

power, but found it was less involving 

than the above-mentioned. 

[4] restored Leak Stereo 20 — unfortu-

nately, this was only ever loaned to me: 

it returned to me after conversion to 

triode operation (yes, he most certainly 

does know what he's doing!) but the 

magic had gone, for me at least... 

[5] Yamaha 82 — until the V-FETs died! 

Apart from the Leak, fairly typical 

recommendations, I'd guess, but 

immediately before the Exposures came 

on the scene, I'd been using a real odd 

ball: it was a Philips "Hi Fi" Stereo valve 

amp, model no AG9015, input by DIN 

socket.., dear oh dear, no chance... 

what the heck! Once again, only a lack 

of power let it down. Same story with a 

"DIN-tastic" 'seventies Sugden A21... a 

Final Edition Musical Fidelity A 1 was 

another one... hell, I was even 

brave/stupid enough to use an MF 81 

with the ' 1000s, briefly! 

Then there's the stuff I've borrowed 

from work - the Luxmans I'd been using 

as surround amps (stereo and monos), a 

Quad 520: basically, despite numerous 

attempts I've found nothing I'd rather 

use. On this basis, I really think you 

ought to put the Exposure IV (as it says 

on the fascia) into your "World Classics" 

listing. Not sure quite when Exposure 

stopped production, but my 1981 "Hi Fi 

Yearbook" includes an early version, 

whilst I borrowed John (Mr Exposure, 

pre-takeover) Farlowe's demonstrator for 

the shop I was working at in 1998. Not 

sure when the DR model was 

introduced, but that's what I was loaned 

back then. 

Maybe there weren't that many 

built (I couldn't say) but the value for 

money factor is high. Mine (with a IX 

PSU and XI pre) cost me £675 — the 

1981 price for the III pre and IV in 

combination was £575). I do recall the 

IVDR costing approx £4k in'98, which 

tallies nicely with your estimates of what 

new NSI000s would cost today 

(NS1000s were £817 in 1981). 

With your oft-quoted "sweeter/ warmer/ 

more beguiling/ smoother than Nairn" 

descriptions of these older Exposures, 

I'm amazed you don't suggest them as 
frequently as you do certain Salisbury-

built amplifiers. I should tell you that I 

company has been through some 

changes of late, and — as before — is 

not very 'out there' with media 

presence, advertising, PR work, etc., 

so as a magazine editor it's all to easy 

to overlook the brand. But 1 have a 

great respect for them, right from 

when I started using an original X 

integrated in my eighties-tastic Linn 

LPI2/ Kan I system in 1987. Loved 

your letter — some very apposite 

comments which apply to driving any 

big, capable speaker and not just the 

NS I 000Ms. I'd have loved to have 

heard the Yamaha B2 in action — I 

had the Sony rival TAN-7B V-FET 

power amp, and it was gorgeous until 

it went up in smoke, like Cheech and 

Chong and — yes, you've guessed it — 

no spares available. So methinks Hi-Fi 

World should start a campaign for 

the electronics giants to 'Save Our 

Semiconductors'. If Raleigh can bring 

back the Chopper bike, then it's 

surely only a matter of time before 

the OE market is flooded with 

millions of cheap Vertical Field Effect 

Transistors again? DP 

Leak tube amps and Exposure solid-state: the secret's out? 

have not had any professional links with 

Exposure since they were taken over, 

although I do occasionally visit their 

website and their Forum Exposure has 

always been one of hies more esoteric 

brands: will HFVV be running more 

reviews of their products in the near 

future? I'd dearly love to hear how you 

guys get on with the XXII CD player, for 

example. Ah well, back to the 

Troughline... such lovely tone, don'tcha 

know! 

Rob Coe 

Yes — we will be running more 

Exposure stuff — hopefully a lot 

more, both old and new, as they're 

very 'tube-like' transistor amplifiers. If 

anyone has a classic eighties 

Exposure 7/8 combo, then we'd love 

to review it, so do let us know! This 

TAXING MY SANITY... 
I have recently bought hi-fi from abroad 

and can add to the correspondence in 

your October issue about the difficulty of 

assessing import duty. Goods brought 

into the European Union worth less 

thon £ 18 are free of duty - so resist the 

temptation to buy a bundle of CDs or 

DVDs from the USA to save on carriage 

and instead buy them singly. For all 

other goods, a commodity code is used. 

For domestic consumer electronics the 

code is 8518409900. This tells the 

revenue to charge 4.5% Import Duty on 

the cost of the goods,VAT at 17.5% is 

charged on top (a tax on a tax), and the 

carrier then odds a handling charge. 

These fees are payable on delivery of 

the item. 

However, this system is very hit and 

miss in my experience. For the last three 
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items that my friends and I have 

purchased, not once was duty applied 

correctly. In one case it was under 

calculated by several hundred pounds, 

in another no duty was charged at all, 

and in the third (my case!) I was 

overcharged about four times too 

much.As a two to one gamble for 

purchasers it seems worth it but it 

doesn't inspire me with confidence in 

the efficiency of our Customs and 

Excise service. 

In general, equipment from the 

USA and the Far East can be worth 

buying as you can often purchase stuff 

that is not available in this country. For 

example I have just purchased a pair 

of "Gizmos" promoted on the Lowther 

USA web site but not available here, 

that make my Acoustas sound amazing. 

However, it is probably not worth doing 

just for the price advantage alone. Even 

with the current exchange rates, the 

price in dollars will usually translate to 

the equivalent number of pounds, once 

transport costs and import taxes are 

taken into account. And there are still 

the issues of different mains voltages in 

different countries, absence of 

consumer protection and the hassle 

factor to consider. 

Clive Richards 

BREAKTHROUGH 
Having recently acquired a new Michell 

Gyro SE/ Michell Tecnoarm o/ Ortofon 

MC2.5FL turntable/arm/cartridge, 

enjoyment of my new purchase is 

currently being severely limited by 

electrical breakthrough from the 

speakers when the turntable is in use. 

This occurs when my admittedly ancient 

fridge/freezer is starting and stopping. 

Its motor is definitely suspect as it 

audibly "clunks" on start up. However 

similar "crackles and pops" emit from 

the speakers when a fluorescent strip 

light in the kitchen is turned on and 

off 

In an effort to address this, I fitted 

an anti-surge adapter to both the 

turntable and fridge freezer and also 

tried fitting ferrite rings around the 

Michell's phono leads - both to no avail. 

No problems occur when ordinary 

tungsten lamps or other electrical 

devices e.g. hairdryers/ kettles etc ore 

turned on and off An additional 

problem occurs just prior to nightfall 

when RF/shortwave breakthrough is 

being experienced at medium listening 

levels. This disappears when the earth 

lead from the Gyro is disconnected 

from the amp - however it is then 

replaced by on audible hum. None of 

the problems outlined were experienced 

with my previous analogue combination 

of Rego P3/128.300/K9 and significantly 

there is no audible disturbance when 

other sources are selected e.g. CD, 

tuner. 

Any thoughts on a solution? A 

fellow enthusiast has suggested it is all 

down to the additional sensitivity of the 

Ortofon MC cartridge as opposed to 

the MM Linn. I am quite happy to 

replace the fridge-freezer if this 

addresses the main issue however 

clearly this is not necessarily the root of 

the problem. Until a solution is found 

the turntable is virtually redundant as 

in use the resultant crackles and pops 

from the speakers when the 

fridge/freezer is operating is loud 

enough to potentially fry the tweeters 

on my TDL RTL 4s notwithstanding 

other potential damage. 

The rest of my system comprises: 

Musical Fidelity 3.2 integrated amp., 

Musical Fidelity 3.2 CD ployer, Denon 

TU 260L tuner, Isotek Minisub G I I, 

Isotek Super Elite Power cords, TDL RTL 

4 loudspeakers / QED bi wire Silver 

Anniversary cable Stand Unique 6mm 

glass shelved tower. Finally, assuming I 

can resolve the current problems any 

thoughts on my next upgrade - my 

dealer is arranging for a loan of an 

Audiophile Base for the Gyro. I am also 

considering the HR power supply 

(would this help with my main 

problem??) and o separate phono 

stage. 

Barrie Wilson 

Glasgow 

Your problem seems to be RF 

interference, picked up by the 

cartridge's signal leads.The screening 

can around a cartridge's signal coils 

goes to ground through the Green 

earth return (RG or Right Ground). 

Check that this earth return is 

working properly, ensuring all 

connections are clean and secure. 

With a source impedance of around 

3ohms and a minimum load 

impedance of 100ohms (even 

47ohms will do) a 0.1uF capacitor 

from each signal line to ground 

should short the RF to ground 

without affecting cartridge output up 

to 20kHz. Ideally, a capacitor like this 

should be connected within the 

amplifier, often across the 

base/emitter junction of the first 

input transistor, or the input pins of 

the first IC.You should ensure the 

pickup arm tube is earthed and you 

may even re-position or arrange the 

connecting cables to work less 

effectively as an aerial. Sometimes RF 

pickup can be a pig to cure though 

and 1 suspect use of an RF protected 

or low input impedance MC phono 

stage will banish your problem. Our 

suggestion is to borrow an external 

phono stage and see what difference 

it makes. NK 

Hi Barrie — I'd say an Audiophile 

Furniture Base SPO I support would 

be an excellent solution — indeed 1 

use two under my Orbe, with 

profound results.The HR PSU brings 

a lot of extra focus to the Gyro, and 

this is a deck that's already pretty 

sharp — so another case of thumbs 

aloft for this, As you've got an all 

Michell front end, I'd recommend the 

Trichord Dino. I know it's not flavour 

of the month; SW is raving about the 

Graham Slee Era V (which is 

excellent), but there's no denying the 

fine value and synergy the Dino 

brings.When you've got more 

moolah, I'd go straight for the Whest 

Audio MSU20/PS20, but this is 

simply overkill considering your 

existing ancillaries and cartridge. 

When you've got your Dino and HR. 

I'd aim for an Ortofon Kontrapunkt 

B, and then a speaker upgrade — 

write in again when the time is nigh. 

DP 

Trichord Dino — an excellent companion to any Michell front 

end, despite the competition hotting up of late...) 
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DUAL REPLY 
I would imagine there have probably 

been plenty of replies to help John 

Guest out with his Dual CS5000, but 

just in cose there hasn't my recommen-

dation would be for him to get in touch 

with Robert Tracy at All in One 

Electronics. His email is - rtracy@all-

electronics.com and the company's 

website is www.all-electronics.com. He 

was very helpful with spares for my own 

CS5000 and they're even located on the 

right side of the Atlantic for John, in 

Canada. 

Adam Smith 

Acoustic Engineer 

Mordaunt Short 

London 

IN THE AIR TONIGHT... 
Patrick Cleasby's Airtunes article was 

interesting, and Patrick is clearly an 

Apple fan, but his article seems to imply 

that Apple is the only company with 

such a solution. How about the Netgear 

Wireless Digital Music Player? Click on 

http://www.netgear.com/products/details/ 

MP I 01.ph for details. This device 

addresses the failings of the Apple 

offering i.e. no remote and no easy way 

of controlling the server from the 

listening room. These are fairly 

fundamental issues! Patrick's work 

around using a Bluetooth adaptor and o 

mobile phone is hardly an elegant 

solution.... I think Hi-Fi World ought to 

acknowledge that there are alternatives. 

Graeme Miller 

But seriously, Graeme,1 do thank you 

for this — Patrick's something of an 

Apple aficionado. If he gets started 

on G5s, iPods, etc., people can 

frequently be seen running screaming 

in the opposite direction, jumping off 

tall buildings, etc. I know we indulge 

him too much. It's nice to be 

balanced, isn't it — 1 for one know I 

am totally neutral about everything 

with no known vices. DP 

NAD FOR IT 
I read Dominic Todd's review of the 

NAD C352 with great interest as I'm 

the very happy owner of C320BEE and 

I think his review is pretty much spot 

on. Bravo Hi-Fi World a balanced review 

that keeps everything in perspective and 

no gushing unsustainable hype! 

The current crop of NAD integrated 

amplifiers are all very solid performers 

with no major deficiencies given the 

price. They ore not giant killers but do 

surprise with a grain-free and open 

sound. I come to my amplifier via DIY 

valves so it may seem positively strange 

that I might be happy listening to a low 

price amp, but firstly my amp is not 

stock, and more importantly I must say 

in the ten or so years I've been out of 

the hi-fi mainstream there has certainly 

been a very noticeable improvement in 

the breed en mosse. Ten years ago I 

despaired about the state of hi-fi where 

the ever-abundant hype was not being 

backed up with good sound. So while I 

used to be very anti solid state I now 

think done right it's just as valid as 

valves. I'm not saying they sound same 

(that would be madness) but that good 

solid state has its own take on music 

that I (and I never thought I'd say this) 

can and do enjoy. 

Anyway, the main reason I'm writing 

is to pass on a couple of easy tweaks 

that lift all NAD integrated amps into 

the next level of audiophile components. 

This first is the PRE OUT/POWER IN 

jumpers on the back of the amp. As 

Dominic pointed out the NAD 

philosophy of spending the money on 

the inside of the amp may be a 

commendable design philosophy but it 

does have some drawbacks (aesthetic 

ones for a start) but the jumpers are 

total audio poison. From what I can tell 

the jumpers ore nickel-plated steel and 

they are in signal path! Replacing them 

with even an average pair of 

interconnects bring about a noticeable 

improvement A pair of made to 

measure jumpers using Bullet Plugs is 

much better. If you do this tweak expect 

the sound to be cleaner and more 

detailed. 

Second tweak is to put the amp on 

and open. There are many other tweaks 

but they all entail taking the unit apart I 

can write about them if you like but I 

thought I'd pass on these simple tweaks 

that can be done by all owners of NAD 

integrated amps. I'm sure if you did a 

new review of the unit with the above 

tweaks the amp would shine even 

brighter. 

Anthony Docicrill 

Thanks Anthony. My first serious hi-fi 

amplifier was a NAD 3120 (3020 

without tone controls), and over 

many years I found the points you 

make now to be spot on. The PRE 

OUT/ POWER IN jumpers are 

clearly a cost saver — cleaning them 

with Kontak helps a bit, but the best 

tweak is to replace them altogether. I 

did my mod in the eighties, so it was 

10cm lengths of DNM solid core 

(what else!) with cheapo Maplin 

phonos — result: kerpow! Things 

tightens up no end and fell into 

better focus. Second, Foculpods are 

brilliant — I don't know for the life of 

me why everyone doesn't use them 

on everything — the level of 

improvement they make for such a 

modest outlay is frankly silly. 

Likewise, the SOFT CLIPPING is 

great for student parties, but not for 

anything else.1 love NAD amps; 

they're great things that are easily 

tweaked — and they don't even look 

plug-ugly any more — what's the 

world coming to? DP 
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our NAD C320BEE review: shock horror — someone agrees 

with Dominic Todd at long last! 

Foculpods and place some weight on 

the amp (I use a tuner also sitting on 

Foculpods so there is a decent gap for 

air circulation - must let the amp 

breath!). This simple but essential tweak 

brings o very noticeable improvement in 

detail and sound staging - its sounds 

much less confused to high volume 

levels and the bass is less warm and 

carries much more weight The lowly 

origins of the amp I think is shown up 

very clearly by its sensitively to vibration 

but the fundamentally good design does 

shine through if given a chance. 

Oh and do turn off the Soft 

Clipping (unless you are having a party) 

it makes the amp sound less natural 

THE TUBE 
I'm addressing this to the venerable Mr. 

Keywood as he is the particular reviewer 

who has hands on with the speakers 

that I own, namely the Arum Cantus 

Leisure 2. Having read your review in 

the October World I don't think anyone 

could have got the measure of these 

speakers any better.1 purchased my 

speakers some months back directly 

from China, before there was (I think) a 

UK distributor, so consequently paid a 

lot less, but that is beside the point I 

have also acquired a pair of single-

ended monoblocs that use the large 

Russian transmitting triode tube, the 

GM70.1t is similar to the 845, which is 
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somewhat of a rare beast and might 

fulfil Noel's wishes from a previous 

magazine article that I remember him 

saying that what the world wants is a 

new thermionic device. 

These amps are rated at 30 

watts/channel but do not drive the low 

sensitivity Arums the way my solid state 

amps do, which consequently sees me 

winding the volume control up to the 

twelve o'clock position. I would like to 

purchase a second pair of speakers 

with a high sensitivity and easy load so 

that my GM70 amps do not have to 

work so hard, BUT as I have spent my 

budget (and more) on these amps I am 

left with looking for something as a 

temporary measure (read cheap) until 

funds allow. 

So what would you recommend 

that I audition? I would assume it would 

be a floor standing speaker as these 

are usually more efficient than monitor 

types. I have been looking at the specifi-

cations and reviews of a number of 

speakers and the Acoustic Energy Evo 3 

looks a likely contender but there are 

many more out there that look suitable 

on paper so your informed advice 

would be most appreciated. 

An Avid Subscriber 

John Clark 

Wow! Don't put your finger inside 

to check it's working! The GM70 

tube is a rare device from the 

Ulyanov factory, Ulyanovsk, Russia. 

With a quoted anode voltage of 

I.65kV it is, like all big power 

triodes, a fairly frightening device 

that stands around I8cm tall and will 

fry anything that comes close. It 

certainly is the sort of amplifying 

device I was thinking about, and 

Svetlana's version illustrates why. 

Their monster 5V572-10 is similar, 

also with I25W anode dissipation. It 

uses a graphite anode and is, 

Svetlana claim, one of the lowest 

distortion tubes ever made.That 

triodes like this are now being made 

specifically for audio use shows just 

how the tube amp market is growing 

world wide, and what it will support. 

Since a low distortion active device 

like this costs £ 100s whilst that in a 

solid-state amp costs barely one 

pound, you can guess which is real 

hi-fi. 

As always, it's worth noting just 

one or two key points here.A 

suitable transformer will be 

expensive to build and vast in size 

and weight, especially for Single-

Ended working. In my experience 

most valve amps fail conspicuously in 

this crucial area, limiting the 

potential of such esoteric valves. 

Also, a few kVs will likely exist at 

switch on and off, between primary 

and the secondary to which the 

speakers are connected. I have heard 

of breakdown occurring. So perhaps 

it is best to best to use inexpensive 

loudspeakers! Mordaunt Short's 

excellent 914s are probably the best 

low price floorstander you can buy 

able to complement a tube amp. 

Have fun - but keep your distance! 

NK 

DAB-LING WITH DEATH 
With the popularity of portable mp3 

players and DAB, there is a knock-on 

effect on the future of sound quality in 

new recordings, or even re-mastering of 

existing recordings. What occurred to 

me is that as the audio standards used 

for internet download and DAB appear 

to be inferior even to CD audio why, in 

future, would music publishers bother to 

have high standard recording studios if 

a significant proportion of purchase is 

via this new market? If a 128kbps 

stream is sufficient for mass listening 

and purchase, there may not be a need 

for 48 track sophistication in a studio. 

1 appreciate this may mostly be a 

problem for the pop and rock formats 

rather than classical and jazz but, 

nevertheless, if the big labels get 

attached to online sales and downloads, 

how long will it take for them to realise 

that the need for superb quality is 

redundant. Maybe I am just too cynical, 

but it seems a genuine concern, if not o 

reality at this time. Let us not forget 

too, that if these standards do become 

dominant, the need for quality playback 

equipment is also jeopardised. Why 

spend thousands of pounds on a 

system to playback an mp3 file? 

Paul Clewlow. 

It is a worry. Luckily, artists, studios 

and producers all care about sound 

quality too and would be unlikely, en 

masse, to junk all they'd ever held 

dear. As technology moves on quality 

becomes cheaper too; and DVD has 

shown quality sells. The BBC's 

decision to sacrifice the quality so 

carefully built into the VHF/FM 

network for the incredibly shaky and 

technologically archaic compression 

of Musicam on DAB is a shock. DAB 

I suspect will prove to be a techno-

logical dead-end, another failed Euro 

initiative, like HD-MAC. People are 

not fooled by it; just read some of 

the astute observations made about 

DAB on www.radioandtelly.co.uk to 

see what a critical pasting this 

system is getting even from non-hi-fi 

buffs. As the bandwidth of delivery 

systems increases and digital 

transmission schemes rationalise 

into acceptable formats - Musicam 

and mp2 not being one of them - 1 

believe quality will rise.We seem to 

be in the early stages of digital 

where no one quite seems to know 

which end is up. The options are 

enormous, and confusion 

widespread. Slowly. I suspect, quality 

levels will rise. 

NK 

audio and DAB — we're all doomed, I tell you, doomed! 
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Equinox cele review 

Hi-Fi Choice 

k emaiLadvertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

mar et place 
specialist products and services 

For all your advertising requirements 
please call 0870 242 0567 

or email: advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

stefan 
handcrafted audiophile headphone cables 

exclusive UK 

ID the South 

Angelsound Audio 
tel 01923 352479 

info(àl)angelsoundaudio.co.uk 

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk 

Cairn ECM Final Furutech HAL-O Tube Dampers Locus 

hi-fi in black & white 

Used equipment tar sale 
Amplifiers 
Audio Innovations 2nd single ended 2A3 zero feedback 
monoblocs last and best version of this superb ampliter 
new boxed mint new £3500 £1295 

Audiolab LX integrated amp boxed as new £295 
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amp £175 
Audionote M1 Valve Pre Amp with Phono Stage £395 
Audio Research Classic 60 - trade in your Classic 30 
for this far supenor Power Amp £1595 

Auz. Research LS2 balanced output re-vatted as new boxed £995 
Audio Research LS7 valve pre amp toned mint £795 
Audio Research SP14 new £3500 boxed mint £1195 
ATC integrated Amp boxed mint new £23C0 £1495 
Beam Echo Avantic monoblocs re- issue superb 
attention to detail new £3600 £1495 

Bow VVazoo Integrated Arno valve like sound new £2500 £1095 
Cyrus Integrated Amp 31 boxed mint £350 
Cyrus Power balanced facilities f350 
Conrad Johnson PV10A Vatve Pre Amp with chcoostage £595 
EAR 834P Valve Phono Am £395 
FAR 834L Valve Line Stage £425 
Linn 280 with spark psu boxed £395 
Lumley 120 mcnoblocs recently re-vahied with GEC valves £1295 
Maranta PM 66 At Sig let Amp £245 
Maranta PM17 Integrated Amp f495 
Michell Electo monoblocs enineeLlate condition 
great with electrostatics £1195 

Musical Fidelity F series valve Pre Amp new £1500 
balanced with remote control with phonostage £495 

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 Power Amp boxed new £2595 
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 2 boned Pm Amp £795 
Moon 1-5 Integrated Amo wit v Die-cast remote 
12mths old as new £2750 £1695 
NAD C160 remote Pre Amp top o, the range f225 
NAD C270 Power Amplifier excellent at cinvirg ditficutt loads £295 
Nytech CA202 Integrated Amp £95 
Quad 303 Power Amp £195 
Quad 405 Power Amp boxed £225 
Rotel RB870BX Power Amp £195 
untel RB850 Strom Power Amp can be br dged £150 
Rote RC990 BX remote control Pre Amp new £400 £195 
Roksan ROKL2.5 Pre Arnp with ROKDS4 PSU new £1503 £595 
Roksan Caspian power amp £350 
Sugden A48 orange front Integrated Amp £175 

speakers 
Audio Physic Virgo MKII speakers special birds eye 
maple finish new £3900 £1895 

Celestion Delon 44 3 way speaker£  
Cyrus CLS50 speakers £12n 
Dynavector Countour 1 8 cherry finnh £1800 new £895 
Dyneudio Caritour 1.3 MKII cherry finish boxed as new £795 

£695 
£95 

£995 
£95 

£395 
£495 

KEF Reference 1.2 rosewocd finish boxed 
KEF Reference centre speakers 
Gamma Acoustics top end speakers new £5000 
Linn Index bookshelf speakers 
Linn Sara walnut finish new gnlls matching stands 
Mont. Audio Silver 81 floorstandeng speakers 

AuclioArt 
Equinox cable review 

Hi-Fi World 

for Sennheiser, AKG and other leading marques 

representation 

Midlands & the NOW; 

Audio Atmosphere 
tel 01785 711232 

stuart(h)audioatmosphere.com 

www.audioatmosphere.com 

Design RS Audio Cables T A OC Walker Audio Zerodust 

music in full colour 

Quad 12L birds eye maple finish 3 'tens old 
Rogers LS4A/2 boxed 
Rued, Equinox speakers 
Sacs Faber Grand Plano Axes-landing sped paro black 
Tanncy 609 with stands great for valve amps 
Tenney M20's 
Tenney Berkley 15" units 
Warn. low Audio transmission line speakers with 
volt drive units Hi-Fi News recommended 

Web address: www.retroreproduction.com 
Email address: retro.reproductione,virgin.net 

28a Haddington Place Edinburgh EH7 4AF Phone/Fax 0131 558 9989 
Open 11.00am - 5.30pm - closed Monday & Sunday 

Neat Ato floorstanding speakers beech finish ISO Banks 
bacIng 'ilex', tweeter work well wrth Nate new £2600 £1595 

£1195 
£395 
£195 
£795 

£1195 
£195 
£95 

£795 

Ibrstsbleis 
Clear Audio Symphony 2 boxed phono stage 
Grahiim Slee Gram amp 2 SE 
Linn i.P12 Valhala with Raga and Linn cartridge 
Linn Iftok MKII mint 
Mus • al Fidelity XLP venous 
Protect valve phono box 3 mths old 
SME 309 Tonearrn bored 
STD eith Mission 774 tonearrn 
Various Garrard turntable's with granite 
wood marble plinths available POA 

CO %Ms, DACs 
Arcarn Alpha 6 new £600 
MR wedge shaped CO Player mint boned 
Linn Kank CO player mint new £1800 
Maranta CD94 multibe hi-end player 
Maranta KI 6000 CD player 
Maranta CD63 K1 Sig 
Maranta CD50 CD player muttibrt 
Maranta CD52 MK Il special edifice 
Mendian 200 series Trichord Clock 2 transport boxed mint £350 
Musivial Fidelity FCD valve Cd Player 
batleship build quality new £1500 

Pamper Precision PDS505 CO player 
Pioneer PD9700 heavy weight CO player 
Sony SACO 08940 new £550 
bac VRDS7 

£295 

Iburs,Itsted Is 51, Cassette pee, wise 
Leak Troughline Tuner 3 venous ...from 
Ovan FM3 Tuner (bored mint) 
Ou. FM3 Tuner 
Revax G36 Open Reel Mint 
Reyes 626 

Dim Is 
EAR 509 monoblocs 
Extremely rare Oued corner horn nbbon speakers 
0-CANS 
Linn Karma cartridge 
Mictrell Transcriptor reference turntable 
Hoveland HP100 
Hoveland Sapphire power amp 
2nd wand 324 Ear phono stage 

Selected products from: ATC,Audio Physic, EAR Yoshino, 
Nottingham Analogue, Dynavector. 

£395 
£95 

£595 
£295 
£95 

£225 
£495 
£195 

£795 
£225 
£225 
£275 
£235 

£50 
£145 
£95 

£295 
£495 

-raicovv C1E AMON STRATI no 4c. 
The Fantastic EAR 890 and 899 70 watt per channel Class 
A amplification (SPECIAL offer trade in your existing ampli-

fication for full market value against any EAR products. 

ATC SCA4 7, 12, & 35 SPEAKERS PROBABLY THE FINEST SPEAKERS 

AVAILABLE - PRICES START FROM £480 

(Py 
Ear 869 single ended triode integrated amplifier 
Improved vervain of the classic 859 with rev ised ergot 
transformers modified input stage with the addition of 
a extra signal valve which has allowed an increase to 
15watt of single ended power. also the 869 can be used 

as a power amp. Don't he fooled by its naxlest power output this 
amp drives real world speakers. price £2498.00 

Ultimate Ear Phono Stage 
This is the ultimate esoteric Phono Stage as used in the world 
wide acclaimed Ear 312 Control Centre - Pre Amp. This has to 
he the ultimate Vinyl Replay purchase. price £2095 

£195 
£95 FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY Ce 

£695 Full value Trade in on Ear Phono Stages and other selected models. 
£295 

£325 THE LEGENDRY OPUS 3CONTINUO TURNTABLE WITH CANTUS LINEAR  
£245 
£95 TRACKING TONEARM EMBARASSES MANY HI-END TURNTABLES PRICES FROM E875.00 
£95 NOW DEMONSTRATING THE FANTASTIC NEW MONOPULSE RANGE OF SPEAKERS 

PHASE LINEAR DESIGN GIVES EXCELLENT SOUNDSTAGING ABILITIES PRICED 
COMPETITIVELY FROM C495.00 - £ 95.00 

ALSO DEMONSTRATING KORATO VALVE AMPLIFIERS 

'CROFT NEW TRANSVALVE NEOSTAR INTEGRATED AMP' 

cp There are now four models in the EAR lineup: 

The classic 834P uses the same circuit architecture as its 
more expensive brother,, and shares the sanie high guali 

ty sound through MM Inc cartridges. it is enclosed in a tough. rigid 
metal ease and fully CE" type approved. price C495.00 

The signature builds on the Classic 834P specification by adding a superb 
moving coil ( MC) input stage, as well as the no-extra-price option of a high 

quality volume control. price £590.00 

Top to the range. the Deluxe 834P comes in stunning chrome and gold cabinet, and has extra attention 
and quality control. With different moving coil input options, this unit will fit the most demanding of 
audiophile systems. For the true vinyl enthusiast. price £895.00 

MC3 - The ultimate stage for MC matching with 3 fixed transformer taps to cover all types of moving 
coil cartridges, and separate left/right grounding. MC3 in used in the new £ 10000 312 pre. price 
Eb30.00 
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4S> 
Uage 

2nd User Hi-Fi & audio 

01376 521132 
07802 483698 
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.ner 

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT 
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS-BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE £3495 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER £ 1295 
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS £649 
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649 
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB £299 
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE LOVELY CONDITION £349 
GARRARD 301 /SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT £599 
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399 
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695 
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 1295 
LINN KAIRN PER AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB £695 
LINN KARIK 3/NUMERIK CD PLAYER/DAC £ 1295 
LINN MAJIK I UNE LEVEL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED £449 
LOEWE ACONDA 32 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND £ 1295 
MERIDIAN MOO BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION £399 
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK £895 
MICROMEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER IMMACULATE £349 
NAIM NAP 140 OLIVE FRONTED AND BOXED, SUPERB £399 
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB £349 
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDMON £795 
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL £995 
PR IMARE 0.2024 BIT CD PLAYER £595 
PROCEED AVP AUDIONIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DTS, THXDPL (NEW £4700) £1795 
PROCEED AMP 5 125 WATT 5-CHANNEL POWER AMP THX APPROVED (NEW £5K) £2295 
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT (NEW £5500) £2495 
QUAD 44 PRE AMP GREY BOXED AND SUPERB WITH INSTRUCTIONS £299 
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB £299 
QUAD 66 CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £429 
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDMON £399 
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE £995 
QUAD 606 MK I LOVELY CONDMON WITH MANUAL £499 
REGA ELA BLACK FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS MKI LOVELY £ 199 
REGA PLANAR 3 BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279 
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £229 
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249 
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249 
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £1K NEW £449 
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB £349 
ROKSAN LI .5/DS15/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK £2295 
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED £ 1495 
THORENS TO 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED/SHURE V 15IV £299 
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD £ 1295 
WADIA 32(1) CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995 

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE - 
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. 

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS 

www.sound-stage.co.uk 

LWILLIAMS HART 
IRONI(S   

II \ It I ELECTRONIC KITS TRADED FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

Mosfet Monoblock Power Amp Kits 
ONE OF THE REST AMPLIFIERS YOU WILL MARI Regard.. of'sire 

REVIEWED IN III-FI NEWS AS .... EXCEPTIONAL... 
SELF EVIDENTLY CORRECT' 

Single Ended Class A Valve Sound 
l5Wan Power Amp modules 

FOR THOSE WHO WANT THAT VALVE 
MIDBAND BUT BASS AND TREBLE TO MATCH 

• 
•••••r• 

ACTIVE R/Control SUBWOOFER MODULE £ 177.30 Speakers Designed & Built to Order 

Adverme your Hi-Fi on my websue (FREE) 
Also: Award Winning Phono Stage Kn./wive Crossover Modules. Speaker Drive Units. 
M Cap CapaUltors Caddock Resistor,. Remote Control Volume and much more. 

WEB SITE: www.williamshart.com e-mail: sales@williamshart.com 
PLEASE SEE WEBSITE FOR NEW CONTACT DETAILS 

PERSONAL VISITORS SHOULD PHONE FIRST TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
Run by former Technical Director of Wilmslow Audio 

High End Cable 
Your friendly cable store 

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with quality new cables from 

Acoustic Zen 

Chord Company 

Nordost UK 

Stereo VOX 

Tannoy 

van den Hul 

and many more 

We also sell Ortofon and van de Hul moving coil cartridges 

We recommend Stax earspeakers 

New this month the new 
Chord Cobra3 
Stereovox HDSE 

power products from ISOL - 8 

We also have SH products from Transparent 

When upgrading we accept in part exchange for new your old 
Speaker cables 

Interconnect cables 
Power cables 
Headphones 

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects. 
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson for a chat 

on 01 775 761880 or better still visit 
www.highendcable.co.uk 

for over 100 pages of new and previously owned cable. 
Visit our Second hand section. We also offer to sell on a commission basis. 

MUSONIC 
STYLI 

How to get the most out of your 
record player in 3 easy steps: 

1. Buy from Musonic 

2. Fit your purchase to your player 

3. Turn up the volume 

After 50 years in the business 
We know what we're talking about! 

Manufacturers and suppliers of Styli, 
Pickup Cartridges and Audio Accessories. 

Musonic ( UK) Limited 
Unit 13, VVenta Business Centre, Colne Way, 

Watford, Hertfordshire, WD24 7ND 
Email: sales@musonic.co.uk 

Tel: 01923 213344 
Fax: 01923 213355 

For info and to buy online visit: 
www.musonic.co.uk 
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1 AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER 
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE TECHNOL-

OGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity of homoge-
neously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conduc-

tors. GNLM cables are further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire, 
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. 

NEW for 2004 CSM Analog, Digital and Video 

Interconnects, with extruded ferrite - £75 for 1m pair. 
RCA or XLR 

Power cables are fitted with IEC (Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug 
Cable is also available with our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. 

We can internally rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra 
cost option. Refer to our web site for details. 

AUDUSA — 00M Silverlink OCC balanced speaker cable 
stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass perfor-
mance. Mylar infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI. 

LAT INTERNATIONAL - USA - Analogue, Digital and Video inter-

connects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price. 

We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with an 

unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the garbage 

that contaminates your components. The difference you hear 

with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes advantage 

of silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse 

conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE; the 

best insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK 

Toughplug. . 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m £ 101, 

1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 4, 6 

and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested 8i approved mains 

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished 

in black and fitted with highest quality 13amp sockets. It has 

no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, 

resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regula-

tors, just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4 

way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way. Interconnects IC-200, IC-

100, IC80, IC50, Video Vi-6, VI-6 Component, Digital -DI-20, 

Speaker SS800 and SS1000 

LAI AC-2 Power cord 
compare with prod-

ucts costing ten times 
as much, then decide 

iizttriborfpF 

Bosendorfer, One to One, Acoustic Active 
Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the 
world. Models 1, 2, 7, Wall and Centre - 
finishes include piano black, hand 
matched veneers, white and with 
Swarovski Crystals 

CORD 
GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) 

£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m, 
£68 for 2.0m. 

GNLM 05/04 

£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m, 
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables 
are available off the reel and for 
export 

'Mir 'IF 

Small Royal, 60cm aluminium 
platter,topped with a 6mm acrylic platter 
and leather mat. Nylon thread belt - 

, weight 25kg, rrp £1280 without tone-arm 

Solid Machine Small with 50 cm alu-
minum platter and leather mat weight 
20kg RRP £1095 without tonearm 

S/5000e, 
2 x 250w 
power 
amp 

Stasis 
- pre amp 

WWVV.AUDUSA.COM 
T:-020 8241-9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.corm 



MIDLAND AUDIO XCHANGE 
The Old Chapel 
Forge Lane 
Belbroughton 
Worcestershire 
DY9 9TD 

t. 01562 731100 
f. 01562 730228 

e-mail. sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 
web . www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

Ex- demo and second hand items 

Digital 
Copland CDA266 HDCD Player S/H 
Cyrus DAD3 240 CD Player S/H 
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H 
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H 
dCS Verdi SACD/CD Transport x-demo 
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H 
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H 
Wadia 301 Silver CD player 8 months old S/H 

Analogue 
Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New&Boxed 
Clearaudio Accurate MC x-demo 
Clearaudio Victory MC New&Boxed 
Heed Quazar 2 box MC/MM Phono stage new 
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable New& Boxed 
Linn LP12/Syrinx PU2 Valhalla S/H 
Linn LVII Tonearm S/H 
Lehmann Black Cube Standard New 
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed 
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H 
Systemdeck XII900 /RB250/Denon103 

Preamplifiers 
Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X-demo 
Audio Research LS22 Valve Preamplifier S/H 
Audio Research LS2 Hybrid Preamplifier S/H 
Spectral DMC12 Preamplifier S/H 
Rega Cursa Preamplifier Black x-demo 

Was Now 

1399 
N/A 
5999 
2999 
9000 
6290 
2990 
3499 

795 
2800 
1030 
550 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
299 
650 
630 
N/A 

625 
4499 
2289 
4200 
598 

Amplifiers 
Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo PowerAmplifier X-demo 695 
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono PowerAmplifiers X-demo1050 
Arcam Diva A85 Integrated Amplifier Black S/H 
Arcam Diva P85 PowerAmplifier Silver S/H 
Bel Canto Evo2i Integrated Digital S/H 
EAR 509 MKI mono valveAmplifiers S/H 
Cyrus 7 Integrated Black S/H 
Cyrus PSX-R Black S/H 
Krell KAV300i Integrated S/H 
Mark Levinson 431 Dual mono Amplifier S/H 
Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H 
Sudgen A21a Line Graphite S/H 
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-demo 
Rega Mira 3 Silver 
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-demo 

Loudspeakers 
Audio Physic Tempo2 cerry x-demo 
ATC Active 10 SL x-demo 
ATC Active 20 SL x-demo 
ATC SCM7 Cherry x-demo 
Martin Logan CLSIIAnniversary Electrostatics 7 months Ord S/H 
Martin Logan Aerius I Hybrid Electrostatics Oak S/H 
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H 

800 
800 
2995 
6500 
N/A 
N/A 
2590 
6500 
10000 
995 
1000 
598 
548 

2300 
1650 
3250 
499 
6700 
2389 
875 

649 
399 
2995 
1695 
5995 
2499 
1195 
2395 

599 
1699 
699 
395 
1399 
399 
479 
229 
449 
239 
250 

499 
2300 
749 
2499 
429 

479 
729 
499 
449 
1799 
1995 
395 
249 
1399 
3995 
7499 
599 
649 
429 
399 

1699 
1999 
2399 
375 
4295 
1299 
499 

Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood x-demo 
Rega Jura Floorstanding Black Ash S/H 
Rega ELA Cherry X-demo 
Totem Mani 2 mahogany S/H 
Verity Fidelios Black Lacquer x-demo 

Cables and Accessories 
Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H 
BCD 1000 3 tier stand S/H 
BCD Amp Stand S/H 
Cyrus Hark Floorstand Black S/H 
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new&boxed 
Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed 
Madrigal MDC 2 0.5m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed 
QED QNEXII 1m RCA-RCA Interconnect S/H 
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-demo 
Siltech Signature G5 lmAES/EBU 110ohm Digital S/H 
Siltech SPX10 0.5m mains cable New Boxed 
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo 
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo 
Spectral MI-350 20 ft Speaker cable x-demo 

Tuners Et Tape decks, power supplies 
Magnum Dynalab FT-R Remote Switcher for 
FT101A/Etude (new & boxed) 
Tandberg TD20A Reel to Reel (just serviced) S/H 
Rega radio 3 Siver X-demo 

Suppliers and installers of High 

Quality Audio Systems 

' 47 Laboratory 

Accuphase 

ATC 

Audio Physic 

Audio Research 

Avalon Accoustics 

Avid 

bel canto 

Benz Micro 

Cardas 

Clearaudio 

Conrad Johnson 

dCS 

Densen 

DNM/Reson 

Electrocompaniet 

Finite Elemente 

Graaf 

J M Labs 

Krell 

Kuzma 
Lavardin 

Martin Logan 

Michell 

Nagra 

Primare 

ProAc 

Rega 

Siltech 

Sonus Faber 

Spectral 

Nordost 

Sugden 

Transparent Audio 

Verity Audio 

Wadia 

7500 5799 
450 199 
749 579 
2999 1599 
8000 4499 

550 375 
1299 699 
695 349 
N/A 250 
599 299 
319 159 
279 139 
N/A 22 
2370 1499 
625 449 
105 55 
800 499 
1400 799 
2100 1199 

450 279 
N/A 250 
398 279 

Midland Audio X-change are Looking for Audio Research, Krell , Mark Levinson , Naim Audio , Dcs,Wadia. 



PINEWOOD MUSIC -imr 
of Winchester and Taunton 

SALE 
Th following are offered for sale in mint condition with 

original packaging and accessories 

KRELL FPB-600 5500 (12900) 

KRELL SHOWCASE 7.1 proc 3300 (4495) 

KRELL KAV-30011 2000 (3698) 

MARANTZ SA-12S1 (unused) 1500 (3500) 

KRELL KPS-25sc (latest spec) POA (24998) 

AGENCIES: Audio Research, Krell, Jadis, Sonus faber, Martin 
Logan, Koetsu, Copland, Prima Luna, Pathos, Oracle, Lyra. 
Unison Research, Transparent, Chord Company. Futureglass, 
finitie-elemente, BCD Engineering 

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT SEVEN 

DAYS A WEEK AND EVENINGS 

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY 
Winchester: 01962 776808 Taunton : 01460 54322 

Mobile : 07860 351113 e-mail : brianriv@mac.com 

IAN HARRISON HI-FI TB: 01283 702875 
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY 

MASSIVE SALE! 
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP. 

,  

VAN DEN HUL 

DENON 

SHURE 

AUDIO TECHNICA 

GOWRING 

SUMIKO 

TRANS-

FIGURATION 

LONDON (DECCA) 

GRADO 

ORTOFON 

RESON 

CLEAR AUDIO 

KOE7SU 

SHUN MOOK 

TONEARMS 

GRAHAM 

MOTH 

CLEAR AUDIO 

HADODCK 

MICHEL1 

TURNTABLES 

GOLDRING 

MICHELL 

CLEAR AUDIO 

HIFI FURNITURE 

CUSTOM DESIGN 

OPTIMUM 

ASH DESIGN 

APOLLO 

SOUND STYLE 

SOUND 

ORGAAIISAT1ON 

ALPHASON 

CABLES 

HEADPHONES 

BEYER 

STAX 

SENNHEISER 

SONY 

AKG 

GRADO 

AUDIO-

TECHNICA 

CASSETTE DECKS 

BLACK RHODIUM PIONEER 

TRANSPARENT SONY 

QED 

ORTOFON 

NORDOST 

ARGENTO 

AUDIO 

SUPRA 

WIREVVORLD 

CD PLAYERS 

MONRIO 

GAMUT 

SONY 

CREEK 

ORELLE 

TUNERS 

DENON 

SONY 

CREEK 

PROMO STAGES 

GRAHAM SLEE 

WHEST AUDIO 

TRICHORD 

MOTH 

CREEK 

NAD 

EAR 

TOM EVANS 

CLEAR AUDIO 

OVO 

SONY 

MINI DISC 
SONY 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

OPERA 

TRIANGLE 

FINAL 

ELAC 

HARBETH 

EPOS 

ORELLE 

MISSION 

AMPLIFIERS 

CREEK 

HALCRO 

MOTH 

CAT 

GAMUT 

ALOIA 

EAR 

AUDIO VALVE 

ACCUS TIC ARTS 

GRAAF 

ORELLE 

MONRIO 

AUDIO ANALOGUE 

PATHOS - 

ACOUSTICS 

UNISON - 

RESEARCH 

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8 AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. 
ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES. 

NO EX. DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS ARE NOT 
UPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHON 

OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES. 
SUPPLIER OF HIFI PRODUCTS 8 ACCESSORIES SINCE 1986 

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, 
DERBY, DE65 6GO. TEL: 01283 702875. 9am - 9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS. 

LASSIQUE SOUNDSemcEsTER) INC ONE THING. 
1NTAGE HIFI & NAIVE SPECIALIST TEL 1H45 123 5137 ( local rate)(UKonl 

WANTED Vintage and modern hifi eqpt. Part exchange welcome. 
IF« 114 SAI.E.PRE/IR)VVER ANIPEPI RS 

st xis. :Src.Compkte active sytem including speakers and C111,0,1-.. II boxed and in very peel condition. £ 299 

Luxman L- 309V integrated amplifier. Gorgeous £ 150 Mamie MAS pre class A monoblocksBoxedimint BOA 

Pioneer C73 Ref Series swine unirMint & boxed f 230 Braun CEV5I0 tuner iunp/book Very rare EX cond BOA 

Ratel RX-81.10 tuner amp. Split pm puer. V large £ 69 Linn U(100 power amplifier. Excellent condition. f 31X.1 

Audio Innovations S/300 iii ampl ilierValvekoxed £ 399 Marrmn PM80 pure class A amplifier 25 watts. £ 225 

Cyrus III integrated amplifier. Excelknt. f 299 Meridian Modular pre/power amplifier. Ex muid. f 249 

Quad 34 pre amplifier with MC inpuLS pin dinBxdf 22'5 Cyrus XPA power iunplitier. 2 X 511W. Excellent. 199 

Quad 44 pre runplitier. Boxed in good condition. £ 249 Quad 405/1. Boxed and in good condition. £ 225 

Suplen A21 A Integrated.6 months old. Silver front.£ 695 Quad 405. upgrade(' to a 4052 hr Quad. Boxed. £ 250 

John Bower, ( Musical Fidelity) pre iimplifier. Special edition. MM & MC + aux arid CDExcelkot. Boner/Rare £ 175 

Swam Alpha 3 runplifer. Mint Boxed Instructions f 100 

Sugden 31ES I prier amplifier. Boxed. £ 650 

Mamie/ PNI6txSE KI signature integrated amplifier £ 199 

Tube Technoltigx cave pur amp. Mint bud £ 995 

CR lkvelopinents Cannata line calve pr-amp. f 450 

Sumo Athena I I pre amplifier, lane level. Superb. f 399 

Sugden .A2S amplifier. Excellent condition & unIr £ 310 

Quad 77 integrated iunplitier. Mint Boxed. liotr. £ 399 

1.innI.K1 pre-amp and 11:11101e. GO(XI condition. f 249 

Quiet 1 1 s in various condition and price. BOA 

Nain: Nap 180 power iunplifier. Mint. Boxed. f 799 

Quad 303 pruner amplifier, from  11S 

Nakanichi CAS presunplifier. Ex coud. Crust £750 f 375 

NVA A80 rnono pincer amplifier: X 2.. REDUCED£ 450 NSA A60 stereo power amplifier. Good condition. £ 295 

Amain Zeta ! Pro logic CilkIlla amp. Ccm £999110£ 450 Quad 33 pre ampl dies. From  £ 75 

Musical Fidelity BI integrated amplifier. Good crud 125 

Crimson Ekynik 510/520 pre: pincer amplifierBsd. f 249 

Nytech CPI 12 pre amplifier. Excellent condition. £ 99 

Rogers Cadet integrate' tube amplifia IOW £ 175 

Hamson Karciori I-WI-It/11 line amplifierMintboxed f 199 

Kenwood KA6601) integrated amplifetr. Black. f 60 

Naim NAC 92 pre amp. SNO 161840. Mint. Boxed f 299 

Quad 77 remote control lie amplifier etc. Clk4 149 

Linn I.K2 piwer amplifier. Good neelition £ 299 

Leak Stereo XI valve power runplifiers hum._ POA 

Hannon Kan1011 integrated valve amp.110V. V rare £ 299 

Arcarn Alpha 2 amplifier Mint. Boxed/instr £ 95 

Nakarnichi PAS 100W/CH power amp. Cost £ 1.3110 £ 650 

TURNTAItà.ES 

Sm 305M motor unit. No an'''. Nice deck. £ 100 Thorax, TDI60 with &min tone am. 

Transcripton I lvdraulic Reference turntable. Nice f 799 Gam] 301/401 chicxxis in various condition from 

Thorens TD126.' SAK 11 CW Dpiavector MC'Atarrn f 249 Rega planer .3 with RB3011 tone arm led Af cat. 

SPEAKERS 

£ 95 

£ 125 

£3.10 

Pair Quad ELS63 speakers. .Serviced by One Thing Audio and with original boxes and packing. Ex condition. £1399 

Quad  ESLS7 speakers in black. Excellent conditionf 699 Single Tannoy speaker with 10 inch monitor gold f 150 

Kef Cresea 2s. Cherry. StandmountSlint & boxed £ 80 Celesixin E30 fkerscuiders. Boxedlibek ash £ 129 

Pair Quad ESLS7 ' pite.. Fully rebuilt by One Thing Audio. Blasi( cloth fronts5 star review in Hifi Wink]. Mint. £ 1699 

Quad ESI-57 speakers All fully serviced with full 3 months warranty Hear what ISS1.57s should some' like Froin£900 pr 

Qua] F.SL57's nice condition. BIIMIZe finish. £ 699 Lamy Lineaster w id' I r monitor golds. £750 

Roksin ROK-ONE speaker. Black. Mini. Bowl £ 295 B&W DM4 speakers. Black finish f 85 

IIcy/nook Heylins. Black. Boxed. Ex condition £ 199 Rogers LS55 speakers. Rosewood. Boxed. Exc cond £ 199 

Fannoy Chatsworth with 12 inch monitior golds. £700 Mordaunt Short MS201 pearl. Brand new. Black £ 169 

Kel- C31 Bookshelf monitor speakers in black f tel Magnsplaner MG 1.4 . Boxed with £400 oak stands 999 

COTHER ITEMS 

Par MAE SOON tie Quad ESI.57Eantastic upgadef 175 

Quad Fisll VitIce tuners Various prices then tidy £ 

Quad 1104 tuner. Spin din serum. Good condition £ 200 

Maranta CD63 top leader al player Collect:II*. f 125 

Trio Kr(8oL .> nthesiser tuner. ANLE-sct Black, C 75 

Deem London inkmational tone arm. New. Boxed. f 175 

Quad 77 RDS FM tuner. Mint. Boxed. Instructions fR8 

Maumee SD275 twin cuss...tie deck. Dolby BC f 49 

Ian, Tuner. Slid t Boxed Sen unusual Cost f549 £ 249 

Cyrus DAD) Cd player with mute. Ex condition. 

Quad 1142 Valse tuna. (keel condition. 

Quad MC Inuit module fie Quad 34 pre amplifier 

Phillips 101 top knifing al player. Colkseable. 

SME 3009 Gammas from ......... 

Maranta CD52 Cd player. Ex condition. 

Nakamichi COP 2E CD player. Ex condition. 

Aiwa AD-S750 Ekeby B-C-S/11X po casette deck 

QuatirS13 tuner in excellent condition 

f 275 

f 150 

£ 40 

£ 125 

£ 125 

f 79 

£ 250 

£ 75 

£99 

QUAD ESIS7 ar. ELS63 IP'AiSIELS/S1ERVICINC; ETC 

Full rebuild including latest Otec panels/ bass panels tir cosmetics 57's f1175 

Reconditioned Quad ESL57 speakers from only £999.00.prMlw spend £4000+? 

ESL57 SPEAKERS STANDARD SERVICE E465.1112. Ring for info. 
Exchange/ recon ESL57 bass panel f 150.Treble £105. ESL63 panels f 125 refurbished. 

ELS63/ESL57 speaker stands, available in black or woodgrain @ f210.00 a pair. 

New socks for ELS63s £45 pr. Many other spare parts available. Please ring. 

"Classique Sounds servicing restores the Quads to a position where they can hold their 

head high", Jon Marks, HIFI WORLD. April 1999.Full servicing facilities available. 

Troughline 3 tuner service & realignment £176.00. (excludes valves. Rarely needed). 

One thing stereo decoder (back in stock ) 1205.00 Ex review Hifi world. 

TRANSLUCENT. (somewhat of a bargain) Hifi World. Jan 1999 

PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE 

99.99% pure silver conductors. Quality gold plated RCA phono plugs. 

Half Metre terminated f70.00 One metre tenninated f90.00. Available with Eichmann plugs + L30 

New Translucent ULTRA + Heavy duty. 99.99% pure silver (4N). 

Eichmann 24 Kt gold plate plugs £199.00 per metre. Or f149 per half metre. 

7 day money back guarantee if not better than existing cable 

NEW. 1.0MM 99.99% Pure silver wire @f15m. 0.5mm pure silver wire P 16.00m 

NEW EAR/YOSHINO EQUIPMENT 
Ear 834P MM/MC phono stage with/without volume. Brand new. Boxed at only £ 715 

Ear 834P MM phono stage. No volume control. Brand new. Boxed at only (575 

Ear 834L line only valve pre-amplifier..\'mixing. Brand new. Boxed .“ oul ()r1 

TEL. 0845 I 23 5137 (Calls charged at local rate anywhere in the UK) 

Tel 0116 2835821 or 07815188040 (Mobile). Callers by appt only. 

Opening times 10.00arn-6.00pm Mon-Friday.10.00am-2.00pm Satuniay. 

61 Aylestone drive, Aylestone, Leicester, LE2 8QE. Email 

classique_sounds@yahoo.co.uk 
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Fieatherdale 'ter 
eaudio limited 

NM w PUTPOSE mu ACOUSTICALLY PERFECT WOO NOON MY OPEIL 
NEATRERDALE Met/0 WARMED EQUIPS« EXPORT MIMES MARIE 
SPEAKERS 
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster size cabernets 
Rd Strata 3 Sub Woofer iex-dernal 
Revd F30 Loudspeakers Ex Demo were £2995 now 
Amide Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers 
Eltax Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers 

Audio Research SP14 Pre-Amp 
daim Nac 92 Pre Amp 
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & Power Supply 
Proceed PAV Pre Amp 
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp 

MMUS 
Krell KST 100 Amp 
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks 
Incarleck DIRK Integrated Amp 

£795 
£750 

£2395 
£275 
£140 

£1495 
£350 
£650 

£1395 
£350 

£1495 
£895 
£40 

202 Findon Road. Worthing. WEST Sussex. BN14 OEJ 
Tel. 01903-872288 or (after hours) 07860 660001 Fax 01903-872234 

e- mall: heatherdare4hifi-stereo.com //www.hifi-stereo.com 

Advantage Integrated Amp £1495 
Accuphase £307 Integrated Amp (as new) £2995 
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks, immaculate condition & boxed £3495 
Michell Alecto Amplifier £695 
Mark Levinson 383 Int Amp £3495 
Musical FideIrty P180 Power Amps With MF3a Pre Amp & Psu £695 

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORT 
CEC DX51 MK2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW 
Mark Levinson Reference CD System ML30.6 & ML31 5 
Transport ( ex demo, full warrantee) 
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU 
Accuphase DP55V CD Player ( as new) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Aucho Note AN-S2 Moving cod cartridge Step-up transformer 

copper wired (new) ( retails £499) 
Michelle Iso/Hera Phono Stage 

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE. 

AKG K340 Electrostatic Headphones 
Transparent Music Wave + 3m Speaker Cable 
Project Phono Box SiE ( as new) (retails £125) 
Stax 4040 Headphones ( as new) (retails £1195) 
Shunyata Aries internannects 2m RCA (ex demo) (retails £1275) 
Shuriyata Mes 1m RCA (ex demo) (retails £850) 
Kondo digital 1m RCA ( as new) (retails £1200) 
Yamaha DVD Player S795 

£1495 Yamaha Ct-810 Am/Fm Tuner 

£17995 TURNTABLES. CARTRIDGES & TONEANAS 
£895 Dynavector DV2OX (as new) ( retails £395) 

£2095 RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell (as new) (retails £850) 
ZYX RS20-02H (0.48mv) (as new. Retail £450) 
Pro-ject 6.9 Tumtable (no cartridge fitted. (as new). Retail £600) 
Pro-ject 12c carbon fibre arm ( unused. Retail £500) 

£450 Selection of brand new discounted cartridges 
£895 

£50 
£250 
£90 

£850 
775 

£495 
£495 
£145 
£125 

£285 
£595 
f325 
£425 
£350 

Otter services mailable. See In store 0% Flame. Coalition Apply. See In store 
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD AMEX - DINERS CLUB WELCOME, 

WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW & USED STOCK and buy In for cash 

acou es 

BE 
udio Consultants 

0118 981 9891 

BUCKS. 
Noteworthy Audio 
01296 422 224 

CAMBS. 
The Hi-Fi Company 
01733 341 755 

ESSEX 
Audition Music 
01255 863 905 

HAMPS. 
Origin Live 
02380 578 877 

LONDON 
KJ West One 
0207 4868 262 

MIR .•••// 

mier Dealers 
ISLE OF MAN 
The Musical Experience 
01624 817230 

KENT 
Matrix Hi-Fi 
01332 292 391 

Sounds of Music 
01892 539 245 

Walrus Systems 
0207 724 7224 

Unique Sound & Vision 
0207 2720922 

NORTHANTS. 
H.G. Rapkin 
01604 637 515 

NORTH WEST 
Orpheus Audio 
0161 428 1539 

SUFFOLK 
The Emporium 
01379 870 873 

Audio Images 
01502 582 853 lilt 

UK & IRELAND DISTRIBUTOR 

Real Hi-Fi 

Tel: 0870 909 6777 

w4.realhi-fi.com 

SCOTLAND 
The Audio Salon 
0141 333 9700 

Hi-Fi Corner 
0131 556 7901 

SOMERSET 
Alternative Audio 
01984 624242 

TYNE & WEAR 
Global Hi-Fi Centre 
01 91 230 3600 

YORKS 
Premier Audio 
01924 255 045 

Vickers 
01904 629 659 

Midland 
all 

9 Finchfield Road West, Finchfield, Wolverhampton, VVV3 8AY 

Telephone/Fax 01902 380083 

k Studio 

For our 25th Anniversary 
see what is new and used 

on our New website 

www.midlandhifistudio.com/hifiworld 

Alternatively phone for a 
mail list 
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO 
TEL: 01992 653999 MOBILE: 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudo@aol.comWEB: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk 

WEB SITE www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk IS NOW FULLY OPERATIONAL 
AND UPDATED DAILY WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT 

CD/DVD 
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGY PA-1 DSP/UPSAMPLING DIGITAL PROCESSOR 
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGY/MODWRIGHT SIG-2 PA-3 24/96 UPSAMPLING DAC 
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGY/MODWRIGHT SIG -2 MONOLITHIC PSU 
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT RARELY ON THE MAKET 
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT 
THORENS TCD PLAYER/TRANSPORT 
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRAN AT&T 
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£1000) 
THETA PRE GEN III DAC & PRE AMP 
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC 
MICROMEGA SOLO TOPLOADING CD/TRANSPORT 
MICROMEGA CD-3 TOPLOADING TRANSPORT/DUO-PRO COMBO 
CEC TL-51/DX-51 MK111 TRANS &DAC(£3000) 
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC(GOLD) 
WADIA DM X-32 DAC 
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU 

VALVE AMPS 
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS 2-BOX PRE AMP WITH PHONO STAGE & TWOMONOBLOCS 
FANTASTIC ART DECO/INCA/AZTEC STYLING COMPLETELY REVALVED AND UN/BARD OF 
ON THE RE-SALE MARKET(WAS £10.000 NEW) A PIECE OF HISTORY! PICS ON WEB £3995 
PATHOS TWIN TOWERS FANTASTICALLY STYLED REMOTE VALVE HYBRID MINT/CRATED £2295 
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST SILVER MAGNUM (£2700 RETAIL) SEALED BOX BRAND NEW/BOXED £1995 
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 REMOTE INTEGRATED (SUPER WRITE UPS) EX OEM £1275 
GOLDEN TUBE SE-I MKII REMOTE EL-34 INTEGRATED LAST ONE EX DIS £750 
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE PRE AMP MINT/BOXED £795 
UNISON RESEARCH 845 MONOBLOCS MINT/BOXED £2595 
AUDION SILVER KNIGHT 3008 MONO'S & MATCHING 2-BOX PRE (ALL GOLD) flEVALVED LOVELY! £2250 
JADIS JPS-2 TWO BOX PRE (WAS £8000) EXCLT £2995 
JADIS DEFY-7 100 WATTS CHANNEL EXCLT £2995 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 MKII MINT/BOXED £995 
AUDIO RESEARCH D-115 POWER AMP EXCLT £1495 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-213 BALANCED PRE AMP MINT/BOXED IBA 
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70 BALANCED POWER AMP MINT TBA 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (£3650 RETAIL) BRAND NEW/BOXED £2500 
ART AUDIO OUINTET(SWITCHABLE TRIODE LOVELY SWEET AMP) MINT £695 
OAKLEY IMAGE SIX AMERICAN VALVE PRE-AMP INC.PHONO STAGE EXCLT £395 
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE AMP WITH PHONO STAGE MINT £695 

BRAND NEW £895 
BRAND NEW £795 
BRAND NEW £495 
MINT/BOXED £1695 
MINT/BOXED £795 

MINT £495 
EXCLT £575 

EX DISPLAY/BOXED £695 
EXCLT/BOXED £1495 
MINT/BOXED £995 

MINT £1295 
MINT/BOXED £1250 

3 MONTHS OLD £1995 
BOXED £1995 
MINT £495 
EXCLT £375 

SOLID STATE 
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO 2-BOX REFERENCE PRE AMP WAS £12000 6 MONTHS OLD MINT/BOXED £6495 
GRYPHON S-100 CLASS-A POWER AMP MINT £2895 
MARK LEVISON NO.28 2 BOX PRE AMP CM PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £1295 
MARK LEVINSON NO.38 REMOTE PRE AMP MINT/BOXED £1995 
MARK LEVINSON NO.23 POWER AMP MINT/BOXED £2495 
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR REMOTE CONTROL PRE AMP (£3000) MINT/BOXED £1795 
CONRAD JOHNSON PF-1 PRE INC.PHONO STAGE MINT £995 
DNM 3-BOX BATTERY POWERED PRE WITH PHONO STAGE (DNM SERVICED NEW BAITS) VGC £995 
ALOIA PST 11.01 2 BOX REMOTE PRE AMP/PSU EXCLT £1495 
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5B STEREO POWER AMP (RARE) EXCLT £2795 
GAMUT D-200 POWER AMP (£3950 RETAIL) BRAND NEW/BOXED £2995 
AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2 (£3700+RETA1L) BRAND NEW BOXED £2995 
PLINIUS SA-102 CLASS A POWER AMP MINT £2750 
MARANTZ SC-22 PRE & MA-22 MONOBLOCS MINT/BOXED £1195 
THORENS TTA CLASS A POWER AMP MINT £395 
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL 3 MONTHS USE (£4000) MINT/BOXED £2495 
ORELLE SA-100R REMOTE AUDIOPHILE AMP MINT/BOXED £375 
CYRUS STRAIGHTLINE MINT £295 
PRIMARE A-20 INTEGRATED AMP MK-11 (LAST ONE!!) 

VINYL 
FORSELL AIR REFERENCE MK-11 WITH ARM AND FLYWHEEL (WAS $30,000) 
ARISTON 0-DECK 
SYSTEMDECK 
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE ( RETAIL £650?) LAST ONE! 
DENSEN DRIVE MC PHONO STAGE & PEU 
DENSEN DRIVE M.C. PHONO STAGE XPS.PSU 
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE (RETAIL £500?) 
BILL BEARD BATTERY POWERED HEAD AMP ROTARY GAIN & INPEDENCE 
STANTON BATTERY STEP UP 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
TDL TRANSMISSION LINE STUDIO MONITORS 
CELESTION A-3 AWESOME FLOORSTANDERS IN CHERRYWOOD 
CELESTION A-2 ( SANTOS ROSEWOOD ) LAST PAIR (£1500.) 

EX.DISPLAY/BOXED f450 

MINT/BOXED £7500 
MINT/BOXED £175 

MINT £225 
BRAND NEW/BOXED £450 

f275 
£325 

NEW £275 
MINT £425 
MINT IBA 

EXCLT £995 
VGC £1395 

BRAND NEW/BOXED £1195 

CELESTION A-2 40 HOURS USE IN ROSEWOOD 
CELESTION A-1 CHERRYWOOD 
APOGEE CALIPERS WELL LOOKED AFTER PAIR (BECOMING VERY RARE/SOUGHT 
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 BIRDS EYE MAPLE DEDICATED STANDS 1WEEKS USE 
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM FULL RANGE ELECTROSTATICS (£9300) 
BKS 107 MK II SUPREME EXDEM 
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM-3 ELECTROSTATICS BI-WIRE 
MARTIN LOGAN CLS11Z & KINERGETICS SW-800 SUBWOOFERS/.X-OVER 
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB BIRDS EYE MAPLE VENEER 
REGA XEL (WALNUT) 
KELLY KT-3 HIGH 95 DB SENSITIVITY CHERRY VENEER 
INFINITY KAPPA-8 REFERENCE 
SNELL C MK-IV AMERICAN OAK VERY RARE/GOOD 
EPOS ES- 14 WITH STANDS 
BOSE 901 MK.IV & MATCHING EQUALISER (RECENT£700 SERVICE) 
CASTLE HOWARD-2 PREMIUM BEECH FINISH 
CASTLE AVON FLOORSTANDERS 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-109 
CELESTION DITTON 25'S 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ASW FB-110 SUBWOOFER 
REL STORM-1 SUBWOOFER 
CELESTION A-6S SUBWOOFER 
TRIANGLE ANTALS MATCHING CENTRE CHANNEL & 2 REAR SURROUNDS 
AUDIONOTE ANE-D ROSEWOOD 
B&W CDM-SNT WALL HUNG SPEAKERS RED CHERRY 

RACKS/STANDS 
SOUNDSTYLE STATUS RANGE ST-105/ST310 CANCELLED ORDER (EACH) 
SOUNDSTYLE STATUS RANGE ST- 100 (CANCELLED ORDER) 
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95 MIDI RACK 
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105/XS -310 (CANCELLED ORDER) 
SOUNDSTYLE LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 18 &24 INCH HEAVEY SINGLE PILLAR 
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105/ SILVER/BLACK 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 SHELF 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4 SHELF 
SOUND ORGANIZATION Z-140 
TARGET R-2 FILLED STANDS SILVER 
TARGET R-2 FILLED STANDS BLACK 
OPTIMUM 5 TIER AN TYPE STAND 
ELEMENTAL AMP STAND 
COPULARE AMP STAND 

CABLES 
LOMPEAKEILGAILE 
XLO 5 1 SIGNATURE 7 FT PAIR X 2 
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE 
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3 METRE PAIR 
MIT MH-750 12 FT PAIR BI-WIRE 
MIT MH-750 8 FT PAIR 
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 23 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED 
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2 METRE STEREO PAIR TERMINATED VDH. BANNANAS EX.DIS. 
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION HYBRID 2 METRE PAIR TERMINATED VDH. SPADES 
XLO REFERENCE 6 FT. PAIR TERMINATED SPADES/BANANAS 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 4 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 3 METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 2 METRE BI-WIRE TERMINATED 
GOERTZ M-1 3 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) NEW BOXED 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI-WIRE CANCELLED ORDER LTD STOCK 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE OR 1 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1 METRE 

MIHRMIECUMLES 
PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SIGNAL 100 3.9 METRE BALANCED XLR 
PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SIGNAL 200 0.5 METRE BALANCED XLR 
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR 
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1 METRE RCA 
SILVER ARROW 1 METRE BALANCED XLR OEM USE ONLY (£1250) 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED 1 METRE (£997) 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO PHONO 1 METRE 
XLO 3 METRE PAIR ( PHONO) 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1 METRE 
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2 X 2 METRE PAIRS 
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4 METRE PAIR 
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR 
NEOTECH PROFFSSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE 

EX OEM £995 
MINT/BOXED £395 

AFTER) VGC £1195 
MINT/BOXED £995 

EX OEM/BOXED £5750 
MINT/BOXED £1350 

EX.DEM/BOXED £5750 
EXCLT £5750 

FANTASTIC! £3750 
OFFERS 

MINT/BOXED £750 
OFFERS 

REDUCED £1350 
MINT £450 

EXCLT/BOXEDOFFERS 
OFFERS 
OFFERS 
OFFERS 

VGC £175 
AS NEW £350 

VGC £450 
NEW/BOXED £375 

OFFERS 
IBA 

MINT IBA 

BRAND NEW/BOXED 
BRAND NEW/BOXED 
BRAND NEW/BOXED 
BRAND NEW/BOXED 

BRAND NEW 
EX.DISPLAY 
EX DISPLAY 
EX DISPLAY 

EX OIS 

£275 
£250 
£195 
£225 
£50 

£225 
£195 
£175 
£95 

£250 
£225 
£275 
f475 
£495 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED (EACH PAIR) £1195 
AS NEW BOXED ETC £795 

AS NEW £750 
£795 
£595 
£475 
£495 
£495 
f275 
£225 
£225 
£175 
£150 

BRAND NEW 020 METRE 
BRAND NEW £50/65 
BRAND NEW £75/95 

EX.DEM £295 
EX.DEM £295 

£1450 
£495 
£650 

BRAND NEW £675 
BRAND NEW £375 

EX.DEM £225 
£95 

EACH £450 
f450 

BOXED AS NEW £225 
BOXED ALMOST NEW £225 

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT1BOXEO, SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM 

Are you making the right connections? 
Send for Britain's biggest catalogue of 

specialist cable and connections. 
All available by mail order. 

Phone 020-8942 9124 or clip 
the coupon for your Free copy 

www.custom-cable.co.uk 

CUSTOM CABLE 
 SERVICE  
PO Box 4007, London SW17 8XG 

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue 

Name   

Address   

Postcode   

NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED 

Send to: Custom Cable Service 
PO Box 4007 
London SW17 8XG 
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accessories - 
111gears speaker p1/4ND BIG 
audio cables & 

able and iritercmnect' - 
Cy HIFI mail order specialists 

orldwide. 

quality used vintage 
and modem equipment 

bought, sold-part-
exchange most 

WeICE11110 

STOCKIST OF NEW AUDION VALVE AMPLIFIERS & SHANLING CD PLAYERS 
MISSION SPEAKERS & SURROUND SOUND SYSTEMS 

VALVE PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS 
AUDION EL34 STEREO POWER AMP 
\UDION 300B STEREO POWER AMP 
\UDION PX25 STEREO POWER AMP 
l'ATHOS New Classic One, integrated, 70 watts[NEW] 
l'ATHOS Logos, integrated, 110 watts[NEW] 
Inison Research Unico P [ hybrid, integrated, 50 watts NEW] 
Unison Research Unico Line [hybrid, Integrated, 80 watts NEW] 
Copland CSAI4 hybrid valve/transistor 
Black Cat Electronics l ee 46 Valve MONO bloc's[Lowthers/Tannoy 
ro ] Black Cat Electronics 45 Valve MONO bloc's[Lowthers/Tannoy] 

lilack Cat Electronics P 4 Valve MONO bloc's[Lowthers/Tannoy] 
Black Cat Electronics Valve Pre amp, Valve Phonosiage/linestage 
Papworth M100's [boxes as new] two mono blocs EL34's 
Venexion 61,6 valve monobloc power amps. beautiful. very well built 
11EATHK IT MA12 VALVE / TUBE AMPLIFIERS 
EAK TLJ25 PLUS VALVE/TUBE AMPLIFIERS 

Quad II's valve, with original 22_pre-amp in very good original condition KT66 
Quad Ils re-built beautifully by Concorde EL34 s mint 
I „cal( Stereo 20, valve, good rebuilt condition with stereo pre ELM 
Rogers Cadet II pre/power valve, near mint ECL86 
Rogers H088 [ECLS6Is] 
I.c.à( TLIO's rebuilt/mint, valve, beautifully clean KT6I/SP25 
Dynatron LFI5/16 mint excellent pair, valve. WITH original cages ELM 
l'y'e Mozart two mono blocks, valve. Us mono valve tuner nice single ended EL34 
Audion Silver Night 300b beauti ul x 2 Monoblocs, new salves 1£2000] 
Shanling integrated amp [ New] 
Superb Croft Super Micro A tube pre 

TRANSISTOR 
l'uccini integrated. 40 watts[NEWI 
Corelli stereo power, 60 watts [NEW] 
UAD 99 two mono blocks 
UAD 77 integrated 
UAD 33/303 pre/power 
UAD 44 pre-amps from 
UAD 34 pre-amps from 
UAD 44/405 pre/power 
UAD 34/3116 prerpower 
UAD 44 pre-amp 

Exposure 11 and f2 Pre-amp and Power Supply 
\ rcam Alpha 8 amp 
Marantz PM60100SE integrated 
5Ieridian 201 pre 
‘Ieridian 605 power monoblocl Boxed] 
Onix 0A22 intergrated 
Musical Fidelity BI 
Sansui C77/B77 Pre/Power 
Sugden C51/P51 

SPEAKERS 
Lowther dual position Acoustas PM7A's 
I .owther Acoustas PM6A's 
(,UAD ESL57's black, one owner, as new!! original packing boxes 
I annoy Canterbuy's 12* silvers, beautiful 
!annoy Canterbury's 12" reds nice, 
Ilannoy Lancasters 15" GOLDS very nice 
Snell speakers ill's 
Snell speakers K's 
I .owther Dual Position Acoustas Horn Loudspeakers PM7A 
'annoy 3LZ's 10" golds lovely condition 
Wharefdale Airdales very nice original condition, a seriously under- rated speaker 
Leak Sandwich good condition 
Rogers BBC LS3/5A's teak finish very good clean condition 
Chartwell BBC LS3/5A's beautiful 
Rogers LS3/5A's black ash original boxes 
('ELESTION VF302 Loudspeakers Cost £650 
Monitor Audio Monitor 3 Speakers (Top Tweeter Model) 
•IDL ELECTRONICS, RTL3 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS 
Epos ES 11 
I,p_os MI5's floor standers 
BOSE 141(newl 
Rogers LS1 Bookshelf speakers 
tangent TM I [Kef units. 8" and T27 treble, nice condition' 
K EF Coda 9 Speakers 
[annoy 12" dual concentric PA speakers 1£1300 new] 
R I50's [ uses L53/SA drivers, cylindrical aluminium cabinets] 
Acoustic Research floor sunders, two 8" bass/mids soft dome tweeter 
FULL RANGE OF OPERA handmade Hardwood speakers 
RUARK PRELUDE Its [near mint £950] 
RUARK EQUINOX stand mounted. boxed, immaculatel£20001 
Dalesford ri speaker (like Rogers .112149).fine condition 
Videoton Minimax 2 hifibox speakers [like GOODMANS MAXIMS] 
DECCA CORNER SPEAKERS, 
proac tablette 2. 2 way speakers black finish 

CD PLAYERS 
SHANLING SCD-T200C[NEW] 
SHANLING CDT100 VALVE cd player [new] 
I " nison Research Unico CD 'NEW.] 
\ udio Analogue Paganini CD [NEW] 
\ udio Analogue Maestro CD [NEW] 
Sonic Frontiers Anthem CD' [as new and boxed £ 1850] 
Marantz CD6000 OSE 
Marantz CD5000 [brand new and boxed] 
YRAD CDIO 
YRAD CD20 

Pioneer reference CD PD9I 
(yrus[CDI daD 1.5 silver 
Micromega stage 2 CD 
Nagaoka CD 157700[LINN] 
I ) 1/-A PDM I Series 2 DAC 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
( iraham Slee phono stage ERA GOLD 
1:ream Slee phono stage GRAM AMP 2SE 
Graham Slee phono stage GRAM AMP 2 
.1BL 2405 tweeters 
C/IJAD FM3 £ 100 QUAD FM4 
\ ITAVOX S2's compression driven. 
Vitavox S3's [ Various 4 cell homs] 
Nakamichi BX2icassette deck] 
AUDIO Alchemy-dac in a box 
AV1 Pre 200 sertes 
I andberg 3002 Pre Amp 

£899 
£1999 
£2595 
£1325 
£2750 
£750 
£900 
£675 
£1775 
£1750 
£1850 
£275 
£2250 
£450 
£350 
£550 
£750 
£575 
£425 
£225 
£225 
£650 
£425 
£425 

£1250 
£1250 
£375 

£525 
£695 
£725 
£375 
£175 
£265 
£175 
£425 
£400 
£275 
£575 
£215 
£175 
£345 
£875 
£175 
£125 
£175 
£225 

£7754/0 
£425-00 

£850 
£3500 
£2500 
£1250 
£415 
£325 
£750 
£475 
£525 
£120 
£650 
£650 
£650 
£475 
£295 
£375 
£275 
£385 
£150 
£125 
£185 
£175 
£425 
£375 
£225 
P.OA 
£425 
£835 

£175-00 
£85-00 

£225-00 
£275-00 

£2150 
£1650 
£1195 
£895 

£1700 
£950 
£155 
£125 
£215 
£295 
£395 
£225 
£225 
£195 
£135 

£460 
£195 
£125 
£500 
£250 
£600 
£350 
£115 
£85 

£225 
£175 

GARRARD 401, LINN LVV ARM AND LINN K9 CARTRIDGE £425 
THORENS TDI25-SME ARM-SHURE V15 £325 THORENS TD166 MKII £ 125 

MICHELL orbe £2298 MICHELL gyrodec £ 1126 MICHELL gyrode SE £895 MICHELL 
Technodec£575 MICHELL Techno Arm 'A' £399 ORIGIN LIVE AURORA £970 ORIGIN LIVE 
AURORA GOLD £ 1470 ORIGIN LIVE MODIFIED OL I ARM £359 ORIGIN LIVE SILVER 
ARM £.599 ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER ARM £970 ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS ARM £ 1570 

MAIN STOCKISTS OF: 
GOOD TRADE-IN GIVEN ON NEW EQUIPMENT--CARTRIDGES VALVES AND ODDS 

AN' ENDS!! AUDIO CABLES & ACCESSORIES-BIGEARS SILVER SPEAKER 
CABLE 4 METRES TERMINATED £ 135 ONE METRE PAIR OF SILVER INTERCON-
NECTS, REALLY OPENS OUT THE SOUND, WONDERFULLY DYNAMIC £65 
PHONO OR 5 PIN DIN IBOTH AS GOOD AS ANY ANYWHERE AT ANY PRICE! 1--

MAIL-ORDER SPECIALISTS-WORLDWIDE”QUAL1TY USED VINTAGE & MODERN 
EQUIPMENT BOUGHT-SOLD PART-EXCHANGE MOST WELCOME.FEEL FREE To) 
PHONE OR E-MAIL FOR FRIENDLY ADVISE-IF I HAVEN'T GOT WHAT YOU WAN I 

CAN PROBABLY GET IT"' 

Tel:01736-740421 e-mail ehrishirehleyehtinternet.com 
website:www.geoeities.com/noddyandbigearshifi 

STOWSOUNDS 
01449 675060 

Special prices this month on new, used and ex dem products 

Atacama 25" speaker stands, black 
Soundstyle midi sized rack 6 shelf 
Magnat Vector 55 floorstanders, black 
Marantz 5cd changer 
Creek A50i 
JM Lab Cobalt 810, black 
Living Voice Avatar 
Revolver R33, superb value speakers 
Exposure 2010 cd 
Exposure 2010 integrated 
Exposure 2010 power 
Denon 260L tuner 
DPA Enlightenment pre 
Acoustic Energy Aesprit 300, maple 
Project Debut 2 Phono SB 
Neat Mystique, cherry 
Creek cd53 
Resolution Audio Opus system 
Exposure 21 pre 
Exposure Super 18 power 
Linn Classic Movie 
Linn 5.1 speaker package 

40 
75 
99 
50 

350 
125 

2295 
350 
495 
495 
399 
35 

250 
150 
160 
250 
795 

3795 
450 
395 
1250 
950 

For details call 01449 675060, or e-mail stowsounds@aol.com 

arnics 
Sale List 

NEW THIS MONTH • 

SME 20A UMBEL MIN DIE V kW£1 , 9 9 5 14,861 
MAU LEYMISON MtlA POMP MC PHONO SUPERB 5/11 I . 4 9S 16,100 
MAU EfINSON No23 5 POWER AM Pa VII f 2.500 17.400 
WM 01 NANA A CUM SW 4 9 5 11,080 
CART 805 SOMETIME MONO IMPS VII f 6.995 117,000 
MI 501 101 SF111£13. FLOM SIANDEIS, 
FAMED W ROSEWOOD 1/11 
ORIOFON ROMAN CAATRIDGE 
AVM FOS I %NAM emu WITH ECIPM1 
(MUMPS SIEWOOFERS ROSEWOOD 

99 (2.000 
1 9 5 £1.000 

£1.100 ( 11,000 

MASSIVE REDUCTIONS 

014911411(91)4(1911904091 SPCMERS 
II MALMO MID IRONW000 FLED STANDS 001 ( 4 9 5 1189 
WNW FABER LUCA WAWA 2 SPEWS 
II WAINER AND STONEWOOD STANDS se' (1,795 £3191 
NOMAD W100 MAN PPUIP SIPEA LOCO 30.11) EAT f 1.9 9 5 £5./50 
WAWA 1000 TRANSPORT • DM Mu 
INTERFACE MI UPGRADES DONE 6 BOWS IN NI f 3.0 0 0 £ 1/.000 
ACCUPHISE DP90 / DP91 MANSPORT ON SRI L 1,4 9 5 000.010 
ORACLE CD 11.91111 LATEST STUNNING S/H ( 3.415 ( 10,101 
WELL MDIO SIGNA1URE 00 %NSPCC WE 115 f 2,4 9 5 11,000 
KRELL TV 100( Gil POWER Ale L3,415 L8350 
MDR MIL3 VAIN MONO AMPS L3 , 4 1 5 £1,010 
GERI% 5 11111 MMUS IN AOSEWOOD 111(111011 
R)WLAND MU AMP ADJUSTABLE TO SUIT AM 1101141 ( 1,495 £15.500 
AVALON ACCENT 2 SPEAYIRS IN BUM ASM 
WITH SEPARATE otossoeu (1,415 £I4.100 
PROM FIIIIMF I MINOR' ROSEW000 12.415 £11.450 
DUNE» N4 SPEUEM WIN OAA STEREOPHILE £/11 1,4 1 5 (8300 
VERFOP1110 0/11 £2.495 £8.500 

0011 1$1 UM FRUMP ME SW L 1.4 1 L4,170 
WWII REFERENCE 120 me MONO AMPS. 
MEN MPS ALSO HAM THE OPOONAL 
TAM MOM 5/H £1,3 1 5 £3,000 
MI 70 921 ME SWAMIS 6 STANDS 
GUNNELL rrn unite) FIRM 
MIMING AOIM SKIERS S31 £1,511 £4,400 
MAR LESINSON III INTERGAWED 5/11 ( 3,115 LS.995 
Al10104011 SPENOW IN FULL 
EBONY 'EWER WfiLl AUDIONOIE STANDS £1.315 
IIIELL RAY 250A POWER AMP 411 (1.415 
LUMLEY 1115 IOW MOPS B0004000. 5.01 13,500 
AINNO 11E1E1101 05 PUMP BUD, SMI L2,500 
WAX RESEARCH [DI CD PLAIER 5.11 £ 1,1 91 
AUDIO AEVAR01 VI 40 VALLE MONO AMPS 
BLACK SW £1,195 £8.100 
PROW NITIME 1 51191110 BEAM. 1/0 12,715 15.1175 
WOW HMO IMNSPOR1 • DIC • OPTNAL INTERFACE 
All INGINDES OM, 6 IMES IN A11 3,511 11.000 
«UNA% 7611 0711 1/AIMAT 11/4 SUPER. 3,99 S 71.000 
016a1 (11 NAB Mg 5111111116 LOOM 3./15 11700 

190111011:445 //4 13 RATER, 1,31S 4,915 
C0411» tome DA1 11INSPORT • DAR 

SUFER.8 06111 101.1NO MAGMA 1.615 3,111 

(1.100 
03,698 
(0000 
iS 690 
£3,290 

HIGH END AUDIO 

BOUGHT/SOLD 

EXCHANGED 

List 
4101.1 3100 CD TRANSPORT 11S 2031 
FRELL I1D1 0 %NATURE TIANSPORT RARE 2.1 1 S ROO 
AUDIO /MITRE% 3602 DM UPGMDEAVAILABLE 8 1 5 2200 
FEAR TALINGLE 00111.4 DA/ 1307 01IP 3115 ISO 
MENDWI 066 NAM DA( BALANCED 3 1 S £095 
IMAM BLAU BM DAC5 ISO 450 
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE NW WRY PAPE 4 1 5 1190 
SOU CMOS TURNIABLE STEAl 1/ S 46100 
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PUMP 
IVAN MODEMS • MASTER SUPPLY 7,115 23,1410 
AUDIO AESEAKH LS33 REMOTE CONIRM MEOW 1,3 1 S 3.125 
AUDIO mum PASSION 04 REMOTE PREWIP 71S 1490 
UNISON 1013001 MISTERY 010 /AIM PAEAPIP 615 1.750 
PM 101 MAIM WITH WM? 1 WEEK OLD 1.1 1 5 RIM 
AUDIO MSEM01 1.51 INN PREAMP SI S 1,717 
AUDIO RESEINCH 1.401 INIEGMTED 
1101011 CON11.01. AMPUFIER JUIF SEWED 1,195 3.145 
mini ISO HEM PHONE STATE 2 SI 600 

7411 MS PIE AMP SUM' MONO 415 1.650 
NOLL MP /00( GIST POWER AMP 3,1195 8,710 
NOLL FOP 100 POWER AMP 4.995 1.410 
j4015 JAW ALI MONO POWER /NW 3.915 1310 
GMN 20 OTI YALYE POWER AMPS 1,115 3300 
GAMMA WON TRIOOE VAIN MORO MAGNA 1.7 1 5 6.195 
CELLO 11190040001(10 11040 AMPS 1,115 17,000 
WEDMORE' 9)41001 POWER AMP 1,4 1 5 SAO 
untiscm 11111 POWER AMP BAAGAIN 995 2.100 
untisrm REIM PAE AMP GREAT COMBO 115 2.700 
1141111112 90 POWER AMP lOS 450 
we, NM 110 POWER AMP 5 1 5 1.220 
ElE0ROCOMPANIET 04111911115 FOWER AMP 1115 3,000 
ANIAMICH1 DAMON CAL51111 DARE (USN( 115 7,100 
STAB EMMA PRO HEADPHONES Ill 370 
GENESIS 5 1112 SPEAKERS 9010 uso 
INCLUDES ROUND BASS AMP ADJUST/131f TO ANY won 3.505 15.500 
NON WWII 2 SMAILEW IN 

/611 WITH SEPERATE 0105001ERS 3,115 19100 
PAU( MIRE 1.0UMPEMERS ROSEWOOD 3,115 11,450 
DURUM 1C4 SPIMEW LION( 1111UOPHILE A 2,1 1 S 1,500 
AUDIO P111116 IIMPO / SPEAIEW CHERRY BARGAIN 71S 2.500 
WHAUDA.11 WON 1 «TM SMART FIACSWE NOOR. 995 &Kg 
WC 10 MUMPS + STANDS BENI 4115 1,300 
PROM 1011111 11109)1111910111 BIA01 1.7 1 5 1300 

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
BEST PRICES PAID 

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION 

01438 71403E1 
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 

10.00am - 1.00pm SUN 

email: brnrdhareaoLcom 
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Oxford Audio 
Consultants Ltd. 

OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PRICE 
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SALE LIST 
NAIM CDS I JUST SERVICED BY NAIM £1795 SH 
KRELL KPS301 £1795 SH 
AUDIOLAB PRE/POWER P.O.A. 
BRYSTON 8B 4 CHANNEL POWER AMP £1395 SH 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 PREAMP £995 SH 
BOSE LIFESTYLE 28 BLACK NEW BOXES NORMALLY £..5 co £ 1950 
BOSE 3-2-1 NEW BOXED NORMALLY £999 £ 795 
AUIXO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE REMOTE £495 SH 
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER BLACK £595 SH 
ARCAM CD72 CD PLAYER - LESS THAN I YEAR OLD £ 250 SH 
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2 JUST SERVICED £2295 SH 
AUDIO RESEARCH DI30 POWER AMPLIFIER (SOLID STATE) £895 SH 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 PREAMPLIFIER £395 H 
ROKSAN CASPIAN INTEGRATED AMP £650 Si] 
TANNOY DIMENSION 8 LOUDSPEAKERS £1995 SH 
MICHELL GYRO SE TURNTABLE HARDLY USED £750 XD 
WILSON SYSTEM 6.1 FERRARI GREY £8995 SH 
MARTIN LOGAN ODYSSEY mint £3995 SH 
ONKYO INTEGRA DVDTPROCESSOR/POWER AMP £3995 XD 
KRELL KRC2 PREAMPLIFIER £1295 Sig 
WADIA 2000 CD TRANSPORT £1295 SH 
WADIA 64A DAC £1295 SH 
TRANSPARENT CABLES VARIOUS ASK FOR DETAILS P.O.A XD 
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MAHLER £2495 SH 
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO AMP £995 SH 
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIO PRE AMPLIFIER £495 SH 
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS P.O.A SH 
MARTIN LOGAN CLSIlz MINT £3000 XD 
DENON DV5000 DVD PLAYER . £450 SH 
ONKYO DS 989 AV AMP £995 SH 
KRELL FPB700cx (upgraded from 600) £9500 Sil 
KRELL 250p PRE AMPLIFIER f7Q5 SH 
VERITAS P400 POWER AMPLIFIER t: 9,-,5 XI) 

SH - Second Hand XD - EX Demonstration 

i 0%- interest lree credit 
Licensed Credit Broker 

REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST UPDATED SALE LIST. 

Agencies include. Acoustic Energy. Aleason. Atacama. Audio Aero, /tuck Analogue. Audio Research, 
Avid.Beyer. BOSE, Burrnester,Canton, Chord Company, Copland, Crestron, Denon, Diapason. 

Dreamvision, Dwin Electronics, Fujitsu,GM Audio, Goldring, Graal, Harman Kardon, Hitachi plasma, 
Integra Systems.Jadis, Jarro, Ket.Koetsu. Krell. Lexicon. Linn Classikliving ControlLokwe TVNideo, 

Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan. Michell, Mission, Misical Fidelity, NAD, Naim. NEC Gas Plasma 
Screens, Nordost, Onkyo, Opera,Ortolon,Parasound, Pathos, Pioneer, Pnmaluna, Project Turntables, 

Pure, Spectral, Quadraspire. REL Subwoolers. Sennheiser. Sharp LCD TVs.SME, Sosas Faber, 
Some Systems. Stands Unique, Stax, Stewart Screens,T 8 A.Tannoy, Teac, Theta, Transparent 
Unison Research. Triangle, Vibe Acoustics subwooters, Vogel, Wilson, Wireworld, Yamaha. 

Cantay House, Park End Street 

Ó 173/\ 1,1\ TelephoneO:x0foxrfdor0dX1101186" 5) 790879 
. . .  

Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665 

E-MAIL: oxford.audioebtinternet£om 

WEBSITE: www.oxfordaudioco.uk 

V.A.T. No. 
729580013 

TEL/FAX 
0121 747 4246 AUDIO 

QUALITY USED 
EQUIPMENT, 

BOUGHT, SOLD, 
PART EXCHANGE 

URGENTLY REQUIRED 
LINN, NAIM, 

MERIDIAN, QUAD, 
CASH WAITING 

RRP NOW £ 

ACCUPHASE DP7OV 4000 1495 

ATC C2 SUBWOOFER 1700 995 

AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX 

AUDIO NOTE M3 UNE PRE 

AUDIO NOTE TT2 REGA RB600 AN 103 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT200 MK11 

AUDIO RESEARCH D130 

AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER 

AVANTEGARDE DUO RED LATER SUBS 

BAT 51SE PRE 6 MTHS OLD 

BRYSTON BP25 PRE 

CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM 

CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TC11 UNEAR ARM 

DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE 

DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE 

DCS VERDI 

DENSEN BX340 NEW 

DENSEN13400XS NEW 

DENSEN B200 NEW 

DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 2.8 CHERRY 

EAR V20 

GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER 

HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA I MTR 

KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S 

KRELL KAV 250A 

KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO 

LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED 

LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK 

MANA SOUNDFRAME 

MARANTZ SC12SI SACO DVD CD 

MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP 

MARK LEVINSON 39 CD 

MERIDIAN 562V 

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD 

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD 

NAIM CDS 2 + XPS 

NAIM CDX 

NAIM 140 OLIVE 

NAIM 180 

NAIM 112 

NAIM 92 

NAIM CDS MK1 LATE MODEL 

NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BIWIRE BANANA REV 11 

PUNIUS CD LAD PRE 

RED ROSE PASSION 70 WATT 

REGA ELA CHERRY 

REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW 

3500 

5000 

400 

250 

3698 

7639 

950 

N/A 

175 

3500 

6500 

5000 

1300 

5000 

2000 

6500 

2500 

800 

1220 

660 

N/A 

4000 

650 

2400 

2500 

800 

600 

N/A 995 

3700 1795 

1585 795 

1400 695 

12000 5995 

AlIt 995 

4700 1995 

12000 3995 

7950 3995 

1500 895 

6020 3295 

7575 3495 

5000 3000 

6500 3995 

9000 5495 

1850 1195 

2503 1695 

1000 650 

1195 

1995 

2695 

195 

150 

1795 

3295 

495 

150 

95 

1495 

3995 

2695 

395 

1995 

795 

3295 

1195 

295 

595 

395 

95 

1595 

350 

995 

1195 

395 

295 

ROKSAN XERXES X ROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1.5 NEW UNUSED 2000 1395 

SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES 8295 3495 

SONUS FABER AMAT1 HOMAGE 11850 7995 

SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA INTERCONNECT 1500 695 

SUGDEN MASTERCLASS CD 2700 1795 

TANNOY DIMENSION 8 4000 2495 

TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED 13,0 595 

T AND A TAUJS 5.1 NEW UNUSED 2200 1295 

THETA PROGENY 1100 295 

WADIA 861SE SILVER 6 MTHS OLD 10400 6995 

WADIA 270SE / 27IX 19000 11995 

WILSON BENESCH ACT 2 90(X) 3995 

OPEN MON-SUN 10.00 TO 8.00 
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk. 
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk 

ALSO AGENTS FOR 

Advantage. Balanced audio technologies. Boulder. Burmester. 
Egleston. Hovland.Kharma. Lumley. Pass labs. Sound lab. VIL. 
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5 MINS FROM M25 

MATRIX HI-FI 
WE ARE PROUD TO ANOUNCE THAT WE ARE NOW DEALERS FOR ROKSAN, ORTOFON, GOLDRING, PROJECT, E.A.R. WE HAVE CAR 
/RIDGES IN STOCK AND THE ROKSAN RADIUS RECORD DECK ON DEMO - MORE ARRIVING DAILY - PLEASE RING OR SEE WEB 

NEW INCA KATANA Cl) PLAYER NOW ON DEMO 

RECORD DECKS/HEAD AMPS/TONE ARMS 
NEW IN STUCK. CiOLDRING OKI WITH R13250 ARM AND 
GOLDRING ELECTRA CART. BRILLIANT £13960 
NEW PROJECT PHONO STAGE MM MC E 45.00 
NEW - PROJECT VALVE PHONO STAGE 
MM/MC WITH OUTBOARD PSU 
NEW - ROKSAN RADIUS DECK WITH 
UNI-PIVOT ARM 
NEW MICHELLE UNI COVER 
PROJECT PHONO BOX SE - MC MM 
THORENS 124/11 CHASSIS - MINT 
EQUINOX HEAD AMP Mc 
loWNSEND ROK WITH SLATE PLINTH AND 
LINN AKTITO ARM VGC 
HELIOS ARM MK I 
ROKSAN XERXES SME CUT 
NOTTINGHAM AtiALOG MENTOR TONE ARM 
AUDIONOTE TTI ORIGIN LIVE RB300 
SYSTEM DECK IIR wrin LINN LVX ARM 
THORENS TDI50 
LINN LPI2 BASIC PLUS ARM IN M/PLINTH 
MANTICORE WITH ARM at AUDIO TECHNICA 
CARTRIDGE. BLACK ASH 
NAD 5120 - NEW GOLDR1NG ELAN CART. 

PRE-AMPS 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 UNE PRE. 
RAPPAPORT - Russ Andrews muddied 
GATE VALVE PRE NEW 
GATE TOP OF THE RANGE PRE 
HAFLER PRE 
TAG MCCLAREN F3 PAIO - MC & MM 

POWER AMPLIFIERS • VALVES 
LECIRON 111-50 EL34 POWER AMP 
NEW. SHANLING STEREO INTERGRATED AMP 
SEE: WEB SITE - ORDERS TAKEN NOW 
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 - MINT COND. 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 101X1 MONO BLOCS 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS FIRST AUDIO 2A3 P/AMP 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SECOND AUDIO M/BLOCS 
MICHAELSON AUDIO ODYSSEUS 
ROGERS CADET III 
SCOTT 200-B INTERGRATED VALVE AMP 
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK 
GATES 300B PUSH PULL SEE WEB 
VAA70MKII - EL34 PUSH PULL INTERGRATED 

f300.00 

- PLEASE RING 
£ 44.99 
f 75.00 
£399.00 
£29960 

f.699.00 
£150.00 
f 299-00 
£3e.00 etw-oo 
f 199.00 
£70-00 

0600.00 

£249.00 
t99.00 

£699.00 
f 199-00 
f649-00 
f649.00 
f 120-CO 
£34960 

£1250110 

£!.300.00 

IA 99̀41° 
£549.00 
£399.00 
f650.00 
040-00 
£299.00 
E 75-00 

-fre 

eremerge. AMPS (SEE WEB SITE) 
POWER AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE 
KRELL KSA50 
1.AD 33 

QUAD 405 
CRIMSON 630C MONO BLOCS & PRE AMP 
ARCAM 75 WITH REMOTE 'GC. 
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 - EXCELLENT 
MUSICAL FIDELITY EIO - EXCELLENT 

TUNERS. CASSETTE DECKS ETC. 
YAMAHA KX080 CASSETTE DECK 
YAMAHA KX500 CASSETTE DECK 
YAMAHA CT710 TUNER 

&PWITVÁrtfADeA 013 PLAYER -Y FaGAIN 
MEAViti1(NLA , TNARN .35 DAC WITH HDCD PI 

EfirOM 

£1 09960 
00-00 
£249.00 
f999.00£  

75.00 
El 150.00 
(150.00 

£99.00 
ES0-00 

fg--8°0 

fl 
MARK LEVIN /.1__No._3,_) DAC WITH HDCD e2 C 
'M EVANS BICOS PRECISION' CD WITH SEPERATE 
POWER SUPPLY - AWESOME £1 999M 

già(E4ITRLIIÁNHdtEN tilIeNCAI'D AC (299 
MICROMEGA DRIVE 2 AND DAC - MINT - BOXED 
EUOS 12 

Ireietul €13 P, 88 HiteDE...LX4)EEEM2ÉB SITE ) 
SHANLING KC, Tel SACO tA DEMO. 
SHANLING scD1200 SACD SEE WEB SITE, 

ERE IBELIUNoceDPPLCÁMR 

erNEGAL. YiERTURE.2S BOXED/STANDS 
AUDIO NOTE AN) TEAK 
SNELL ACOUSTICS Ill - WALNUT EX COND 
SILVERMR) PIANO BLACK INCL STANDS 
>NELL 'C' LOVELY PAIR 
GAMMA PENTAÇoRD WITH STANDS 
DECCA LONDON WITH CAST IRON HORNS 
REGA ELA BLACK 

bilge 
CABLES - Silva Arrow - Van De Hull - QED 
SOUND STYLE RACKS 

VARIOUS IN SioCK - PLEASE PHONE 

5.00 
no 

£29960 
£749.00 
£499-00 
f I 250-00 
£1.650-00 
£1.600.00 
f2 150-00 
Î450.00 
£150.00 

tl 199.00 
(599.00 
£59953) 

£1,499.00 
£1„S99.00 
£650.00 
f650.00 
£199-00 

VALVE AMP 
REPAIRS 

WWW.TUBE-WAREHOUSE.COM 

NEW 
SEE OUR NEW TUBE 
WEB SITE - MAIL 
ORDER TUBES AND 

ACCESSORIES 
DISCOUNTED 

PRICES 
GOLDEN DRAGON, SVETLANA, NOS ETC, 
OUR OWN "PRESTIGE" HAND PICKED FOR 
SOUND QUALITY PHONE 01322 281787 

NEW HIGH QUALITY HIFI *VINTAGE HIFI FOR SALE AND WANTED 

ODEM ROOM AVAILABLE VALVE AMP REPAIRS 

SEE OUR WEB SITE FOR THE LATEST STOCK SHOWROOM 
SHANLING, MICHELLE, CELESTION, QED, AUDIOQUEST, SOUNDSTYLE, ETC... 65 DARENTH ROAD 
PHONE: (01322) 281700/292391 FAX: (01322) 229908 DARTFORD 
E-MAIL: info@matrixhi-fi.co.uk WEB: www.matrixhi-fi.co.uk FREE EASY PARKING KENT DA1 1LU 

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM 

"Nothing less than total dynamite" HI-FI WORLD 

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the 
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of 
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification 
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at a level exceeding that of 
some arms costing over £1000!! High performance rewiring with 
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external 
rewiring is also (70 further increasing the performance. 

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm 
into a real giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of 
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have 
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge." 

HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION 

Structural modification awarded 5 star rating by 

Structural Modification - £75 
Internal Rewiring - £70 
External Rewiring - £70 
High conductivity phono plugs £20 
Slotted arm tube - £85 
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured 

by Regal £ 124 

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3 days 

!nee ere 
***** 

"The single most important upgrade you can  

ever make to any record deck oncerns the motor 

drive...nothing can ptepate you for the shock of going DC. In a 
word, gobsmacking." COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE 

"The LP12 remains a classic ... but ..upgrade kits by Origin Live 
can bring a vast improvement to it's performance" HI Fl NEWS 

UNIVERSAL TURNTABLE MOTOR KIT - No one would 
you for being sceptical of an eass tit, inexpensive dc motor 

upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other power 
supplies costing over 4 times as much or your money back. It is simply 
impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained by eliminating 
the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000 times! Our 
DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn 
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist 
of a drop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2 speed 
control box. Why not order now? - see web site or phone. 

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199 
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339 
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570 
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175 
Upgrade DC 2(X) motor - £129 with kit 

ORIGIN LIVE 
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877 
E-mail: info@originlive.com 

www.originlive.com 
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diverse vny 
10 charles st newport south wales np20 lju 

01633 259661/256261 salesediversevinyl.com 

RECOMMENDED NEW RELEASES 
Donnas 

Freeform Five 

Holly Golightly 

Interpol 

Joss Stone 

Manic Street Preachers 

Pearl Jam 

REM 

Robthe Williams 

Rod Stewart 

Taking Back Sunday 

Todd fRundgren 

U2 

Willie Nelson 

Gold Medal 

Strangest Things 

Slowly But Surely 

Antics 

Mind Body And Soul 

Lifeblood 

Rear View Mirror (91-03) 4LP set 

Around The Sun (Import 2LP) 

Greatest Hits 

Stardust (American Songbook) 

Where You Want To Be 

Liars 

How To Dismantle An Atomic Bomb 

It Always Will Be 

£12.90 

£14.90 

£9.90 

£13.90 

£19 90 

£12.90 

£-EiC 

£25.90 

£18.90 

£TBC 

£11.90 

£TBC 

£TBC 

£TBC 

ALBUM OF THE MONTH 
KINGS OF LEON "AHA SHAKE HEARTBREAK' 

Limited edition 10" double gatefold LP £15.90 

ROCK, POP AND AUDIOPHILE REISSUES:: 
Beth Orton 

Duke Ellington 

Fleetwood Mac 

Gun Club 

Jeff Buckley 

Jimi -Iendrix 

Peter Green 

Pink Fairies 

Roy Orbison 

The Fall 

Central Reservation (Classic Recs) 

Piano In The Back/Foreground 200g 

Blues Jam At Chess 

Death Party/Miami/ Las Vegas Story 

Grace (plus bonus 7") 

Live In Copenhagen 

Man Of The World (Anthology) 

Kings Of Oblivion 

All Time Greatest Hits 

Idiot Joy Show / Pearl City (Live LPs) 

El-BC 

£26.90 

£TBC 

£9.90 

£15.90 

£15.90 

£17.90 

£10.90 

£39.90 

£12.90 

CLASSIC RECORDS BARGAINS REDUCED TO CLEAR 
MANY TITLES AT £19.90 - ASK FOR DETAILS 

DIVERSE VINYL BEST SELLERS OF 2004 
Ai?* e Mann Lost In Space £26.90 

Diana Krall The Girl In The Other Room £19.90 

Dido Life For Rent £26.90 

Dolly Varden Dumbest Magnets £17.50 

Elvis Costello The Delivery Man £19.90 

Eric Clapton Me And Mr Johnson £17.90/26.90 

Keane Hopes And Fears £17.90 

Mark Knopfler Shangri La £15.90 

Morrissey You Are The Quarry £15.90 

Norah Jones Feels Like Home £18.90/26.90 

Rickie Lee Jones The Evening Of My Best Day £22.90 

Scissor Sisters Scissor Sisters £'2.90 

Tom Waits Real Gone £15.90 

FINALLY WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS, AND HI WORLD READERS 
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

DISCO ANTI STAT LP CLEANER 
Probably the most economical LP 

cleaning device on the market 

Only £41.95 
Cal' for details 

Call for a catalogue of over 3500 

brand new LPs, or visit 

www. d iversevinyl.com 

IMERGE M1000 H/D Sound server 

ARCAM DV88 DVD PLAYER 

ARCAM FM) 422 AMP 

ARCAM A85 AMP 

CELEST1ON - C2 - floorstanders 

CELESTION CI - Compact speakers 

CYRUS 5 AMPLIFIER 

CYRUS 7 AMP 

CYRUS DVD7 

AVANCE TECHNOLOGIES Active Subwoofer 

MARTIN LOGAN SCENARIO 

MERIDIAN DSP 1 500 Subwoofer 

MERIDIAN 562v.2 Controller 

MERIDIAN 568.2 mm Smartlink (as new) 

KRELL 250P PRE AMP 

LINN ESPEK 

MISSION 713E SPEAKERS 

MISSION 780 - ROSEWOOD 

MISSION 183 - BEECH (Good condition) 

DENON DVDA11 

MUSICAL FIDELTY XA 1 OOR - INT AMP 

MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI-VISTA AMP 

PROCEED AVP PROCESSOR. VGC/LIGHT USE 

PROCEED PMDT DVD PLAYER. VGC/L1GHT USE 

REDROSE Valve system (amp & speakers)! yr old 

VIENNA MALHER ( Beech) 

TAG MCLAREN DPA32R ( Digital pre inc DAB) 

TRICHORD GENESIS CD PLAYER 

VIENNA BEETHOVEN Speaker ( Beech) 

VIENNA MOZART Speakers ( Beech) 

VIENNA WALTZ centre Speaker ( Beech) 

YAMAHA HD I 000 Hard Disc Recorder 

1 listenin 
'J room.) 

SALE LIST 
NEW 

£1500.00 

f 1,000.00 

£1,100.00 

£800.00 

£499.00 

£199.00 

£500.00 

£100.00 

£1,000.00 

£1200.00 

£2,498.00 

£1350.00 

£1,500.00 

£4,305.00 

£2199.00 

£2500.00 

£399.00 

£300.00 

f 1,000.00 

£1699.00 

£900.00 

£3999.00 

£4,100.00 

£5,495.00 

£10,000.00 

£6000.00 

£1,990.00 

£500.00 

£2,500.00 

£1,500.00 

£500.00 

£699.95 

SALE 
£895.00 

£619.00 

f619.00 

£549.00 

£299.00 

£114.00 

f329.00 

£479.00 

£599.00£  

695.00 

£1,629.00 

£895.00 

£995.00 

£2,995.00 

£895.00 

£1695.00 

£249.00 

£219.00 

£599.00 

£1295.00 

£599.00 

£2599.00 

£1995.00 

£2495.00 

£3,995.00 

£3295.00 

£995.00 

£150.00 

f1,595.00 

£995.00 

£350.00 

£500.00 

Hi-Fi Multiroom and home cinema 

PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE 

FOR LATEST OFFERS! 

THE LISTENING ROOMS LTD 

161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SVV5 OUJ 

TEL: 020- 7244 7750/59 FAX: 020 - 7370 0192 

www.thelisteningrooms.com 

dr@btclick.com Mon-Sat I 0-6pm 
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World Audio WORLD An 
WE HA WE CIPII/M12 .30 TI TL ON OFFER)!!! 

AUDIO ELECTRONIC THEORY BOOKS 

ELECTRONICS 
MADE SIMPLE 

St DIO 
Mi 15URFUEM , 

J 

Fundamentals 
of 

Radio- Valve 
Technique 

••••••••••••••01 
AN•IINIRAnirn 

Electronics made Simple 

by Ian Sinclair 

This books coven the basic theory and 

principles of electronics A good read 

for the beginner 

Code No 1420 

£12.99 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Build your own Electronic Test 

Instruments 

by ElectJrtor 

This book contains designs for 17 

measuring instruments, seven generators 

and anabsers ten miscellaneous instru-

menu and a number of test ancillaries 

and auxiliaries. The designs range from a 

simple multicore cable designs contain a 

special printed circuit, drawing of which 

are given in an appendix. 

Code No.1400 

£15.95 + £3.25 P&P (UK) 

Audio Measurements 

by Norman Crowhurst 

Famous compendium of measurement 

and test techniques for audio reproduc-

tion equipment of the tube era includes 

discussion of all instruments ne 

Covers amps. transform 

turntables, chan 
tridges, 

to ioder. 

Concentrate on valse 

trans.stors here 

Paperback. 224pp Code No1820 

Pnce [ 13.95 + ( 2.00 UK p&p 

The Best of Audioneditonal projecia 

by Luciano Nanti 

Tins book canons sec excellent audio protects - 

a higl, unsitissty speaker. a superb tube pre-an 

a 2A3 amplifier designa project using Me Russon 

6C33CB and two ',mews using 3008s as output 

valves Oserall the book à a fabulous read 

6/weeper back book cede 1750 

£12.00 + £2.00 UK pp 

Fundamentals of Radio-Valve 

Technique 

J. Deketh 

This is part of the philips technical series 

written in 1947 it was one the most author. 

tine and comprehensive treatments of the 

nature and function of the vector", tube. 

534pp. Paper back 

Code No. 1630 

£21.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The Williamson Amplifier 

by D.T.N. Williamson. 

Often practical advice on how to build and 

set up the amplifier for best results 

4Opp Paper back 

Code No. 1040 

£9.95 +[1.50P&P (U() 

High-end Audio 
1,74inh  

Vracuum Tube 

dmpldiers 

RCA 

Build your own High-End Audio 

Equipment 

by Elecktor 

Build your own High-End Audio equip-

ment contains construction projects for 

solid state preamplifiers and power 

amplifiers, active cross-over filters, an 

attire subwoofer, a mono/stereo 

compressor and a headphone amplifier. 

Code No. 1390 

£14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The LP is back 

by Audio Amatures 

Your complete guide to LP care and 

maintenance designed to offer you 

everything useful for those who love 

and enjoy this older music medium. 

This coven the theory and care of 

LPs and the electronics and mechan-

ics of its players. 

154pp Paperback , Code No.1620 

£8.00 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Glass Audio Projects - I7Vacuurn 

Tube Designs 

Thy book features 17 valve protect. 

designed.med and tested by some of the 

best authors stare side Drurgns suds as a 

3008 push-pod amp. a 33 power arnp a 

6528 sine endeda 30013 parallel single-

ended amp.a6C33C-8 sire ended an 

a 70W KTE0 push-pul arm a 2A3 single 

ended amp to reme a few.AI informa. 

oon s provided so mcst projects on 

bebuit from scratch 

Paperback 73pp. Code 1790. 

£.00 + £ 1.50 P&P (UK) 

Vacum Tube Amplifiers 

byValley & Wellman 

This book is a well known reference 

valve text book and is assembled 

from pieces by ten knowledgable 

authors.An absolute bible when it 

comes to valve electronics. 

734pp, Paperback, Code 1770 

£29.95 + [ 4.30 P&P (UK) 

Buid your orm AudloVahe Ampiillers 

by Rainer Zur Linde 

This book covers construction projects 

for preamplifiers, power amplifiers and 

two amplifiers for musical instruments 

aimed at the practical audio/hi-fi enthu-

siast, it offers much information on the 

operation of electron tubes, while the 

first chapter gives a short history of 

the therrnionic valve. 

paperback, 25Ipp, Code No1320 

£14.95 + 2.50 P&P (UK) 

RCA Receiving-rube Manual 

Technical Series RC-I4 

This bock preseas RCAs commercial valve 

Ine-up as it was n 1940.The manual covers 

teiinintkigyTechnology and application, valve 

tesüng and then a larger section giving some 

oat ideas and plenty of data or numerous 

eg.6L6.6N7. 

2.55pp Paperback Code No1800 

[13.95 + [2.00 p&p (UK) 

THE 10v OF 
AUDIO ELECTRONICS 

• 

3»ele 
9 .6 

L 
• 

n 

AuriorRadio Handbook 

By National Semiconductor 

National Semiconductor's manual n an essential 

aid to engineers and experienced hobbyists ri 

the application of National's line of consumer 

audio and radio ICs. Not only does it hold can-

prehenshe data of their Cs but discusses theo-

ry aspects of amplifiers and pre-amps and cov-

en electronic principals 

paperback 200pp Code No. 1810 

(13.95 + [2.00 P&P (UK) 

The Joy of Audio Electronics 

by Charles Hansen 

This is a fail-safe guide to the pleasures of 

hands-on electronic construction. This 

book covers test and measurement pro-

jects, how to build simple kits, safety 

issues, the workplace, theory and 

resources.A must for the beginner who 

plans to build more advanced el 

projects in the future. 

I 24pp Paperbac 

£10.50 + 

T66, 

e KT77 was 

to Mallard's EL34) and 

me data on the PX4 and PX25 
triodes, The first section concerns 

preamplifiers of various types. with 

information regarding equalisation, 

tone controls, filters and suchlike. 

An excellent book for all valve 

heads. 

Paperback Code No. 1780 

£14.95 • £2.00 (UK) 

An Approach to Audio Electronic Valves 

in Audio Frequency Amplifiers 

by E. Rodenhuis 

Discussing the use of valve data, the func-

tion of different amplifier stages and 

includes detailed descriptions of eight 

designs. A wealth of practical data, mea-

surements and interesting features will be 

found. A very good read. 

Paperback I 47pp, Code No. 1520 

Price £ 12.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Audio Reality 

by Bruce Rozenblitz 

Investigates conductors, skin effect. imped-

ance. interconnects, speaker cables, balanced 

lines, transmission lines, isolation transform-

ers, tubes, acoustics and much more. Also. 

Irxludes 6 excellent detailed valve design projects, 

Eeniatt OTL2.5watt OTL. grounded grid pre. 

amp, 150watt amp.. 6550 SE amp and a 

grounded grid cascade phono prearnp 

Paperback 128pp, Code No. 1640 

Price 21.50 + 2.50 P&P (UK) 

Nullard Tube Circuits for Audio 

Amplifiers 

Includes full designs for eleven power and 

control amps, including 5-20, using valves. 

Begins with a four chapter tutorial on getting 

the best sound from valve amplifiers. 

142pp 8" a 10" Paperback Code 1030 

£13.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

The Beginner's Guide toTube Design 

by Bruce Rozenblitz 

This book takes a comprehensive look at 

tube audio design. It explains how vacuum 

tubes work and how to design with them. 

Rotenblit covers stabilisation and testing, a 

description of 13 famous and classic amps 

and preamps and how to work effectively as a 

designer A hands-on guide to construction 

techniques, tools and choosing components 

and tubes is provided. 1997, 

I 32pp Paper back Code No. 1340 

£15.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 
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IO Ltamaine' 
ORDER 4 BOOKS tii OVERiket»LY £7.00 FOR P&P l'"" 

Manuale ell•Fl a valvole Schemario 2° Getting the most out of Vacuum 
This book is dedicated to self makers and VACUUM Tubes 

5 to Hi-Fi tube engineers With a wealth of 

circuit diagrams from some of the best 

valve amplifiers. pre-amplifiers and phono ',-, a.F.LI'''''. 

TUBES 

fa,,ieluthres. what t 

by Robert B..Tonser 

From the cover "Type 

nous 
• r, ---- equipment producers in the world. 

208pp. Paperback Code i019: • reCia7valveetamenprnifierst7anadnutom tbheer theory 

Including. Audio Research,Altec, Conrad 

Dymco, Electrovoice. Leak, Mai Intosh, 

Maranta, Quad, Radford, Quick Silver, .. to 100 watts. Finally the author 

are designs for amplifiers 

extensively Johnson. Art Audio. Lmman, Carver. 

Western Electic.Well worth the mon 

numerous OTL designsVercher VTL and 

-----... £44.00 • £4.00 P&P aid practifce£373nega0 pu+vpe f(eeduKba)ck. 

£24.95 

250pp Hard back Code No, 1670 

Sylvania Technical Manual Valve A 

.cCIEIV111« TUBES 
by Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc. ‘,/ -- mplifiers (second edition) 

by Morgan Jones,Audio 

• IA 

TECHNICAL This 13m edition contains 

s an excellent tron tubes and semiconduc- rajignufflignimArrh' limited knowledge of the field 

MANUAL 
data on mo-e than 3300 eleo ' This book allows those with a 

oduction into vahes. It tor devices. Reprinted here to understand both the theo-

does lust about eve ests.Wreerytheg without chef V picture tube 
its title suggn in 
1957 it was used by the LIS section. this manual contains 

detailed information on 

•i) jee ry and the practice of valve audio amplifier design, such 
that they can analyse and 

military as a text book in Sylvania's devices including : e modify circuits, and rebuild an 
and  their electronis department. charts and diagrams maste amplifier. Constructional 

Superbly written it .:on. index is found in the front of techniques are also provided 

teens all you need so know the book for reference so readers can build from 

215pp Paperback 516pp Paper back scratch designs that actually 
Code No.I760 Code No. 1700 work 

CI 7.95 + £3.50 P&P (UK) £16.95 • £3.80 UK P.-1, 488pp, Paper back, 

Code No.1330 

£26.99 • 3.76P&P ( UK) 

ex-employees 
histoncal read 

270pp Paperback 

Code no 1740 

£19.95 • £3.55 ptp UK 

Valve amplifiers; 

New Third Edition 

Morgan Jones's Valve Amplifiers has been widely recognised as 

the most complete guide to valve amplifier design, modification, 
analysis. construction and maintenance written for over 30 years 
Th.- author's straightforward approach, using as little maths as 

possible. makes this book ideal for those with limited knowledge 
of te field as well as being the standard reference tent for 

experts in valve audio and a wider audience of audio engineers 

facing design challenges involving valves 

PrKe £30 plus a P 

Building valve amplifiers: 

The practical guide to budding. modifying, faulty finding and repairing valve amplifiers 

A hands-on approach so valve electronics - classic ant modem - with a minimum of theory Planning, 

fault finding and testing illastrated by step by step examples 

Building Valve Amplifie-s is a unique hands-on guide for anyone working with tube audio equipment - 

as an electronics experimenter, audiophile cr audio engineer Pssicular attention has been paid to 

answering questions commonly asked by newcomers to the world of vacuum tubes, whether audio 
enthusiasts tackling their first build. or more experienced amplifier designers seeking to learn the 
ropes of working with valves The practical side of this book s reinforced by numerous clear illustra-

tions throughout. 

Price £20 plus £2 P 

HOW TO ORDER 

'Online - Order securely at www.worldaudiodesign.com 
Telephone - 01245 450651 Fax - 01245 450658 

Post - Cheques payable to World Audio Design Ltd can be 
sent to; 

World Audio Design Ltd 
Unit 6, Rumsey Row Writtle Chelmsford Essex CM1 3YA 
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Audion 
EAR 
Chord 
Creek 
Creek 
Electrocompanniet 
Garrard 
Garrard 
Garrard 
Garrard 
Garrard 
Garrard 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Logic 
Miche 
Miche 
Miche 
Miche 
Miche 
Michel 
Michell 
Michell 
Michell 
Michell 
Monrio 
Mission 
Musical Fidelity 
Musical Fidelity 
MTM 
Nad 
Origin Live 
Origin Live 
°ten 
0 
Pink Triangle 
Project 
Project 
Rego 
Rego 
Rew. 
Rote' 
Rokson 
Rokson 
SME 
SME 
Thorens 
Thorens 
Transcriptors 
Trichord 
Wilson Benesch 

Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Audiolob 
AVI 
B&O 
B&O 
Cambridge Audio 
Cambridge Audio 
Kenwooct 
Krell 
Marantz 
Marantz 
Marontz 
Marontz 
Marantz 
Meridian 
Meridian 
Meridian 
Micromega 
Micromega 
Micromega 
Micromega 
Musical Fidelity 
MYrYod 
Naim 
Naim 
NVA 
Quad 

LT Roksan 
Rokson 
Rotel 
Sony 
Teoc 

Aiwa 
Creek 
Cyrus 
Cyrus 
Nakomichi 
Quad 
Quad 
Ratel 

h deN1Claren 
Teoc 
mac 
Technics 

Tumtobleworid - A selection from our stock 
Most of our turntable combinations come fitted with free cartridge 

Sonato/Alçaeus power supply - ex, block ash 
Sterling - ex, valve phono stage 

834P - fair, mm/mc switchable version 
Phono stage - ex, stunning 
OBH8 - ex, mm stage 
OBH9 - ex, mc stage 

ECP1 - ex c/w large custom Lynwogd p/s 
301/SME à012 - in beautiful Loricralt plinth 

301/SME 3009 - in multilayer plinth 
401 - nr mint motor unit 

401 - nr mint boxed motor unit 
401 - ex, Plintfied c/w SME3009 

LP12/Lingo/Ittoki.V11 roiko - nr mint, block, boxed 
401 - ex gorgeous Aphelion plinth 

LP12/Lingo/IttokLVIII Asaka - nr mint rosenut, boxed 
LP12/Valhalla/IttokLVII - nr mint, block, boxed 
LP12/Armogeddon/Nima - ex, atromosia 

LP12/VOlhalla/Akito - vgc, black 
LP12/Volhalla/LVX - vgc, black 

Basik, LVX - vgc, black 
Axis, Basik plus - vgc, block 

teak 12" - ex black, apparently one of only 20 mode 
DM101/batum - ex, bargain LP12 challenger 

Gyrodec/RB300 - vgc fopower ps Orbe platter, smoked case 
Gyrodec RB300 -ex, grand new arm 

Orbe RB300 - ex/ex, boxed 
Orbe - ex, smoked 

Orbe/SME309 - ex/ex, boxed 
Orbe/Wilson Benesch Act 2- nr mint, boxed.. Stunning! 

Technoorm - Best Trade ins 
Technodec - Best Trade ins 
Gyrodec SE - Best Trade ins 
Orbe SE/VC - Best Trade Ins 
AND-N - mm/mc phonostage 
774 - ex, fob 80s tonearm 

XLP - nr mint 
XLPS - nr mint 

The Source - ex, mahogany 
533/0EMRB250 - ex 

Rego Arm mods - Best Trade ins 
RB300 - ex, early black stub and weight, full wiring mod 

RP1-XG - ex, the prettiest arm ever? 
Decent MCs - by appointment 

LPT/RB250/Reson- ex/ex, 
Debut - ex display, black boxed 

Classic - ex display, cherrywood plinth, boxed 
Planar 22RB250 - ex/ex 
Planar 3/RB300 - vgc/ex 

Planar 78/RB250/Mono Cart - ex/ex 
RQ970 - ex, phono stage 
Nima - nearly new, boxed 

Xerxes - tbc 
309 - nr mint 

V - nr mint boxed role- vgc, smart silver model 
TD160b - ex, c/w Mission 774 

Skeleton/Vestigal - ex/ex 
Dino / Plus - Best Trade ins 

Act/Act 2 - the best ever? Rare as. .. 

299 
549 
999 
79 
99 

479 
799 
599 
179 
249 
299 
499 
1199 
1199 
699 
1099 
599 
479 
199 
249 
999 
249 
999 
699 
1399 
1199 
1699 
1949 

ON DEM 
ON DEM 
ON DEM 
ON DEM 

179 
159 
79 
119 
599 
129 

ON DEM 
199 
499 

ON DEMI 
379 
89 
299 
149 
179 
175 
79 

249 
Due in 
449 
999 
149 
249 
799 

ON DEM 
2499 

Dig.ital CD, DVD etc 
Many more inexpensive CD players in stock 

Alpha 8 - nr mint, remote 
Alpha 8SE - nr mint, remote 
CD72 - nr mint, silver, remote 
8000 Transport and DM - ex 
S2000ReFerence - ex, superb 
CD3500 - ex silver/black 
CDX - ex, silver/block 

Discmagic/Docmogic - ex, nice combo for peanuts 
Isomagic DAC S700 - ex, boxed 

DPT100 - ex, v. underrated 
CD-DSP - ex, clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning 

CD80 - ex, boxed fantastic 80s heavyweight 
CD60 - ex, remote 
CD46 - ex, remote 

CD52SE - ex, remote 
DV4100 OSE - nr mint, remote, boxed 

200 transport and matching dac - ex, superb combination 
208 - ex, with built in preomp stage and matching 209 remote 

200 transport - ex, Trichord mod, excellent 
Stage 1 - ex, smooth sound on a by.dget 

Stage 5 - ex, sweet sounding player from renowned French manufacturer 
T-drive and T-doc - vgc, remote, superb sound, £10130s new 

Trio - ex, the ultimate Micromega 
X Ray- nr mint boxed 

120 - black, nr mint, boxed, remote, bargain! 
Cdi - ex, remote 

CDS - 
The Transparent Statement - vgc crated, remote...ultimate NVA 

67 - ex, sweet sounding player, much better than 66 
Planet - ex, black, well reviewed 

Caspian - nr mint, silver, boxed, remote 
Atessa/DAC/DSU- ex, sweet sounding suspended set up 

RCD99IAE - ex greats piece ot kit 
MDP850D - nr mint, remote loserdisc, VCD, CD, PAL, NSTC 

CDP4500 - ex, remote 

Tape & Tuners 
ADF850 - vgc, 3 head 

3040 - ex 
FM7.5 - nr mint, silver, digital, presets, boxed 

Original 'Mission tuner - vgc 
BX2 - nr mint, block 

66FM - ex 
FM4 - vgc 

RT02 - ex display, boxed, silver 
DTFM PIC rare, matches A48mk3 etc 

T20 - ex display, boxed 
TX3000 tuner ex, digital,p resets 

V1010 cassette - ex, 3 head 
STG9OL tuner - ex, digital, presets 

199 
349 
249 
799 
599 
279 
279 
199 
119 
89 

1499 
199 
69 
49 
69 
129 
449 
399 
349 
179 
249 
799 
1449 
499 
249 
699 

Due in 
1749 
499 
249 
449 
799 
449 
149 
99 

79 
99 
279 
99 
99 
379 
225 
199 
179 
699 
69 
75 
89 

Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
AVI 
AVI 
ATC 
Castle 
Celestion 
Epos 

ook 

Impuse 
Linn 
Linn 
Mission 
Mission 
Mission 
Mission 
Mission 
Mission Çyrus 
Mission Cy rip 
Monitor Aullo 
Monitor Audio 
Monitor A io 
Monitor Audio 
Montr Au io 
Mor aunt Short 
Mor aunt Shari 
Musical Technology 
QED 
QUAD 
RA 
REL 
REL 
REL 
Rogers 
Sequence 
Snell 
Spendor 
Stands Unique 

trnlâarg 
TEX 
TDL 
Wirarfecla 

artedale 

Adcom 
AMC 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcom 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcam 
Arcem 
Auc o Analogue 
Auc or 
Auc o a 
Auc o a 
Aucion 
AVI 
Creek 
Crimson 
Cyrus 
Exposure 
Harman Karn 
Harman Kardon 
Heybrook 
Leak 
Linn 
Linn 
Ma 
Meg Meridian 
Meridian 
Meg On 
Michell 
Mission 
Missio 
te,v,ituusslccla pt It4 

Musica Pide  
NAD 
Onix 
Pioneer 
Primare 
Pri re 

Qu 

Rega 
Ron 
Roter 
Rote 
Rpte 
Sheome 
Sony 
Sugden 
Trio 

Atacama 
Audio Technica 
AVI 
B&O 
Beyer 
Inos 
Ixos 
Mission 
Pure.A 

aunreiser 
Stan 
Target 

- eSxrpicayersupprb floor tander 
AE505 - nAewE5Pers.5 led box's, suPe% ttoorsta+r, were £800!!! 

AE100 - ex, rosewood tini 

AEI mk2 - ex, blqck qsh c7w,H 
AE2 - ex, piano black c/w Bu ;tonds 

AEI ex, blaçk arittek: skrus 

Nu Neutron - V9C, amazing by 
Pro Nine - vgç, originarversiorf, fait tçsuglt sound 

SCM nr mint, loed 
Durham 900 - 

5000 - vgc n 
M15 - nr mint 

ES14 nr mint, boxed 
5.1 - ex dis 

HB I 

249 
299 
149 
395 
595 
999 
299 
299 
799 
99 

249 
449 
325 
999 
79 

299 
249 
249 
149 
229 
119 
69 
99 

9"9 
299 
299 
I 49 
129 
199 
149 
199 

Kestrel SE - ex, very pretty. oorstonder 179 
Aria - ex display, boxed mini surrounds 39 

ESL63 - nr mint, unused since Quad service with new boxes 1499 
153/5. - brand row bcuced,“tis is jolcel The best buld yetill ON DEM 

050 - ex c 199 
Strata - ex, ac 299 
Storm - ex, oc 349 

200 - ex, cherrkan6qrey, 
I 
vlietca. rà;'i'esamps 

279 
149 

Studio Monitor - Original vgc, wi 199 

299 
179 
199 
499 
249 
119 
299 
75 

rarderr.oreef 
tond nt  

s ç l at icsecrg:..n.''tated stands 
, bosxed,go geousl 
gc, supero vinà • 

K lue - tt gcrtatiuse?„..ed 

Kan - ex, b pc 'c/w m;aiging stands 
765i - ex, big 'floors er, bargain 
752 - rosprood 

763i - ex-, bloc taqtes.' ,veed 
70 centre - ei displ, ed 

77ci - ix display, toxeçi 780- ex, I) ac Forger st:11 
781 - ex, back pic; 

Studio 6entrer -mexin dispfisy, boxed 
R700MD - nr mini, block 

Bronze B2 - nr mint cherry,led 
Silver S2 - nr mint niah any, boxed 

912 - ex dispay, xecl 
914 - ex disp ay, ed 

So iaue Al - nr mint, xed 
SP1 - ex c/w stone stifiids 

R2 - boxed, slim cherry onrstander 
studio monitor - 1p ge standmount 

Pacific Pi30 - nr mint boxed t cherry, excellent 

Studio 1 - vgc wood tuns to nsmission line 
ex, b 

505.2 - nr mint boxed, btack standmount 

Amplifiers 
Pre/Power combo Duleçi9n 

2445 - ex, well reviewed weilghty poweramp 
C200 - ex, box pre 149 

Alp 7R_- ex, ct a .,;(iith te 
A 9 

A200 - ex, box pair monos SA200 - ex, kx": power 399 

249 

I 99 

u1l 

149 

p a ID en boxed 
'.-vexl reelnxoe 299 

A65 - nr mint, xed, remote, silver .. 
A pha 10 povíDei..- nr mini, boxed 349 

179 
199 A65+ - ex display, boxed , remote, save 

A85 - ex, remote', silver 425 
P75 - ex displcw, remote, silver 199 

Puccini - nr mint weii reviewed integrated 279 
8000A - ex, black 229 
8000S - nr mint 329 

8OQOM - nr mint, pair moncoblocks 799 

S2000MPfS2OZGNAMs - sty Pre gnd For ' ''' t oie Year ra lacks 1199 Silver Knights - Stunning box lye 

433o- ex, 5tereoplute rrneri::,B, t componen o. e ear 
510/520 - ex,,boxed, tteçy pre, lOvely combo 279 

t 17 and - 19 ex, D OCK boxevdgc, bx nostage 
429 

PM655 - nr mint variable capacitance 

X integrated - nr mint, boxed, bîldlc: 
tafion - o 399 

199 
Ci  

119 
1,'re/Power combo 

LK1/Dirak - ex brack, mm/rec exceptional vfm Due in 
299 

2100 -.vgc c/w 2300 tuner 

LK 100 - Imint, box . , 
99 

605s - ex, x pair 
1072 - v, c ampagne ish 

loçks 799 
899 505s - ex, boxed pair nsotn ocio 

205s - ex, pair monobloc s ie Alecto - ex Mo ocks 
Cyrus doe - From 70 

Cyrus Two and P - gc nextel fh 229 
-X-A2 - nr mint, boxed integrated. 399 

X-P100 - nr mint, boxed remote pre 399 
X-AS100 - nr mirV, boned power 399 

AO21S - ex great 8 integrated 
352 -4e0x5d/i2spay, boxed,.,,  titanium 

A20 - nr mint i rated 379 
A30.1 - nr mint xed 

A30b - ex, no 

brown 799 
225 

179 
99 

249 

405 - nr mintearly brgss heatsink version 199 
405 - ex standard brown version 179 

33/3_403/FM3 - nr mint 
, pair. monb ocks 249 

179 

249 

Luna - nr minteackg,Med, bettei.. cm a Brio or Mira 
399 Caspian - nr mint, Ft¡Iver, xed, /emote 
199 RBOrerrex- ei)nicslay, ergedcnisesilver 
225 
199 
279 
199 
499 
749 

RC995 - ex, pre vrf remote 
Phase 2 - nr mint, boxed, bue marble styling 

STR-DB940 av prep - vgc, DJ5 5.1 etc 
AU41 pre/Lower - ex, black 

107C and 2 x 107M monos - superb 

Systems, cables and miscellaneous 
Equipment supports - Your kit deserves them! ON 

Electronic stylus clegner 
2000 series - Ret CDP,. MP pre and ppir monoblocks 

2200 system - ex, turntable, cassette and tuner, inc speakers 
01231 galactic - new 

1014 - new lm interconnect 
1014 - new 5rp interconnect 
Stance - ex display silver 

Evoke - ex diday 
66/67 - 67Cd, 66Tuner 66Pre, 606Power and system remote 

IS3à0 - new, in Tared 
Lambda Nova Signature - nr mint superlative quality 
Equipment Supports - Beautiful wood finishes ON 

DEM 
39 

1499 
199 
30 
15 
25 
49 
69 

1199 
40 

699 
DEM 

Call 01325 241888 and don't be frightened of the machine. email us world@hifisound.co.uk 

ITEMS TO SELL? 
CALL US - WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE 

COMMISSION SALES TOO! 



classifieds 

private ads 
Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive 
insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

PAIR MARK Levinson 436 
MonoBloc Power Amplifiers. 

£6250.00. Price includes 2.0m 
Bi-wire JPS Labs 

Superconductor FX Speaker 
Cables. 18 Months Old. 

Transferable Warranty, Cartons, 
Manuals, Gloves. 
Collection/Delivery negotiable 

Tel: 01709 532839 (Feb(I) 

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 
Discrete DAC. Custom order 

Black Gate capacitor, balanced 
version with variable output 
digital volume control. 
Incredible resolution, 4 months 

old, £3750 (£6500 new).Tel: 
07989 234290. (Shropshire) 
(Jan(I) 

ROGERS STUDIO 7 speakers, 
Rosewood, £50. Partington 
Ultima Dreadnought stands 

£100. Quad 77 power amplifier 
£260. Audiolab 8000C pre-amp 
£175. Monarchy Audio I 8B 
delux DAC £90. All excellent 

condition, boxed, instructions. 
Tel.Tony 01256 770044 
(Hampshire). (Jan) 

LOVVTH ER ACOUSTA,VGC 

pre 1970.Also pair Lowther 
PM6 drives, boxed, one with 

detached cone. Belonged late 
father, need to clear. Can split. 
Enquiries or offers to 
iloveday@nucleus.co.uk (Jan) 

FOR SALE: Marantz CD94KI/ 
DAC94KI £ I 000, Audiolab 
8000M (black) £400,Audiolab 
8000C (grey) £ 150, Creek 
CD50 £ 150, Creek DAC50 

£100, ALR Note 3 stand mount 

speakers with tunable ABRs 

£450. Naim HiCap Olive just 
serviced £450, NAC72 Olive 
£300, Linn LP12 Valhalla £450, 

Linn Lingo £500, Zeta Arm 
£250.Tel: 020 8642 6516 before 
9pm, no offers. (Feb) 

SUGDEN A21 a (2001) £500. 
Marantz CD6000SE £160. Both 

mint. NAD tuner 402, offers. 
Tel: 01482 444 765 or Email: 
peequoo@waitrose.com 
(E.Yorks) (Jan) 

JVC AX-SD1 Integrated 
Amplifier. Five star review in 
October 2004 edition of 
Hi-Fi World. Brand new, boxed 
and sealed. Suggested price 
£ I 995.Absolute bargain at 
£ I I 25.Tel: 0 I 273 307696 or 
0794 9392607. (Jan) 

WADIA 860 CD player. 14 
months old. Mint condition. 
£5000 o.n.o. Lavardin IS 
Reference amplifier. 14 months 
old. Mint condition. £ 1800 
o.n.o. Sonus Faber Auditor 
Speakers with original stands. 

14 months old. Mint condition. 
£1800 o.n.o.Tel: David 086 387 
2087 Rep. of Ireland (Jan) 

ROGERS LS7 loudspeakers, 
rosewood with Sound 
Organisation stands. Superb 
sound, can demo. No offers, 
£200. Upgrading.Tel: Bill 01268 
561 108 (Basilcon) (Jan) 

WANTED: HACKER or 
Dynatron combination unit or 
music centre with radio and 
Garrard record deck. With or 
without loudspeakers. Tel: 
01843 843 145 (jan) 

LECSON AC I API amplifier, 
serviced, excellent £550. Quad 
amps, unmolested sound, fan-
tastic £600. Pioneer TX9500 
tuner, mint, handbook, £250. 
Primare 928 preamp, remote, 
fabulous, rare, £1400. Tel: 01226 
710 605 or 078 I 889 1892 
(Yorkshire) (Jan) 

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC I-3 
integrated amplifier, mint condi-

tion, remote control, £650 ono. 
Denon DRM800A cassette 
deck, very good condition, 
three head, £ I 00. Target AER3 
rack £60. Offers invited.Tel: 
Barrie 0161 747 1293 or 0161 
707 7007 (Jan) 

SONY ESPRIT amp TA-N901 
and matching pre-amp needs 

attention £200. Mod Squad line 
drive passive pre-amp £50. 
Garrard 401 and SME 390011 
arm £200. Revox pre-amplifier 
B252.Tel: 07904 958 128 (Jan) 

BANG AND OLUFSEN 

Beogram 330 separates system: 
receiver, CD, cassette, turntable 

(new stylus needed). Classic 
80's hi-end. Family owned from 
new. Superb looks. Good condi-

tion. £225.Tel: 01332 517 588 
(Jan) 

ORIGIN LIVE standard kit 
turntable, separate power sup-

ply £ 150. Origin Live silver ton-
earm £300. Creek 4130 inte-
grated amplifier SE MM phono 
stage £200.Wilmslow Audio 
Gemini speakers £ 150.Tel: 
01443 422 796 (Jan) 

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 11 
speakers, black, excellent condi-
tion. Especially made for jazz 

musician professional writer. 
Original price £750, would sell 
for £300 or nearest offer. Size 
I 0"x8"x6" Tel: 0 I 273 453 994 
(Shoreham-by-Sea) (Jan(I) 

ROKSAN OJAN speakers, 
rosewood, immaculate con-
dition, sound superb £350 
ono. M&K K5 speakers, 

black, as new, £ 150 ono. 
Nordost Flatline Gold bi-
wire cable (3m + 2m) £35 
ono. Tel: 01268 459 442 
(evenings) 01268 887 730 
(days) or Email: 

steven_ss1569b@hotmail.com 
(jan) 

KLIPSCH HERESY2 loudspeak-
ers, black, with Linn Isobarik 
stands £599, Arcam 

Xeta 1 £99, Linn Sekrit loud-
speakers grey/black with white 

Linn Brakits LI 99.Tel: 07903 
571787 or E-mail 
j.maxsmith@btopenworld.com 
(Jan) 

RUARK CRUSADER Mk2 loud-
speakers, finished in premium 
yew wood veneer in exception-

al condition, unmarked cabinets 
with original boxes and owners 

booklet. Demonstration avail-
able. £895. Tel: 01904 763 157, 
mobile 07960 615 375 (York) 
(Jan) 

AVANTEGARDE UNO 
Horn speakers, 6 months 

old, colour red, perfect con-

dition, £3000. Kimber Kable 

Monocle-XL 2.4 metre pair, 
£350.Tel: 020 853 I 5979 
(Feb) 

MCINTOSH CD (American Hi-

End). Musical Fidelity F22 pre 
amp (valve), FIS power amp 

valve input, (superb sound), 
Ruark Equinox speakers, own 
stands, Linn LP12 with Naim 

Aro arm wired with Russ 
Andrews cable, Ortofon 
Rohmann cartridge, bi-wired 

speakers van den Hul 

Revelation speaker cable termi-

nated with WBT Banana Plugs 
(sixteen), all mains Russ 
Andrews high power leads, 

Atacama Stands Two. Reason 
for sale - my hearing and now 

age!! Reluctant sale, £6000, no 

offers. CD player cost nearly 
£4000.Tel: 01424 431 536 
(Hastings) (Jan) 

NAIM SNAXO 3/6 active cross 

over unit £250. Can dem.Tel: 

0121 553 1121 (Midlands) (Jan) 

HEGEL H2 top of the range 

power amp 150 wpc £950 

(£2,500). American Acoustic 

Developments 3-way, slim, floor 
standing speakers £225 (£599). 
Tel: 01202 767 873 (Dorset 
(Jan) 

PAIR OF QUAD ELS63 £849 
with stands. Immaculate condi-

tion, receipt and instruction 

book available. Stenor sub-
woofer also for sale, price 

negotiable.Tel: 07810 856 408 
(Jan) 

AVI PRO Nine loudspeakers, 

cherry, boxed. Excellent condi-
tion £395.AV1 S2000 

monoblocks and preamp 

(including MM/MC phono 
input) excellent condition, 

boxed £975. Hi-Fi News 1991-

2004 with binders - offers.Tel: 
01942 891 741 (Jan) 
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AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWE 
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( OSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE TECHNOL-

OGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity of homoge-
neously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conduc-

tors. GNLM cables are further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire; 
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. 

NEW for 2004 CSM Analog, Digital and Video 

Interconnects, with extruded ferrite - £75 for 1m pair., 

RCA or XLR 

Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug 
Cable is also available with our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. 

We can internally rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra 

cost option. Refer to our web site for details. 

AUDUSA — 00M Silverlink OCC balanced speaker cable 

stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass perfor-
mance. Mylar nfill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI. 

LAT INTERNATIONAL - USA - Analogue, Digital and Video inter-
connects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price 

We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with an 

unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the garbage 

that contaminates your components. The difference you hear 

with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes advantage 

of silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse 

conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE; the 

best insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK 

Toughplug. . 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m £ 101, 

1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 4, 6 
and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains 

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished 

in black and fitted with highest quality 13amp sockets. It has 

no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, 

resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regula-

tors, just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4 

way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way. Interconnects IC-200, IC-

100, IC80, IC50, Video Vi-6, VI-6 Component, Digital -DI-20, 

Speaker SS800 and SS1000 

LAI AC-2 Power cord 
compare with prod-

ucts costing ten times 

as much, then decide 

ii5PriborfpF 

Li 
Bosendorfer, One to One, Acoustic Active 

Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the 

world. Models 1, 2, 7, Wall and Centre - 
finishes include piano black, hand 

matched veneers, white and with 
Swarovski Crystals 

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) 

£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m, 
£68 for 2.0m. 

GNLM 05/04 

£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m, 
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables 
are available off the reel and for 
export.  

uititl© SOLD» 

Small Royal, 60cm aluminium 
platter,topped with a 6mm acrylic platter 
and leather mat. Nylon thread belt - 

weight 25kg, rrp £ 1280 without tone-arm 

Solid Machine Small with 50 cm a u-
minum platter and leather mat weight 
20kg RRP £1095 without tonearm 

Man. 

5000e, 
x 250w 
wer 

mp 

btasis 
pre amp 

1 

WWW.AUDUSA.COM 

T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.com 
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PAIR LOWTHER PM7C drive 

units, seven months old £250. 
John Linsely Hood 100 watts 
Mosfet amp kit, built, £ 150. 
Philips CD950 Bitstream CD 
player £30. Tel: 019 I 586 9779 
(Jan) 

McCORMACK HEADPHONE 
amplifier, mint £500. Sugden 
AU51 DAC £400. Revox B2605 
tuner £400. Rotel 971 CD 

Player £ I 75.Tel: 0 I 745 339842 
home, 01745 352 537 office. 
(Jan) 

DENON AVC-A1SR, black, 
boxed, as new, 9 months old, 
£1350. Denon DVD-A I I, black, 

multi-region, boxed, as new, 9 
months old, £ I 100.Tel: 01603 
458 944 (Jan) 

DENON AVC-A I SE, black, 
boxed, mint condition, £750. Tel: 
01603 458 944 (Jan) 

SOUNDSTYLE X105 equip-
ment stands, black £ 175, silver 

£200.Two of each available.Tel: 
01603 458 944 (jan) 

KEF REFERENCE Three, black 
ash £750. Kef Reference 200C 
centre channel £250.Tel: 01603 
458 944 (Jan) 

KEF THX Speakers, white, left, 
right, centre, £200 each. 
Dipoles £350 pair.Tel: 01603 
458 944 (Jan) 

VELODYNE F- 1800R I 1 ulti-

mate 18" subwoofer, remote, 
£900, no offers. Pioneer DV09 
THX DVD player £600.Tel: 
01603 458 944 (Jan) 

CYRUS FM7.5 tuner, purchased 
February 2002. Genuine, hardly 
used mint condition with box 

and manual, £250 ono.Tel: 
01332 559 626 (Jan) 

TUNER SONY SA 3ES as new 
£95. Speakers Rogers LS2A/2 

100 watt black good condition 
£125. Linn turntable case and 
,id only offers.Tel:Tony 020 

8743 5690 (West London) (Jan) 

LIVING VOICE Avatar OBX-R 
Mk I cabinets, Mk11 external x-
overs. European maple finish. 

94dB sensitivity. Fantastically 
dynamic and musical. Excellent 
condition. Cost new £4000. 
Asking £2650.Tel: 01296 437 

314 (Aylesbury, Bucks) (Jan) 

JPS SUPERCONDUCTOR + 

Bi-wire speaker cable, 5 foot 
stereo pair. Gold WBT locking 
Banana Plugs.Also 2 pairs, 5 
foot single wire. New £ 1700, 

asking £300/£150 ( Ix stereo 

pair) respectively. Tel: 0 I 296 437 
314 (Aylesbury, Bucks) (Jan) 

PARASOUND P3/A21 pre + 
power combination. 250wpc. 
Remote control. Silver. 11 
months old. One owner from 
new. Cost new £2450, asking 
£1400. Tel: 01296 437 314 
(Aylesbury, Bucks) (Jan) 

SUGDEN MASTERCLASS 

power amp. 50wpc, pure Class 

A, black finish. Glorious 
midrange, detailed top-end, full 

bass. So very valve like without 
the hassle. Cost new £3300, 

asking £2300.Tel: 01296 437 
314 (Aylesbury, Bucks) (Jan) 

HI- F1 COLLECTION for sale 

including Fink Triangle, Linn LV-
X, Ortofon MC 10 Super per-
fect £395. Lowther Acoustas 
new DX3's Phase Equalizers 

£500.Acoustat Spectra 11 elec-
trostatics £400. Cambridge 
A250's awesome £325.Tel: 
01363 83072 (Jan) 

TRICHORD DELPHINI 

Mk2/NC new! Rogers LS3/5a 
excellent Adcom GFP-555/2 

preamp Teac T- I Clock-4 Leak 
Stereo-20 Audio Research VT 

100/2 mint boxed Snell Type-K 
Thorens TD- 125-11 SME 3009 
possible P/X Tel: 0117 955 6555 
or 07979 514 450 (Jan) 

KEF REFERENCE 104/2 
Speakers, rosewood, good con-

dition, buyer collects, £375.Tel: 

020 8657 7141 (Evening 6-
lOpm) (Jan) 

MERIDIAN 502 and 557 pre 
and power amplifier combina-

tion with factory fitted moving 

coil phono stage.Absolutely 

mint condition, complete with 
boxes and manuals, £ 1900 ono. 
Tel: 01463 811 779 (Jan) 

FOR SALE Due to house move, 
Living Voice Auditorium, boxed, 
instructions, cherry veneer, vgc, 

much loved, £900 ono. Buyer 
collects,Woking area.Tel: Dave 

01483 728 657 (Jan) 

LEAK SANDWICH loud-

speakers, cabinets perfect, 
teak wood finish, original 
classics still performing well. 
Warranty/installations 

instructions included. Offers 
accepted.Tel: 020 8690 1939 
(London) (Jan) 

QUA lb ESL63 pair (teak) 
one excellent condition, one 
non-working. £450 ono.Tel: 
020 7932 0108 ( Evenings) 
(Feb) 

SOUND AUDIO VP3A valve 

line preamp.ALPS,Wonder-
Caps etc. Superb sound, rare, 
£550. Leak Troughline Stereo II, 
good condition, £85. Rogers 

HG881I, good condition, £ 165. 
Tel: 07976 904 381 (Jan) 

SONDEK AFROMOSIA 

Trampoliner Cirkus fitted 
with exclusive LVIII Ittok 

KI8, Stored for 6 years, 

original packing and original 
chassis kit in boxes, excel-
lent condition £ 700. also 
Naim 32.5 with MM/MC 
cards £ I 00.Tel: 01382 552 
072 (Jan) 

THE ULTIMATE Subwoofer! 
EWW motional feedback 

design, flat to I 5Hz, £499. One 

only so hurry!. Easily interfaced 
with any system.Tel: 01243 537 

312 after 6pm please. (Happy 
Xmas Les) (Jan) 

WANTED: MARANTZ CD 
6000 KI Signature. Black made 

in Japan, fully functioning, excel-
lent condition, will pay reason-

able price.Tel: 07974 274 615 
(Jan) 

NAIM CD1 immaculate condi-
tion, can dem, £520 ono.Tel: 

0115 925 6736 (Jan) 

ELECTROHOME MARQUEE 
950 I Acon projector. HD-GT I 7 
lens. Extras include: modules 

for HDTV, image shifter, 

RGBHV video; Extron I09xi 
VGA-UXGA interface. 

Outstanding performance 
excellent condition. Original 

packing etc. Offers invited.Tel: 
01945 463 077 (Jan) 

FAROUDJA VP400AU 

Quadrupler (960p). Latest cali-
bration. Improves CRT projec-
tor video display 1,000%; 

brightness 125%. Extends tube 

life threefold, As new condition 

with original packing etc. Offers 
invited.Tel: 01945 463 077 (Jan) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 

monobloc amplifiers, mint £475 
inc. UK delivery. Musical Fidelity 

XAS100 stereo power amp, 
mint £275 inc. UK delivery. Tel: 

Mark 07754976443 (Jan) 

LINN LPI2,Valhalla, Ittock LVII, 
£595. Pro-Ac Tablette 50 speak-

ers £395. Cyrus Straightline 
amp £250. DAD3 CD £350. 

Yamaha KX-10 tape £ 120. 

Stands Unique support with 
vinyl £90. Pro-Ject Phono-Box 

£20. Cable-Talk interconnects 
with components. Target speak-

er stands £40. Entire system 
£1600. Move to N.Y. forces 
sale.Tel: Ian 01903 209 295 

evenings or Email: 
icicic@btopenworld.com (Jan) 

WANTED: MARANTZ SX72 
signal conditioner. For Sale: 
Nakamichi 600 tape deck, near 

mint, boxed £85. Ferrograph 

702 high speed, g.w.o. £55.Tel: 

01759 305 582 (York) (Jan) 
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UK SUBSCRIPTION £40 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.hi-fiworld.co.ulc 

YES! I want to subscribe to Hi-Fi World for:-
U £40.00 for 12 months 

Your Details 
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Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 
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Delivery Address (if different) 

I would like to pay by cheque made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd.iii 

Please debit my VISA E MASTER El SWITCH El AMEX 
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Security No: 

Switch card issue No: [I 

Cardholder Signature: 

Z  - 

Please choose service:-

Eurianum 
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Expiry Date:  

ZONE 1 USA, Canada, Africa 

ZONE 2 Australia, Japan, Korea, China, Middle East & 
South East Asia 

EUROPE Airmail £50.00 

ZONE 1 Airmail £60.00 

ZONE 2 Airmail £70.00 E 

Send this form to: 
Hi-Fi World, Subscriptions Department 
PO Box 464, Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire 
HP4 2UR 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER! 

£40.00 for 12 months plus 
1 additional issue free. 

FREE postage & packaging. 
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Get your issue of hi-fi world 
straight to your door! 

Get to our amazing classified 
I ads first and grab a bargain!! 

> Run by dedicated hi-fi engineers and 
enthusiasts. 

I > Hi-Fi World has become famous for its 

I informative reviews and radical kit designs. 

NEW NUMBERS 
Hotline 
+44 (0) 1442 879097 
Fax No: 
+44 (0) 1442 872279 
email: 
hifiworld@webscribe.co.uk 

I For Back Issues enquires please 
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ROCK TURNTABLE Rega 

RB300 £500. Rotel RCD 991 AE 
£350. Revox B760 tuner £400. 

Cyrus DAD3Q £300. Spendor 
BO speakers with stands £275. 

Nakamichi cassette deck £ 150. 

Tel: 020 7813 3179 or 07973 
459 614 (Jan) 

IX QUAD 11 amp Ix Quad 22 

control unit Ix Quad FM tuner 
Ix Wharfdale Bronze model 
speaker all in beautiful 

Hardwood caseing.Also 1 x 
Quad 11 amp 2x G.E.0 KT 

Valves Ix G.E.0 83 Ix G232 All 
original all boxed with instruc-

tion manuals all in excellent 

condition. Contact Soren at 

sozzanelli@yahoo.co.uk or call 
07730 557152 (Jan) 

TANNOY D100 biwireable 
standmounters from the 

Definition range. Immaculate 

rosewood veneer. Cost £699, 

as new, asking £320. Can email 

pictures if needed. Will include 

Linn Index stands.Tel: Craig 

01642 816516 (Jan) 

MONITOR AUDIO Gold 

Reference 20, little use, quick 
sale required, 3 months old, as 

new, £ I 150.Tel: 07967 I 96873 

(Jan) 

ARCAM FMJ DV27A DVD-
Audio Player: 
10 months old, under warranty 

plus 5 year extended Arcam 
warranty; BLACK 
finish, mint, boxed, Progressive 
scan, top CD playback too, 

£1395 (£ 1900) Tel: 07808 771 
394 (Jan) 

BITS CLEAR Out:4 off 4.5 
meter Audioquest type 4 
speaker cable ( bi wiring/bi amp-
ing), fitted with high quality gold 
plugs. £50.Yamaha sub woofer. 
Powerful detailed sound for 

home cinema. Immaculate con-
dition. Boxed £ 150. 4.5-metre 
pair of these h:gh quality speak-
er cables. Factory-terminated 

with Kimber Ultraplate banana 
plus at each end, About two 
years old.Very detailed and 

open sound. £ 130. High quality 

HI-Fi stand cost £400, 5 glass 

shelves. Chrome legs., includes 
marble plinth and cable man-

agement system (cost me an 
extra £ 1 50!!!).Speedy sale 
required hence low price of 

£150. Offers considered on the 
above.Tel: 07720 807013 (Jan) 

AUDIOLAB 8000Q preamplifi-
er for sale with box and manual 
£500 ono.Tel: 0 I 642 559 078 
(Stockton) (Jan) 

AUDIO RESEARCH power 

amplifier 100.2 mint and boxed 

£1750 (£3790 new).Audio 

Synthesis Dax Decade balanced 
and single ended, mint and 

boxed £ 1525 ono (£4000 new). 

Denon DVD AI gold, mint and 

boxed £ 1200 ono (£2500 new). 

Nordost Optic component 

cable, 6 metres £300 (£600 
new). Siltech Golden Ridge digi-
tal cable £300 (£450 new) 
Titanium Pulsar Points and 

Granite plinth £ 130. Tel: 07970 
858 948 (Jan) 

PAIR MARK Levinson 436 

MonoBloc Power Amplifiers. 

£6250.00. Price includes 2.0m 
Bi-wire JPS Labs 

Superconductor FX Speaker 
Cables. 18 Months Old. 

Transferable Warranty, Cartons, 

Manuals, Gloves. 

Collection/Delivery negotiable 

Tel: 01709 532839 (Feb(I) 

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 

Discrete DAC. Custom order 
Black Gate capacitor, balanced 

version with variable output 

digital volume control. 

Incredible resolution, 4 months 

old, £3750 (£6500 new).Tel: 
07989 234290. (Shropshire) 

(Jan(I) 

ROGERS STUDIO 7 speakers, 

Rosewood, £50. Partington 
Ultima Dreadnought stands 
£100. Quad 77 power amplifier 
£260.Audiolab 8000C pre-amp 

£175. Monarchy Audio I 8B 
delux DAC £90. All excellent 

condition, boxed, instructions. 
Tel.Tony 01256 770044 
(Hampshire). (Jan) 

LOWTHER ACOUSTA,VGC 
pre 1970.Also pair Lowther 

PM6 drives, boxed, one with 
detached cone. Belonged late 
father, need to clear. Can split. 
Enquiries or offers to 
iloveday@nucleus.co.uk (Jan) 

FOR SALE: Maranta CD94KI/ 
DAC94KI £ I 000,Audiolab 

8000M (black) £400,Audiolab 
8000C (grey) £ 150, Creek 
CD50 £ 150, Creek DAC50 

£100,ALR Note 3 stand mount 
speakers with tunable ABRs 
£450. Naim HiCap Olive just 

serviced £450, NAC72 Olive 
£300, Linn LP12 Valhalla £450, 
Linn Lingo £500, Zeta Arm 
£250.Tel: 020 8642 6516 before 
9pm, no offers. (Feb) 

SOUNDSTYLE X105 equip-
ment stands, black £ 175, silver 

£200. Two of each available.Tel: 
01603 458 944 (Jan) 

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR ADVERTISERS AND READERS 

GUIDELINES FOR BUYING AND SELLING SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT 

FOR THE BUYER 

I. Not everyone is honest - Buyer Beware! 
2. Don't send cash! 
3. Accept no verbal guarantees. 

4. Have you heard the item or omething similar? If not, 
why do you want it? 

5. Don't pretend to have knowledge - it's your fingers 
that will get burnt! 

6. Is it working? If not, why not? 

7. Has it been modified and, if so, have notes been kept? 
8. Was it any good in the first place? 
9. Don't send cash! 

10. If you are in the slighest doubt, arrange an audition 
(see point 5 ). If it's too far, wait for another time. 

II. Either buy it or don't: vendors are excusably impatient 
with 'consultation' exercises. 

12. Don't send cash! 

FOR THE SELLER 
I. Not everyone is honest - Seller Beware! 
2. Make no verbal guarantees. 
3. Even 'nearly new' is still second-hand. If the 

manufacturer's guarantee is no longer in force, your 
price should reflect this. 

4. There is very little intrinsic value in second-hand hi-fi; 

it's only worth what some one will pay for it. 
5. The best guide to pricing is last month's Classifieds: 

that a 'classic' was worth £xxx a year or two ago is 
no guide.Values fall as well as rise. 

6. Amateur second-hand dealing is not a big money 

game: you win some, you lose some. 
7. Be prompt with despatch. If in doubt about buyer's 

bona-fides, either wash out the deal or send C.O.D. 

8. There will always be time-wasters; be tolerant within 
reason! 
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about us 

Hi-Fi World writers have extensive audio 

industry experience - from designing the best 

valve amplifiers, engineering bespoke pro audio 

installations and mastering digital discs to 

classic and modern hi-fl retailing. No other 

magazine has such a diverse wealth of editorial 

talent. No other magazine is able to combine 

the new and the old, the classic and the 

modern, the affordable and the expensive, the 

raw and the cooked, with such authority: 

DAVID PRICE 
A passion for music from an early age got DI' 
looked on hi-fi. His writing career began in 
1990 with New Musical Express, and after 
-writing for Hi-Fi World he joined the Doors 
,.eam at The Stuaday Times, and now edits 
ihe Home Entertainment section of The 
Month alorgskfe this magazine. A compul-
sive record iroll=tor. vinyl is David's 
:ivourite tipple.and he's crazy about c assic 
audio too - as his encyclopaedic knowledge of 
Japanese high end attests. 

NOEL KEYVVOOD 
A leading technical journalist, his rigoaous 
reviewing - informed by empirical measure-
ments - has made an indelible impression on 
the UK hi-fi scene. After editing Hi-Fi 
Answers in the 1970s and contributing to 
The Flat Response and Hi-Fi Review in the 
9805. Noel vvert on to launch Hi-Fi World 

ii 1990. His. challenging approach has 
famously seen h m expose digital audio's 
technical faLings, and champion the cause of 
lis beloved ealre amplifiers and high sensi-
tivity loudsreakers. 

DOMINIC TODD 
Working in retailing since 1991 - at all 
levels including sales. management, purchas-
ing, training and marketing - has given DT a 
bwensic knowleLge of modern audio and 
video equipment. Living at the 'cola-face' 
makes him brilLantly placed to conment on 
what kit works test and why, and t. explain 
the politics behial it. 

HADEN BOARDMAN 
His knowledge of classic kit is almost 
Lnmatched - doubtless helped by hm getting 
bitten by the hi-fi bug at the tender age- of 9! 
Haden's tastes are very much of the 'vatves 
and vinyl' ilk, his system displaying a welter 
of British na:nes from the 1960s to go with 
his 1980s Maramz CD spinner. He also a 
keen kit builder, and is not afraid to wield a 
soldering iron ir the noble cause oll superior 
sound. 

PATRICK CLEASBY 
After a stellar ceneer in IT, Patrick's love of 
music drew him lo the field of multichannel 
nusic mastering, which is now his vocation. 
His exhaustie knowledge of digital audio and 
surround sound :heory and practice- makes 
him perfectly plazed to assess the latest DVD-

Audio and SACO hardware and software 
alike. 

STE WART WENNEN 
A professional acdio engineer since the 
1970s. SW is stil. constantly amazed by the 
poor quality of kit that some manufacturers 
fist upon the buying public - but is also 
delighted when he finds a bargain. His 
redoubtable experience of designing and 
building his own turntables, electronics and 
loudspeakers thrcugh the years makes 1-.im an 
ideal HFVV scribe, along with his obsession 
with music. 

UK SETRIGHT 
A man whose re7utation precedes him. LJKS 
bras had a long and brilliantly distinguisned 
writing career. Most famous for his quarter 
century of contributions to CAR magarne, he 
has also had over one hundred books pcb-
tiled. A gifted, classically trained musician. 
his passion for hi-fi comes from an enduring 
love of music. A Keen Radio 3 listener, 
LJKS's Linn Sondek turntable comes second 
only to his beloved Kremlinn tuner in his 
alertions. 

ri 

C . 

' 

WHAT IS HI-FI WORLD? 
An independent hi-fi magazine of fourteen years standing, 

founded by Noel Keywood - one of the UK's leading 

technical hi-fi writers. 

WHY IS HI-FI WORLD SPECIAL? 
Almost all hi-fi and home entertainment magazines are 

owned by large media corporations that publish anything 

that makes money, be it caravan, computer or mobile phone 

titles. But we're different! As the only magazine published by 

Audio Publishing Ltd., a small independent specialist 

publisher, hi-fi isn't just a business for us, it's a way of life. 

WHAT IS HI-FI WORLD'S PHILOSOPHY? 
We are the only real world audiophile magazine you can 

buy. No matter whether something costs 20p or £20,000, 

we'll tell you if it's worth having - and why. Being 

independent, we can write what we like, and we do. If it's 

recommended in these pages, it's because we've lived with 

it - and rate it. If we don't, then we'll not gloss over the fact 

for reasons of commercial gain. 

We don't print reviews of bad equipment - what's the 

point? So everything inside these pages is interesting or 

excellent, and usually both.Yet still we don't pretend 

everything is fantastic. Not even the best equipment is right 

for everyone - which is why go to great lengths to explain 

the respective strengths and weaknesses of each bit of kit. 

We don't knock stuff, we say why it will work in some 

systems and why it won't in others - so you can make your 

own mind up. 

Unlike some titles, we don't delude ourselves that we're the 

ultimate authority on everything, but the huge experience 
of our team ensures that we're invariably pretty close to 

the mark. Importantly, we back our subjective findings with 
technical measurements - which ensures that everything we 

review is a representative sample, and that we know what 

ancillaries are best. 

We don't pretend that every new product is better than its 

predecessor.We're happy to recommend classic hi-fi when 

it's better than modern stuff.This doesn't help our 

advertising revenues, but it gets you closer to getting a 

superb sounding system for the lowest possible price. 

WHAT'S THE HI-FI WORLD SOUND? 
Go into your local high street electronics emporium, and 

you'll hear no end of cheap, forward, hard and showy sound 

bits of audio kit. As we listen to music hour after hour 

every day, we're not into this. We go for hi-fi - at any price - 
that has the ability to communicate what the musicians are 

trying to say.This means it must be rhythmically engaging 

and dynamically expressive - but must also be able to 

recreate a believable soundstage and a wide and varied 

range of tonal colours, We don't like a hard sound, nor do 

we enjoy the soft. It's got to be open and organic. 

Interestingly, there is kit at all price levels that offers this 

quality - although it often takes some finding. So we're 

happy to recommend anything from an old, long-discon-
tinued £30 amplifier to a brand new pair of £6,000 

loudspeakers - if they sound right! 
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THE MISSING LINK for Very 

Spec al Cables. Designed & 
Hand Built in England by 

Musiz Lovers for Music 

Lovers. " First in the Field" 
with a Full Range of 5n Pure 

Silver Cryogenically 

treated Litz Loudspeaker 

Cables and Interconnects 

...'The Link Family' where 

every Cable is individually 

created using the finest 

Silver from tip to tip....A 
Limited number of these 

Cables - as featured at the 

Heathrow Hi Fi Show -are 

now available for home 

demonstration by arrange-

ment...Visit 

www.the-missing-link.net 

for details or contact 

jan@the-missing-link.net or 

Mark at 0115 8779089. 

(Jan(i) 

PURE EARTH and dedicated 

mains (electrical) circuits design 

and installation service. Contact 

MainsDoctor 07989 200 961, 

Email: 

mainsdoctor@yahoo.co.uk 
VVebsite: 

www.mainsdoctorco.uk We 

install for all audio and video 

applications ( Feb05(1) 

VINTAGE WIRELESS 

COMPANY LONDON 

Website: www. 

vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk 

Buy-Sell-Exchange.Vintage wire-

less and classical audio. Repairs, 
spares, restoration, modification 

to all valve equipment. Quad II, 

Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, 
best prices, call us at. I 7 Bell 

Street, London, NW I 5BY.Tel: 

020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 

3449 Email: 

vwire esslondon@aol.com 

(Jan) 

E.M.A.S. REVOX C221 £550. 

B710 11 £500, B760 £550, PR99 

£650, Studer A8ORC £750, B67 

£350,A807 £500,A810 £750, 

A710 £550. A725 £400, Fostex 

D2OB £300, Uher 4200 £300. 

Tel: 01246 275 479 (Jan) 

NAIM. BUY, Sell, Cash, 

P/xchange. Systems, part sys-

tems, amps, preamps, CD, 

tuners, power supplies, 

speakers, Sondeks, Isobarics, 

Mana etc.Tel: 01382 819 732 

(Jan(1) 

'AMPS' REPAIRED, Restored, 
upgraded. - Valves Only -. 

Kits assembled (inlcuding 

WAD). Experienced engi-

neer. Free estimates and fair 

prices. Tel: 01525 756 935 

http:// 

www.dhaen.co.uk/amps.htm 

Email: amps@dhaen.co.uk 
(Jan(I) 

KOOLKABLES.COM We only 

sell pure silver cables! Prices 

start from £30.Try our 

Christmas treat ' Insight Silver 

Bullet' Edition fully cryogenical-

ly treated from £55. Refund if 

unsatisfied! Full details 

vvww.koolkables.com (Jan(I) 

HIGH POWER & Deep Sound 

- high current, tough silver plat-

ed mains & loudspeaker cables 

designed & manufactured to 

enhance audio systems perfor-

mance. For advice and informa-

tion phone John on 01840 

213797, North Cornwall. 

vvww.johnthorpeaudio.co.uk 

(Jan) 

AMAZING CABLES! Solid sil-

ver interconnects from £ 110, 

with air/teflon insulation and 

WBT plugs. Silver speaker and 

mains cables from £250. 

Fantastic performance, refund 

guarantee. Tel: 0115 982 5772 

after 7pm, or Email: bob@sky-

divers.co.uk (Jun) 

AUDIOREPUBLIC, 78 Otley 

Road, Headingley, Leeds, 0113 

2 I 7 7294.Yorkshire's newest 

Hi-Fi retailer, stockists of Naim 

Audio, Rega Research, Conrad 

Johnson, Sugden, Dynavector, 

(cartridges and amplifiers) and 

many more. Please call for 
advice. (Jan) 

HIGHLAND AUDIO, 

KirkhilL Invermess, 01463 831 

658. Doclusive distributors of 

AVI audio products. lEcosse 

Referemce Cables - all mono 

& supe-mono crystal cable 

20% of otherwise 15%. 

Complete system available 

for demonstration. Trade-Ins 

welcome.. Email: 

highandaudiof&aol.com 

(Feb(I) 

WANTED: USED Hi-Fi 1970s 

to present day. ParticJlarly 

interested in eassic gear from 

the 1970s. Pick up anywhere in 

the North East or North 

Yorkshire.Tel: 07769 702 861 

or Email: buying@classicheinfo 

(Jan) 

NAKAMICH TAPE Deck;. 

Dragon, mint with original 

boxes and owners manual copy 
of service manual included 

£1050. RX505 unidirectional 

mint with original manual copy 
of service manual inc:uded 

£800 LX5, 3 head £ 300. RX202 

£275 TDK MP.-XG90 ceramic 

tapes call for availability they 

are to limited supply. Quality 

intercornects ordered to 

length. Unique Solid Stainless 

Steel and glass equipment 

stands made and designed to 

order. Call for details: 01843 
599980 (Jan) 

DRAGONFLY AUDIO. Beautiful 

handmade surrounds for the 
Thorens TD 150' & D 160 

turntables in various 

finishes,other accessories such 
as matching hardwood isolation 

cones.For details.Tel: 07904 

008274. 

E-mail:Audiotools68eaol.com 

(Feb) 

AUDIOFILE OBJECTIVE fo 

New, XDisplay and P-eowned 

Hi-Fi. Musical Fidelity. Roksan, 

Neat. Myryad, Projec-_,VHD. 
QED, Marantz, Other makes 

preowned. 16 Allen House,The 

Makings, Sawb -idgeworth, 

Herts. 01279 ; 24 024 Hi-Fi 

Purchased. Free Parkmg (Jan) 

www.hippo-hifi.co.uk (jan) 

WANTED. DAMAGED or 

non-functioning rack-mount-

ed professional solid-state 

amplifiers. Any condition 

whatsoever. Also 'unre-

pairable non-functioning 

Class-A solid-state power 

amplifiers, eg., Krells, 

Spectrals, Passlabs etc. 

Phone Nick Sheldon 07968 

264 520 or 0 1603 662 438 

or Email: 

nick_sheldon@yahoo.com 

(Jan) 

GRAHAM TONEARMS,VVhest 

Audio, Graham Slee, Denon, 

Shure, Michell,Transfiguration, 

Clearaudio, Stax, Sumiko, 

Hadcock, Harbeth and many 

more. Sale prices from Ian 

Harrison.Tel: 01283 702 875, 

9am-9pm including Sundays. 

(Feb) 

NAIM CDS' and CDSPS fully 

serviced at Naim 2003 - £ 1300. 

CDS perfect condition - £750. 

SL2 Speakers ex-demo perfect 

condition - Euros 6000.00. All 

':ems boxed, service manuals, 

remote cortrols, 6 Months 

Guarantee. AINM-AV - NAIM 

DISTRIBUTOR FOR IRELAND 

& NORTHERN IRELAND. 1, 

Church Road, Swords. Dublin. 

—el: + 00 353 (0) 1 813 7937 

M: + 00 353 (0) 87 247 0559 

Email: 

peterwilliams@ainmay.com 

www.ainmay.com (Jan) 

BRILLIANCE'S RANGE of cus-

tom-made Teflon insulated 

cables now includes Eminent 

interconnects and speaker 

cables delivering exceptional 

performance at bargain prices. 

Demonstration cables available. 

Contact MiKe on 07963 117 

341 or see 

www.brilliancehifi.co.uk (Jan) 

www.hippo-hifi.co.uk (Jan) 
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The most important and expensive components of a valve amplifier 
are valves and transformers. £200 or £500 for a pair of huge "push pull" 
output transformers produces good bass + lots of " inter leaved" windings for 
better high frequency and "stability". Huge £150 mains transformers gives a 
less "processed" sound. Selected "matched" set of valves cost £50 or £ 160. 
If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £10 volume control, 

£10 wires , £10 capacitor, we could have saved a lot of money! I ! 

Money back guarantee (less £30 UK or £100 overseas) that you prefer :-

£850 or £1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers 
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, 
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers 
selling for £2,000 to £20,000 

£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £350 "3 way" speakers 
to "ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £600 "2 way" and "2.5 way" speakers 

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor 
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000 

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers. 

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from 
satisfied customers. www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk 

www.affordablevalvecompany.com Even our "stan 
transformers 
are Buy direct & save £££ 

Shop prices are expensive 
because of rent, rates, wages 

Free UK delivery 
Subsidised £50 UPS delivery 

to overseas countries. 

4 years of proven reliability. 
2 years guarantee. 

SIG 
BIG 

BIG BIG 

40 watts 
+40watts 

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM 

"Nothing less than total dynamite" HI-FI WORLD 

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the 
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of 
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification 
at (75 will enable your Rega to perform at a level exceeding that of 
some arms costing over £1000!! High performance rewiring with 
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external 
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance. 

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm 
into a real giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of 
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have 
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge." 

HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION 

Structural modification awarded5star rating by 

Structural Modification - £75 
Internal Rewiring - £70 
External Rewiring - £70 
High conductivity phono plugs £20 
Slotted arm tube - £85 
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured 

by Rega) £124 

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3 days  

WHAT ) fl? 
***** 

Massive expensive 
"potted" 
transformers 

Expensive 
non-magneticA 
stainless »V 
steel 
chassis 

larger 
transformer 

2 or 6 
pieces 
of silver . 
capacitors 

Big powerful larger 
EL34 transformer 
valve 

KT88 valves 
are more 
expensive 
than 6550 

valves 
eib 

Ultra Linear 
£1,050 £1,150 

huge 
.00... transformer 

£500 
Upgradeable 
to £1,000 

KT88 amplifier 
+£50 carriage 
+£50 for usedvalves 

£1,250 
Triode 

Connection 

£1,400 
KT88 valves 
' are more 

expensive 
than 
6550 
valve 

Triode 
Connection 

Ultra Linear £.8 5 0 
£650 £750 £1,000 

Properly matched-1 
famous Svetana 

EL34 valves 

40 watt 

40 watt 

£600 £700 

"The single most important upgrade you can  

ever make to any record deck  concerns the motor 

drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a 
word, gobsmacking. COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE 

"The LP12 remains a classic ...but ..upgrade kits by Origin 1 ive 
can bring a vast improvement to it's performance" HI FI NEWS 

UNIVERSALTURNTABLE MOTOR KIT - No one would 
blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor 
upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other power 
supplies costing over 4 times as much or your money back. It is simply 
impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained by eliminating 
the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000 times! Our 
DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn 
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist 
of a drop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2 speed 
control box. Why not order now? - see web site or phone. 

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199 
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339 
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570 
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175 
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit 

ORIGIN LIVE 
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877 
E-mail: infogoriginlive.com 

www.originlive.com 
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nrriArlinriev 

classifieds ads order form 
RATES - ALL ADVERTS MUST BE PRE-PAID 
Maximum length per advert is 30 words, each addi-

tional word is 50p extra. Telephone numbers and E-mail 

addresses are treated as one word. Model numbers are sidered Trade advertising. The 

treated as one word i.e. Quad 303 =- two words. Publisher reserves the right to 

Please tick the box for the advert requ red judge submissions 

Dealers must not advertise in the 

Private Classified section. Monthly 

consecutive insertions will be con-

Private magazine advert 

Private magazine advert display black box 
Trade magazine advert 

Trade magazine advert display black box 

£10 per month 

£15 per month 

£10 per month 
£15 per month 

Please write or type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box. 
Please continue on a seperate sheet if necessary. 

WE WILL ACCEPT PHOTOCOPIES OF THIS FORM 

I 2 

3 4 

5 6 

7 8 

9 10 

11 12 

13 14 

15 16 

17 18 

19 20 

21 22 

23 24 

25 26 

27 28 

29 30 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Please debit my VISA/MASTER/SWITCH Card No.(Switch card issue No 

Valid Date:  Expiry Date: Cardholder Signature:  

1 enclose a cheque/postal order for £ Made payable to: Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Send in your private classified ads with our NEW Freepost service. No need for a stamp! 

Send this form together with your payment in an envelope marked: 

Hi-Fi World, FREEPOST LON3478, LONDON NW6 6YR 

-119 Via 

PRIVATE Er TRADE CLASSIFIED ADVERTS COPY DEADLINES 

FEBRUARY 2005 - 3RD DECEMBER 2004 

MARCH 2005 - 9TH JANUARY 2005 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Absolute Sounds 

Aeon Acoustics 

Affordable Valve 

Audio Atmosphere 

Audusa 

Billy Vee 

BK Electronics 

Border Patrol 

Bowers & Wilkinson 

Cambridge Audio 

Central Audio 

Choice Hi-Fi 

Chord Company 

Classique Sounds 

Custom Cable 

DefinitiveAudio (Notts.) 

Diverse Vinyl 

Heathcote Audio 

Heatherdale Audio 

Henley Designs 

Hi-End Cable 

Hi-Fi Sound 

Ian Edwards 

Ian Harrison 

Icon Audio 

Linn 

Mantra Audio 

Matrix 

MF Audio 

Michell Engineering 

82 

54 

128 

107 

22, 109 

80 

54 

14 

BC 

6 

I 15 

86 

18 

I 1 1 

113 

14 

117 

113 

112 

56 

108 

120 

80 

Ill 

40,82 

IBC 

82 

116 

40 

62 

Midland Audio Exchange 110 

Mordaunt Short 

Musical Fidelity 

Musonic 

IFC 

36 

108 

Noddy & Big Ears HiFi 114 

Origin Live 14,116 

Oxford Audio 115 

Pinewood Music III 

QTA I 12 

Real Hi-Fi 112 

Retro Reproduction 107 

Sevenoaks 

27,28,29,30,31,32,33 

Soundstage 

The Listening Rooms 

The Right Note 

Trichord 

Tube Shop 

Unique Sound & Vision 

Walrus 

Whest Audio 

Williams Hart 

Stowsounds 

Dynamics 

108 

117 

62 

56 

80 

54 

10 

52 

108 

114 

114 
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classic cuts 

lmogen Hoist 
conducts 
Gustav Hoist 

W
hat is it about 
viola-players 

that makes 

them such 

excellent 

music ana-

lysts? The supreme exam-

ple must be that virtuoso 

player (and composer) 

Paul Hindemith, whose 

analytical ability made 

him the most intelligi-

ble conductor before 

whom 1 have ever 

performed. His econ-

omy of movement 

made Pierre Boulez 

seem extravagant and hyperactive: 

when he judged things to be going 

right, he simply stood stock-still on 

the podium — but if he moved so 

much as a finger, it clearly meant 

something. 

Another to make his meaning 

clear was Bernard Shore, long ago 

first viola in the BBC Symphony 

Orchestra. In one of his books (Ten 

Symphonies, perhaps 60 years ago) 

he gives a wonderful account of 

Hoist's Planets — despite that work 

being officially a suite rather than a 

symphony stricto sensu. It is one of 

the greatest musical works of all 

time, and 1 have at least four 

versions, variously on LP or CD, 

including that most authoritative old 

Boult performance — but 1 am not 

going to recommend any of them, 

because 1 do not believe that any hi-fi 

system can do it justice. Near the 

end, the magnificently wrought score 

directs the organist to underpin the 

orchestra with a 16Hz bottom C. but 

so quietly that it is not heard.What 

you feel is a strangely beating 

draught: it is the air in the Albert Hall 

faintly pulsating.What mere hi-fi 

could reproduce this? 

Elsewhere in The Planets Hoist 

demonstrates his masterly ability not 

only to make large forces make small 

noise, but also small numbers to 

sound loud. Above all is his 

phenomenal skill in constructing 

music, and for this no large forces 

hnogen Hoist 

Gustav ItoIst 
4-rita 

Two Songs without Words 
A Fugal Concerto 

Nocturne Golden Goose - Ballet Music 

Double Concerto 
lyric Movement 

Brook Green Suite 
Capriccio 

41111idn? B 
Ceci Arnneonwnett • Peter Graerne 

ke itz • En)antiel Hurwitz nneth sillito 

ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

are needed, nor extravagant hi-fi. Any 

half-decent stereo system should be 

able to recreate the fretted intricacy, 

the jewelled counterpoint, the utter 

musicality and the sheer wit in his 

Fugal Concerto for flute, oboe, and 

strings. Dating from 1923, it is his 

Opus 40 No.2, and if you acquire the 

1992 Lyrita CD on which his 

daughter lmogen conducts the 

English Chamber Orchestra you may 

share the intense joy that I always 

experience on hearing it. 

1 must admit that 1 adore the 

fugue form. A good fugue (the one 

from Rheinberger's Schwanda the 

Bagpiper, for instance, at its best on 

two pianos rather than orchestra) 

can make me laugh out loud, and this 

Ho1st work can be at least as much 

fun, at the same time summoning a 

respect amounting to awe at the 

sheer cleverness of the musical 

construction. It is all so fleeting and 

evanescent — the whole thing, three 

movements in all, takes only 484 

seconds — that playing it over and 

over again is not only desirable but 

possibly necessary, so that more of 

those intricate felicities can be 

brought out of hiding. Here is a 

thing of beauty that is truly a joy 

forever. 

The soloists on this Lyrita 

SRCD.223 (lmogen Hoist conducts 

Gustav Ho1st) are fully up to the 

mark. My 

flautist friends in 1958 were full 

of praise for this new young student 

William Bennett, who nine years 

later (when the original recording 

was made for LP) now played the 

Hoist with beautiful phrasing. Oboist 

Peter Graeme is no less lyrical, and 

when he picks up the second subject 

in the third movement and runs with 

it, his sense of fun is obvious. 

That second subject, introduced 

at the point where Hoist creates a 

double fugue, is actually the tune of 

the 17th-century folk song If all the 

world were paper. You probably 

know it, but may not know (Hoist 

probably did not) that the basis of 

the words comes from a liturgical 

poem composed some time before 

1096 CE and still sung as a solo once 

a year in most synagogues. Being a 

solo, it cannot take the form of a 

double fugue — but the words take 

the form of a double acrostic, which 

is almost as entertaining. 

The deliciously witty and 

perfectly crafted miniature which is A 

Fugal Concerto by Hoist cannot have 

a whole CD to itself.There are 

numerous other tracks, all 

interesting, some really clever, but 

this is the jewel in the jewel-box. 

Listen to the sparkle, and laugh! 

UK SETRIGHT 
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One thing that remains constant in a changing 

world is the superior sound of Linn. 

The Linn tradition is to start with the source. 

The Unidisk 1.1 universal disc player is an intelli-

gent source product that makes it simole to 

access all available disc formats, including Super 

Audio CD, CD, DVD-Audio and DVD-Video 

It means that one precision-engineered 

product enables you to enjoy music and 

cinema in your home. Simply insert 

the disc you want to hear or see 

and the Unidisk does the rest, 

to the highest standard. 

LINN TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT. 
WE CALL IT LIFETM. 

Linn Products Limited. 
For more information call the 
or visit www.linn.co.uk 

'One on 
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AWARDS 2004 

WEST SLOWOOFEt 
OVEl £900 

BAIN PV1 

WHASOUND 1111112? 

AWARDS 2004 

TECIINOU,GY AWAII0 
NOMINEE 

law 10,11 For more information on the B&W PV1 please visit our site, or call +44 (0)1903 221 500 

B&W Bowers & Wilkins 

THE NEW B&W 

PV II SUBWOOFER 

Thinking outside the box Lob 
Ever seen a square bubble? No, can't say we have, either. And there's a good 

reason. Flat sides and corners can't cope with air that's under pressure. If bubbles 

were box-shaped, they'd burst. That's why pounding air pressures trapped inside the 

average compact subwoofer produce so much extra, unwanted vibration. Instead of 

equilibrium, you get rattle and hum. 

B&W's revolutionary new PV1 compact subwoofer gets around all that by simply 

mirroring nature. It's a sphere, which means it can make a big sound in a small space. 

No ' box effects' or standing waves. Pressure and resonances are smoothed around 

its rigid aluminium shell. Which is just as well, given its 500W amplifier, back-to-back 

8-inch drive units and surprising internal volume. (A sphere can accommodate more 

space than any other form with the same surface area, don't you know). 

It looks good, it sounds amazing, and it's as solid as a rock. You could even rest your 

coffee on it if it wasn't so round. 

www.bwspeakers.com tie er o& is 




